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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
BROADCASTERS'ROPOSED

I.

KXKCUTIVK SUMMARY
1.

The evidence presented by the National Association of Broadcasters

("NAB") demonstrates the urgent need for a ~si nificant reduction in the royalty rates for
radio broadcasters who simulcast their programming. The widespread availability of

simulcasting would benefit not only broadcasters, record labels, and performers, but also
the listening public that relies on this uniquely free and locally-focused medium whether
it is received over-the-air or online. After nearly a decade under the current rate

structure, the results are clear—simulcasting is unprofitable and as a result growth is

stagnating, The Judges should recognize the prohibitive effect of current rates and set a

new course for simulcasting to the benefit of the entire music ecosystem, as well as

broadcast listeners.
2.

Notwithstanding the evidence that rates already are essentially

confiscatory, SoundExchange argues once again for even higher rates. SoundExchange's
asserted justification can be summarized in one word: convergence. According to
SoundExchange, technologically sophisticated music services are now probing the

boundaries of the statutory license, becoming more and more interactive and capable of

targeting favored artists and recordings to listeners in ways previously limited to
interactive services. As a result, according to SoundExchange, rates for unprofitable

statutory services should be set even closer to the stratospheric levels at which
unprofitable interactive services have struggled to survive.

PUBLIC VERSION
3.

The services have collectively proven, over the course of the trial, that

SoundExchange's convergence theory is unsupported and has numerous flaws. Even
beyond this, one fact is very clear: the convergence theorv is coinn)etelv inaonlicabfe to
simulcasting. In every material respect, simulchstirig is uriique and'differs from

the'ustom
and interactive services that SoundExchange alleges 'are'oriverging:

'

Simulcasting is not becoming more and more interactive or customized, it is
programmed entirely by the broadcaster arid chrmot he iMuenced'by the',
listener;

~

Simulcasting is radio, not a music service, and simulcast programming (even
on music-formatted radio stations) relies heavily on personalities,
news/talk/sports/weather, and other non-musie content;
i

~

Simulcasting is community focused'and locally biised, riot nationally,"

~

Simulcasting serves as an important'co~iinity resourc'e, particularly in'times
of need, and embodies radio's obligations to serve the public interest, unlike
music-only services;

~

Simulcasting has no feedback loops,'humbs 0p/thumbs 'down, or any other
mechanism to increase the likelihood of hearing a particular sound recording
or even artist at a particular time;

~

Simulcasting is one-to-many, not on'-to-one; and

~

Because it is radio programming received through an alternative means,
simulcasting has the same promotional efrectsi that ate conoeded by
SoundExchange with respect to terrestrial broadcasts, and does not substitute
for sales or on-demand plays of sound recordings.
',

For the same reasons that SoundExchange argues that alleged convergence with
interactive services justifies an increase in license fees, these. essentially undisputed 'facts

showing the "non-convergence" of simulcasting demonstiate that it is sufficiently distinct
from other statutory services to justify a significantly lower rate.
4.

Other record facts also confirm the need for a dramatic reduction in tlie

rates applicable to simulcasting. The undisputed testimony from radio broadcasters

-2-
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demonstrates that simulcasting is unprofitable now and is unlikely ever to become

profitable at anything approaching the current rates. As a result, radio broadcasters are
not simulcasting sound recordings at all (Julie Koehn), only simulcasting a small

minority of their music-formatted stations (Steve Newberry), limiting or downplaying
access to the stream (Ben Downs), or not actively promoting the stream for fear of

increasing their simulcast audiences (John Dimick). The relative unavailability of

simulcasting is not in the public interest. Consumers should be able to access their local
radio stations—and all the essential information and services they provide—as widely as

possible. Nor are the interests of the record labels and artists served, because they would
be paid more if broadcasters had a reason to promote their simulcasts aggressively. Only
a significant rate reset will alter will these economics that are preventing the growth of

simulcasting.
5.

In this respect, simulcasting is not alone. The high CRB webcasting rates

have taken a heavy toll on the webcasting industry generally. The evidence indicates that

not a single webcaster has ever achieved profitability — due primarily to the high sound
recording royalty rates. Even Pandora, far and away the largest and most successful
statutory service, has never had a single year of profitability — and it pays the pure play
rates that are 40% below the statutory rate and 44% below the rates paid by simulcasters.
In other words, the system is broken and should be fixed.
6.

The testimony of Michael Katz, lead economist for the NAB, and the other

economists also demonstrates the reasons why a per play rate much lower than the

current rate is appropriate for simulcasting. Professor Katz demonstrated that the current
rates are largely the product of an analysis of interactive service agreements in the 8'eb II

P]UBLI(: VER.SION
and Web III proceedings. That analysis was technically flawed, failed to account for the

demonstrated difference,s between subscription interactive services and ad-supported

webcasting services, and ignored evidence of the major labels'xtraordinary market
power. New evidence from the

labels'ederal Trade Commission ("FTC") submissions

in connection with Universal's acquisition of EMI» which was unavailable in both Web II

and 8'eb III, now proves that t]he repertoires of the labels are complements, that the ~labels
do not compete with one another with respect to licensing

555555

of interactive services (in'deed,
]]), and as a )es)lt

the interactive services market is not effectively competitive as required for a, proper

benchmark market..And, as Steve Newberry testified, the rates agreed to by NAB in its
2009 WSA agreement were the direct result of the flawed analysis and outcome of 5"eb

II'.

II, and were heavily influenced by the shadow

of 8'e6

Professor Katz also explains why a proper royalty rate for simulcasting is

at the low end of any reasonable range, consistent with a rate of approximately $ 0.0009

per performance. As Professor Katz discussed, in an effectively competitive market,
prices would be pushed towarcls the seller's marginal costs, including opportunity costs.
It is undisputed that, as with many intellectual property licenses, the out-of-pocket

marginal costs of the statutory license are near zero. Moreover, for simulcasting, the
evidence shows that the opportunity costs for the labels also 'are near zero and are likely,
in many cases, to be negative clue to the promotional valu.e of simulcasting.
8.

As Professor Katz explained, in this context, the concept ot opportunity

cost is essentially synonymous with promotiional and substitutional effects with respect to

licensing and sales o:F sound recordings t]hrough different channels. The record proves

~

'
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unequivocally that radio is promotional—indeed, that is conceded by SoundExchangeand that the same attributes that make it so are equally present in simulcasting. Direct

evidence from the labels, including Aaron Harrison's admission that the substitution

continuum runs from simulcasting to custom to interactive, and SoundExchange's overall

"convergence" theory all confirm that simulcasting is the least substitutional and the most
promotional of the statutory services, and therefore licensing simulcasting has little or no

opportunity cost (if not a "negative" opportunity cost). Thus, it is in the interest of the

recording industry and artists to establish a rate for simulcasting that is sufficiently low

that it will encourage broadcasters to start and to promote aggressively their simulcast
streams—every listener who converts from over-the-air broadcasting to the simulcast is

found money for labels and artists.
9.

The NAB's rate proposal is also consistent with and is corroborated by (i)

Professor Fischel and Lichtman's analysis of the iHeartMedia direct webcasting licenses,
(ii) Professor Shapiro's analysis of the Pandora/Merlin agreement, (iii) proper

consideration of the interactive-service and Apple iTunes Radio benchmarks advanced by
SoundExchange; and (iv) the effective per play rate actually paid by

10.

[

For its part, although SoundExchange belatedly pays lip-service to the

governing requirement that license fees under the statutory license reflect "effective

competition," SoundExchange's case is actually premised on the supra-monopoly market

power of the major labels. Thus, SoundExchange (for the fourth time before the CRB)
again relies primarily on the license fees charged by the major record labels to interactive

PUBLIC VERSION

'hose licenses do not
on-demand services. This time, however, the record is clear—
reflect competitive forces:
~

The major label witnesses now admit that they do not engage in price
competition when licensing interactive services;

~

SoundExchange's lead economist, Professor Rubinfeld, admits that the
of the majors are "must haves'" and economic complements for the
interactive services; and

'atalogs

~

~

Presentations by SoundExchange's lead advocates to the Federal Trade
Commission in support of the UMG/EMI merger conclusively demonstrate
the lack of competition. Those submissions convinced the FTC that the
merger would not harm competition'n licensing interactive services, because
there alreadv was no meaningful competition:
.

Professor Rubinfeld advised the FTC that after analysis of the industry,

He further told the FTC that the labels

UMG and EMI demonstrated to 'thelFTC that ltheg, and the'other Majbrs,

]]; and

Indeed, VMG did not mince words, telling the FTC that

A market with these characteristics is decidedly not one that reflects effective
competition.
11.

SoundExchange presses its anti-Competitive theme in other ways,'as we)1.

SoundExchange's theory is that any bargaining power on the part of the services, as
demonstrated by concessions by the labels in negotiation,. is equivalent to "competition."

-6-
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But Professor Rubinfeld admits that even monopolists negotiate, and, in any event, a
system in which only a small share of any surplus flows to consumers is not consistent

with "effective competition." SoundExchange attempts to argue that a lack of effective

competition in the interactive service market (or the majors being must haves) is not a

problem because the same is true for noninteractive services. This is just another way of
saying that it is appropriate to set non-competitive prices, which is contrary to the law.

Another of SoundExchange's economists, Dr. Blackburn, opines that the Judges should
not pay attention to what he calls "diversionary promotion"—promotion in which the
labels comoete with each other for market share—should only consider promotion that

expands record sales in the aggregate. In other words — the Judges should not consider

normal competitive forces. SoundExchange witness Darius Van Arman objects to having
to compete for fear that it might lead to what he calls a "race to the bottom"—what others

call "price competition."

SoundExchange's analysis of its preferred benchmarks suffers from

12.

additional fatal flaws. For example,
~

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of his primary interactive service
benchmark suffers from the same flaws as prior iterations of the
benchmark, failing properly to account for the overwhelmingly
dominant business model for statutory webcasting — the &ee to the
consumer, ad-supported model;

~

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis depends critically on an assumption that
license fees will be a constant percentage of revenue, an assumption
that lacks any economic support (and for which he presented none in
his written testimony);

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis fails to account for licensees'osts
(other than license fees), dramatically reducing any margin that may
ultimately be available for ad-supported services;
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~

Professor Rubinfeld fails to account for any difference between the
promotional or . ubstitutional effect of interactive and noninteractive
services, claiming to be "'[gnostic," although he admits that the Judges
must account for ar[y differences between the two types of services; And

~

Professor Rubinfeld uses biased weighting in his computation of
average per-performance fees, and applies an invalid adjustment for
short plays and skips for which interactive services do not pay but for
which he proposes statutory licensees pay.
i

Correcting only the reasonably easily quantified errors results in a license fee far closer to

NAB's proposal than to SoundExchange's.
13.

In addition, Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of[SoundExchange's secondary

iTunes Radio benchmark fails the red-face test, as he claims it supports rates that even he

concedes that no service that could opt for the stat[~story license would pay. Moreover,

Professor Rubinfi:ld's analysis:

(i)i

performance and not the parties'xpectations; [!i) includes certain

~]]

[~

is based on an ihvaliid 6xPos]," view of the service's

that appear not to be properly attributable to the sertrice; [iii) ignores

~555555

[4g

]]; (iv)

ignores the effect of the shadow of the statutory license and [

which biases the license fees upward,, and (v) improperly ignores evidence in his

possession about the

[Igggggg]] nondomlper[sable plays allowed under the

iTunes Radio agreements. Adjusting for Professor Rubinfeld's mistreatment of the

~

]] and the number of'non-oonIpetIsalIle Ltlavs allowed to Apple,

brings the actual effective rate imPlied by the iTunbs licehset belloW

[~]]r

a

number that still fails to correct for other flaws in the analysi's.
14.

Not satisfied. with '[ per play rate that begins at an astronomical level

($ 0.0025) and escalates annually f'rom there„SoundExchange now is arguing it should
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also be entitled to a "greater

of'ate structure that would require payment of the per-play

rate or 55% of the service's revenue, whichever is higher. This assertion once again is

based solely on agreements in the flawed interactive services market.
15.

Professor Katz explained the reasons that such a percentage of revenue

component in the fee structure would distort investment incentives and would fail, as an
economic matter, to implement the statutory mandate that fees reflect the relative

contributions of the parties. Simply put, the percentage of revenue tax would discourage
innovation and, contrary to the law, a service that contributed more and enhanced the
value of its service would actually pay higher royalties than if it had not made the
contribution.
16.

At a more practical level, the evidence shows that a percentage of revenue

fee structure — at any rate, let alone the 55% demanded by SoundExchange—would be

both unprecedented and totally unworkable for simulcasters in the current environment.

[~

There is no agreement between a simulcaster and a major record label that provides for a

percentage of revenue component in determining a fee for simulcasting;

]] And apart from

[~]], which the record

proves is a unique entity, there is no evidence of ~an market agreement in which a
simulcaster has agreed to pay any percentage of revenue for simulcasting.
17.

The absence of marketplace agreements is not happenstance, but reflects a

host of unanswered questions as to how a percentage of revenue royalty would be
administered in the unique context of simulcasting. While SoundExchange's proposal
recognizes that terrestrial revenues should be immune from SoundExchange, it sheds

P1UBI,IC VERSION

almost no light on how bundled revenues (e,g., a commercial that is heard on both the

broadcast and stream) should be allocated between. terrestrial operations and streaming.',
other than to say it should be "fair" and "in accordance with GAAP." .Apart from

invoking "fairness," SoundExchange neither specifies a metric for allocatiion nor the

required proof that data are uniiformly available to broadcasters to implement whatever

metric supposedly applies.
18,

SoundExchange also provides no express exc~lusion for revenues from

non-music programming, which i. pervasive in simulcasting', ev'en though its own expert

Professor Rubinfeld acknowledged that SoundExchange has no economic basis to
demand a share of those revenues. Nor does it make any provision for allocating between

the music and non-music portions of any particular simulcast program, And when

SoundExchange's designated witness on percentage of revenue issues was queried as to a
situation in which a morning program streamed a single sound recording in the midst of
hours of talk, he had no idea whether SoundExchange would claim 0%, 55%, or some

pro-rated percentage of the revenue; his only suggestion was'hat the matter could be
discussed with SoundExchange. In sum, as Professor Weil explained, in the present
scenario and on the present record, a percentage of'revenue f'ee is unworkable for

'nd

simulcasters and would constitute an invitation to unending audits and disputes. Indeed,

if simulcasters needed a final push to put an end to their losses and shut off their streams,
thereby further disadvantage both the public and even the record companies, the

imposition of a percentage of revenue fee component could well be the catalyst for that~
determination.
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19.

Finally, the NAB addresses a number of issues with respect to terms.

Most importantly, and consistent with the evidence presented at trial, the NAB includes a
new proposed definition of "broadcast retransmission" that conforms to the intent that a
lower simulcast rate should apply to non-customized streaming that is, with certain
limited flexibility, the same as that being performed over the air. This definition

expressly prohibits the type of customization of the stream that SoundExchange claims

would increase substitutional effects, but allows substitution of advertisements that may
be necessary for simulcasters who are attempting to sell separate advertising on the

stream, programming for which the simulcaster does not have Internet rights, and

programming that does not rely on the statutory license.
20.

The NAB also explains why the Judges should reject SoundExchange's

latest attempt to remove the requirement that audits be performed by CPAs and the

request that the reporting and payment period be shortened from 45 to 30 days. The
NAB also asks the Judges (i) confirm that only a single late fee, tied to 26 U.S.C.

$

6621,

be allowed in the event of late submission of a payment or report; (ii) limit the duration

of any audits to a period of six months or less, to avoid undue expense and harassment;
(iii) exclude short performances from the fee calculation; (iv) add a notice and cure

provision common to commercial agreements in the event of alleged breach; and (v)
allow broadcasters to recover any overpayments made to SoundExchange.
SoundExchange opposes all of these proposals. The NAB also asks that the Judges
confirm, consistent with marketplace agreements and common sense, that Music

Aggregate Tuning Hours do not include discrete programming segments and half hour
segments that do not include performances of sound recordings.

-11-
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II.

THK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROA)DCASTERS AND ITS
WITNESSES
21.

Th.e National Association

of Broadcasters ("NAB") zepiesents local radio

broadcasters nationwide, many of which stream, their broadcasts over the Internet and

'ates

who will therefore be directly and significantly affected over the next five years by the

set by the Judges in this proceeding. NAB Wlrittbn Direct Statem'ent,, Introductory

Memorandum at l.
A.

NAB'S FACT WITNESSES

22.

Steve Newberry is the President and C!hief Executive Officer of

Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation, which is a twenty-station radio group located
in Kentucky. He is an owner and operator of radio stations and a longtime veteran of the

radio industry.

M[r.

Newberry testified that local radio sei ves the community of which it

is a part and is not just a music service. Mr. Newbierry also cliscussed the 2009

negotiations between the NAB and SoundExchange under the Webcaster Settlement Act,
in which he led thee NAB negotiating team, and'described'the vaiious factors that

influenced the WSA agreements and explained why it does not reflect reasonable license
fee rates. Mr. Newberry's Written Direct Testimony ("Newberry WDT") was admitted
into evidence. See NAB Ex. 4001.
23.

John Dirnick, who has 3'i years of experience in the radio industry, is thee

Senior Vice-President of Programming and Operations at Lincoln Financial Media

Company ("LFMC"), which operates radio . tations in'the Atlanta, Miami/Ft. Lauderdale,
Denver, and San Diego markets. Mr. Dimick's'testimony described the economics of

i

Internet simulcasts of LFMC's over-the-air radio broadcasts, including that, while LFMC
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has been attempting to make streaming of its music-formatted stations profitable for

many years, streaming is not now profitable and it never has been. Mr. Dimick also
testified how over-the-air radio and simulcast streams provide enormous promotional
value to labels and artists. Last, Mr. Dimick testified that simulcasting is distinct from

other webcasting and lacks the customization that SoundExchange relies upon to support
its fee proposal. Both Mr. Dimick's Written Direct Testimony ("Dimick WDT") and his

Written Rebuttal Testimony ("Dimick WRT") were admitted into evidence. See NAB
Exs. 4002, 4009 (respectively).
24.

Robert Francis Kocak, who

is known professionally as Buzz Knight and

has spent nearly 35 years in the radio industry, is the Vice President of Program

Development at Greater Media, Inc., which is a privately owned company that operates
radio stations in the Boston, Charlotte, Detroit, and New Jersey markets. Mr. Kocak

provided testimony regarding how most successful radio stations, including most musicformatted stations, owe their success principally to elements other than music. Mr.

Kocak's testimony also addressed his interaction with record labels and their efforts to
promote their artists and recordings. Mr. Knight's Written Direct Testimony (" Knight
WDT") was admitted into evidence. See NAB Ex. 4003.
25.

Johnny Chiang is the Program Director at Cox Media Group in Houston,

Texas. Mr. Chiang has been a commercial radio Program Director and Content Producer
for over 25 years in various radio formats and he provided testimony regarding the

significant effort expended by record labels to ensure airplay and artist exposure and his
experience with record label promoters and independent music promoters. Mr. Chiang's
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Written Direct Testimony ("Chiang WD'I"') was admitted into evidence. See NAB Ex.
4004.
26.

Be:n

I)owns is Vice President and General Manager of Bryan

Broadcasting Corporation ("Bryan Broadcasting" )!, which owns and operates nine radio
station formats located in and around College Station, Texas. Mr. Downs, who has over
45 years

of experience a.s a broadcaster, has been managing these stations for nearly 25

years. Mr. Downs testified regarding his company's inability to m«ke streaming a viable

Mr.'owns

business operation, including the revenue and expenses associated with streaming.

'hiven
also described how the success of his musik-fcjrmlattdd radie stations is largely

by non-music related factors. Mr, Down's Written Direct Testimony (" Downs

WDT") was admi.tted into evidenc:e. See NAB Ex. 4005.
27.

Julie Ko!ehn is President and General Manager of Lenawee Broadca~&tin'g

'nd

Company, the licensee of WLEN:Raclio, in Adrianl, Michigan. Ms. Koehn has held that

position since 1990..Ms. Koehn provided testimony regarding why radio broadcasters

the programming they transm:it are so important t0 the communities they serve. Ms.

Koehn also provided testimony that Lenawee Broa!dcasting made a conscious decision

not to stream music on the Internet because it believes that the current rate structure for
SoundExchange royalties could result in unpredictable financial losses to the company.
Ms. Koehn's Written Direct Testimony ("Koehn WDT") was admitted into evidence.
See NAB Ex. 400!6.
28.

Jean-Franc.ois Gadoury is the Chief Technology Officer of Triton

Digital, which provides streaming-related technology services to many leading radio

broadcasters. Mr. Gadoury's testimony described how certain s:ituations can lead to
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overcounting of sound recording performances on a stream. Mr. Gadoury's Written
Direct Testimony ("Gadoury WDT") was admitted into evidence. See NAB Ex. 4007.
B.

NAB'S EXPERT WITNESSES

29.

Michael Katz is NAB's expert economist. He holds the Sarin Chair in

Strategy and Leadership at the University of California at Berkeley. He also holds a joint

appointment at the Haas School of Business Administration and the Department of
Economics at Berkley. He specializes in the economics of industrial organizations,
which includes the study of competition and pricing, as well as antitrust and regulatory

policy. He has published numerous works in the field of economics and has previously
served as Chief Economist at the Federal Communications Commission and as Deputy

Assistant Attorney General for the United States Department of Justice. He earned his
A.B. in economics from Harvard University and his doctorate in economics from Oxford

University.

Professor Katz testified regarding the detailed economic analysis he conducted of
critical issues in the current proceeding. Professor Katz addressed economic issues
central to this case, including: (i) economic principles that should guide application of the

willing-buyer/willing-seller standard, (ii) the characteristics of effectively competitive
prices and how they promote consumer welfare and economic efficiency, and (iii)
characteristics of effectively competitive markets.

Professor Katz testified that the rates adopted in Web II were based on a severely

flawed interactive services benchmark analysis that led to rates well in excess of those

that would have been negotiated by a willing buyer and willing seller in an effectively
competitive market. Professor Katz also testified that the negotiated license fees in the
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NAB/SoundExchange Agreement under the Webcaster Settlement Act do not reflect rates

that would exist in an effectively competitive market and are also not a valid benchmark.
He offered boundary limits for statutory rates for simulcasting based on the record

companies'xtensive efforts to promote radio airplay and his analysis of the

JudgeS'ecision
in the SDARS II case.

Professor Katz also described the flaws in Professor Rubinfeld's interactive
service benchmark analysis. He testified that, with the most quantifiable flaws corrected,

an interactive services analysis would conservatively lead to a per-performance rate one

the order of $ 0.0005, as proposed by NAB, not.the $ 0.0025 $ 0.0029 that
-.

SoundExchange now seeks. Professor Katz discussed numerous other flaws in Professor

~

Rubinfeld's benchmark calculation, each of which creates significant upward bias and all

of which together result in an indefensibly high per-performance rate. 'Professor'atz
also demonstrated that Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of the iTunes Radio license

agreements was invalid and dramatically overstated the per-performance fees implied by

those licenses. He further explained the flaws in Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of the
royalties paid by four services that Professor Rubinfeld considered "corroborating."
Finally, Professor Katz discussed the flaws in SoundExchange's proposal for. a ".greater

fee'ould

of" royalty structure and demonstrated why thei prriposedipeecentage of reveiiue

be distortionary and contrary to the statotory goal of having license fees reflect

.

relative contributions to value. Both Professor Katz's Written Direct Testimony ("Katz

WDT") and his Amended Written Rebuttal Testimony ("Katz AWRT") were admitted
into evidence. See NAB Exs. 4000, 4015 (respectively).
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30.

David B. Pakman is a Partner at the capital firm Venrock, where he has

worked since 2008. At Venrock, Mr. Pakman focuses on investing in, and helping build,

early-stage internet, digital media, and consumer companies. He also has extensive prior

experience in the digital music industry, not only as an investor, but also as the founder of
a digital music services company and as a CEO and employee of others, including Apple

(co-founder of the original Apple Music Group), N2K, Myplay, Inc., and eMusic. He has
spent more than 14 years in the digital music industry, negotiated hundreds of licensing

agreements with major and independent labels, music publishers and performing rights

organizations, sold music and music-related services to millions of consumers, and built
and launched multiple successful digital consumer products. Mr. Pakman explained that

high sound recording royalties were crippling the webcasting industry and restricting

growth and investment. Mr. Pakman's Written Direct Testimony ("Pakman WDT"),

which was co-sponsored by NAB and iHeartMedia, Inc., was admitted into evidence.
See IHM Ex. 3216.
31.

Roman Weil is a Certified Public Accountant and the V. Duane Roth

Professor Emeritus of Accounting at the Booth School of Business at the University of
Chicago. He is also currently a visiting professor at the Department of Economics at

Princeton University and the McDonough School of Business at Georgetown University.
He holds a B.A. in economics and mathematics from Yale University and an M.S. in

industrial administration and Ph.D. in economics, both from Carnegie-Mellon University.

Professor Weil has served on the faculties of numerous leading universities and has

published extensively, including co-editing four professional reference works and
authoring more than 80 articles in academic and professional journals. Professor Weil's

-
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testimony addressed the difficult allocation issues, burdens, and controversies that would
arise if radio simulcasters were required to pay sound recording royalties under a fee

structure that included a percentage of revenue component. Professor Weil also

addressed the reasons that some of SoundExchange's other proposed changes to rates and
terms should not be adopted, including removing the current requirement that a CPA

conduct any audits, which could compromise the integrity of the audit process. Professor

Weil's Written Rebuttal Testimony ("'Weil WRT") was ailmltted into evidence. See
NAB Ex. 4011.
32.

Dominique M. Hanssens is the Bud 8mapp Distinguished Professor of

Marketing at the University of California at Los Angeles Ander."&on'School of
Management. He, holds M.'S. and Ph.D. degrees in mdnagenient from Purdue University.

Professor Hanssens'esearch is focused on . trategic marketing problems, to which he
applies his expertise in data-analytics methods such as econometrics and time series
analyses. He has co-authored a book on market response models and is the author of

numerous papers that have appeared in academic and professional journals. He is also

the recipient of the Churchill Lifetime Achievement Award of the American Marketing

Association, among other awards. Professor Hanssens testified regarding a consumer
survey he conducted to determine the relative value assigned to music and other

programming elements by listeners to Internet simolcasts ~of AM/FM music-formatted
stations. Professor Hanssens presented the survey methodology'and results, which found

that approximately 43% of total value on simulcasts of music-formatted stations was
attributed by listeners to features other than music, such as news/talk/sports updates,

PUBLIC VERSION
contests, and morning talk. Professor Hanssens'ritten Rebuttal Testimony ("Hanssens

WRT") was admitted into evidence. See NAB Ex. 4012.
33.

John R. Hauser is the Kirin Professor of Marketing at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Sloan School of Management and is an expert in survey design
and evaluation. Professor Hauser has co-authored two books and has published

numerous articles that have been recognized with national and international awards,
including several articles concerning conjoint analysis. iHeartMedia and NAB jointly

presented Professor Hauser's testimony in rebuttal of the Testimony of Daniel L.
McFadden, who designed and performed a complex survey in an attempt to estimate the
relative value that consumers place on certain features of music streaming services.

Professor Hauser explained the reasons that Professor McFadden's survey was unreliable;
this testimony was supported by a qualitative study performed by Professor Hauser.

Professor Hauser's Written Rebuttal Testimony ("Hauser WRT"), which was cosponsored by NAB and iHeartMedia, Inc., was admitted into evidence. See IHM Ex.
3124.
34.

Steven R. Peterson is an Executive Vice President at Compass Lexecon,

a leading economic consulting firm. Dr. Peterson has an A.B. from the University of

California, Davis, and Ph.D. from Harvard, both in economics. He focuses his work on
the economics of competition and antitrust, valuation, and the licensing of intellectual

property. Dr. Peterson testified in response to the claims of SoundExchange's expert Dr.

Blackburn about the health of webcasting, demonstrating that Dr. Blackburn's analysis
was invalid and that, when properly analyzed, the data show that webcasters paying the
full commercial rates fail at a much higher rate than other webcasters. Dr. Peterson also
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rebutted Dr. Blackburn's claim that statutory sdrvihes Ho hot~prdmdte sales of soimd
recordings.
Dr. Peterson also responded to the survey presented by SoundExchange exphrt

Professor McFadden, and the use of that survey's results by SoundExchange expert

Professor Rubinfeld. Dr. Peterson testified that the McFadden results show a low
willingness to pay for streaming, contrary to SoundExchange's claim that consumers

would migrate to high-cost interactive services if statutory services iwere unavailable. Dir.
Peterson demonstrated that the average willingness to 'pay for certain features reported by

i

'nsight

Professor McFadden both masks divergent preferences and cannot be used to: provide

into market prices or how consumers will respond to maiket prices. Dr. Peterson

also explained why Professor Rubinfeld's "interactivity adjustment&" is not supported by

the McFadden survey data. Dr. Peterson's Corrected Written Rebuttal Testimony

("Peterson WRT"), which was co-sponsored by NAB and Pandora, was admitted into
evidence. See NAB Ex. 4013.

'THER

III.

SIMULCASTING IS FUNDAMKNTALLYiDIFFKRENII'ROM THE
FORMS OF WKBCASTING AT ISSUE IN THIS PROCEEDING.
35.

As reflected in the written testimony, and as allso~deitnonstrated at'the

'eavily

hearing, simulcasting is vastly different from other types of webcasting. Broadcasters are

regulated by the FCC and must operate 'in the public 'interest. Broadc'asters have

a fundamentally different approach to their service—they create a package of content

consisting of many programming elements, including music, news, 'traffic, weather,

sports, talk, and contests, and deliver that package to their audience as a whole. The
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simulcast is programmatically identical to the over-the-air broadcast; it is oxymoronic to
characterize a simulcast as "customized."
36.

Because it is an extension of the over-the-air broadcast, simulcasting is

also inherently local. Programming such as local news, traffic, and weather, is only

valuable to a local audience. The evidence presented at the hearing reflected broadcasters

that are unwaveringly focused on the local audience and their communities. Indeed, their
success is tied to successfully establishing and maintaining a "local" connection.
37.

Another by-product of the correspondence between broadcasting and

simulcasting is that simulcasting is promotional in the same way that over-the-air

broadcasting is promotional. The latter principle has been conceded by SoundExchange.
With respect to the former, while simulcasting does not have the same size audience as

over-the-air broadcast, and therefore it does not have the same overall promotional
impact, on a per-listener basis, the effect is the same. It strains logic and credulity to

argue that an individual listening to a brand new song on her favorite local Top 40 radio

station experiences the promotional effect of that song differently on her home FM radio
as opposed to her home personal computer. For these same reasons, simulcasting is less

substitutional than other forms of webcasting, as SoundExchange witnesses admit.
38.

In the end, all of these factors militate to a lower rate for simulcasters.

Simulcasting is more promotional, less substitutional, less reliant upon music, includes
substantial other programmatic elements, and serves the public in numerous ways that
other forms of webcasting do not. Indeed, the record label witnesses acknowledge the

differences of simulcasting, which they simply would not do unless they were plainly
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evident. The NAB respectfully requests that these'ckno&le'dgcd a'nd important

differences be recognized in the simulcasting rates.
A.

SIMULCASTING IS NOT A MUSIC SERVICE; IT HAS THE
SAME NON-MUSIC PROGlkAM1MINC kS TERRESTRIAL
RADIO, AND REFLECTS BROADCASTERS'UBLIC INTEREST
OBLIGATIONS AND LOCAL FOCUS.
.

1.

39.

I

Background

Five broadcaster/simulcaster witnesses~provided testimony in this

proceeding regarding their broadcast stations and Miming operatiions: John Dimick of
Lincoln Financial Media Corporation, which has sixtden kta6ons (ten music-formatted
stations and six sports, comedy or talk), all of which are currently streamed; Stete

Newberry of Commonwealth Broadcasting Corporation, which operates ten musicformatted stations, only two of which are currently streamed, and seven news, sports, and

talk-formatted stations; Buzz Knight of Greater. Media, inc., which currently operates

~

seventeen stations, of which ten are music-formatted and all but one (a music-formatted
station) currently stream; Ben Downs of Bryan Broadcasting, which operates nine

stations (five talk and four music-formatted) all of which 'are'treamed (although Bryan~

Broadcasting recently removed the streaming li'haik for its Top 40 station &om'that

station's website); and Julie Koehn of Lenawee Broadcasting Company, which operates
one music-formatted station but does not stream music programtning. Dirnick WDT tj S;
5/26/15 Tr. 5796:6-5797:2 (Dimick); Newberry, WDT Q 7, 14 B'c App. A; 5/20/15 Tr.

5071:19-21, 5073:6-5074:2 (updating testimony regarding thee number 'of Commonwealth

'roadcasting's
stations that stream) (Newberry); Knight %13T $ 13; Downs %DT

5/21/15 Tr. 5211:5-22 (Downs); Koehn WDT tttj 4, 9-11.
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40.

Messrs. Dimick, Newberry, Downs, and Knight all testified that, to the

extent that their music-formatted stations are streamed, the programming content

(everything that goes over the air except the commercials) is the same on the stream as it
is on the terrestrial broadcast

of the same station. Dimick WDT $

11; Dimick WRT $ 5;

5/26/15 Tr. 5798:15-5799:9 (Dimick); 5/20/15 Tr. 5104:1-12 (Newberry); Knight WDT
$$ 13, 29; Downs WDT $ 14; 5/21/15 Tr. 5217:24-5218:12 (Downs). Accordingly, their

testimony regarding radio programming applies equally to the broadcast and the
associated stream.
41.

As the NAB's witnesses explained, local radio is not a music service or a

substitute for listening to recorded music. Rather, local radio is characterized by other

programming elements that seek to integrate a station into its local community and obtain
differentiation from other local stations. Newberry WDT $'Ij 12, 13; 5/20/15 Tr. 5076:175077:5, 5078:12-19 (Newberry); Dimick WDT $$ 4, 30-40; Knight WDT $$ 2, 14-26;

Downs WDT $$ 24-34; 5/21/15 Tr. 5218:13-5219:16 (Downs); Koehn WDT $$ 3, 9-19.
2.

42.

Operating in the Public Interest/Developing a Connection with
the Local Audience

Unlike music services, radio broadcasters are licensed and regulated by

the FCC and are required to operate in the public interest. Newberry WDT $ 14; 5/20/15
Tr. 5075:12-14 (Newberry). LFMC takes "seriously our obligation to operate our

stations in the 'public interest, convenience and necessity.'" Dimick WDT $ 33.
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43.

Steve Newberry explained his view'of the key to'success in radio'.
Q. Now, Mr. Newberry, in your written di'rect testimony

you talk about the importance of your radio stations
connections to their communitie's.
Could you elaborate on why that connection is important
for the court?
A. We are licensed by the FCC to operate in the Public
Since [q was 14,
been used to that ethic,
But it's really about developing a
connection with the listeners through service, making sure
that we are where they want us to be, we'e giving them the
information and the entertainment that they expect Rom us,
providing a mix of programming and services. But it'
very important for us to differentiate ouse',Ives by re'ally
being that locally-connected radio station.

'nterest.
I'e

that'esponsibility.

5/20/1 5 Tr. 5075:6-22 (Newberry).

44.

In an interview approximately two years ago, Buzz Knight summarized.

his view as to the critical elements that characterize gr,'eat,radio:,

At the beginning and still to this'day, I come away with the
feeling that as much as technology has changed things, it
all still comes back to great brand management and a
meticulous attention to detail in inanaging those brands....
It's still about thing's that make meat radio tick — meat
content Rom hereat personalities who have a eieat
understanding of the market. That's the localism that'
reallv important is the abilitv to alwavs build vour
promamminu to the point where vour listeners feel that if
thev miss a dav &om vour station. thev feel like thev've
missed a lot.
Knight WDT $ 26 (emphasis added).
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45.

The local focus of radio is not changed by the availability of the stream.

Even though streams often are accessible outside the local broadcast area, radio

broadcasters generally are not interested in targeting out-of-market listeners through their
streams. Steve Newberry explained the two reasons for this:
Q. Now, do you target out-of-market or non-local listeners?

A. We don'.
Q. Why not?

A. Two reasons. One is our advertisers. The advertisers that
I'm dealing with and in Glasgow and Bowling Green and
Elizabethtown, Kentucky, they'e not interested in trying to
reach potential customers for their businesses that are
outside the local market area. So there is no value to me to
try to have listeners that are in Los Angeles or Idaho or
anywhere else.

The second thing is to maintain that connection. We really
want to make sure that our programing is unique to our
local communities, and so I doubt very seriously someone
that's in Los Angeles wants to hear about Western
Kentucky University or what [is happening] at the Corvette
plant[] or other local activities. We — we really focus our
programming and our connection to the local [community].

5/20/15 Tr. 5077:25-5078:19 (Newberry); accord Newberry WDT tt 15; 5/26/15 Tr.

5803:1-17 (Dimick); Downs WDT $ 24; 5/21/15 Tr. 5218:13-5219:16 (Downs).
46.

The local focus of broadcast simulcasts is not confined to commercial

radio stations but extends to noncommercial ones as well. Joe Emert, for example,

testified that NewLife FM "emphasize[s] its availability to the communities it serves" and
has participated in multiple community charitable events that enable NewLife FM's staff

to connect with its listeners. Emert WDT tttt 15, 23. NewLife FM's local focus carries

over to its simulcast. It simulcasts its programming "to serve [its] local broadcast
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listeners by making it ea.sier for them to connect with [its] ministry and the content that

they know and trust through a variety of devices other than an AM/FM radio." 1d. t( 27;

accord Henes WDT '$ 13. Not only is NewI.ife F) 4's target bnliine audience local, but jits
actual online audience is overwhelmingly local as well. Emert WDT $ 28; see also

Henes WDT hatt 11, 15 (retaining a. local focus is especially important to The Praise

Network, as over 90% of its donors come from within the tet'restrial listening area). "For
each month from June through September 2014, of the tojp 10 U.S. markets generating

the most listener sessions, some 75-80% of those sessions originated in [NewLife FM's]
core Atlanta and Macon communities, where [its] station." are located." Emert WDT
$ 28; NRBNMLC Ex. 7009.
3.

47.

Role of:Personalities on Radio

As Mr. Dimick testified, "'the success of raldio, even music-formatted radio

stations, depends primarily on how we differentiate our stations from other radio

stations." Dimick WDT' 3; D~owns WDT tttt 24-26. Part of'that di fferentiation is

"developing a relationship with" local listeners. D:imick WDT tt 3; see also Downs Wl!)T

48.

One of the "critical elements" in developing a relationship with the

audience is the use of on-air personalities, which can be the "'number one priority in terms

of programming,"'epending on the station. Dimick WDT tt$ 3, 30
tt 28

32'owns WDT

(On-air talent "are the jpeople that listeners keep tuning in to spend time with and

~

with whom they form loyalties,."). As Mr. Dimiick emphasized, a "great morning show
can even draw listeners from outside the base music demographic of th'e station." Dimick

WDT tt 32; see also 5/26/15 Tr. 5812:.13-5813:18 (Dimick) (providing testimony that the
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morning show on KQKS (FM 107.5) in Denver, is a rhythm top 40 station, aimed at the
18-34 music listening audience, but that the morning show there performs well in the 1854 demographics, which success he interprets as "in spite of the music that we play.");

accord Downs WDT tt 28 (the host of Bryan Broadcasting's Candy 95 morning show
uses the slogan "less music more talk" ). WLEN's "on-air talent and the loyalty [its]

listeners develop towards those personalities is another reason WLEN stands out in a

crowded market." Koehn WDT tttt 13, 14.
49.
Buzz Knight likewise explained why personalities are important and
provided examples of the role that personalities play at Greater Media's music-formatted
stations:

While morning drive is generally considered to be the most
important day part for personalities, in my view, they are
important in building a successful station throughout the
day. Our on-air personalities consistently wear a lot of
hats; they are curators, they are concierges, and they are
companions and friends. We feature personalities who
have built their audiences over the course of decades on the
air.

Knight WDT tt 16 (providing examples of Greater Media personalities who have been on
the air for decades). Personalities are exclusive to particular stations and can build brand
loyalty. Id. With the rise of social media, there are even more opportunities for radio

personalities to become connected to their audience. Id. tt 18; Downs WDT tt 33 and
NAB Exs. 4122, 4123. There are, however, significant costs and risks to a personality-

based approach. Knight WDT tt 19.
50.

As Julie Koehn discussed, Lenawee's "announcers and staff volunteer

hundreds of hours, both on and off the clock, sitting on nonprofit boards, emceeing local

fundraising auctions, running coat and blanket drives, and collecting funds for homeless
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veterans and socks and pjs for ... unattended youth." Koehn WDT $ 15. Likewise,
Bryan Broadcasting's on-air personalities and staff are very active in their community.

Downs WDT tt 29; 5/21/15 Tr. 5218:13-5219:16 (Downs).
51.

Other evidence confirms that on]-aii] persoi]ialitiesi and personality&dried

shows, such as those common during the morning drive hours, are an important draw to

radio programming. See, e.g., Katz AWRT $ 65, Table 4 (piesenting the results of the

Jacobs Techsurvey 10 Total Results, which reflects

l

[I

]]" as a main rea)on fo) "ghy yoa iisten'to AM/trM
radio"). NAB introduced a survey performed by Professor Hansseitis, whi'ch foutid that,

for simulcast listeners, 12.2% of the value they obtain from listening to their favorite

music-formatted stations comes &om "Hosts, DJs, and other on-air personalities."
Hanssens WRT tI 62, App. 8; Katz AWRT tt 6/, Table 5.
52.

Webcast music services do not rely on on-air personalities in this way and

there is no evidence in the record to the contrary. 5/20/15 Tr. 5099:25-5100:10

'Newberry).
4.

53.

News. Traffic. Weather and Snorts: Service During Crises

Local radio stations routinely provide local news, traffic, weather,'n'd

sports updates. Knight WDT $ 20; Newberry WDT $ 12; Downs WDT tt 30. Knight

notes that "[o]ur listeners expect to receive this'type of information,'nid it is part of the
basic value package that attracts listeners to oux'tations.", Knight WDT tI. 20. Music
services, on the other hand, provide none of this information.
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54.

Julie Koehn, the President and General Manager of Lenawee Broadcasting

Company, the licensee of WLEN Radio in Adrian, Michigan, described the vital role that
WLEN plays in the community. WLEN has received extensive national, regional, and
state recognition for the news, public service, and promotions it brings to its community.

Koehn WDT tt 8. In the absence of a local television station in WLEN's community,
WLEN keeps its listeners informed of local news, weather, and community events.

Koehn WDT tt 9.
55.

Studies also reflect that this type of programming resonates with audiences

and plays an important role in attracting listeners. See, e.g. s Katz A WRT tt 65, Table 4

(presenting the results of the Jacobs Techsurvey 10 Total Results, which reflects

~]];

id 1[66, F.igure

~]].

1

(presenting

[~

[

The Hanssens survey found that, for simulcast listeners, 12.6% of the value

they obtain from listening to their favorite music-formatted station comes from "News/
traffic/weather/sports information." Hanssens WRT tt 62, App. 8; Katz AWRT tt 67,
Table 5.
56.

Local radio's commitment to the public interest is particularly evident in

times of crisis. Buzz Knight explains how Greater Media's cluster of stations in Boston

responded to the Marathon bombing and the citywide lockdown that followed during the
ensuing manhunt. Knight WDT tt 21. He also notes that Greater Media's rock station in
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New Jersey, WRAT, became a primary news source and won an award for its coverage
during the Hurricane Sandy crisis. Id.
57.

Similarly, Steve Newberry details huwiCoriunonwealth Broadcasting

supported the community when the major employer iri itsy hometown of Campbellsville~

'imick

Kentucky, closed its plant that employed 4,500 people. Newberry WDT tt 13. As Mr.

testified at the hearing, an important element of LFMC's community service is

LFMC's assistance during times of emergency. 5/26/15 Tr. 5814:5-5815:22 (Dimick)

LFMC provides general disaster information to listeners and,'uring times of em'ergency,
acts as a hub for receiving information from individuals in the community and

disseminating information from emergency response personneL Id.
5.
58.

Communitv Involvement

As one element of developing a connection to and integrating with the

local community, there is a long tradition of community involvement by local radio

stations. The broadcaster witnesses detailed the ways ithat station employees and

personahties part&cipate m community events. Knight WDT tt 18, Newberry WDT '( l2,
Dimick WDT $$ 33-35; Downs WDT tt 29. Broadcasters regularly appear in the
community, announcing and attending local events, providing information on the aii, on

their station websites regarding local activities. Dimick WDT $ .34. Bioadcasters
organize, sponsor and fundraise for local and national charities. Dimick WDT $ 35;,

Downs WDT $ 29.
59.

Broadcasters also report extensively on community events and activities.

Dimick WDT tt 33, NAB Exs. 4102, 4103; Downs WDT $ 30; 5/21/15. Tr, 5219:245220:14 (Downs) (" The difference is what we do other than the music.
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announcers will talk about the Christmas Parade on Sunday, or they'l talk about where

the fireworks are going to be on the 4 of July. They'l invite people to come out for

something at one of the parks. The news—all of the things that we do that make us
different, that make us College Station, Texas, is what really is what's important.").
60.

Mr. Downs attributes the success of Bryan Broadcasting to its "close ties

with the local community that come from [its] statF s community involvement, listener
loyalty and on-air programming." Downs WDT $ 24. Bryan Broadcasting provides
news, talk, teaching, and local sports programming to its listeners. Downs WDT $ 25.
Mr. Downs believes it important to have a "full-time, local

stafF'hat "connect with the

communities that our stations serve." Downs WDT $$ 27, 29.
61.

In 2013 alone, WLEN broadcast thousands

of public service

announcements "and generated more than 400 hours of community affairs

programming." Koehn WDT tj 15; accord Downs WDT $ 30 ("[a]11 three of our
broadcast music stations feature local public service announcements every hour...").
WLEN also has helped local non-profit organizations raise over $ 2,000,000 in that year.

Koehn WDT $ 17.
6.

62.

Music Alone Cannot Differentiate

Buzz Knight explained why music alone is insufficient to make a radio

station successful:
I continue to believe that... the kev to success in radio is
to make vour listeners feel that. if thev miss a dav at vour
station. thev have missed out on something Music alone
cannot inspire that feeling.... we cannot give people that
"I don't want to miss that" feeling with respect to music,
because we do not have music exclusivity, and it is readily
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available from many other sources.i Instead, we create that
feeling by the content we create and the relationships that
we build with our listeners.

Knight WDT $ 26.
63.

No local station has exclusivity with respect to the music that it plays.

Musical niches can be copied by competitors. Accordingly,'stations must do: more than

just play music to be successful. Knight WDT $ 2. There are numerous other sources to
which listeners can turn if they are only interested in hearing music. Newberry WDT
$ 11. As Mr. Dimick also explained:
Q. Okay. Can you have a successful station Lith just

Inuslc?
A. In my 35 years of experience, nd.
Q. Why not?

A. Primarily because you know, m6sid, whild it'k
important, is for us in radio sort of the least —. it's the least
unique thing that we have. Every radia station can play
Katy Perry if they want to. So just the fact that I play a
song doesn't mean that it's unique to me. I'd love it if it
could be, if I was on the receiving end of all that
exclusivity. But it's not.

'he

So everything else is — it's kind 'of hke~music~just sort af
levels the playing field. It's what you do after that that
really starts to help separate you frdm Poulr cdmPetition in
market.

5/26/15 Tr. 5810:13-5811:4 (Dimick); accord 9/21/15 Tr. 5219:17-23 (Downs) ("Katy

Perry sounds exactly the same in [] College Station asl .. l inlLos Angeles.'"). For Mr.
Downs, the "success of Bryan Broadcasting's stations, including its music formatted
stations, is the result of their close ties with the local community that come from our

stars community involvement, listener loyalty, and on-air programming.
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number of elements that contribute to the success of our radio stations, most of which
have little or nothing to do with music content." Downs WDT $$ 24-25.
64.

WLEN plays a mixed format that includes music, but "music is not the

number one reason why people listen to WLEN, and it is not what makes [WLEN]
unique." Koehn WDT $ 10. Rather, its focus is on local news, weather, and community
information, and the public depends on it for that information given that there is no local

television station in the community. Kohen WDT $ 9; see also NAB Ex. 4124. WLEN
also "carries more local sports than any other local station in [the] area." Koehn WDT
$ 10. "If listeners were only interested in hearing wall-to-wall music, there are many

other ways for them to do so" than to listen to a community-focused mixed-format radio

station online. Id. Even the music programming on WLEN "is live and local„with the

exception of two weekend specialty shows." Id.
65.

Survey data confirm the importance of non-music content even on music-

formatted radio stations. The Jacobs Techsurvey 10, WLEN, and Hanssens surveys all

reflect the value of non-music programming to listeners:
For the Jacobs Techsurvey 10, in addition to the data results cited above for
on-air personalities, local news, and emergency notifications,

See, e.g., Katz AWRT $ 65, Table 4.
~

The Hanssens survey found that, for simulcast listeners, approximately 43%
of the value they obtain from listening to their favorite music-formatted
station, comes from non-music programming (that is,
"News/traffic/weather/sports information," "Hosts, DJs, and other on-air
personalities," "Local events information," "Contests," and
"Advertisements."). Hanssens WRT $ 62, App. 8; Katz AWRT $ 67, Table 5.
It is also important to keep in mind that the share of value attributable to
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music included all aspects of the music programming, including the valu~e of
the underlying mus:ical work and the value of the selection and curatiion of t]he
music contributed by the station. Hanssens WR'I'l 63.
~

For the WLEN surve, the cate or of

]

AWRT tt 66, Figure

Katz

1.

B.

SIMULCASTING IS NOT CUSTOMIZED AND IS NOT
CONVERGING.

66.

SoundExchange's overall theory of the case is that statutory rates need to

increase, and its use of t]he interactive service benchmark is justified, because statutory

'ebcasting

is "converging" with clirectly-licensed, on-demand streaming. That point is

generally invalid (see supra Part III.B), and it is clearly false with respect to simulcasting.
67.

For example, Aaron Harrison of Universal argues that "statutory rates

need to increase over the next rate term to reflect the fact that customized webcastin'g
services are becoming more and more personalized

anted

competing directly with the on-

demand services." Harrison CWDT ft 18. Dennis Kooker likewise argues that:

That fundamental distinction — between statutory services
mirroring terrestrial radio and directly licensed services
enabling customized music access~is iapidl)
disappearing. Statutory services now provide highly
customized offerings to consumers. Statutory se&vices
employ sophisticated algorithms, user-interface controls,
and other computer technology that allow users to
comm.unicate their preferences to the service, and the
ser vice to customize and curate programming tailored to
the individual user.... The result is that statutory service
can and do progressively refine the iindividualized
programs streamed to their users, thus bringing the
experience of listening on statutory services ever-'closer'to
the experience of "on-demand" listenin~g.
~

Kooker WDT at 15-16.
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Although asserted generally as to all statutory services, SoundExchange's

"convergence" theory for higher rates is false with respect to simulcasting. For example,
Mr. Harrison admitted that simulcast does not have the various customization features

that are the basis of the convergence theory, and that a lower rate is therefore appropriate.
Q. And vou believe that if there are limited — if
customization is limited. a lower rate can be iustified.

correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And some of the factors that would be relevant to that

would be whether there is thumbs up and thumbs down.
That's relevant, right? If you can use that functionality — if
you can't use that functionality, you would agree rates
should be lower, right?
A. Yeah. There are sets of features that could make a
service more interactive or less interactive. Thumbs up,
thumbs down is one of them, but it depends what the entire
context of what the service is in combination.

Q. And simulcasting — basic simulcasting doesn't have anv
of those thing's that vou've lust been talkinu about. correct?

A. I'm not aware of simulcasting having those inputs.

4/30/15 Tr. 1102:22-1104:2 (Harrison) (emphasis added).
69.

Mr. Harrison also expressly admitted that he has no evidence that

simulcasting is actually becoming more customized (as opposed to the theoretical

possibility that it might):
Q. Okay. So I'm looking at the last sentence of that paragraph, and you
say, "As a result, I believe that the statutory rates need to increase over the

next rate term to reflect the fact that customized webcasting services are
becoming more and more personalized and competing directly with the
on-demand services."
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But simulcasting of terrestrial radio isn't becoming more personalized
than it was before. is it?
A. I don't know that it is. It theoreticallv could. but I.don't know that it is.

4/30/15 Tr. 1106:1-12 (Harrison) (emphasis added).
70.

Other SoundExchange witnesses have agreed that, unlike custom radio,

'simulcasting

terrestrial radio literally is terrestrial'radio online." S/I/15 Tr. 1283:2IO-2I2

(Wheeler). It is the same stream for every listener! There are no algorithms that're

involved, and no thumbs up, no thumbs down.

.'A

listener'annot skip songs, and if s/he

joins a song late or even near the end, that's just too bad. Listeners cannot pick an artist
and follow that music, and there is no mood-basediprogramrning. 5/1/15 Tr. 1283:23-

'284:21
(Wheeler); accord 5/29/15 Tr. 6590:19-6596t 1 (Ko6ker).

71.

i

SoundExchange expert witness David Blackbiurni adinits that he "would

consider a pure simulcast of [a] terrestrial broadcast[] where everybody is listening to the
same thing as on the least customized end of thl el spectrum" of noninteractive servieesi.
5/4/1 5 Tr. 1689:3-10 (Blackburn) (emphasis ad/ed). He agrees that "a pure simulcast

where all you do is listen to the live radio feed would be on the lowest end" of the

interactivity spectrum among noninteractive services. 5/4/15 Tr. 1689:11-14 (Blackburn)
(emphasis added). He admitted that, when he hstens to a simulcast:

he "join[s] th[e] broadcast that's already in progress" (id. at 1689:22-,25);

the simulcast "does not allow [him] to skip or pause songs" (id. at 1690:14); and
he is "not aware of any way that'[he] can ... have the stream customized
to [his] persona] taste" (id. at 1690:$ -10).
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He also is "not aware of any simulcast station that allows [him] to skip or pause songs,"

or "seed the simulcast station with a particular artist or mix of artist." Id. at 1690:11-18.
72.

Simulcasting's lack of any customization is confirmed by the testimony of

Mr. Dimick, who testified that "the programming of our streams is not customized to the

listener or customizable by the listener; in that regard, it is the same non-customizable

programming that we broadcast to our local audiences over the radio airwaves. Like our
broadcasts, the same content is provided to all concurrent listeners." Dimick WRT $ 1.

Simulcasting remains a "one-to-many" transmission, not a "one-to-one" or customized

transmission. 5/26/15 Tr. 5800:22-5801:5 (Dimick). "[Broadcasters] do not 'customize
and curate programming tailored to the individual

user.'ssentially, we do the opposite

of 'tailoring'; we attempt to make the same broadcast/stream desirable to as wide a group
as possible." Dimick WRT $ 6.

73.

LFMC does not use any technology that allows it to mimic an on-demand

service. Dimick WRT $ 6. LFMC has no "thumb-up" or "thumb down" application that

adjusts programming. Dimick WRT $ 7. There is no other individual feedback

mechanism that can affect LFMC's programming. Id. The listening applications on

LFMC's websites have "play" and "stop buttons. Dimick WRT $ 8. There is no ability
to skip songs or request a specific song. Dimick WRT $$ 7-8.
74.

In its rebuttal case, SoundExchange attempted to defend its "convergence"

theory with respect to simulcast by citing certain search functionality of two services that
aggregate simulcast streams—Tuneln and iHeart Radio. See generally, Kooker WRT at
3-18. SoundExchange failed, however, to adduce any evidence concerning the extent to

which these functions were actually used, or their significance in the marketplace.
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Moreover, the record is clear that the ability to search simulcasts to find whether an artist
is currently playing is far different from the on-demand services to which

SoundExchange tried to analogize it and far differeint from even'custom radio.
75.

For example, Mr. Kooker asserted that:
A user can search iHeart's simulcast radio'service by genre
and/or geographic area., and all simulcast stations
responsive to that search will appear to'that user, 'along
with the songs currently being played on those stations.
The user can then immediately listen to that song.

Kooker WRT at 3. To the extent that Mr. Kooker's reference to "that song" implies the
entire song, his testimony was false..Rather, as Mr. Kooker adinitttd in response to

questions, a song "starts where it'.; playing within the terrestrial feed." 5/29/15 Tr.

6559:21-6560:9 (Kooker). The screen shots provided in Mr. Kooker's WRT (at 5)
confirm that the search results screen does not show how long ago the song started or

how much or how little remained of the play; thus, the user would have no way of
knowing.

'hat
76.

Mr. Kooker admitted that there is no advance notice of what songs would

be playing on the simulcast. 5/29/15 Tr. 6560:10-18 (Kooker). He further acknowledged
he "obviously understand[s] the difference between an on-demand play and what

people get through customized radio or the simulcast." 5/29/15 Tr. 6645:12-15 (Kooker).
77.

Mr. Kooker nonetheless claimed that, because the screen refreshes to show

changes in what is currently playing, "if you'e patient within — especially on hit songs,

within a relatively short amount of time, you could be listening from the beginning."

5/29/15 Tr. 6560:6-9 (Kooker). There is no evidence in the record as to how close to the
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actual beginning of the song one could actually get, even if one were "patient" and waited
for the desired song to appear on the list. In addition, as Mr. Kooker admitted, there

might be a pre-roll advertisement interposed, which would further lessen the time

remaining in the song. 5/29/15 Tr. 6561:5-12 (Kooker).
78.

Mr. Kooker's "experiment" was based on a song (Meghan Trainor's "All

About That Bass" ) that was a hit at the time his rebuttal testimony was filed in February
2015. Kooker WRT at 4; 5/29/15 Tr. 6627:18-6628:6 (Kooker). This maximized the

chance to find the song playing on a simulcast station. In contrast, when the experiment
was repeated in court only three months later, the same song did not appear using the
search function on ~an simulcast station on iHeart Radio. 5/29/15 Tr. 6628:24-6629:20

(Kooker) (repeating test using iPad); id. at 6637:11-6638:16 (same using desktop).
79.

While LFMC's streams are available through Tune-in, Tune-in's third

party functionality does not transform simulcasters" stations into on-demand services.

While Tune-in may allow on certain devices the ability to pause or record limited

portions of a simulcaster's stream, important limitations still exist — there is no way to
know what song will be next, and there is no way to identify and play a specific song
upon demand. Dimick WRT $ 9. Furthermore, even if a listener is able to locate a
specific song that he or she desires to hear, he or she will have to join the stream in

progress, possibly after hearing a 15-30 second pre-roll advertisement. 5/26/15 Tr.
5804:18-5805:10 (Dimick). And once that song ends, the simulcaster's normal

programming will resume, which may include an undesired song or artist, local news
(which may not be local to the listener), local traffic, or other non-music programming.
Id. at 5805:11-24.

-
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80.

Dr. Blackburn also acknowledged in connection with these search

functions that when a song played by the selected artist is over, if you wanted to hear

another artist, "[y]ou would have to start all over again" and "go back to the search box,
type in another artist's name, hit enter, [and] see w'hat. coines up." 5/4/15 Tr. 1694:7-16
(Blackburn). He acknowledged that "[t]hen when you join that live station, again, you

would have all of the same problems" — i.e., "the song would be in progress, when it
ends, there's no way to rewind and you don't know what'would'e played after that.'song

l

on that simulcast." Id. at 1694:17-23. He admitted th'at he d'oes'n't "think it's the same"
as listeningto asong &omthebeginning. Id. at1597:13-14. He further admittedthathe

"only became aware of that functionality in connection with [his] engagement in this
proceeding," "had never actually used that functionality before this engagement" and that

he had "not done any sort of analysis of the extent to which simulcast listeners actually
search for songs or artists." Id. at 1690:25-1691:14, 1695:15-19.
81.

Discussing the iHeart Radio search function, Dr. Blackburn admitted that

when you click on a stream that appears in response to an artist search, the listener will

"pick up the stream where it is. So it might be towards the end of the song, in which case
you have to search again and find another one." 5/4/15 Tr. 1597:2-8 (Blackburn); see
also id. at 1692:25-1693:3. He admitted that "you jump into the feed as if you had turned

the physical radio dial on it or had just gone straight te the station website and clicked

.

play on the simulcast link." Id. at 1692:16-24. 'He agreed that "[y]ou just don't know in

Id.'t

advance where you'l be within that song until you click on the feed" and that "[y]ou're

not able to rewind the song or play it again once it's over on that simulcast station."

1693:4-11. He further acknowledged that "the live radio options that appear are ...
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only ones where a song performed by a particular artist is actually then being played" and

that "if a song is not currently being played on any of the iHeart stations by a particular
artist, ... you won't be able to hear that artist ... on a live radio stream." Id. at 1691:151692:6. He also agreed that "when the song is over, you might hear a news or weather

report or a deejay that you'e never heard of or a commercial from a business you'e
never heard of or another song." Id. at 1693:12-18.
C.

SIMULCASTING IS RADIO AND IS MORE PROMOTIONAL
AND LESS SUBSTITUTIONAL THAN OTHER WKBCASTING.

82.

As they have for decades, record labels continue to expend enormous

efforts and dollars to cause radio broadcasters to play their sound recordings on radio
and, now, on their associated streams. The record companies would not expend these

resources if they did not believe that airplay was highly beneficial to them, even though

there is no royalty paid for radio broadcasts. As Professor Katz testified, these efforts
show that radio play has a "negative opportunity cost," or an "opportunity benefit" to the
record companies that must be taken into account in setting license fees. See inPa $ 199.
83.

In his opening statement, SoundExchange's counsel admitted that "record

companies trv to

met their music

plaved on terrestrial radio. and that shows that terrestrial

radio is promotional. They spent a lot of money to try to convince terrestrial radio to play

new releases. They put a lot of effort behind it, but that — and that's true. Other
companies do try to get terrestrial radio stations to play.their music. And manv people at

record companies believe that that helps to sell CDs and downloads.

We'e not here to

claim otherwise." 4/27/15 Tr. 82:2-13 (Pomerantz) (emphasis added).
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84.

Broadcasters Have Direct Experience with the Substantial
Efforts of the Record Labels To Induce Broadcasters to Play
Their Recordii~ns.

As discussed in the written testimony of Buzz Knight, labels engage in

pervasive, multi-channel efforts to gain radio airplay:
Record companies encourage radio stations like ours to consider playing
their songs by offering prizes that radio stations use in on-aiir promotions.
They also regularly offer backstage passes, autographed merchandise, and
on-air interviews wiith their stars to help promote their product on-air.

Record companies also drive,spins through direct asks to the station
personnel, particularly program directors and music directors. Local and
national label representatives, independent promoters, and artist
representatives vvill personally visit our stations to push specific
recordings or artists, lobbying us to add a song, increase spins, or keep a
song in the rotation because "it's not done yet." These visits often occur
on a weekly basis; some stations have to limit,the hours in which these
visits will be accepted. It is also very common for record company
representatives to email station personnel statistics linking the number of
plays a certain song or artist has received oh tliat &tation with record sales
and downloads.

Knight WDT $$ 30-31. As Knight concludes, "[n]one of this massive effort would make
sense unless the record labels believed—as I believe—that radio spins promote sales of

'nd

recorded music." Id. $ 31.
85.

Likewise, John Dimick, who has 35 years of experience in the industry

has held numerous programming positions throughout the country, including some of

the most prestigious stations, testifiedI that record label promotional activities have

"remained strong over the last decade." Dimick. WDT $ 43. While the forms of

promotion have changecl over time— such as more emailing and less distribution of CDs
to radio stations—the level of "intensity,and focus re~ains the same," with attitude of the

labels remaining unchanged regarding "the value df rodin play fbr their artists." Dimick

WDT $ 43; 5/26/jl.5 Tr. 5815:25-5818:15 (Dimick).
—
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86.

Record labels continue to employ many methods of making connections

with broadcasters in order to garner attention for their artists and obtain airplay: through

promotional efforts of in-house staff and third party promotional firms (Dimick WDT
$ 44(a); Chiang WDT tttt 5-6); connecting with broadcaster programmers via in person

meetings, telephone, emails and texts (Dimick WDT tt 44(a-b)); Chiang WDT tttt 5-6;

Knight WDT tt 31); requesting music directors to listen to unreleased music, attending

recording sessions and helping to identify the best song for airplay (Dimick WDT
tt 44(c)); asking program personnel to attend artist concerts and performances (Dimick

WDT tt 44(d); Chiang WDT tt 9); sending simulcasters new music singles, CDs, and
electronic audio files (Dimick WDT tt 46; Chiang tt 6); providing access to artists for
interviews, attending events, in-studio performances, recording station liners and video
greetings and interacting with local fans, at no charge (Dimick WDT ltd 47-50; Knight

WDT tt 30).
87.

Radio promotion is not limited to established artists—promoters hope to

interest stations in promoting the next big act. Therefore, labels promote established
artists, such as Carrie Underwood, emerging artists such as Sam Hunt, and new artists,

such as The Railers, to radio. Chiang WDT tt 7.
88.

"Listening to live radio continues to be the primary way that Americans

discover new music." Poleman WDT tt 7. A national survey showed that seventy-three

percent "of people who listened to live FM radio via either broadcast radio or simulcast
strongly or somewhat agree that 'FM radio is the main way I discover new music.'" Id.

Another national survey concluded that of those people that consider it somewhat or very
important to keep up to date with music, seventy five percent said "they use radio to
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discover new artists and songs," and thirty-five petcei]it sAid they "were more likely to
learn about music from radio than any other source." The 2014 Edison Research Infinite

Dial Survey cited by Mr. Huppe in his Written Diect Tektidont, reported that seventyfive percent of overall respondents said they used AM/FM radio to keep up-to-date with

music. 4/29/15 Tr. 726:6-728:11 (Huppe); see also PAN Ex. 5289 at 55 (national survey

reporting that, of those who say thIat keeping up with ijnukic is somewhat or very
important, terrestrial radio
89.

]is

the most used source to keep ul]]-to-date with. music).

Playing a song on the radio tends to,'bo'ost,'the,'sales pf that song.,See

'o

5/21/15 Tr. 5145:12-14 (Poleman); see also Poleman WDT tt 8 (" When listeners hear a.

song they like on the radio, it f'osters the]ir interest in buying it.").

~ggggg$

]]

dl2I II 5 ]tr.

)14t:I)-I ]

[

(I]olernani". Indeed, an

August 2013 survey conductecl by'HeartMedia found that siaty-one percent of

respondents agreed that "hearing a. song on the radio motivates or confirms their decision

buy" and they "don't usually buy a. song until th~ey'e heard it a few times on the FM

radio." Poleman WDT 'lt 8. Eighty percent of respondents "agreed that they have bought
a song because they heard it on the radio and liked it." Id.
90.

To enhance its radio stations" role as music discovery platforms,

iHeartMedia has established several programs to promote artists and songs over

simulcast. PolemIan WDT 'll 12. The "On the Verge" program involves spinning a

selected song 150 times for six. to ten weeks over both tei]restrial radio 'and simulcast. 1d.
tt 14. iHeartMediia also has two

Artist Integration Programs that advertise new songs

albums. Id. )tt 23-24. The Artist Integration Program, which is played on terrestrial

radio and simulca.st, includes promotional spots that are less than a minute in length],

44
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Morris WRT $ 20. The Digital Artist Integration Program, which is exclusively played
on simulcast, includes promotional spots that are three minutes in length. Id.
91.

These promotional programs have been successful in increasing song

sales. See Poleman WDT 1'7-19, 22 (recounting sales of songs before and after being
in the "On the Verge" program); 5/21/15 Tr. 5162:7-12 (Poleman) ([

~]]);

see also Po leman WDT ][ 27 (" Record labels and artists have specifically

credited DAIP with increasing sales."); 5/13/15 Tr. 3575:5-13 (Morris)

92.

([~

Record label executives and recording artists have repeatedly expressed

thanks to iHeartMedia personnel for promoting their music on these programs. See
5/21/15 Tr. 5165:6-22 (Poleman); Poleman WDT 1'1-22, 26; see also 5/13/15 Tr.

3573:8-10 (Morris) ([
]]); Morris WRT $ 24. Record labels

have even acknowledged to iHeartMedia that the success of certain artists is attributable
to radio. See IHM Ex. 3241 at 2 ([

5/21/15 Tr. 5206:3-6 (Poleman); see also Morris WRT tt 2 ("record label executives and

artists tell me that having music played on iHeartMedia's platforms has been important to

their success in selling music in the past, and will be even more critical to their success
selling music in the future."); accord NAB Ex. 4108 at 9 (Trisha Yearwood writing to a
radio station, "I can't thank you enough for your stamp of approval... [i]t makes other
stations take notice and add the record as well."); NAB Ex. 4127 at 3 (Ray Vaughn at
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Warner Atlantic Reprise ScIuthwest Region highlighting increased sales and stating "THE

POWER OF KKBQ A%PLAY IS PRETTY DARN IMPRESSIVE!" );, id„at 7 (Jill

'y

Burnett at Mercury Nashville stating that "[t]wo weeks ago, you went from

8

to 20 spins

and [Canaan's] sales increased 12.5%6 last week they increased another 53%.").
93.

ThIe

promotional value of simulcasting'extends to noncommercial

broadcasts and simulcasts as well. NewI.ife FM, for etxartnpleo

"~is

constantly approached

music artists, their agents, and record labels asking [it] to ~consider airing their music,"

and those artists, labels, and agents frequently thank NewLife FM when that music is

played. Emert WDT tt 25; NRBNMLC Exs, 7003-7008. One band's producer, for

example, wrote NewLife Flail to state:

We are so excited to see your station add their 1" single "In Every Corner"
to your playlist. Thank you so much, because of yout commitment to the
song, it is the 41 song in th.e US being played ij3y kn ihdepen'derit artist!"

NRBNMLC Ex. 7006.

Record Label Executives and ReIcord Label Financials Tell the
Same Story.

94.

Charlie Walk., Executive Vice President ofIRepublic Records, and a long-

time record company promotion executive, testified that [

~555555
~ggggg IBM Ex.
j]

32!I2 )I 8 (gaIIc Dop. Tr. 26:3-6); accord

id. 106:8-10 ("[Radio] seems to be the most important place to break music and to expcIse

our music to a large audiience in a quick fashion~"); ~5/1(15~ Tr. 1380:25-1381:5
(Harleston).

PUBLIC VERSION
95.

The testimony of Aaron Harrison of Universal explains why radio

continues to be promotional:

Terrestrial radio, I think, is seen more as a platform where we can break
artists and get the DJs to, you know, pump up those artists, do interviews
with those artists, and talk about new album release, so hopefully they
migrate from terrestrial radio to actually purchasing the album on an a la
carte — based, you know, on individual one-by-one purchase basis.
4/30/15 Tr. 966:16-23 (Harrison). Mr. Harrison also admitted that he had no evidence

that listening to statutory services had any effect on sales of downloads and CDs. Id. at
1116:8-12.
96.

Mr. Harrison further testified that in ranking streaming services simulcast

was the least substitutional. See inPa $ 116.
97.

Declarations filed by the major record companies confirm — in virtually

identical language—the massive scope of their radio promotion operations. For example,

Julie Swidler of Sony noted that "Sony Music operates several U.S. record labels„

including Columbia Records, Epic Records, RCA Records, Sony Music Nashville, Sony

Music U.S. Latin, and others, and each has its own separate promotion department" that

"focuses on promoting releases by that label's artists through terrestrial radio." NAB Ex.
4138 (Swidler Decl.) $ 3 (emphasis added). Ms. Swidler went on to note that "[t]here are

currently well over a hundred employees in the radio promotion departments at Sony

Music's major U.S. labels." Id. $ 8.

[
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98.

Universal likewise engages in radio promotion on a massive scale

commensurate with its position as the worldi's largest record company„According to the

Declaration of Rand Levin, "[t]here have been hundreds of employees from 2009 to the

present in promotion-related positions at UMG's U.S. labels." NAB Ex. 4137 (I.evin
Decl.) tt 8. All of these hundreds of people in the labels'pdombti6n departments focus

primarily on promotjing releases by their artists on terrestrial radio." Id. $ 3.
99.

Although it is the smallest of the three iredairiingj mood labels, Warner

also has well-staffed promotions clepartments "within'each label [that] focus on

promoting releases by that label's artists through terrestrial radio." NAB Ex. 4139
(Robinson Decl.) tt 9. Among its three largest subfabgls, Warner h0s some 110
employees dedicated to radio promotion (60 at Atlantiic, 31 at Warner .Bros. Records, and
19 at Warner Music Nashvi.lie). Id. tt 14, At a tiNe when erinpl'oyrhent in the recording

industry has declinecl (see, e.g., SX Ex. 12 at 10), the dedication of such significant

resources to radio promotion by every one of the n)ajor labels dpmonstratcs the

continuing centrality of radio to the recording industry, notwithstanding

SoundExchange's protestations to the: contrary.
100.

Though the methocls may vary, the goal of recorcl label promotion

departments "is to create awareness among consumers about the: artist's music, and to
increase interest and excitement surrounding the artist to incentivize consumers to

purchase the mus.ic." Harleston WDT tt 23. Labels work to get all artists "out in. front of
the public in a way that will get them noticed, and will make consumers want to acquir6
the artists'usic."

Zd.

These efforts can mean the differenc: between succe. s and

failure for both new artist and established artists. Id.
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interested in playing songs is a way to promote sales. 5/1/15 Tr. 1371:20-24 (Harleston).
As Jim Burruss of Columbia Records testified, "An important part of these [promotional]

operations involves the promotion of Columbia releases to terrestrial radio." Burruss
WDT tt 1. The reason record labels promote to radio stations is because radio is

"impactful." 5/1/15 Tr. 1423:7-9 (Harleston).
101.

This is especially important for pop music, because Top 40 radio

stations'laylists

are, by their own terms, very small — 30-40 songs and difficult to break into.

5/1/15 Tr. 1423:7-13 (Harleston). Thus, radio is an integral part of almost every

marketing plan. For example, Universal's Jeff Harleston admitted that having 250

million people hear Robin Thicke's "Blurred Lines" on radio advanced Universal's goal

of making consumers aware of the song. 5/1/15 Tr. 1371:20-24 (Harleston); iHeartMedia
Ex. 3162 (Robin Thicke "Blurred Lines" Marketing Plan). Charlie Walk of Universal
]] IHM Ex. 3242 at

26-27 (Walk Dep. Tr. 101:13-20; 105:19-25). Even independent artists approach radio
stations directly. 5/21/15 Tr. 5262:7-5263:2 (Henes).
102.

Such promotional efforts cost substantial sums of money. Jeff Harleston

admitted that Universal spends

]]

[

of dollars on radio promotion every

year. 5/1/15 Tr. 1415:8-19 (Harleston). In some cases, labels will pay other labels or

independent promoters who are better equipped to provide radio promotion for them. As
Simon Wheeler of Beggars testified, Columbia Records promotes

Beggars'ost

significant artist, Adele, to United States radio stations. 5/1/15 Tr. 1288:24-1291:22
(Wheeler). Charlie Walk explained that to

[
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IHM Ex. 3242 at 36 (Walk Dep. Tr. 139:8-10).
103.

Financial documents from the major labels show'the enormous resources

devoted by the labels to promote their recordings to radio broadcasters. See Katz A WRT
$ 96

4 n.146 (citing the out-of-pocket and overhead expenditures for UMG labels

Interscope/Geffen/ARM and Republic Records'nd Sony'abels'o'lumbia Records,.'RCA
Records, and Sony Music Nashville). These documerits were provided in'response to

I

discovery specifically requesting breakdowns for each year of specific categories of

promotional costs and expenditures directed to terrestrial radio. See ids n.146. The
expenditures for just these labels total in the

]] dollars. For exempt),

[I

]I. Q. Itecause the FIre,labels
matte up about

[l

]]

of the recording inItusjrp, KtItt $]tI]tT~~~~]] dd 0 n]41, it is

reasonable to conclude that total industry expenditures to promote sound recordings to
radio broadcasters totals in the

]]

[I

of dollars per year. Id.; Peterson

WRT $ 6.a.
104.

Labels also clearly believe in the power of radio spins to promote sales.

Charlie Walk testified that radio is very valuabje t6 thb siiccdss

tJ]tf

i

slings, incliidihg hales

and streams. IHM Ex. 3242 at 4 (Walk Dep. Tr. 11:25-12:3). The labels constantly

provide stations with details touting the success ofira8io airplay] Many of them send
emails with information about how well the track and lalbumlare selling compared to the

-
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number of plays, or "spins," radio stations make of those tracks — usually showing that
the more the stations play those tracks, the more sales are made. Chiang WDT tt 11.

Examples of these acknowledgements sent to Cox radio in Houston are shown in NAB
Ex. 4127 ("Two weeks ago, you went from 8 to 20 spins and his sales increased 125%,

last week they increased another 53%. You also moved Scotty up last week. Those 23

Tonight'up

spins helped him increase sales 73%!"; "Cole Swindell 'Hope You Get Lonely

68% nationally] - Sales double in Houston with 4 new spins" and "Hunter Hayes

'Tattoo'up 27% nationally] - Houston up 40% with

15

new spins"; "BRETT

ELDREDGE "Mean to Me" [up+11% nationally] Houston up about 5x vs. last week

with 20 new spins... As always, thanks for Your Support!" ). The labels even track "sales

per spin, tracking MediaBase sales information with Nielsen spin data. NAB Ex. 4127.
Clearly, the labels believe that radio spins are stimulating sales of the music. Chiang

WDT tt 12.
105.

Radio play and data also help labels to position music for new audiences.

Shazam, a mobile application that allows a listener to identify songs they hear on the

radio, provides data to record labels. For example, Charlie Walk testified that Julio

Inglesias'ong [

]] IHM Ex. 3242 at 10:25-11:12 (Walk

deposition).
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106.

The record companies would not spend this money if they did not think

that this airplay was promotional. Peterson WRT

~ 6.a,'44~ 4S'; Katz AWRT $

,'ven
96.'rofessor

Katz testified that "the fact that record companies are willing to spend tens

~d

hundreds of millions of dollars per year on radio promotion to get their songs played

on terrestrial radio suggests that, if not for legal prohibitions, the license fee for terrestrial

I

broadcasting of a musical recording could be negative in. many cases." Katz AWRT $ 97
(referencing Katz WDT $ VIII.A); 5/26/15 Tr.,566S:20-5671:2 (Katz).
3.

107.

Simulcasting Is No Different from Broadcasting in this Regs.l

It is logical that the same promotional value holds for an over-the-air

listener and a streaming listener and the evidence supports that logical conclusion. Mrl
Knight, who has been in the radio business over 35 years, explains that both radio and

'treaming
are promotional:

Record companies understand that radio is still vital to music discovery
and engagement, and treat it as such. Never once hai a label
representative ever said to me "please don't play my song on the air — it
might keep someone &om buying it." To the contrary, they have
airplay to gain sales. And, to b8 cigar,l since &we started streamline.
no record companv representative or artist has ever indicated anv aversion
to being on our streams. The content on the stream is the same as. it is on
the broadcast. and the promotional effect should be no different.

always'anted

'o

Knight WDT $ 29 (emphasis added).
108.

This promotional power of live radio holds true regardless of whether a

listener is tuning in to terrestrial radio or simulcast because of the "talent of programmers

select the music listeners love, and the personal connection between listeners and radio

'ersonalities."
Poleman WDT $

11

(emphasis added). Unlike simulcasting, personalities

are not a component of other forms of webcasting.
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109.

Mr. Walk of Universal Music Group testified

[I

]] Katz AWRT $ 9S. Indeed, each

of the

characteristics that Mr. Walk described as making radio attractive as a promotional

vehicle — namely immediacy, curated programming, repetition, not on demand, and the

trust relationship — all apply equally to simulcasting.
110.

Simulcasts of terrestrial radio have the same impact, ear for ear, as their

over the air broadcast counterparts. See, e.g., Katz AWRT $ 99 (testifying that the

October 2013, Nielsen Music 360 Survey reported that [I

]]). SoundExchange's
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witnesses agree that simulcasts have the same corn'ponents as th'e over the air broadeasts-

at the same time, listeners hear the same music; the same ads; the same weather; the same
deejays; the same traffic; and the same upcoming conj:erll inforrhati~on.'/1/15 7079!97080:1 (Burruss); accord 5/1/15 Tr. 1285:3-20 (Wheeler). In this way, simulcast just

adds "extra ears" to the over the air broadcast. 'Id. 7081:9-17. Labels do not evidence any

behavior that indicates that they believe simulcasts are not equally promotional as the
over the air broadcasts. Mr. Burruss agreed that labels promote'to radho stations'with full
awareness that the broadcasts will be simulcast; he has never asked a radio station not to

simulcast an artist's music. Id. 7078:21-7079:2; 7083':5-8 (8urr'uss).
111.

Mr. Dimick testified that the promotional activities directed to LFMC by

the labels do not differentiate between the over-.the-air broadcast and the stream. 5/26/15
Tr. 5818:16-5S19:6 (Dimick) (further testifying that nb labels hive~expressed an'version

to being included on LFMC's stream); accord Downs. WDT $ 35 (artists ".could simply

put their music on YouTube and be in the digital, streaming world. But they choose to
make appearances on our station and its stream,"). "The promotional effect of the music

played is, therefore, no different." Dimick WDT $ 51.

The same would be true for any radio station that is simulcasting.
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113.

Dr. Peterson has discussed the significant promotional benefits of

simulcasting, which he equates to the promotional benefits of terrestrial radio. Dr.

Peterson observes that:

the content of terrestrial broadcasts and simulcasts is typically the same
and has the same lack of customizability. Thus, there is no economic basis
to assert that the promotional benefit of a broadcast differs depending on
whether the consumer listens online or over the air.
Peterson WRT $ 43; accord Katz AWRT $ 98 (" There are several reasons to expect

simulcasting to give rise to promotional benefits similar to those of terrestrial radio: web
simulcasts have the same content as the over-the-air broadcasts that they replicate and
have the same relationship between the source and the listener (i.e., they are non-

interactive services in which the broadcaster/webcaster chooses the recordings to play
and thus serves as an expert recommender to the listener)" ),
D.

SOUNDKXCHANGK WITNESSES CONCEDED THAT
SIMULCASTING SHOULD BK LICENSED AT A LOWER RATE.

114.

In their testimony, SoundExchange's witnesses recognized that the

differences in functionality between simulcasting and other statutory webcasting services

justified a lower rate for simulcasting.
115.

According to SoundExchange witness Dennis Kooker of Sony:

One of the original justifications for allowing statutory services to pay
[the] lower [statutory] rates was that the offering under the statutory
license would provide a user experience similar to terrestrial radio.
Statutory services could offer channels of particular musical genres, but
the programming would be selected by the service. If listeners wanted to
select their programming, they would have to pay for it through directly
licensed services.
SX Ex. 12, Kooker WDT at 15 (emphasis added); accord 4/28!15 Tr. 416:19-417:11

(Kooker) (confirming statement in written testimony). Mr. Kooker recognized a
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dichotomy between service-selected programming, which is eligible for the lower,
statutory rate, and listener-selected programming, which requires payment of a higher,
directly licensed rate. 4/28/15 Tr. 417:12 - 24 (Kooker).:
116.

SoundExchange witness Aaron Harrison of UniVersal testified

unequivocally that services that are less customized and less substitutional, like
simulcasting, should be licensed at lower rates:
Q. So, at your deposition, I asked you, question: "Does the perceived

promotional or substitutional[] affect the service, affect the rates that
Universal is willing to offer for a particular service?"
Your answer was: "Yes." Right?
A. Right.

Q. So the wav the rate is affected is thai the hither the
interactivitv. the hitcher the rate. right?

level'f

A. That's right.
Q. And the lower the level of interactivitv. the lower the rate. right?

A. Right.
Q. And the reason for that is you think on-demand or higher levels of
interactivity are more substitutional th~ legs gn-gem'an/, correct?',

A. Correct.

if vou were to rank streamine services Rom least
substitutional to most. the order would be simulcast. then custom. then ondemand. correct?
Q. And. in fact.

A. Yes.
Q. So simulcast is the least substitutional. right?

A. Right. The simulcast, as I understand it, which is playing the same
broadcast on the Internet that's being played on terrestrial.
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Q. Right.

So that's the least substitutional, right?

A. Right.
Q. On-demand is the most substitutional, right?

A. Right.
Q. And custom is somewhere in the middle?

A. That's right.
4/30/15 Tr. 1100:16-1102:12 (Harrison) (emphasis added).'here is no contrary

evidence in the record. Mr. Harrison specifically reconfirmed this testimony when he
was again cross-examined at the hearing:

'n his written testimony, Harrison claimed that "[o]ver the past few years, we have

grown to understand that neither on-demand nor customized streaming services promote
sales of recorded music." Harrison CWDT $ 11. Even putting aside the lack of any
supporting evidence for this claim, simulcast is notable by its absence.
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'hat

4/30/15 Tr. 11SS:2-21 (Harrison).
117.

American Federation of Musicians President Raymond Hair confirmed

he had previously expressed the opinion that the statutory license rate should vary

'epending
on the level of functionality of the service, with the inference being that

services that have a greater functionality should pay a'higher rate than 'services that have

a lesser functionality. 4/29/15 Tr. 806:6-25; 812:2i5-Si13:4 (Bait). And althougli Mr.

Hair identified functionality as being able to hear what you want to hear, id. at SOS:7-11,
the AFM comments to the Copyright Office show that fuhctilonality refers to the degree

of customization allowed by a service. See In re Music Licensing Study, U.S. Copyright
Office, Comments of Screen Actors Guild — American Federation of Television and

'AG

Radio Artists and American Federation of Musicians of the United States and Canada at

5-6, available at http: //copyright.govldocslmusiclicensingstudy/comments/Docket2014 '3/
AFTRA AFM MLS 2014.pdf ("In between the plainly non-interactive, non-

customized internet radio services that work just like traditional'over-the-air radio,

~d

the plainly on-demand services that allow the listener to choose and play a specific

recording at will, there now exist a variety of "custbmize8" digital &uric kerViceh with a
myriad of gradations of functionality....").
11S.

In sum, Messrs. Kooker, Harrison and Hair alt recognize that the lack os

customization in simulcasting should affect the license fee paid by simulcasters. In this
regard, they are correct.

The cited comments submitted to the Copyright Office are in the public record. The Judges may take
ofEcial notice of their content.
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IV.

AT THE CURRENT RATES, SIMULCASTING IS UNPROFITABLE,
WHICH IS NOT IN THE INTEREST OF CONSUMERS,
BROADCASTERS ARTISTS LABELS ORSOUNDEXCHANGK.
A.

DESPITE BROADCASTER EFFORTS TO MONETIZE THEIR
STREAMS, SIMULCASTING HAS BEEN, AND REMAINS,
UNPROFITABLE.

119.

Radio and simulcasting are and have always been ad-supported rather than

subscription-based. Dimick WRT tt 3 ("Broadcast radio and simulcasting have always
been — and are still — free to the consumer and supported by advertising."). Contrary to

the claims of Dennis Kooker, who asserted that "the wide range of streaming services

(including statutory services) are competing for the potential of consumer dollars that
were once spent at record stores and, decreasingly at online stores for permanent

download" (Kooker WDT at 12), simulcasting is purely ad-supported and radio
broadcasters compete for dollars from advertisers, not consumers. Dimick WRT tt 3
There is no expected change in that model. Id. ("I do not see any indication that that

situation is changing now or that it will change during the upcoming license term, which I

understand ends in 2020.").
120.

Broadcasters have attempted to monetize the stream. They sell/have sold

pre-roll advertising—that is, audio and video advertising that precedes the stream once a

user clicks on the stream to "listen live." Dimick WDT tt 23; 5/26/15 Tr. 5819:165820:13 (Dimick); Downs WDT tt 12. Broadcasters insert/have inserted different ads
into their streams for additional revenue ("ad-insertion"). Dimick WDT tt 23; 5/26/15 Tr.

5820:19-5821:11 (Dimick); Downs WDT tt 12. They employ/have employed third

parties that specialize in these streaming ad insertion sales. Downs WDT tt 12; Tr.
5/21/15 Tr. 5228:16 (Downs); Dimick WDT tt 19 (engaging "third party brokers for this
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activity (Katz and Triton)" ). They employ their own sales staff to sell the stream and

they set goals for streaming sales. 5/21/15 Tr. 5227:3-14'(Downs). They include the
stream as part of their overall "'digital strategy" and attempt to sell it as part of their

advertising sales bundles. SX Ex. 1579 at 19-21 (including streaming as part of LFMC's
overall digital sales package). Making streaming profitable has been a focus of

broadcaster management. Dirnick WDT $ 22 (" Growth of our digital and streaming
revenue is a focu. of LFMC and our executives and managers are charged with making
streaming a profitable enterprise.").
121.

However, a "marketplace gap" remains in how advertisers value simulcast

streaming. Dimick WDT $

18:,

Downs WDT $ 15 (" We have been unable to interest

advertisers in even our most listened-to streaming stations."). Many advertisers,are

unwilling to pay anything extra for the inclusion of their advertisements on the stream.

Dimick WDT $ 18; Downs WDT '$ 13.
122.

Mr. Dimick of I.FMC testified that these extensive efforts have never

resulted in streaming beiing profitable. Dimick WDT $ 16 (" cost of streaming far
outweighs the revenue we can earn from the stream. This has been the case for many
years, and we foresee it being the case for at least the next several years."); 5/26/15 Tr.

5822:15-20 (Dim:ick) ("we were able to generate some revenue for it. But the revenue

versus expenses was nowhere near profitable" ). Even in top '20 markets such as .Miami,
Denver, Atlanta and San Diego, there is no "readily available" source of "additional

revenue from streamjing." Dirnick WDT $ 17.
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123.

LFMC demonstrated that, when comparing direct streaming revenues with

direct streaming expenses for its Miami and Denver music formatted stations, all of the
stations performed at a loss for 2013 and the period January through August 2014 (the

most current data when the testimony was filed). Dimick WDT $$ 23-27; 5/26/1 5 Tr.
5830:1-5S33:5 (Dimick). For example, in 2013, WLYF, which is LFMC's most listened-

to station for streaming, had
[i

]] is direct streaming revenue, incurred

[I

]] in SoundExchange royalties and had

]] in other direct

[I

streaming expenses (bandwidth, scheduling and composer royalties), resulting in a
]] for streaming for the year, as reflected in the following table from

Mr. Dimick's Written Direct Testimony.

Time
Period
2013
(full
year)

Streaming
Revenue

Station
Miami
WLYF

]1

Miami
WMXJ
Denver
KYGO
Denver
KQKS
2014
(through
S/31)

[I

Denver
KYGO
Denver
KQKS

[I

Approximate
Loss

]]

[I

]l

[I

1]

[I

]]

[i

]]

[I

]]

[I

]]

[I

]]

[I

1]

[I

]]

[I

]1

[I

]]

[I

1]

[I

]]

[i

]]

[I

]]

[i

]]

[I

]]

[I

]]

[I

]]

[I

]]

[I

Miami
WINXJ

Streaming
Bandwidth,
Scheduling,
Composer
Royalties

Sound
Recording
Royalties paid
to
SoundKxchange

Dimick WDT $ 27, Table at p. 12.
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124.

The ad insertion model simply did not work for LFMC. 5/26/15 Tr.

5819:16-5822:20 (Di.mick). In addition to providing lackluster revenue, ad insertion
degraded the streaming product because it necessarily resulted in disjointed ad insertion
and filling of otherwise dead airtime (where comm'ercials'ould not be'sold) with

repetitive Public Service Announcements. Dimick ~WI~)T $ 19; 5/26/15 Tr. 5820:195822:14 (Dimick).
125.

In order to improve, the streaming product ~and to "monetize streaming

more effectively," LFMC recently moved to the new Nielsen Total Line Reporting

("TLR") system. Dimick WDT $ 19; 5/26/15 Tr. 5822:21-5823:11 (Diimick). Nielsen
TLR allows LFMC to obtain an audience rating for its streams and to capture the
streaming rating in with its total audience rating. Dimick WDT $

1'9

(I.FMC has

implemented TLR on a stat:ion by station basis). The move to TLR was an investment in
the future by LFMC—that is, LFMC "moved td Nielsen TLR with the 'goal of capturing
the streaming audience within our Nielsen rating, thereby perhaps obtaining increased

advertising rates." Dimick WDT '( 19; 5/26/15 Tr. 5831:10-22 (Dirnick) (testifying that
the change to TLR was a "move on our part to try something new" ). Despite the change
to TLR, LFMC has yet to see any material or sustained increase in its ratings from

streaming. Dimick WDT $ 20 (testifying that the Nielsen TLR reports "reflect virtually
no streaming audience since we began TLR for'those stations" for key stations in Denver

and Miami); 5/26/15 Tr. 5828:15-5829:13 (Diniick). For its inost successful streaming

station, WLYF, the stream has garnered only an occasional 0.1 audience rating blip (two

months in the periiod January through August 20141/1-8/31/2014). Dimick WDT $ 20;
5/26/15 Tr. 5828:6-14 (Dimick).
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126.

These low and inconsistent Nielsen streaming ratings "do not allow

[LFMC] to argue forcefully to advertisers that they should pay more because our over-

the-air programming is also streamed. Advertisers base their buys and the rates they are
willing to pay on consistent, demonstrated ratings. Dimick WDT $ 21. An upward
flicker in the rating of 0.1 (the smallest possible increase) will not enable LFMC to

demand more for its spots." Dimick WDT tt 21; 5/26/15 Tr. 5829:3-13 (Dimick)

(testifying that advertisers are buying LFMC's "ability to sustain" the ratings).
127.

The move to TLR has, at least for now, resulted in reduced direct

streaming revenue. Dimick WDT tt 25 ("LFMC's direct streaming revenues have

[~

decreased recently because of its move to Nielsen Total Line Reporting."); id. at 12
(Table of LFMC Station Streaming Revenues and Expenses) (reflecting

]]. This is because

LFMC can no longer insert advertising spots due to TLR reporting requirements. 5/26/15
Tr. 5831:10-22 (Dimick).
128.

SoundExchange royalties remain the single largest expenses for LFMC.

Dimick WDT tt 27 (e.g., for each of LFMC music formatted stations, the SoundExchange
royalties exceed the Streaming Bandwidth, Scheduling and Composer Royalties
combined). LFMC has seen its SoundExchange Royalties rise substantially over the past
several years, from

[

]]

Dimick WDT tt 26.

'his decline in royalties was due to efforts by LFMC to mitigate costs through geo-fencing of its streams.
Dimick WDT tt 26.
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129.

LFMC does not foresee any changd in the financial results for its

streaming operations without relief on the royalty rates. 5/26/15 Tr'. 5833:6-5834:1
(Dimick).
130.

For Bryan Broadcasting, the aphorism "Analog Dollars / Digital Dimes"

remains true. Downs WDT $ 11; ac.ord 5/26/15 Tr.'5821:18-5822:1 (Dimick) (demand
for streaming ads was not "nearly as high as the demand for'our ov'er-the-air product").
For example, Bryan Broadcasting's ad insertion agreement with its'treaming

provider'generates
revenues across all of [its] stations of less than

[~]] per month, otten

'nnual

much less." Downs WDT 'tt 12; 5/21/15 Tr. 5231:15-5232:3 (Downs) ("Q: What kind of
dollars from ad insertion is Bryan Broadcasting making!': Well, in 2012, ad

insertions from Abacast—once again, I use them because I feel like that's my best shot at

profitability. They are professionals at this.... It was

[~]]. In 2013, it was

[~]]. And the final numbers for 2014 came to [~]]"). The only other

streaming revenue o)F note comes from the splash screen on Bryan Broadcasting's mob:ile

streaming player ancl certain pre-roll adverti.sements—but those advertising line.. have
only been sold for Bryan Broadcastings'alk format statiions.
is

Ic]].

(noting that this revenue

[~]] per month for the slplash screen and [~]] per month from the pre-roll).
131.

For the period through August of 2014, Bryan Broadcastin'g had total

streaming revenue!Inchtding .,treaming revenue for its talk .:tation ) of [[ling]], of

which only

[~I]] could be attributed to its rrtusic formatted stations.

Downs WDT

$ 20 (the remaining revenue was for its splash screen on @non-music formatted station).

Bryan Broadcasting

s

SoundExchange fees for thei same period were

[~]]. Downs

WDT tt 20; NAB Ex. 4119. This means that Bryan Broadcasting's SoundExchange fees

i
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]] Bryan Broadcasting's simulcasting advertising revenue for that

were almost [I

time period.
132.

When advertising is sold on the stream, the average rate is simply too low

to make the stream profitable given the related direct costs. For example, Mr. Downs

testified that for January-August 2014, Bryan Broadcasting's streaming ad service

received an average CPM (cost-per-thousand) of [I
Bryan Broadcasting would receive
5230:9 (Downs).

[I

]] for ad impressions,

of which

]]. Downs WDT $ 17; 5/21/15 Tr. 5229:3]] the royalties Bryan Broadcasting pays to

[I

SoundExchange, which is the equivalent of $2.30 CPM (or 0.23$ per performance). Id.
Indeed, Mr. Downs testified that, for Bryan Broadcasting, "[s]treaming does not even

have the same money-making ability as selling bumper stickers." Downs WDT $ 13

(reporting that he made

[I

]] from a bumper sticker campaign in July 2014, which

Downs WDT $$ 12, 13; 5/21/15 Tr. 522S:21-5229:2 (Downs).
B.

THK RECORD LABELS ACKNOWLEDGE THK MARKETPLACE
CHALLENGES FOR GENERATING ADVERTISING REVENUE
ON THE STREAM.

133.

Dennis Kooker of Sony admitted in his Written Direct Testimony that

"[s]treaming services are generally unable to significantly increase their ARPU [average
revenue per user] through advertising alone." Kooker WDT $ 14. Aaron Harrison of
Universal likewise stated in his written testimony that "we have found that streaming
services cannot generate sufficient ARPU [Average Revenue Per User] through

advertising alone." Harrison CWDT $ 13.
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Both Messrs. Kooker and Harrison claimed in their written testimony that

the deficit in advertising receipts was due to services being unwilling to run the amount

'hat

of advertising featured on terrestrial radio. Kooker WDTl at

14 (" While there has been

some growth in recent years in advertising on streaming services, neither the amounts

advertisers pay nor the average time that services run advertisements are on par with

the corresponding dollar amounts ancl number of ads per hour on terrestrial radio");

Harrison CWDT 'tt 13 ("streaming services are reticent to play advertisements at the saitne

frequency as terrestrial radio").
135.

While Mr. Kooker and Harrison both made these assertions generically

with respect to "streaming services," they admitted on cross-examination that they had no
basis on which to assert that simulcasters (for whom ad breaks were already included in

the programming') would intentionally play fewer ads than appeared on the terre, trial
broadcast. 4/28/15 Tr. 420.';9-25 (Kooker) ("I assume that they ['ad availabilities] would
be sold if they could"); 4/30/15 Tr. 1104:10-1105::l 0 (Harrison) (admitting that he had no

evidence that the ad load for simulcast was less than for terrestrial radio and that

simulcast was "not what I was thinking of'hen he asserted that ad load was lower).
136.

Mr. Downs addressed the issue of selling more advertisements on the

stream. 5/21/15

Jl.'r.

5230:10-5231:14 (Downs). He testified that at the current

advertising rates he experiences, we would need to sell "about one third of each hour"'n
commercials just to "'break even." Id. Tr. 5231:1-14. Normally, Bryan Broadcasting runs
eight to ten minutes of commercials an hour on its stations. Jd. Mr. Downs testified that
"no one going to listen to one third of'your product being commercials." Id.
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137.

Mr. Kooker also acknowledged that ad rates (as measured by CPM — cost

per thousand impressions) were lower for simulcasting than for terrestrial radio. 4/28/15
Tr. 419:13-25 (Kooker); see also Downs WDT tt 17 (reflecting Bryan Broadcasting's

CPM for

]]). At

[

least part of the reason for this, according to Mr. Kooker, is that advertising budgets have

not started to support webcasting the way that they support terrestrial radio. 4/28/15 Tr.
420:1-8 (Kooker). While Aaron Harrison's written testimony (tt 13) referenced uncited

predictions of growth in ad support for webcasting, he likewise admitted that these
predictions did not come from simulcasters. 4/30/15 Tr. 1105:11-21 (Harrison).
C.

BECAUSE OF THE CURRENT COSTS, MANY BROADCASTERS
ARK CHOOSING NOT TO STREAM, OR TO LIMIT
STREAMING, RESULTING IN THK LOSS OF A PUBLIC
BENEFIT AND ROYALTIES TO SOUNDEXCHANGE.

138.

Some stations have chosen not to stream sound recordings at all given the

expensive and unpredictable royalties they would incur. WLEN Radio, for example,

would like to simulcast to serve its community more effectively by streaming but has
chosen not to other than local sporting events, political debates, and government meetings

of community interest. Koehn WDT tttt 4, 20. Its main reason for this decision is the
sound recording performance royalty bill it would have to pay to SoundExchange.

Koehn WDT tt 4. Ms. Koehn is "particularly concerned about incurring expensive and
unpredictable SoundExchange royalties if [WLEN's] stream were to become popular

among [its] listeners." Koehn WDT tt 21. Ms. Koehn calculated that if WLEN had only
100 average listeners in 2014, WLEN would have owed over $ 22,000, and she does "not

believe that streaming would generate additional revenues sufficient to cover these

-
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significant royalties, let alone the other costs that wou'ld be incuired if [WLEN] began to
stream." Koehn WDT $ 21.
139.

Other broadcasters stream only some stationsi As a consequence of the

I

rates set in the NAB WSA agreement, Steve Newberry's company, Commonwealth

Broadcasting, is streaming only two of its ten music formatted radio stations,. even though.
Mr. Newberry would like to have them all streaming. 5/20/15 Tr. 5092:19-23

(Newberry). As he explained:
Q. Are you saying that you'e able to stream only two of your radio

stations because the rates that exist make it prohibitive to stream more?
A, Yes, sir.

of my stations so that I could ex[t]end that
connection with the radio stations. The two [streaming] stations that I sold
were mildly profitable in terms of what we were able'o do,'and I'rn
talking less than $ 1,000 for each of the stations a year. The two [streaming;
stations] that I retained are mildly losing money and that same thing, but
we see it as a service to the listeners. We see it as maintaining that
connection that we had with our existing audience. And I have ten — eight
other music-formatted stations that are [not streaniing] aiid it's just notit's not practical for me to take on the expenses of
I would love to stream more

those.'/20/1
5

Tr. 5092:19-5093:11 (Newberry).

140.

Similarly, Bryan Broadcasting has questioried whether streaming is viable.

As Mr. Downs stated in his Written Direct Testimony, "[b]ased on my review of our
streaming financials in connection with preparing this. testimony, I have concluded that

our company should seriously consider ceasing our streaming operations, as we may
already have reached the point where the costs associated with streaming, particularly for

our music formatted stations that generate unsupportable SoundExchange:fees, is too
expensive to justify." Downs WDT $ 23. Subs'eqpently, Mr, Downs chose nest to al'low
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access to the stream of his Top 40 station from the station website, although it remained

available from certain other sources. 5/21/15 Tr. 5223:23-5224:55246:12-5248:1
(Downs).
141.

Likewise, LFMC continues to scrutinize its streaming operations. In fact,

the process of analyzing the revenues and expenses has caused LFMC to question its
decision to stream. Id.; 5/25/15 Tr. 5834:2-6 (Dimick) ("Q: And is whether or not to

continue streaming something that continues to be under discussion? A: Every month
when we—you know, when we pay bills.").
142.

The decision not to stream by broadcasters, or discontinue streaming, is a

loss for the listening public. As discussed above, broadcasters operate in the public

interest. See, e.g., Newberry WDT tt 14. If a broadcaster does not simulcast, listeners are
(and would be) missing out on the valuable programming that they are offered by

simulcasters. See supra Part III.A.2. Furthermore, if the valuable public services of

emergency broadcasts, weather warnings, amber alerts, public service announcements,
etc., are not simulcast, certain listeners may lose their link to this vital information. See

supra Part III.A.
143.

The current royalty rates are also detrimental to SoundExchange. Mr.

Dimick testified that he would like to encourage listeners to "[g]o listen to our stream,"

but if he converts an over-the-air listener to a streaming listener, that is an immediate
expense for LFMC. 5/26/15 Tr. 5838:6-20 (Dimick). To make that work, Mr. Dimick
testified that LFMC needs lower royalty rates. Id. Of course, any rate will be beneficial
to SoundExchange with respect to a new simulcast listener who substitutes for a

terrestrial radio listener. See, e.g., 5/29/15 Tr. 6692:3-6693:8 (Lys) (recognizing, in
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response to a question from Judge, Strickler, that "it is certainly a possibility" that it

would make sense to establish a "much lower rate" for sirnulcasters than to have them go
out of business, assuming "no substitution away from royalty bearing performances").
D.

THK CURRANT RATES HAVE THROTTLED THE GROV/TH OF
SIMIJLCASTINCr.

144.

The lack of significant growth in performances by webcasters or

simulcasters paying at or near the CRB-set commercial rates confirms the unhealthy state

of the simulcasting market. As Figures 4 and 5 in Dr. Steven Peterson's written rebuttal
testimony show, the vast majority of webcaster growth has been in the pureplay

webcaster category, where webcasters pay rates 45-50% below the CRB-set commercial
rates. Growth in fees paid by entities paying at or nea~r the CRB-set commercial rates has

been almost nonexistent when one accounts for rate increases.
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145.

Figure 5, reproduced below, show that both broadcasters and commercial

webcasters have experienced minimal growth &om 2007-2013. The figure also shows

that "the types of Webcasters that are paying higher rates have substantially less growth
than other Webcasters." 5/14/15 Tr. 3878:20-3879:3 (Peterson).
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146.

Broadcaster and small broadcaster performances have not grown

appreciably over the course of the current license term, and they have actually declinedi
significantly as a percentage of total webcasting royalties, as the table below shows:
Broadcaster Rova]ties and Performances

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

$37,269,585
$40,195,242
$ 55,578,300
$68,847,979
$56,661,697

Broadcaster Royalties as
% of Total Webcasting

$ ] 06,448,094

35.0%

$ ] 79,306,460
$299,896,200
$410,591,685
$482,490,896

Per
Performance

'0.00]6
'2A%

Royalties

Total
Webcasting
Royalties

'oyalties

Broadcaster

18 5%

]6 8%
11.7%

Source: NAB Exs. 4141, 4199
Note: Includes BRD and SMBRD license types
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$0.0017
$ 0.0020
0.0022
$ 0.0023

'$

i

Broadcaster
Performances
$23,293,490,494
$23.644,260,247
$27,789,149.815

'31,294,535.695
$24,635,520,574
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147.

Statutory performances by broadcasters other than iHeart Radio/Clear

Channel have actually declined over the last several years, and the percentage of

broadcaster royalties in the most recent years of the current license term, and the relative
percentage of royalties paid by broadcasters of total webcasting royalties has declined
from

[~]]% in 2010 to [[g]]% in 2014.
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148.

The steep downward trend of broadcaster performances excluding iHeah

Radio and Clear Channel is illustrated in the chart below:

149.

As Mr. Huppe said, "[F]rom my pekspdctile, looking at'the conduct in the

marketplace is the best evidence of whether something is reasonable or not." 6/3/15 Tr.
7573:11-14 (Huppe). The conduct in the marketplace ~shows~ that the current rates are

unreasonable and are choking off the growth of sirnuleaseingl
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V.

SIMULCASTERS'NPROFITABILITY IS CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
UNIVERSAL LACK OF PROFITABILITY THROUGHOUT THK
WEBCASTING INDUSTRY, WHICH IS DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE
TO THK CURRENT RATES.
150.

The lack of profitability and growth of simulcasting is reflective of a

problem throughout the entire webcasting industry. Webcasters paying at or near the rates
set in the past by the Copyright Royalty Board have not been profitable; the high CRB

webcasting rates have taken a heavy toll on the industry.
151.

David Pakman, an expert in the economics of investment in the music

industry, a former digital music entrepreneur at multiple companies and a longtime

partner at Venrock„one of the oldest venture capital firms in the world, testified that he
has "never seen or met with or reviewed a single company in webcasting" that is

profitable. 5/27/15 Tr. 6215:13-18 (Pakman); accord Pakman WDT $ 19 ("I am not
aware of a single standalone webcaster that has achieved profitability to date."). He

testified that webcasting "is not a[] nascent industry" and has "been around 14, 15, 16,
years" and that "when you'e looking determine whether an industry is predictive of
success, is it likely to be able to produce positive investment outcomes for investors, that

you would see some evidence of profitability." 5/27/1 5 Tr. 6219:12-6220:23 (Pakman).
To the contrary, Mr. Pakman observed that "we can't find a single one that's profitable."

Rather, "[w]e have hundreds of very small webcasters who are unprofitable" and "a
couple big ones and they'e unprofitable" as well. Id. at 6220:7-23

.

Mr. Pakman

conducted an analysis of other related sectors, such as mobil, eCommerce, and SaaS

companies and found that "[t]he other sectors are six to seven times more likely to

produce a profitable outcome for their investors." Id. at 6226:1S-6227:5.
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152.

Mr. Pakman also observed that the presence of companies in the

webcasting market that primarily focus on other businesses but are wiIling to operate
digital music services at a loss for a time is "a sign of an unhealthy market and certainly

something that would discourage further entry by companies trying to make a profit."

Ed.

at 6227:25-6228:10.
153.

The current CRB statutory royalties are the single-biggest reason for

webcasters'ack of profitability. As Mr. Pakman testified, "the largest cost that any
webcaster faces are the sound recording royalties. So ~their a~bility to be profitable or not
~

is a direct result of the royalties they pay." Id. at 6216:3-16; accord Pakman WDT $ 18

(" [T]he biggest cost faced by webcasters is the amount of royalties 'paid to sound

recordings rights holders like the record labels.~'). Wh. Pakman further testified:

Market evidence shows that the royalty rates that have been set in the past
are extraordinarily high relative to the amount'of revenue that could be
generated by internet radio services. Ultimately, the cost of music
licensing royalties often exceeded the revenue generated by both
advertising and subscription business models, producing businesses
operating with negative gross margins, unable 'to generate any profit.

'nable

Pakman WDT $ 19. Mr. Pakman details the graveyard of failed webcasters that:were

to maintain viable businesses and how the failure rate of digital music companies

"is among the highest [he has] observed." Pakman WiD7 ggi19~26J
154.

In Mr. Pakman's words:

I don't believe it's a healthy industry. I don't believe it attracts significant
amounts of venture capital. I don't believe it attracts a significant amount
of entrepreneurs who are willing to start companies, build them, owing to
high royalty rates. The high royalty rates are stifling, the, companies'
ability to turn profits. They'e making it impossible for companies to be
profitable. As a result, we see it as a very unattractive segment into which

to make investments.
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5/27/15 Tr. 6234:16-6235:4 (Pakman); see also Pakman WDT $ 11 (concluding that the

webcasting "industry has fared poorly due primarily to royalty rates that are too high,"
which is "evidenced by, among other things, a high failure rate for webcasting services
and a lack of investment in these services relative to other digital industries").
155.

The lack of webcaster profitability is reflected in investors'nwillingness

to invest in webcasters paying royalties at or near the CRB commercial statutory rates.

As Mr. Pakman testified, Venrock, one of the oldest venture capital firms in the world,

"has never invested in any digital music or internet radio companies," and "the

overwhelming majority of [Mr. Pakman's] venture capital colleagues have taken a similar
approach by declining to invest in such services." Pakman WDT $ 15. Mr. Pakman

himself has testified that:
As a venture capitalist, I do not find webcasting companies operating
under the Copyright Royalty Board ("CRB") rates to be attractive
candidates for investment, particularly when weighed against the many
other healthy internet sectors. Unlike those healthy sectors, webcasting
companies are burdened by high royalty rates charged for performing
sound recordings that result in unsustainable gross margins and
unprofitable companies. The overwhelming majority of my venture
capital colleagues agree with me an avoid investing in this sector.
Pakman WDT $ 29 (footnote omitted). He concludes that "Companies trying to deliver
these innovative services are unsustainable under the current rates and frequently shut
down once their investors grow tired of subsidizing these high rates and elusive profits
fail to arrive at any scale." Pakman WDT $ 34.
156.

While SoundExchange witness Dr. Blackburn pointed to an investment

figure of $ 839 million for streaming services, none of that was invested in a statutory

webcasting service paying rates that approximated the CRB commercial statutory rates.
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5/14/15 Tr. 3879:4-3880:7 (Peterson). Rather, about $ 40'7 millicn was not invested in

noninteractive statutory services at all, but in on-demand stream~ing~. Peterson WRT tt 36;
5/4/15 Tr. 1715:1-16 (Blackburn). Of the remaining $ 432 million, a little over $ 393

million was invested in Pandora, which in 2013 paid rates that are about 43% lower than
the CRB commercial statutory rates. 5/27/15 Tr. 6231:3-23 (Pakman); Peterson WRT '(
36; 5/4/15 Tr. 1715:24-1716:15 (Blackburn). C'ompare Blackburn WDT at 66 n.,117

(reporting that Pandora's 2013 nonsubscription sound recording royalty was .12 cents per

performance) with 37 C.F.R.

$

380.3(a)(1) (providjing that 2013 commercial webcaster

royalty is 0.21 cent per performance). The remaining $ 39 milli6n %as inv'ested in only

three companies — Songza, TuneIn, and DeliRadio — none of which paid CRB
commercial statutory rates at the tjime of the investment. ~5/27/15 Tr. 6231:23-6232:15
(Pakman) (Songza paying at the small pureplay rates, 5/4/15 Tr. 1716:24-1717:7

(Blackburn); TuneIn, an aggregator that pays no royalties at 411, 5/27/15 Tr. 6231:256232:4 (Pakman),'eterson WRT 'tt 37; 5/4/15 Tr. 1717:11!-1 il (Blackburn); and

DeliRadio which only p]ays royalty-free directly licensed record.ings, 5/27/15 Tr„
6232:11-15 (Pakman); Peterson WRT tt 37; 5/4/15 Tr. 1717:18-171'8:9 (Blackburn)).
157.

Professor Lys purported to identify bth6r ihvelstment's, but rtone of them

identified an outsi.de investment in a company that 'paid CRB'-set commercial statutory
rates as of 2014. Lys WRT $ 136. Professor Lys was remarkably unfamiliar with the

companies he cited. For example, he did not knowl wHeth'er Any of them paid CRB-set

statutory rates or not. 5/29/15 Tr. 6733:18-24

(I

ys). He did not know whether any of

them were on-demand services. 5/29/15 Tr. 6734:3-10 (Lys). And he did not know

whether Goom Radio even still operated in the United States, 5/29/15 Tr. 6734:11-25
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(Lys). In fact, many of the companies were not statutory webcasters at all but interactive

services. 5/27/15 Tr. 6232:16-6233:8 (Pakman).

[

]] See NAB Ex. 4141, 4199.

Some companies "were based in France that don't even operate in the United States."

5/27/15 Tr. 6232:16-6233:8 (Pakman).

A.

NOT A SINGLE WEBCASTER PAYING RATES AT OR NEAR
THOSE SET BY THE CRB IS PROFITABLE.

l.
158.

Even SoundExchange's Witnesses Concede that There Are No
Profitable Webcasters.

Even SoundExchange's witnesses have failed to identify any profitable

webcasters. Dr. Blackburn directly admitted that he "did not identify in [his] testimony a
single profitable webcasting firm." 5/4/15 Tr. 1605:7-12 (Blackburn). He further

admitted that he "did not identify in [his] written direct testimony a single webcasting
service paying the statutory rate that has ever had a single profitable year in the history of
the industry" and that he is "not aware of a single service paying the statutory rate that
has ever had a single profitable year." Id. at 1606:24-1607:12.
159.

While Professor Lys pointed to two webcasters that he suggested were

profitable and that he claimed made Mr. Pakman's analysis "factually incorrect"—

Pandora and Accuradio — neither example holds up. Lys WRT $ 125; 5/29/15 Tr.
6728:20-6729:3 (Lys). First, neither pays the CRB commercial rates. Rather, Pandora

"While Spotify paid CRB-set commercial statutory rates for a brief time during part of 2012 and 2013, it is
primarily an on-demand service and no longer pays statutory royalties. NAB Ex. 4141 at 60, 86; NAB Ex.
4199 at 13. Pandora pays pureplay rates, and AccuRadio has paid small pureplay rates. NAB Ex. 4141 at
21, 24, 45, 47, 72, 97; NAB Ex. 4199 at 26, 30.
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pays the pureplay rates, which have been approxin]]ate[ly 40-50% loiwer than the
commercial CRB-set webcaster rates during the 2011-'2015 license term.

NAACP

Ex. 4141

at 21, 45, 72, 97; NAB Ex. 4199 at 26; 5/27/15 Tr. 6218:4-8 (Pakman). C'ompare 74 Fed.
Reg. 34796, 34799 (July 17, 2009) (nonsubscription pureplay rates') with 37 C.F.R.

g

380.3(a)(1) (CRB-set commercial webcaster rates). Similarly, Accuradio has paid small

pureplay webcaster rates, which have been 12-14% of Accuradio's revenues or 7% of its
costs. NAB Ex. 4141 at 24, 47; NAB Ex. ~I 199
2.

atI

30.

Pandora Has Never Been Profitable, Even at Rates 45e/0 I.ower
than the Rest of the IndIust~

's
160.

Thee

webcasting inclustry is dominated by a si]igle webcaster — Pandora ~

which transmits by far the most performances and pays by far the most royalties., See

Blackburn WDT '$ 23 (characterizing the webcasting industry as "highly concentrated in
terms of royalty payments" anti showing that, in 2013& Pandora paid

[~]] of

statutory webcasting royalti.es). A.s Dir. Blacikburn admitted, "Pandora is number one and

number one by far,," and:it pays., "by far, a substantial majority of statutory payments."

5/4/15 Tr. 1569:2-3, 13-17 (Blackburn). Pandora pays under the pureplay rates, which
are about 45% lower than the commercial CRB statutory rates. Compare Blackburn

WDT at 66 n.117 (reporting that Pandora's 2013 royalty was, .12 cent per performance)
with 37 C.F.R. ( 380.3(a)(1) (providing that 2013 [',ommercidil w'ebcaster royalty is .21
5

As for Accuradio, which Professor Lys asserted was "repor[tedliy prbfitkbleI" Pi]ofessor Lys relied only on
a hearsay press relea. e from Septeml&er 2,014 andI not Accuradio's actual financial statements for full-year
2014. Lys WRT $ 125 k n. 126. Professor Lys relied on this hearsay release even though he admittedly
had access to Accuradio's actual financial statements before he acces'sed 'the press release and about a week
before his rebuttal testimony was filed. I.ys WRT $ 125 n. 126. Moreover, Professor Lys did not bother 'to
review Accuradio's financials produced in this Grise in the many months after they were produced and
before he testified. 5/29/15 Tr. 6731:18-2,1 (Lys).
~
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cent per performance). Therefore, according to SoundExchange witness Dr. Blackburn,

Pandora represents "a big share of the dollars," and "[t]hey would be an even bigger
share of the plays." 5/4/15 Tr. 1569:20-22 (Blackburn).

Even paying rates that are 40-50% lower than the CRB-set commercial

161.

rates, Pandora has never had a profitable year. Herring WDT $ 4.a ("Pandora ... has yet
to see its first profitable year."); SX Ex. 158-042 (Pandora 2014 10-K showing consistent

full-year net losses, including $ 30.4 million net loss in 2014); Pakman WDT $ 27
(observing that although "Pandora Media is the largest internet radio company," "the

company is unable to generate a profit and never has"); Pakman WDT $ 31 ("Yet even at
its alternative rates, Pandora remains unprofitable.").

Mr. Pakman testified that of "the research reports [he] read by public

162.

market stock analysts, none of them, those analysts that [he] read, believe that Pandora
will ever be profitable on an annual basis." 5/27/15 Tr. 6217:15-21 (Pakman). Indeed,
Mr. Pakman quotes one of these reports by Generator Research as finding that:

Our analysis is that no current music subscription service — including
marquee brands like Pandora, Spotify and Rhapsody — can ever be
profitable, even if they execute perfectly and the reason for this is that it is
almost inconceivable that the music industry will agree to significantly
reduced royalties.

Pakman WDT $ 27 n. 34 (quoting Generator Research, Digital Music Subscription
Services, at
163.

11

(Nov. 12, 2013)) (emphasis added by Mr. Pakman).

Mr. Herring confirmed the opinion of Mr. Pakman that the sound

recording performance royalties are the chief culprit for Pandora's unprofitability.

Herring WDT $ 4.a ("A significant contributing factor to [Pandora's] losses is Pandora'
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staggering sound recording performance royalties, iwhichihawe totaled more than $ 1

billion since the company launched in 2005."); Herring WDT $ 6 ('~Pandora's single most
significant cost is the: royalties paid to SoundExchange to pulblicly perf'orm sound

recordings ...."). Mr. Herring observes that had Phndbra pai'd the CRB-set

commercial'ebcaster

royalties instead of the lpureplay royalties, Pandora "would have sustained an

estimated $ 800 million in additional losses ... through the end of 2014 and almost
certainly would have been forced out of business years ago." Herring WDT tt 4.a;
5/13/15 Tr. 3373:9-3374:15 (Herrling) ("You can oddly'perate at a large loss

f'r a short

period of time."). At those rates, Pandora would have paid royalties in both 2008 and
2012 that exceeded 100% of its revenues. Herring WDT tt 8. Mr. Herring emphasizes

that it is "clear that Pandora would not be a 'willing btiyei'lt rate lkve1s that would make
it impossible ...

f'o r

us (or any other vvebcaster) to have the prospect of'rowing into a

profitable business." Herring WDT $ 4.a. In his words, "[i]t defies logic to suggest that
we would willingly negotiate royalty payments that would cause us to continue to sustain

net losses for many additional years;

lit

is equally iinplausible that record labels operating

in a competitive marketplace would insist on royalties at a level that would jeopardize the

continued flow of'enormous royalties from by far the largest webcaster in operation."

Herring WDT tt 10.
Wlhile Professor Lys pointed to Pandora's fourth quarter of'2014, where it

164.

reported a net income of'12 million, Pandora reported a net loss four times that large—
$ 48 million

—

in tlhe very next quarter (1() 2015).

I

ys WRT $ 125; 5/27/15 Tr. 6216:21-

6217:21 (Pakman); 5/29/15 Tr. 6730:.22-.24 (Lys). Moreover, Pandora's $ 48 million loss

-
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in that quarter was greater than its loss in that same quarter for prior year 2014, where it

experienced a lower loss of $ 28.9 million. 5/29/15 Tr. 6730:25-6731:8 (Lys).
B.

IN CONTRAST TO THK FRAGMENTED AND UNPROFITABLE
WKBCASTERS, THE RECORDING INDUSTRY IS HIGHLY
CONCENTRATED, HIGHLY PROFITABLE, AND ORGANIZED
TO MAXIMIZE INDUSTRY PROFIT.

165.

SoundExchange goes to significant lengths to suggest that the recording

industry is suffering, showing declines in sales to create an impression that the sky is
falling. The labels also presented isolated tidbits regarding certain costs, principally in

connection with SoundExchange's written direct case. See, e.g., Kooker WDT at 3-5

(identifying certain Sony costs); Harleston WDT $$ 11„13, 30-32 (same for Universal).

But neither the labels nor SoundExchange presented evidence that would support any
analysis or rate setting based upon cost recovery or return on investment. See 4/28/15 Tr.
499:9-502:21 (Kooker)

[I

]]; accord 4/30/i5 Tr.

166.

ioi i:io-i6 (Harrison)

[~

Notwithstanding SoundExchange's tactical decision to avoid the subject of

the labels'rofitability, and to focus instead on purported difficulties arising from

marketplace transitions, the record demonstrates unequivocally that the labels are highly

profitable notwithstanding reduced revenues from physical and digital sales.
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]]. See IHM Ex. 3187 (medium range plan); 4/2S/15 Tr. 517:4-6
]]]; id. at 51):2)-5 ] 8:)

(Kooker) ("[I

goo/erJ ([I

]] 4/28/15 Tr. 521:15 — 522:2

(Kooker).'/1/15
b]

Tr. 1357:21-1358:2 (Harleston); IHM Ex. 3270. Moreover, Universal

[I

]] IHM Ex. 3122.

168.

Mr. Van Arman also testified that his labels are profitable. 4/2S/15

Tr.:

636:3-7 (Van Arman). He also testified that the digital revenue of the Secretly Group has

more than tripled over the past five years. Id. at 637: 1~-5.
169.

~

The evidence demonstrates that the recording industry is highly

concentrated as well as being highly profitable.'any's market share is 28.2% far CDs
and 26.5% for digital albums. SX Ex. 12 at 3, Kooker WDT at 3; accord 4/2S/15 Tr.

413:13-17 (Kooker).
170.

Following the acquisition of EMI in 2012, Universal's market share is

approximately 38%. Harrison CWDT $ 4; 4/30/15 Tr. 1094:17-23 (Harrison).

-
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171.

Warner's share of the recorded music market is approximately 20%.

4/30/15 Tr. 1095:14-16 (Harrison); see also 6/3/15 Tr. 7481:16-18 (Wilcox).
172.

Among the three of them, Universal, Sony, and Warner control 85% of the

US recorded music market. 4/30/15 Tr. 1094:17-1095:25 (Harrison).
173.

Even SoundExchange's own economist has admitted that the record

industry is highly concentrated. As early as 2002-2003, Dr. Blackburn noted that the

recording industry was "extremely concentrated both horizontally and vertically," "[w]ith
five companies owning virtually all significant record labels." 5/26/1 5 Tr. 5946:7-5947:8

(Blackburn). He further acknowledged "that those five companies had tremendous

market power in the distribution of albums." Id. at 5947:9-13. He also agreed that, since
the 2002-2003 timeframe, the record industry had become even more concentrated, with

the five major labels "now consolidated to just three major labels." Id. at 5947:14-16.
174.

Universal, Sony, and Warner representatives, representing a collective

85% of the increasingly concentrated industry, all sit on the SoundExchange Licensing

Committee. 4/30/15 Tr. 1092:15-1094:15 (Harrison). This committee meets weekly to

discuss CRB strategy and licensing strategy for statutory services. Id.

VI.

THE JUDGES SHOULD ADOPT NAB'S PROPOSED RATES FOR
SIMULCASTING UNDER THK APPLICABLE STATUTORY
STRUCTURE.
A.

THX STATUTORY STANDARD REQUIRES CONSIDERATION
OF WHAT WILLING BUYERS WOULD PAY WILLING
SELLERS IN A HYPOTHETICAL EFFECTIVELY
COMPETITIVE MARKETPLACE WITHOUT THK STATUTORY
LICENSE.

175.

As discussed in NAB's Proposed Conclusions of Law, the governing

statute requires the Judges to set license fees "that most clearly represent the rates and
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terms that would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing buyer and a

willing seller." See tinja PCL Part XI, 17 U.S.C. )114(f)(2)(B). Moreover, the rates

must reflect the rates that would prevail in a. hypothetical effectively competitive market

without the statutory license in which individual record companies'are'he sellers of
license rights and individual services are buyers..~ee, e.g;, 8'eb I, Final Rule, 67 Fed.

'ne

Reg. 45240, 45244-45 (July 8, 2002) (rates set in "competitive marketplace" ); Web III

Remand, Final Rule and Order, 79 Fed. Reg. 23102, 23114 n. 37 (statutory standard is

of "effective competition");

FiVeb

II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24091 (observing that "[a]n

effectively competitive market is one in which supercompetitive prices or below-market

prices cannot be extracted by sellers or buyers...

'.").'76.

Ail of the parties'conomists agree that "[t]he hypothetical marketplace is

'or

one in which no statutory li.cense exists." Katz WDT tt 5; Talley WRT at 5; 5/8/15 Tr.

2604:10-22 (Shapiro); see Fischel k, Lichtman AMDT tt 10.
177.

All of the parties'rincipal economists agree that the hypothetical market

which the Judges are setting rates must be comisetitivs. $ee Katz WDT tie 5, 17, 18-

34; Shapiro WDT at 3, 10-16; Fisichel K Lichtman AWDT tt 10; Rubinfeld CWRT tt 1 l2;

5/11/15 Tr. 2799:9-16; 2800:3-18; 2801:9-17 (Katz); 5/8/15 Tr. 2604:10-22 (Shapiro);
5/15/15 Tr. 4094: 7-19 (Lichtm.an).
178.

Professor Katz iexplained (i) the economic rationale for why the

requirement of a icompetitive marketplace is the only sensible construction of the
statutory scheme, and (ii) what economists mean by effective competition and

competitive prices. 5/11/15 Tr. 2800:3-18; 2802:2-23 (Katz).

-
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179.

As Professor Katz explained, even monopolists are willing sellers that sell

to willing buyers — at least buyers who are "willing" in the sense that they act voluntarily.

Katz WDT $ 15. A standard that required only a voluntary transaction, however, would

provide essentially no guidance for rate setting. Id. $ 16. Moreover, it would make no
sense in the context of the statute. Congress would not have established the CRB and this

enormously costly rate setting process "if Congress had intended that monopolistic
license fees could meet the statutory standard. If Congress had intended monopoly rates
to prevail„ then it could simply have created the statutory license and given

SoundExchange antitrust immunity unilaterally to set rates on behalf of the industry.
Congress did not do so." Id.
180.

Professor Katz opined that "[t]he creation of a rate-determination process

and its willing-buyer/willing-seller standard can best be reconciled with economic

principles and common sense by interpreting willing buyers as those who have
meaningful choices among competing sellers, rather than facing a single, all-or-nothing
offer from a monopolist." Katz WDT $ 17. He described buyer choice as the "essence of

competition":
Specifically, competition arises only when buyers have the ability to
substitute the offerings of one seller for those of another. It is this
possibility of substitution that drives sellers to offer higher quality and
lower prices in order to attract buyers to themselves rather than their
rivals. Conversely, when buyers lack the ability to substitute among the
offerings of different sellers, there is no competition among sellers to
attract customers.
Id. $ 32. Indeed, the concept of buyer choice among several substitute suppliers plays a

critical and central role in all of the definitions of workable or reasonable competition in

-
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the academic literature. Id. $ 33; 5/11/15 Tr. 2802t20~2803:8 (Katz); 5/26/15 Tr. 5649:48

(Katz).
181.

It follows from the foregoing that (a) a monopolized market is not

effectively competitive, and (b) supplier. of complementary products do not compete

with each other. Katz WDT $[[ 34-43; 5/11/15 Tr. 2804:19-280:5:7 (Katz); accord
Shapiro WDT at 11-13 ("[Aj market that is monopolized or controlled by a cartel is not,

workably competitive"),, Fischel 8: Li.chtman A WDT $ 10 (Under the statutory standard,

"neither the buyers nor the sellers exercise such monopoly power as to establish them as
price-makers and., thus, make negotiations between the parties superfluous."),. Indeed, by
logic first identified by Antoine Augustin Cournot in 1838, firms offering complementary

products tend to set higher prices than would even a monopoly seller of the same
products. Katz WDT $$ 41-43. The fact. that an oligopoly o:f suppliers of complementary

products might charge higher prices than would a monopoly 'supplier is an illustration of

the fact that supplier. of complements do not compete~ with one another. This fact in no
way renders the monopolist's pricing effectively competitive. Id. $ 43„
182.

Professor Katz explained that competition pushes prices towards the

competing suppliers'arginal costs, including any opportunity costs or benefits. Id.
$$ 5, 14, 25. In effectively competitive markets, prices will not fall all the way to

marginal cost, but they will strongly tend. in that ditectlion and will be rtear marginal cost.

Katz WDT$$ 5, 31.
183.

Professor Katz also described the pt&blik benefits 'of a competitive market

standard and the reasons why a competitive market standard is consistent with economic

policy and the public interest. In Professor Katz's kokds, "[rh]ahy U.S. public policies,
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including antitrust and regulatory policies, seek to protect competition because of the

benefits it delivers to consumers. These benefits typically arrive in the form of lower,
cost-based prices, greater innovation and variety, and/or improved product and service

quality." Id. $ 21.
184.

According to Professor Katz: "[p]romoting efficiency through competition

is widely recognized as the most effective means in most markets to promote overall

consumer welfare. As the Federal Trade Commission has explained:
Free and open markets are the foundation of a vibrant economy.
Aggressive competition among sellers in an open marketplace gives
consumers — both individuals and businesses — the benefits of lower
prices, higher quality products and services, more choices, and greater
innovation.
Id. $ 22 (quoting U.S. Federal Trade Commission, Guide to Antitrust Laws,
http: //www.ftc.gov/tipsadvice/competition-guidance/guide-antitrust-laws) (emphasis

added by Professor Katz). The Supreme Court has repeatedly reached the same

conclusion. For example, the Court stated:
The Sherman Act reflects a legislative judgment that, ultimately,
competition will produce not only lower prices but also better goods and
services. "The heart of our national economic policy long has been faith in
the value of competition." Standard Oil Co. v. FTC, 340 U. S. 231, 340 U.
S. 248. The assumption that competition is the best method of allocating
resources in a iree market recognizes that all elements of a bargain—
quality, service, safety, and durability — and not just the immediate cost,
are favorably affected by thePee opportunity to select among alternative
offers.

Katz WDT $ 22 (quoting National Soc'y ofProf. Engineers v. United States, 435 U.S.
679, 695 (1978)) (emphasis added by Professor Katz).
185.

Similarly, economists have long recognized the benefits of competition:
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Economic efficiency means that, under competitive conditi(ins, the net
value of society's scare resources is maximized...a competitive market
creates a maximum of net social value. This mean.s that sociiety's resources
have been allocated in efficient fashion. The sum of consumers'urplus
and factor or producers'urplus is maximized when net social value is
maximized under competition.

Katz WDT $ 22 (quoting Robert B. Ekelund, Jr. and Robert D. Tollison (l 997),
Microeconomics: Private Markets and Public Choice ~(5th ed.), Boston: Pearson/Addison

Wesley, at 97. As Professor Katz explains, "[o]ne of the great virtues of competitive

prices is that they guide consumers and firms to the point at which society's benefits are

maximized." Katz WDT $ 27.
186.

In addition to maximizing society'si overall benefits,'ompetition also

ensures that buyers face relatively low prices and, thus, buyers enjoy much of the benefit

generated by the good or service. Protecting competition~ to promote consumer benefits is
a fundamental objective of U.S. public policy. In summary, competition typically leads
to a distribution of benefits that favors buyers; it does not necessarily split the gains from

trade equally between buyers and sellers., Id. tt 28.~
187.

It is important to recognize that the mere presence of large, sophisticated

buyers does not lead to a competitive outcome. Professor Katz identified the
circumstances under which large, sophisticated buyers may be able partially to offset
seller power by promoting increased rivalry among sellers and demonstrates why those

circumstances do not exist in contexts relevant to this case. Id. )tt 36-37. Those
circumstances exi,st where large buyers can shift latge purchases amon'g competing
sellers (not possible with "must haves" or sellers

o:F complements)

or where the buyers

can promote entry. Neither is possible with a monopoly (or must have) seller and no
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realistic chance that an entrant will offer a viable substitute for the monopolist's product
Id. $ 36. Professor Katz further demonstrated the economic error of the view expressed

in 8'eb II that a large buyer could offset monopoly power and obtain a "competitive"

price even in the absence of competition. Id.

g 37-39; 5/26/15 Tr. 5651:2-5657:14

(Katz) (discussing white crows).
188.

Standard economic analysis demonstrates that the price set in markets with

a single seller and a few large buyers will tend to give rise to prices much closer to the

pure monopoly price than to a competitive price, even if the parties are equally skillful
and sophisticated bargainers. In other words, the prices that result from bargaining

between a buyer and seller with equal bargaining power do not satisfy a standard

requiring prices at the levels that would obtain in an effectively competitive market.
Moreover, when a licensor with market power faces two or more potential licensees, the

resulting price will be even higher, and thus, further away from the competitive level.
See Katz WDT $$ 38-39
189.

4 Technical App. Part A.

Consistent with its desire for prices that reflect market power rather than

competition, SoundExchange attempts to turn the concept of effective competition and its

benefits for the public and for consumers on its head. In SoundExchange's view of the
world, it is enough that buyers have some undefined amount of bargaining leverage to

capture some undefined amount of the available surplus. See, e.g., Rubinfeld CWRT $
112 (essentially saying that any rates that do not "approximate[] monopoly rates" are

efFectively competitive); id.

g 123-26 (relying on evidence of negotiations to support

claim of competition).
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But that is not "competition" in the meaningful sense that promotes

consumer or public benefits or fosters innovation and ~lower prices.~ Again, "competition

typically leads to a distribution of benefits that favors ibuyers; itidoes not necessarily split
the gains from trade equally between buyers and sellers." Katz WDT $ 28. And, in any
event, Professor Rubinfeld himself concluded that

[I

]] NAB Hx. $ 12),

B.

LICENSE RATES FOR SIMULCASTING SHOULD BK SKT AT
LOW END OF ANY RANGE OF REASONABLE RATES,
NEAR THK RECORD COMPANIES'PPORTUNITY COSTS OF
LICENSING.
1.

191.

'HE

slide 42.

Under Current Rates, Simulcasting Is Not Profitable, and
Simulcasting Is Staunatinu.

The evidence at trial shows overwhelmingly that simulcasting is not

currently a profitable business and that, at rates. at or anywhere neat the current rates,

growth of simulcasting involving sound recordings will be severely limited if it occurs at
all. See supra Part IV.
192.

The testimony of every radio broadcaster was consistent that simulcast

streaming is an unprofitable business because of sgund rgcoiIding fees and that, as a;
consequence, they are not aggressively seeking to develop streaming. Julie Koehn

testified that her station, WLEN, is not streaming any music (only local community and
sports programming) because of the SoundExchange fees. Koehn WDT

g 4', 20.

Likewise, despite his philosophical commitment to streaming, Steve Newberry testified

that Commonwealth is streaming only two of its teh niusib stations) both at a loss.
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5/20/15 Tr. 5092:19-5093:11 (Newberry). Thus, a significant number of potential buyers
are unwilling to participate at the current rates.
193.

As set out in a chart in Mr. Dimick's testimony with respect to LFMC,

]] Dimick WDT
tt 27.

As a consequence of these fees, it is not in the interest of LFMC to attempt to grow

the audience forthe stream orconvertterrestrial listeners tothe stream. Id. $ 29. Ifthe
rate were cut to $ 0.0005, the rate proposed by the NAB, "this would allow LFMC to

more aggressively pursue streaming listeners." Id. tt 2.
194.

Bryan Broadcasting's minimal revenues from streaming were also far

outweighed by the fees paid to SoundExchange. For the period through August of 2014,
Bryan Broadcasting had total streaming revenue (including streaming revenue for its talk

stations) of

[~]], of which only [~]] could be attributed to

its music formatted

stations. Downs WDT tt 20. In contrast the SoundExchange fees for the same period

were

[~]]. fd ;NAB Ea.
195.

4119..

The examples of Lenawee, Commonwealth, LFMC, and Bryan are not

outliers. Both Mr. Dimick and Ms. Koehn testified that they are not aware of

broadcasters that are profiting from streaming. Dimick WDT tt 15 ("I do not believe that
we are alone in this regard; I understand from colleagues in the industry that few

broadcasters are able to boast a profitable streaming operation."); Koehn WDT tt 22 ("I
am not aware of any small broadcasters who are streaming their broadcast programming

and making a profit from it."). SoundExchange has also presented no evidence of a

profitable simulcaster.
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As discussed in Part IV, supra, the inability to generate profits from

196.

simulcasting has resulted in little or no growth of simulcast performances during the
course of the most recent license term. As examples, Messrs. Dimick, Downs, and,

Newberry, and Ms. Koehn are either not streaming, limiting 'streaming, or not promoting
streaming in order to avoid fees. In these circumstances, potential "willing buyers" are

not willing to buy at the current rates.
2.

The Marginal Cost to Record Companies from Licensing
Simulcasting Is Near Zero or Negative.

As discussed in Professor Katz's Written Direct Testimony, a willing

197.

seller "will not agree to a price below its marginal or incremental cost of providing the
good or service, including the opportunity cost of doing so." Katz WDT $ 14.

Competition, however, will push pricing towards marginal cost, including opportunity!
cost. Id. $ 25 ("[r]ivalry among competitive suppliers drives them to set prices near their

incremental or marginal costs of supplying the relevant good or,'service").
In the context of the licenses at issue, as with much intellectual property,

198.

the direct or out-of-pocket marginal cost is effectively'ero. 'Katz WDT $ 29 ("In the
case of intellectual property and sofbvare markets

.

marginal costs typically are near

zero"); 5/26/16 Tr. 5658:3-5 (Katz) ("[w]hen you think about the marginal cost of the

.

license, the out-of-pocket cost is probably going to be zero or near zero").
199.

In addition to out-of-pocket costs, it is mell established that a seller in an

effectively competitive market would also consider its opportunity costs as part of its

marginal costs:
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[a]n effectively competitive price will reflect the seller's opportunity cost.
When licensing to a particular streaming service, a record company can
face opportunity costs both in terms of forgone recording sales and
foregone revenues from licensing to other streaming services. Conversely,
when a streaming service has promotional benefits, those can be viewed as
either a form of payment in kind or a negative opportunity cost.
Katz AWRT tt 77. As Professor Katz similarly noted at the hearing:
as an economist, we'e taking into account opportunity costs, and would
say, okay, if the record company — if there is one more play of its
intellectual property, one more play of its recording, that may affect its
sales of other products, and the record company is going to want to take
that into account and that's what the notion of opportunity cost is getting
at, is saying, if there is one more play of — when you are recording, how
does that affect your revenues and profits from other sources.

5/26/16 Tr. 5658:10-20 (Katz).

200.

Critically, these "opportunity costs" can be either positive or negative.

Here, "opportunity costs" are essentially interchangeable with the concepts of promotion

and substitution:

JUDGE STRICKLER: Would vou sav that the concept of opportunitv cost
is essentiallv the same as the concept of substitution as is set forth in the
statute that we are dealing with?

THE WITNESS: I would sav substitution and also promotion. If we take
those as two sides of the same coin—
JUDGE STRICKLER: Promotion being a negative opportunity.
THE WITNESS: Exactly. Exactly.
Again, I'm not offering a legal opinion but certainly as an economist, I
think that is what it's getting at.
5/26/16 Tr. 5658:24-5659:11 (Katz) (emphasis added).
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201.

Consistent with Professor Katz's testimony, Aaron Harrison of Universal

confirmed that varying degrees of substitutional effects would affect Universal's
decisions as to appropriate rates for a license:
Q. So, at your deposition, I asked you, question: "Does the perceived
promotional or substitutionally affect the service,:affect the:rates that
Universal is willing to offer for a particular service?"

Your answer was: "Yes." Right?
A. Right.

Q. So the wav the rate is affected is that the hii.hei the level. of
interactivitv. the hitcher the rate. right?

A. That's right.
Q. And the lower the level of interactivitv. the. lower the rate. right?

A. Right.
Q. And the reason for that is you think on-demand or higher levels of
interactivity are more substitutional than legs cd-dem'd, correct?',

A. Correct.

if vou were to rank streamine services from least
substitutional to most. the order would be simulcast. then custom. then ondemand. correct?
Q. And, in fact,

A. Yes.
Q. So simulcast is the least substitutional. right?

A. Right.
4/30/15 Tr. 1100:16-1102:12 (Harrison).
202.

In his trial testimony, Professor Katz further explained how both

substitutional and promotional aspects would work in this context:
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Could you provide an example of how opportunity costs would
apply to a record company when licensing to an on-demand service?
Q.

A.... If the record company licenses an additional play, the marginal
play, through the interactive service, that could adversely affect its sales of
downloads to own or its sales of CDs, and so that would be an opportunity
cost of licensing to the interactive service, that there would be some
forgone profits that the record company otherwise would have gotten from
downloads or CD sales.
Q. Could you provide an example of how opportunity costs would apply
to a record company when licensing an Internet simulcast of the terrestrial
broadcast?

A. So in the simulcasting case„one that happened — Judge Strickler and I
just were talking about this and we'e got to think about negative
opportunity cost as a possibility as well, that an additional play on a
simulcast, then it's going to have promotional effects that actually
encourage the sale of downloads and CDs, then it would actually have a
negative opportunity cost because the additional play would actually be
simulating other sales for the record company that are profitable.
5/26/1 6 Tr. 5662:11-5663:16 (Katz).

203.

The behavior of the record companies with respect to terrestrial radio

illustrates these promotional benefits or "negative opportunity costs" in the real world.
The record companies receive no royalties (and, thus, no direct incremental revenue)

from additional spins on terrestrial radio. While Professor Katz recognized that

countervailing promotional and substitutional effects might exist, see 5/26/16 Tr. 5670:123 (Katz), it is undisputed that the record companies aggressively seek additional unpaid

spins. Professor Katz explained how this demonstrates that the net effect must be that

performances are promotional or record companies would not seek them. In other words,
there are overall net negative opportunity costs, which would push rates down for sellers:

If the record comoanv thinks that everv plav hurts it. when we balance
thing's out. it shouldn't be oromotine incremental plavs. That would be
irrational for them to do that. So the fact that thev want additional plavs
and thev spend monev to met additional plavs. savs the record companv
-
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has concluded that on balance. it's eood for that record companv to met
more plavs. If it is good for them to get more plavs. that means thev have a
negative opportunitv cost and that is something that is then going to push -'.,
- if thev were baruainina over price. it's moins to tend to push nrice
downward. so I think it is telling us that thev nerceive there, is a benefit of
the marin.

'etting

So that is the part I take away &om it is. mixen that thcb price 'thev aie
is zero and given thev want to push to have it happen. it is thev
perceive a negative opportunitv cost„at the! individual finn level. I'm not
saying at the industry level, but at the iridiv'idual firm level, the record
company perceived there to be a negative opportunity cost, and that I think,
is the part that Dr. Rubinfeld is ignoring.

5/26/16 Tr. 5675:14-5678:16 (Katz) (emphasis added).
204.

Simulcast listening is taken primarily from terrestrial radio. 5/26/16 Tr.

5679:4-10 (Katz) (noting that "some of what [simulcast] can be doing is just bringing in

completely new listening, but the listeners also cari come from other sources of music,
and in particular, I think the evidence indicates it is primarily coming from terrestrial

radio"); Newberry WDT $ 14 ("We want to make it possible for our over-the-air listeners
to hear our stations over the Internet, if that is what they want. Although the main way we

reach our listeners is with our over-the-air broadcasts, streaming offers a secondary way
to reach them.").

205.

As a consequence of drawing listeners primarily from terrestrial radio,

where there is no performance right (and, thus, no royalties due to the labels), the

labels'pportunity
cost of licensing simulcast is low:

Q. What would that mean for the calculation of opportunity costs/

there'sn't

A. Well as we have been talking about terrestrial radio right now,
a right that the record companies have to bagel foil it. iWhen you are
taking business away from terrestrial radio, that part doesn't have an
opportunity cost and, in fact, that what it's going to tell you,then is that if
you are a record company, if vou are licensed to a simulcaster and vou are
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setting a rovaltv rate. that is moins to be a benefit to vou that vou were not
setting before. because vou were not setting paid when it's on terrestrial
and now vou are setting paid. so another wav of iust saving it is that
element of opportunitv cost would be zero.
5/26/15 Tr. 5679:11-5680:1 (Katz) (emphasis added).

206.

Because the marginal costs, including the opportunity costs, of licensing to

simulcast are low, a willing seller would sell at a very low to near zero rate. As Professor
Katz summarized:
Q. Following it up to the end point, what would the implications be for a
willing seller of having marginal costs including opportunity costs near
zero?

A. Again, that is going to affect their decision calculus and they'e going
to realize that their costs are low so that's going to tend to have lower
prices all else equal. In fact. vou could — in specific cases and I think we
see that essentiallv in terrestrial radio. it's the equivalent of having a
negative price even.

5/26/15 Tr. 5680:10-20 (Katz) (emphasis added).
3.

207.

More Simulcasting Will Benefit, Not Harm, the Recording
Industrv

The recording industry would also benefit from more robust simulcasting,

where broadcasters could add to and actively market their streams instead of turning them
off, hiding them, or not actively promoting them.

208.

Every time that a listener is moved from the broadcast to the stream„ the

recording industry benefits. 5/26/15 Tr. 5679:11-5680:1 (Katz).
209.

As Professor Katz noted, the evidence shows that simulcast draws

primarily from terrestrial radio. 5/26/16 Tr. 5679:4-10 (Katz). This makes sense,
because the programming on simulcast is identical to the broadcast and includes the
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personalities, news/talk/sports/weather, contests, and other attributes that are
characteristic of local radio,. See supra Part III.A.. In contrast, if a listener is interested in

hearing only mus:ic, there are numerous alternatives.
210.

As a consequence of the current high rates', broadcasters are limiting their

streaming operations, and thus the po,ssibility of converting listeners from the broadcast
to the stream, to the detriment of the recording industry. Julie Koehn testified that hier

station does not stream any music programming, even'hough it'stream's other

programming. Koehn WDT tttt 4, 20. Steve Newberry is~ streaming only two of

Commonwealth's ten music stations. 5/20/15 Tr. 5092:19-5093:11 (Newberry). Ben
Downs testified that, as a result of his review of streaming finances, streaming is noi

longer directly accessible on the website of Bryan's Top 40 station, although it is
accessible elsewhere. 5/21/15 Tr. 5223:23-5224:5., 5246:12-5248:1 (Downs), And as

John Dimick testified, LFMC has geofenced to limit listening of some stations and has

'eriously
questioned whether to continue streaming at all; it certainly has not sought to

push listeners from the broadcast to the stream. Dimick WDT tt 12; 5/21/15 .fr. 5838:824 (Dimick). All of these decisions, which are necessary in view of'the current rates„

result in the loss of potential revenues to the record labels.
211.

As Mr. Dimick explained in response t6 q6esitions from'the Judges:

JUDGE STRICKLER: So is it faiir to say you'e trying to invest in a
presence in that market in the anticipation that it's a burgeoning market, so
you'l be there when the market takes off?
i

THE WITNESS: That'. what we"ve been saying f'r eight years. Y'es, sir.

JUDGE STRICKLER: Okay.

-
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THE WITNESS: And that eventually there might be a there there, and it'
incumbent upon us to try and figure out how to make that work.

JUDGE STRICKLER: To keep that going, you need lower rates?
THE WITNESS: Yes. I just- I can't tell people, "Go listen to our
stream," if I move them from over the air to the stream. Because it
immediately begins to cost me money. The second I put one listener on a
stream it immediately begins to cost me money. And advertiser[s] don'
buy one listener. Advertisers buy a bunch.
So I mean that's sort of the place that we'e in right now, was I'd love to
scream from the rooftops, "Listen to our stream. Listen to our stream." But
I can't afford to do that because my costs go up long before my revenues
go up.

5/26/15 Tr. 5837:20-5838:20 (Dimick).

212.

Even Professor Lys concurred that "it is certainly a possibility" that it

would make sense to establish a "much lower rate" for simulcasters than to have them go
out of business, assuming "no substitution away from royalty bearing performances".
5/29/15 Tr. 6692:3-6693:8 (Lys).

C.

THE JUDGES SHOULD ADOPT NAB'S PROPOSED RATES FOR
SIMULCASTING.
1.

213.

NAB's Fee Proposal Reflects the Price that Would Prevail in
the Relevant Hypothetical Effectively Competitive Market for
Licenses to Encase in Simulcasting.

NAB proposes that the statutory rate for simulcasting (as defined in

NAB's proposed rates and terms) be set at $ 0.0005 per "Performance" for the period
January 1„2016 through December 31, 2020. See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June
19, 2015). As this rate properly reflects, a substantial reduction &om the current rates is

warranted in light of uniformly unprofitable simulcasting and webcasting industries and
other record evidence detailed herein and summarized below.
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214.

As Professor Katz testified, in an effectively competitive market, prices

would be pushed towards the seller's marginal costs, i'ncluding opp'ortunity ctisS. See

supra

g 182, 197. The marginal costs of the statutory license are near zero. See supra

$ 197. The promotional benefits offered by simulcast should be viewed as a form of

payment by the simulcasters (i.e., a negative oppo~nlity cost), which would lower the

per performance fees that a record company seller would charge. See supra $$ 200-03.i
NAB and iHeartMedia established, and SoundExchange and the record labels conceded,

that terrestrial radio is the most promotional and the least substitutional service. See

supra $ 115-16. This extends to the simulcast of those radio transmissions. See supra $j$
204-05. Further, because simulcasting primarily draws listeners from terrestrial

radio,'hich
pays no royalties, it is in the interest of the record companiesl and artists td

establish a rate for simulcasting that will encourage broadcasters to start and to promote

their simulcast streams aggressively, in order ta convert more of their over-the-air
audience to their streaming audience. See supra
215.

g 207-12

As Professor Katz further testified, 4 rajte rjeflhcting Opportmnit'y costs

would be consistent with the efficient componeiit pricing.rule, which bases prices oii thie
downstream buyer paying the upstream seller's opportunity costs. 5/26/15 Tr. 5680:215683:21 (Katz).

216.

The logic of a lower rate for simulcasters is in accord with the lesser

functionality offered by simulcasters. As demonstrated above, and acknowledged by
label witnesses, simulcasting is the same as over-the-air radio arid simply doe's not offer

the functionality that custom radio or interactive services provide. See supra Part III.C.3.
Indeed, Messrs. Kooker, Harrison and Hair all acknowledged that services that have a

-
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greater functionality should pay a higher rate than services that have a lesser

functionality. See supra Part III.D.
217.

NAB's proposal is in line with many of the market agreements presented

as benchmarks in this case, after appropriate adjustments are made, including Professor

Fischel and Professor Lichtman's analysis of the October 2013 iHeartMedia and Warner

agreement. Fischel

2 Lichtman AWDT tt 31.

Professors Fischel and Lichtman

determined that under that deal, iHeartMedia projected it would pay $ 0.0005 per

performance for the rights to play additional Warner performances beyond those that it
would have played absent an agreement. Fischel k, Lichtman AWDT tttt 44, 48-50. They

determined that $ 0.0005 per performance was the most appropriate rate to consider for a
benchmark, because it "is not directly influenced by the statutory rate, and therefore is a
more appropriate reflection of what a willing buyer and willing seller would agree upon if

unconstrained by government regulation." Id. tt 50; 5/22/15 Tr. 5488:2-15 (Fischel).
218.

NAB's proposal also is broadly consistent with Professor Shapiross

analysis of the June 2014 agreement between the Music and Entertainment Rights

[~

Licensing Independent Network (" Merlin" ) and Pandora (the "Pandora/Merlin

Agreement" ). Under the Merlin Agreement, Professor Shapiro estimated the

Shapiro WDT at 31. Those rates, however, must be adjusted before they are appropriate

for simulcasting. First, the Pandora/Merlin rates must be adjusted downward to account

for the lesser functionality of simulcasting and the clear promotional value of
simulcasting. See, e.g., 4/30/15 Tr. 1101:18-25 (Harrison) (agreeing that, "if

customization is limited, a lower rate can be justified"); see also supra $ 67. Second, the
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rates must be adjusted downward in order fairly to account for the lesser importance of

music for simulcasting, compared to custom services.. See supra Part III.A. Further, it is

very likely that the Pandora/Merlin rates were biased upward by the existence of the pure

i

play rates under the statutory license, which would have discouraged Merlin from
negotiating too far below those rates. See Shapiro WRT Figure 8 at 38-39 (" [Figure

8]'emonstrates

that the rates negotiated in the 'shad6w'l arel pullled up from the 'competitive

rate toward the applicable statutory rate, since the statutory rate would apply in the event

~

of a bargaining impasse."). Indeed, it is very likely thiat tlie percentage of revenue prong
of the Pandora/Merlin deal was a direct result of the pure play rates. See 5/18/1 5 Tr.
4205:20-4207:20 (Herring).

[I

]]. See 4/29/2015 Tr. 742:15-743:12 (Huppe); 5/18/15'Tr. 4208:16-4209:23

(Herring) ("[w]hen Merlin proposed the 25 percent floor as a percent of revenue, we were
okay with that level. Even though we didn't think during the term of this agreement, at

.

least in the first two years...we would achieve a moment where we would be paying ori
the percent of revenue basis").
219.

The effective per performance rate paid by

[I

'ust
]] the rate Professor Rubinfeld derived. See inPa Part VIII.E.4. That rate, howev'er,

be adjusted downward to account for [i
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]]. Id. Other factors identified by

Professor Katz, including the lack of an effectively competitive market, and the shadow

of the statutory license, demonstrate that even this rate overstates an effectively
competitive rate for simulcasting. See inPa Part VIII.B; Katz AWRT

g

[I

]].

Further, the same adjustment for the diminished importance of music to simulcasters

should apply, resulting in a rate that is also consistent with, if not below, the rate

proposed by NAB.
220.

Properly analyzed, Professor Rubinfeld's interactive service benchmark

also supports the NAB's rate proposal. As demonstrated below, when the readily

quantifiable flaws in Professor Rubinfeld's analysis are corrected, the resulting rate is

between $ 0.0005 and $ 0.0006. Those rates are, themselves, overstated relative to the
statutory standard, as they do not correct for (i) the lack of effective competition in

licensing the interactive services; (ii) the relative differences in promotion and

substitution between simulcasting and on-demand services; and (iii) Dr. Rubinfeld's
failure to account for the relative differences in the importance and value of sound

recordings to simulcasting as compared to on-demand services. Katz AWRT $ 110.
221.

A proper analysis of the iTunes Radio license agreements yields similar

per-play results. Numerous flaws in Dr. Rubinfeld's discussion of these licenses
drastically inflate the per play rate he derived from the iTunes Radio license agreements.
See inPa Part VIII.C. Indeed, these licenses do not corroborate SoundExchange's rate

proposal, but rather, they support license fee rates for statutory custom webcasting
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services

[~gg4]]c and rates that propert) acI:ouItt

f'o r

(he differences between

simulcasting and custom radio, below that. See inPa .Part VIII.D.
2.

222.

NAB's Small Broad]caster Proposal Shtould Also Be Ad~oted,

NAB proposes that a Broadcaster shall pay only the minimum fee of $ 500

for each of its "Small Streaming Stations." A '"Small Streaming Station" is defined as a

terrestrial AM or FM radio station for which there were less than 876,000 Aggregate

Tuning Hours ("ATEI") of jEligible Transmissions 'during'he, pr]tor calendar year, and

Broadcaster reasonably expects that there will be less than 8'76,000 ATH during the
applicable calendar year. 876,000 ATH is equivalent to 100 average concurrent listeners
(24 hours/day x 365 days/year x 100:= 8'76,000). See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms

(June 19, 2015)
223.

g

380.11.

Ms. Koehn of WLEN Radio reported that she is "not aware of any small

broadcasters who are streaming their broadcast programming and making a profit fromi
it." Koehn WDT tt 22. As sho wn above, small broadcasters generate very small revenues

from streaming. See supra Part IV. The small number af listeners does not attract
advertisers.
224.

As Ben Dovfns testified, Bryan Broadcasting has been unable to interest.

advertisers in even our most listened-to streaming stations." Downs WDT $ 15. Bryan's

most listened-to streaming station., WTAW AM, had
(ACL) and

[[g]] average concurrent listeners

[~g(]] aggregate tuning hours (AtH) dutin) the 1)-month period from

October 1, 2013 to September .29, 2014. Bryan Broadcasting's most listened-to music

formatted station, Candy 95, had only [4g]] averape dont:orient listeners (ACL) and

[~]]

aggregate tuning hours (ATH) during that same 12-month period. Id Mr.

—
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Downs testified that: "To me, this demonstrates that, at least for markets and streaming

audiences of our size, streaming ads have no intrinsic value to advertisers. Based on my
experience, I am confident that even if we were able to grow our streaming audience to
100-200 average concurrent listeners, advertisers would still be unwilling to purchase

streaming ads from us." Id. In other words, at the audience levels proposed by NAB for
Small Streaming Stations, broadcasters are unlikely to be able to monetize their streams.

225.

These small numbers of listeners simply cause no potential harm to the

record labels. The small broadcasters, with their insignificant contributions to the overall

SoundExchange pie, have little to no economic value to SoundExchange. However, the

royalty costs small broadcasters pay dwarf the amount of revenue they are able to gain
from streaming, making it increasingly likely that more broadcasters will exit the

streaming business. The $ 500 minimum fee makes economic sense for all parties to allow

broadcasters to serve their audiences through simulcasting.
D.

IT IS UNDISPUTED THAT EPHEMERAL REPRODUCTIONS
MADE PURSUANT TO THE SECTION 112(e) LICENSE SHOULD
CONTINUE TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN, AND LICENSED AT,
5% OF THE OVERALL SECTION 114(e) ROYALTY RATES
ADOPTED IN THIS PROCEEDING.

226.

There is no dispute between SoundExchange and NAB regarding how the

royalties for the ephemeral recording statutory license specified in 17 U.S.C.

$

112(e)

should be set. Both participants propose that those royalties for ephemeral reproductions
used solely to facilitate transmissions made pursuant to the 17 U.S.C.

$

114(f) statutory

license be deemed to be "included within, and constitute 5% of," the section 114(f)

statutory license payments made by a particular service. See NAB Proposed Rates and

-
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Terms at 4 (Oct. 7, 2014); SoundExchange's Proposed Rates and Terms at 5 and attach.

at 4 (Oct. 7, 2014) (proposed
227.

$

380.3(c)).

SoundExchange, however, has proposed language that inay limit the scope

the ephemeral reproduction license to reproductions m~adet "solely to facilitate

transmissions for which it pavs rovalties." Id. (emphasis added). The statutory language,

however, does not refer to payment of royalties but merely requires that the reproductions
be:

~

[u]sed solely for the transmitting organization's own transmissions
originating in the United States under a statutorv license in accordance
with section 114(A or the limitation on exclusive rights specified by
section 114(d)(1)(C)(iv).

17 U.S.C. g 112(e)(1)(B) (emphasis added).

228.

NAB, by contrast, has proposed to require that the reproductions be:

[u]sed solely by the Broadcaster to facilitate transmissions made nursuant
to 17 U.S.C. 114 as and when provided in this. section [specifying royalty
rates].

NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)
229.

f 380.12(b) (einphasis added).

Although SoundExchange's proposal tracks lang'uage in the current fee

'losely

regulation found in 37 C.F.R.

$

380.12(b), NAB believes that its proposed language more

tracks the section 112(e) statutory provision itself. It therefore requests that the

Judges adopt its proposed language.
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K.

SOUNDKXCHANGE'S ARGUMENT THAT THK JUDGES
SHOULD SET A SINGLE RATE THAT DOES NOT
DIFFERENTIATE SIMULCASTING IS CONTRARY TO LAW
AND ECONOMICS

230.

SoundExchange responds to NAB's showing that simulcasting is different

and deserves a rate lower than SoundExchange seeks by arguing that the Judges should

not concern themselves with simulcasting — the market will take care of itself and labels
and services will negotiate a lower rate. See, e.g., Rubinfeld CWRT tt 206; see 5/29/15
Tr. 6692:3-6693:18 (Lys). That approach is both (i) contrary to law and (ii) shockingly

bad economics.

231.

Section 114(f)(2)(B) obligates the Judges to set rates according to the

applicable competitive market willing buyer/willing seller standard for all webcasters-

not just for webcasters that SoundExchange claims should pay the highest rates. 17
U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B). Indeed, the statute specifically mandates that the rates and terms
set by the Judges "shall distinguish among the different types of eligible nonsubscription

services then in operation." Id. Nothing in the statute supports the idea that the rates
may be set only for webcasters that would pay the most in the relevant hypothetical

market.
232.

Contrary to SoundExchange's position, there is no reasonable prospect

that simulcasters and record labels would negotiate an appropriate fee below the statutory
license rate. First, it is unreasonable to expect SoundExchange to negotiate a competitive

price. For all of the reasons discussed elsewhere, SoundExchange is a single seller that is

not subject to competitive pressure; rather it functions as a monopoly seller or cartel in

which all of the major record labels participate. See inPa Part VII.A.

-
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Nor would it be practicable for simulcasters to negotiate with the

multitude of individual record labels. Even SoundExchange's witness Professor Lys

recognized that if the statutory rate is set too high, it would fail to accomplish the
statutory goal of eliminating (or at least minimizing) tlrankaci:iod. costs -'fs]o you want to
set it such that most people can live with it and leave very few to negotiations." 5/29/15
Tr. 6694:3-10 (Lys). Asked

if that position was inconsistent with his previously asserted

view that webcasters could strike direct deals if the rate were set too high, Professor Lgs
said "Yes. So what you want to do is really adhere to'the willing buyer, willing seller,

which is a reasonable standard...." Id, 6694:15-6695:4.
234.

Even apart from transaction costs, Professor Katz expla'ined that there are

numerous economic mechanisms through which the presence of the statutory license

would prevent individual labels from reaching an effectiviely competitive negotiated rate

with simulcasters—the effect of precedent, focal point effects, bargaining effects, private
information, and market power. Katz A WRT $$ 164-65, 172-79; 5/26/15 Tr. 5697:85705:9 (Katz).
235.

Professox Katz explained that, as an economically rational decision maker,

a record company will consider the precedential value when negotiating any private

settlement that is eligible to serve as a benchmark for statutory rates. The record
company has incentives to seek particularly high prices for an agreement that it knows
can be precedential because the higher prices obtained. for the initial agreement may

result in higher statutory rates and, thus, higher payments from webcasters not party to
the immediate negotiations. The possibijlity of influen~cing statutory rates upward thus
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creates an incentive for record companies to bargain even harder for higher rates than

they otherwise would. Katz A WRT $ 172.
236.

The

[
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5/28/15 Tr. 6296:10-16 (Rubinfeld) (noting th~at an a'greement "was affected
by the shadow of the statutory license. There ~is 'ust no wav to avoid that.")
(emph.asis added).

237.

Professor Katz further explained how, in the case of multiple sellers, the

statutory rate could serve a, a focal point facilitating tacit, collusion. A focal point is an
outcome that has some distinctive feature that allows two or more parties to coordinate on
it without needing to communicate with one another. For oli.gopolists, the issue is how to

coordinate on a price, without explicitly communicating with one another and, thus

violating the antitrust laws. In their leading industrial organization textbook, Scherer and
Ross cite examples in which government-imposed price ceilings served as focal points

~

that allowed suppliers to set higher prices than they might otherwise have done. Katz

~NI

AWRT $ 174, citing Frederzck Scherer and David Ross, .industrial Market Structure and
Economic Performance, Th.ird Ed:ition, Boston, Houghton Mifflin (i.ompany, at 266-267.
Intuitively, no record company will want to "break rar|ks" when a focal point would

make such an actiion highly visible. Katz AWRT f( 175.
238.

Moreover, as Professor Katz testified when discussing the NAB-

SoundExchange WSA agreement, SoundExchange itself serves as a focus for tacit
collusion that would further reduce the likelihood that simulcasters would be able to
strike direct deals with the major record companies.
239.

Professor Katz also explaiined how 1'rofessor Rubinfeld's view about th6

effect of the statutory rate on bargaining conducted in its shadow conflicts with the

igi
-
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leading economic theories of bargaining. Contrary to Professor Rubinfeld's view,

bargaining theory indicates that the statutory option could actually weaken a buyer'
position when negotiating with a seller and, thus, lead to higher negotiated rates. Katz

AWRT $ 176. SoundExchange's own witness, Professor Talley, agreed and confirmed

that the existence of the statutory rate could actually pull rates up and prevent deals from
being struck below the statutory license rate. Talley WRT at 47-48 (" [T]he introduction

of a statutory license rate that is less than the buyer"'s willingness to pay channels the
parties exclusively towards non-consensual transactions even if they would have

bargained for a lower price in the absence of the statutory rate."); 5/27/15 Tr. 6106:86112:20 (Talley) (describing example in which the statutory rate would pull rates up);
5/26/15 Tr. 5702:17-5703:16 (Katz).
240.

In his oral testimony, Professor Katz also explained how the existence of

private information could keep otherwise beneficial deals from being made, and showed

how Professor Talley agreed. 5/26/15 Tr. 5698:4-22, 5703:17:-5705:9 (Katz); accord
Talley WRT at 57 n.82 ("[P]rivate information tends to reduce the set of negotiated
contracts even further, as privately-informed buyers and sellers attempt to extract

information rents from the negotiation process.").
241.

Finally, record label market power in licensing noninteractive services

could prevent agreements that reflect effectively competitive rates from being struck.
5/26/15 Tr. 5702:5-14 (Katz).
242.

For all of the foregoing reasons, "it is a mistake and it is not sound

economics to say„oh, don't worry if the rate is too high, everything will be taken care of

...."

5/26/15 Tr. 5701:22-5702:4 (Katz).
-
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EXISTING STATUTORY RATES DO NOT PROVIDE A REASONABLE
BASIS FOR SETTING RATES.
A.

THK NAB WSA AND SIRIUS XM WSA AGRKEMKNTS ARE NOT
APPROPRIATE BENCHMARK, AND NO PARTICIPANT HAS
THEM AS SUCH.

243.

No party has advanced either the NAB-SoundExchange Webcaster

'ROPOSED

VII.

Settlement Act ("WSA") agreement or the SiriusXM-SoundExchange %'SA agreement as

benchmark in this case. Indeed, SoundExchange only mentioned the NAB agreement

'ed

in its Written Direct Case once, noting its existence. See Wilcox WDT at 8. NAB and'.
SiriusXM discussed the agreements only to demonstrate the unique circumstances that

to them and to show that they did not represent the rates and terms that would be

agreed between a willing buyer and willing seller in an effectively competitive

marketplace without the statutory license. See Newberry WDT /$ 16-29; Katz WDT

Q 64-78; Frear CWDT g 33-51.
244.

In SoundExchange's Rebuttal case,.its 1ead economist admits that the

"agreements were negotiated in a unique context that differs from the hypothetical market

at issue here," and that they were negotiated "in the shadow of the statutory rates."
Rubinfeld CWRT $ 217. He belatedly asserts that "'[the] 'deals dre heverthele'ss

'nstructive."

Id. At most, the agreements are instructive of the rates that a monopoly

seller can extract in the shadow of the statutory license &om Itwo parties that were not

prepared to litigate over the issue.
245.

The NAB's lead negotiator, Steve Newberry, 'described in detail the

circumstances leading up to the negotiations and tHe cburlse hf nbgdtiations b6twben
SoundExchange and the NAB. Newberry WDT $$ 16-29; 5/20f15 Tr. 5078:23-5091:8
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(Newberry). As Mr. Newberry testified, the radio industry had been shocked by the
adverse outcome of the Webcasting II proceeding:

The Webcaster II rules for the broadcasting industry were pretty shocking.
It was not just surprising. It was — it was shocking. And as a result of that,
our industry was kind of taken aback. We were — we found that those
rates were much higher than what we had expected the results to be.
5/20/15 Tr. 5079:15-21 (Newberry). The industry's shock was well founded. As

discussed in Part VII.B., below, it is now clear that the Web II rates were based on

SoundExchange's flawed analysis of the non-competitive interactive service benchmark.
246.

The broadcasters entered the subsequent 2009 negotiations with almost no

leverage. As Mr. Newberry testified:

When we got in those discussions, the SoundExchange was dealing from a
position of strength. They had the rates that had been established from
Webcaster II, and they didn't have a great deal of motivation to come off
of those — off of those rates and we found that they weren't willing to do
that in a significant manner.
5/20/15 Tr. 5081:13-20 (Newberry); accord, Newberry WDT tt 20 ("Unfortunately, we

knew that we had no leverage, and SoundExchange knew that we had no leverage").
247.

Professor Katz testified that from the perspective of economics, the

NAB's lack of meaningful leverage was to be expected. SoundExchange was a
monopolist. "In effect, the NAB was negotiating with the entire recording industry at
once, so that the NAB could not credibly hold out the prospect that its members would

increase the number of performances for a particular record label the way they might be
able to do if they were in negotiations with individual labels." Katz WDT tt 68. Hence,

there was no means of generating competitive pressure of any sort. Id. Mr. Frear of

SiriusXM agreed. Frear CWDT tt 50 ("SoundExchange... exercised the market power of
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a collective representing the entire industry (and therefore precluding any competition
among rights owners)").
248.

Professor Rubinfeld's assertion that Professor Katz had "not shown that

SoundExchange was acting as would a classic monopolist" because "it was representing a

multitude of interests," Rubinfeld CWRT $ 220, is not sound economics. As

Professor'atz

testified, SoundExchange was authorized to represent the recording industry as a

~

single seller and did so. 5/26/15 Tr. 5710:5-5711:3 (Katz). Cartels own represent

multiple interests, but that is not competition — 'it is still a single seller. Id.

'n
249.

Professor Rubinfeld argues that the NAB WSA agreement is

reasonable'ecause,

'arket
in his view, it was characterized by "bilateral monopoly" and'"countervailIng

power." Rubinfeld CWRT

g 21S, 224. These characterizations are both

factually false, as discussed in this Part, and economically incorrect. As discussed above,
agreement between a monopoly seller facing a buyer witli no meanmgful alternative

does not resemble a competitive market agreement. See supra $$ 18S-190. More

specifically, as Professor Katz found, the NAB

diCh

not have the ability to offset

SoundExchange's market power. Katz WDT $ 36 ("[S]trategies for offsetting

SoundExchange's market power were not available to either the NAB or Sirius XM.");
id. $ 69 ("[E]ven

if there were two large buyers, each accouiiting for 50 percent Of the

royalty payments, the resulting outcome would'not be an effectively competitive one

when there is a monopoly seller... the NAB would not have~ had the ability to offset

SoundExchange's market power.").
250.

SoundExchange made clear from the outset of the negotiations that, whiile

there might be some flexibility as to the rates in any particular year, anything that was
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taken away from one year would have to be added to another year. As Mr. Newberry
testified, "if we wanted to reduce by a percent in the first or the second year of the rates,
we had to raise it at the end." 5/20/15 Tr. 5089:1-3 (Newberry); accord Newberry WDT
tt 24. Mr.

Frear similarly testified that, after it negotiated the NAB agreement,

SoundExchange insisted on a continuous escalation in rates with SiriusXM. 5/22/15 Tr.

5447:13-5447:15 (Frear) ("Q. And why was there an escalation in the WSA settlement
rates? A. Huppe insisted on it.").
251.

SoundExchange refused to reduce the average below what it had won at

the CRB. Id.; see also 5/20/1S Tr. S090:14-5091:8 (Newberry). Consistent with

SoundExchange's demands, the final agreement had slightly lower rates in the early
years, and even higher rates than the CRB had ordered in later years. SX. Ex. 0121 at
008 (NAB WSA Agreement). Mr. Newberry's testimony is corroborated by the similar

course of SoundExchange's negotiation with SiriusXM, which led to an agreement that
Mr. Huppe of SoundExchange described as having "the symmetry of you paying above

NAB for three years, and below NAB for the final three years." NAB Ex. 4235 (at

SNDEX0494369).
252.

Participation in Webcasting III was not a viable option for the

broadcasters, for multiple reasons. The industry was suffering the effects of the great
recession, in which industry revenues had declined by nearly 30%, and broadcasters

"were fighting to save our core business, the terrestrial business." 5/20/15 Tr. 5082:5-7
(Newberry)'„see also id. 5115:8-14, Having just litigated Webcasting II to a disastrous

result, and given the other immense financial pressures, "[t]here wasn't an appetite to
spend the large amount of monies for litigation." Id. af 5082:7-8.
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253.

There was also no reason for the NAB to expect a better outcome

relitigating the same issues before the same Judges on a record that had not changed
substantially. Newberry WDT $ 21; 5/20/15 Tr. 5020:25-5081:26, 5082:16-5083:3,

5115:17-5118:12 (Newberry). The NAB negotiators were concerned that the outcome in

8'eb III might be even worse for broadcasters than''eb II had been. Newberry WDT $
22; 5/20/15 Tr. 5082:11-15 (Newberry).

254.

Professor Katz put these facts into the context of econoinics. "The NAB

team's pessimism meant that the legal fees it might expend by participating in the
proceeding were large relative to the expected benefits of litigation. In economic terms,
future litigation was not an attractive option for the NAB, which weakened its bargaining

position. In contrast, SoundExchange was going to be involvedi in the litigation in any

event and, based on the 8'eb II outcome, had greater cause for optimism with respect to

the likely 8'eb III outcome. Moreover, Soundaxchange benefit from greater economies

!

of scale: it amortizes the costs of participating iii statutory rate-setting proceedings over
all of the licenses. In contrast, any one licensee or group of licensees amortizes the costs

i

of participation over only its own set of licenses." Katz WDT~ $ 73!
~

255.

~

Contrary to Mr. Huppe's assertion, the NAB had not taken any steps to

prepare to litigate 8'eb III. Huppe WRT $ 14 ("NAB had in fact retained legal counsels
and filed a petition to participate."). That petition.was actually filed by in-house counsel,

not outside litigation counsel. 5/20/1 5 Tr. 5083:4-5084:2 (Newberry). This was done in
order to preserve the appearance that the NAB might participate during the WSA

negotiations. Id.
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256.

SiriusXM faced similar considerations in the negotiation of its WSA

agreement. As Mr. Frear testified, SiriusXM faced being stuck with the 8'eb II rates and
was ill prepared to litigate in Web III, as the company was on the well-publicized brink of

bankruptcy. Frear CWDT

g 46-48, 50; 5/22/15 Tr. 5429:17-5431:5 (Frear). Moreover,

the NAB agreement had already been published in the Federal Register; SiriusXM

recognized that the NAB agreement would be used as precedent by SoundExchange

against any effort by SiriusXM to seek lower rates. Frear CWDT $ 50; 5/22/1 5 Tr.
5431:6-5434:5 (Frear).
257.

Although the NAB negotiators were unable to achieve any real progress

on rates, they were able to obtain certain adjustments to the statutory license conditions

that were beneficial to the industry. In particular, after the main economic terms of the
WSA agreement were negotiated with SoundExchange, the NAB negotiators were able to
obtain certain waivers of the performance complement and other statutory license

conditions from the major labels and A2IM. NAB Ex. 4101; Newberry WDT ltd 26-29;
5/20/15 Tr. 5084:3-5086:3 (Newberry); SX Ex. 1574 (term sheet including commitment

of SoundExchange to work with the major record companies to arrange the waiver
negotiations).
258.

Contrary to SoundExchange's assertions that the NAB could have

negotiated direct deals on rates with the record labels, SoundExchange representatives

made clear that rates should be negotiated through it. 5/20/15 Tr. 5086:4-16 (Newberry).
Indeed, in the WSA, Congress had provided for "the receiving agent" — SoundExchange
—

to negotiate on behalf of the industry, not the individual labels. 17 U.S.C.

$

114(f)(5)(A), as amended by Pub. L. 110-435, 122 Stat. 4976 (2008); 6/3/15 Tr. 7603:9-
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7604:3 (Huppe). Mr. Newberry testified that the NAB did not view direct negotiations

over rates as a realistic alternative. 5/20/15 50S6:4-16 (Newberry).
259.

Moreover, Mr. Huppe's and Professor Rubinfeld's assertions that NAB

could have negotiated direct deals with record labels, Rubinfeldi CWRT $ .226; Huppe

l

.

WRT $$ 17, 27, were belied by the facts. Neither Mr.~ Huppe nor Professor Rubinfeld
could identify a single direct license agreement for'he statutory license that had been

'egotiated
as of the date of the NAB WSA agreementi 6/3/1~5 Tr. 7604:4-7605:9

(Huppe); 5/28/15 Tr. 6493:10-6494:3 (Rubinfeld).l
260.

Further, there was no realistic prospect that the major record companieN

would negotiate direct deals with either the NAB or S iriusXM that undercut

SoundExchange's collective strategy. Each of the major record companies held (and still
holds) seats on SoundExchange's Board of Directors and. Licensing Committee. 4/29/15
Tr. 730:1S-734:24, 750:13-20 (Huppe) (6 of 9 copyright owner seats on the

SoundExchange Board of Directors are major label representatives, including at least otic
&om each of the majors); id. 737:10-738:6 (all of the inajer isabel representatives on'the

Board of Directors sit on the Licensing Committee). SoundExchange's Licensing

'37:9.

Committee has the ultimate authority to authorize license fee settlements. Id. 736:20The Licensing Committee is scheduled to meet every week via telephone.

4/30/15 Tr. 1093:11-14 (Harrison).
261.

As Professor Katz testified, "there 0'as la s&udturb sdt up th'at I'think made

it an unrealistic alternative to think you would go and then bargain separately with the

majors." 5/26/15 Tr. 5711:21-5712:1 (Katz). "[T]lhe Qajlorsl wdre 81 dn

'oundExchange['s]

board and I understand that they were on the bargaining committee,
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so they were able to put forth a single position, and it would be pretty obvious

if you cut a

side deal, as another firm — if you broke off from that, so I think there [are] a lot of

reasons here, good economics, you'd expect full tacit collusion." Id. 5711:9-20.

262.

Mr. Huppe now claims that "the option to negotiate direct licenses with

any and all copyright owners is always an alternative." Huppe WRT $ 27 (emphasis in

original). Yet, when SiriusXM tried to do just that for its primary SDARS service in

mid-2011, a little over two years after the NAB and SiriusXM WSA agreements were
entered into, it faced a concerted effort by the recording industry to defeat that effort.
263.

On August 11, 2011, after SoundExchange learned of SiriusXM's direct

licensing plans, it issued a statement describing its plans to seek a substantial increase in

SiriusXM's statutory license fees, and advised the industry that privately negotiated
licenses could play a very significant role in the upcoming proceeding. 6/3/15 Tr.

7608:1-7609:14 (Huppe); NAB Ex. 4239. Then, on October 27, 2011, SoundExchange
issued another statement contrasting SiriusXM's licensing agent ("a company that

represents the services who use music rather than the people and companies that make

music" and that "strives to license music from music creators 'at the lowest possible

cost'") with SoundExchange (which "fights for artists and copyright owners") and
reiterated its plans to seek a significant rate increase for SiriusXM. 6/3/15 Tr. 7613:57614:20 (Huppe); NAB Ex. 4240 (emphasis in original).
264.

Mr. Huppe repeatedly denied that SoundExchange's intent was to

discourage record labels from signing direct deals, asserting instead that it only intended
to "provide information." 6/3/15 Tr. 7606:14-7607:25, 7610:8-7611:15,7614:21-7615:8
(Huppe). But the message of SoundExchange's statements was clear — you will be better
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served if you stick with SoundExchange and do not do a direct deal that could undermine

.

SoundExchange's strategy.
265.

Moreover, SoundExchange's October 27, 2011 statement was released on

the exact same dav as statements issued by the two artist unions (AF of M and AFTRA)
and by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences (NARAS). 6/3/15 Tr.
7611:16-7612:22, 7615:9-11, 7617:10-15 (Huppe). Those statements expressly called on
artists to discourage their labels from entering into'irect'deals.

'h'e NARAS statement

expressly told labels that it was in their interest to refrain'om direct licensing. The

union statement described the initiative as "anti-artist." Id. 7615:9-7619:25. Mr. Huppe
acknowledged that one purpose of the NARAS'tatenientt was t6 dihcoinage recdrd

'ompanies
&om entering into direct licenses with SiriusXM. Id. 7619:21-25.

266.

Mr. Huppe denied that the three statements issued on the precise same day

"were coordinated," but admitted that "we were roughly aware that [the other two

organizations] may be issuing statements." Id. 7612:8-7613,4. He further admitted that

"the whole industry was worked up about" the SiriusXM initiative, and that

SoundExchange's board members were among those who were concerned. Id. 7620:1&
13, 7621:22-24. And, as evidence supporting Professor Katz.'s expectations that the

structure of SoundExchange facilitates tacit collusion, SiriusXM was never able to

negotiate a single direct license with a major label. 5/22/15 Tr. 5442:25-5443:3 '(Frear).
267.

The shadow of the statutory license weighted heavily on the NAB and

SiriusXM WSA agreements. Mr. Huppe admitted, that beth the, existing 8'eb II rates and

'/3/15

the upcoming 8'eb III proceeding influenced the NAB-SoundExchange agreement.
Tr. 7587:17-75SS:1 (Huppe).
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268.

The 8'eb II rates formed the backdrop for the negotiations and infected the

outcome. Newberry WDT $ 20; Frear CWDT $ 49. As discussed in Part VII.B, below,

these rates were unreasonably high because they were based on a flawed analysis of the

non-competitive interactive service benchmark presented by SoundExchange. The 8'eb

III proceeding skewed the parties'ncentives and increased SoundExchange's incentive
to establish high precedential rates. Frear CWDT

g 37, 50; see Newberry WDT $ 24.

As Professor Katz testified, "the ability to use certain contracts as precedents tends to

raise the prices in those contracts above effectively competitive levels." Katz WDT
$$ 75, 77.

269.

At the last minute in the negotiations, when the broadcasters had no real

options, SoundExchange insisted on a precedential agreement. Newberry WDT $ 30;
5/20/15 Tr. 5094:8-5097:12 (Newberry); see SX Ex. 1574 tt 8 (February 3 time sheet

describing parties intent to submit the WSA agreement to the CRB as a settlement in

"Webcaster 3„" but nowhere saying that the agreement would be precedential beyond
that); 6/3/15 Tr. 7588:2-8 (Huppe) (It was SoundExchange's request that the agreement
be precedential). SoundExchange later used a similar negotiating tactic with SiriusXM to

make that agreement precedential. 5/22/15 Tr. 5442:25-5443:11 (Frear) ("I think that was
a last minute throw-in from Mike [Huppe]. I think everything else was done and it came
in at the last minute and quite honestly, we just wanted things to go away."); NAB Ex.

4235 (SiriusXM negotiation emails revealing that SoundExchange raised the issue of

whether that agreement would be precedential near the end of the process).
270.

SoundExchange used the precedential status of the NAB agreement as

leverage in its WSA negotiations with SiriusXM. Frear CWDT tt50; NAB Ex. 4235
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~5555555
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]]). This

selection bias can be seen from the fact that SoundExkhahge alldwhd only the highest-

priced agreements to be prececlential, and all of the "precedential" agreements had
essentially the same high per-pierformance fees. See SX Ex. 121'publi'catiion of 3 WSA
agreements, one of which was precedential — Appendix 8); SX Ex.i 124 (publication of 4

WSA agreements, two of which were precedential — Appendices A and B); 74 Fied. Reg.
34796 (July 17„2009) (publication of non-precedehti61 pure Play WSA agreement),
271.

Professor Katz also testified that the ability of SoiundExchange to

negotiate over whether a given agreement is precedential provided SoundExchange with
the incentive and ability to create selection bias in the agreemenits that could be used as a
precedent. This selection bias renders the available agreements inappropriate to serve as

benchmarks. Katz WDT $ 75. Professor Katz explained the asymmetrical incentives

operating on SoundExchange and the services negotiating the agreements and concluded

that economic logic indicates that the precedential royalty rates are unrepresentative of
what a willing buyer and willing seller v ould agree to absent the distortions induced by
the statutory regime. Id. $ 76.
272.

SoundExchange also sought language in the NAB WSA that prohibited

broadcasters who signed the agreement from participating "at any time... as a party,
intervenor, amicus curiae, or otherwise, or giv[ing] evidence or otherwise support[ing] or

assist[ing]" in several proceedings, including 8"eb III. SX Ex. 0121-009 (NAB-SX WSA

) 6.2); 6/3/15 Tr. 7588:9-7590:2 (Huppe) ("it wouldn't stirps'ise me if &ve requested
that"); see SX Ex. 0124-003 (same term in SiriusXM WSA agreement). SoundExchan'ge
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thus sought to prevent the Judges from obtaining information concerning the WSA

agreements from services operating under the agreements. See 6/3/15 Tr. 7590:3-8
(Huppe) ("So no broadcaster that signed the agreement... could have come forward to
give evidence to the [J]udges in Web III without breaching the terms of the agreement").

273.

Pursuant to the agreement between the parties, SoundExchange and the

NAB presented their WSA agreement to the CRB as a settlement of the

broadcasters'nterest

in the 8'eb III proceeding. See SX Ex. 124. SoundExchange further argued that

the NAB WSA agreement constituted an appropriate benchmark agreement.
274.

The 5'eb III Remand Decision found that: "In the absence of any such

evidence, the Judges cannot simply assume a multi-party conspiracy among

SoundExchange, the NAB, and Sirius XM to increase the rates charged to the NAB and
Sirius XM, in the hope that the Judges would utilize those WSA rates to establish the

statutory rates." 8'eb III Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23112. However, as Professor Katz

testified,
[t]his statement fails to recognize that the logic indicating WSA
agreements will lead to overly high rates does not rely on the existence of
an explicit conspiracy. For the reasons described above, while (a)
SoundExchange has incentives to allow only WSA agreements with
particularly high rates to be precedential, and it has incentives to seek
especially high rates in any agreement that is precedential, (b) licensees
negotiating WSA agreements do not have countervailing incentives.
Thus, economic analysis clearly indicates that precedential WSA
agreements present a biased sample with unrepresentatively high rates.
The experience of the NAB/SoundExchange WSA negotiations is fully
consistent with this analysis.

Katz WDT $ 78.
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275.

SoundExchange points to the fact that 380 broadcasters signed the NAB

WSA agreement before it was presented to the CRB as evidence that it ofFered reasonable
rates. Huppe WRT

g 10. But these numbers simply reflects the circumstances at the

time, as Steve Newberry explained:
Q. Finally, Mr. Newberry, Mr. Huppe claims that the number of
broadcasters who have signed up for the %ebcaster Settlenient Act
agreement rates show that they are reasonable. I think he says, for example
[that] 380 have signed up.

Do you agree with his position?

A. I do not. The 380 is a number that was triggered because after the
results of the negotiations were reached, anB after lit Has Published& it was a
window that broadcasters either had toi opt incor opt'out. So if they
did not make the election by early — the firlst keek id April bf 2009,
not be eligible for the benefits from thik, &d that iinciluded the
complement. The number of songs you could play back to
all
of
those
back,
issues. So while broadcasters looked at it and said the
rates are somewhat better in the early years, we have~answered a lot of the
uncertainties about the complement — perfermanoe complement. We think
that the risk may be much worse if we go into Web III. The: choice was do
you want to take this agreement, or do you want to run the risk of not
having those clarifications and moving ahead to Web III? So the
broadcasters did it. I'm one of the companies tati — Pm'one of the 380,
I'm still only able to stream two of my ten radio stations. So I did this
as a business decision because it was the lesser of the two evils. But it was
not that there was an overwhelming support for the agreement and that the
industry thought it was a great deal.

'erformance
they'ould
'0-day

'ut

5/20/15 Tr. 5091:11-5092:18 (Newberry).
276.

Mr. Huppe also claimed that the number of broadcasters who have since

signed up to stream under the WSA rates is evidence of the rates'easonableness.

Huppe WRT $ 11. As Professor Katz testified, however, this adoption merely

demonstrates that these broadcasters lacked more attractive options, not that the WSA

i

agreement was effectively competitive. More generally, the fact that a monopoly selleij
makes positive sales to some buyers at the monopoly price does,not render the monopoly
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price competitive. Katz WDT tt 74. Mr. Huppe admitted that the choice for broadcasters
signing up was "binary" once the rates were set. "[1]f they wanted to stream under the

statutory license, the rates were the rates." 6/3/15 Tr. 7574:2-13 (Huppe).
B.

THK WEB II RATES WERE FATALLY INFECTED BY
SOUNDKXCHANGE'S FLAWED ANALYSIS OF THE NONCOMPETITIVE INTERACTIVE SERVICE BENCHMARKS.

277.

As discussed above, the NAB and SiriusXM WSA agreements were the

direct result of the rates set in 8'eb II. Those rates, in turn, were based on what Professor
Katz called "a severely flawed benchmark analysis conducted by Dr. Pelcovits that led to
rates well in excess of those that would have been negotiated by a willing buyer and

willing seller in an appropriate market.'" These excessive rates, in turn, begat the WSA
agreements, further propagating rates far above rates that would be seen in a competitive
market. Katz WDT tt 3. As Professor Katz explained, by "strongly influencing the

private parties'xpectations regarding future statutory rates„ the rates set in Web II
created significant upward pressure on rates in the WSA agreements subsequently

negotiated and, thus, rendered those agreements inappropriate benchmarks for what a

willing buyer would have paid a willing seller in the absence of the statute." Id. tttt 3, 44,
94.

278.

In Web II, as here, SoundExchange relied very heavily on its expert'

analysis of the major labels'icenses to on-demand interactive services. As discussed in

this Part, Dr. Pelcovits'nalysis in that case was flawed in many of the same ways as

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis in this case.
279.

The 8'eb II record did not contain sufficient evidence to allow the Judges

to assess the lack of competition in the interactive services licensing market. As a result,
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they relied heavily upon the benchmark. 8'eb II, 72 Fed.'Re'g. at 24093. Unlike in Web
II, the Judges now have compelling evidence demonstrating that the market is far from
competitive. See supra Part VIII.A.l.
280.

Dr. Pelcovits, like Professor Rubinfeld, relied on an unfounded

assumption that interactive services and noninteractive services should pay the same

percentage of revenue as royalties. As discussed below, this assumption is contrary to
economics. See supra Part VIII.A. Moreover, Professor Rubinfeld could adduce no

'lso

basis for this assumption, expressed disagreement with Dr. Pelcovits'easoning, and

disclaimed any reliance on Dr. Pelcovits. See id. Like Professor Rubinfeld, Dr. Pelcovits

failed to consider the services'on-license-fee costs iin his analysis. See,'.g., Katz

WDT

g 53-55; 8'eb II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24094.
281.

Dr. Pelcovits, like Professor Rubinfeld, relied entirely on a comparison of

subscription prices for his adjustment, despite the overwheiniing differences in business
models between noninteractive and interactive services. See. 8'eb II, 72 Fed. Reg. at
24094. That approach was as flawed then as it is riow. The Judges, however,

downplayed the issue, observing that "ad-supported revenues may not yet have equalized

'ot
'ubscription
revenues on a per-listener hour basis but are'expected to grow over the term

of this applicable license." 8'eb II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24094. With hindsight, that

confidence proved to have been misplaced. Ten years later, the expected equalization has
occurred and may never occur. See Kooker WDT at 14-15 ("We have found that

streaming services cannot generate revenues sufficient to compensate us for the value df

our music unless those services increase the revenues—specifically, the ARPU—they

generate from the consumption of our music. Streaming services are generally unable to
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significantly increase their ARPU through advertising alone."); Harrison CWDT $ 13
(" In particular, we have found that streaming services cannot generate sufficient ARPU

through advertising alone."). Professor Katz testified to the enormous impact this single
error had on Dr. Pelcovits'nalysis. Katz WDT $ 63 (using Pandora data to show

recommended rate would have been
282.

]] instead of $ 0.00234).

[I

Moreover, as Professor Katz testified, the interactive service industry was

not in equilibrium, raising doubts about the reliability of the benchmark. Katz WDT

g 56-58.

Dr. Pelcovits based his benchmark analysis on seven interactive services. Of

the seven, only one continues to be offered. In addition, a number of the noninteractive
services on which Dr. Pelcovits based his interactivity adjustment also went out of

business. Id. $$ 57-58.
283.

In short, the evidence now available to the Judges makes clear that the

8'eb II rates were not rates that would have been set in an effectively competitive market.
C.

THK WKB III RATES WERE FATALLY INFECTED BY THK WSA
AGREEMENTS AND A REPRISE OF THE FLAWED
INTERACTIVE SERVICE BENCHMARK.

284.

The outcome in Web III, in which only one relatively small commercial

service participated, was based on the NAB and SiriusXM WSA agreements and a reprise

of Dr. Pelcovits'nteractive service benchmark.
285.

For the reasons discussed above, evidence not previously available to the

Judges shows that the WSA agreements were not an appropriate basis for rate-setting.
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For the reasons discussed in Part VII.B, evidence now available to the

Judges demonstrates that Dr. Pelcovits'eprise of his interactive service benchmark was

not an appropriate basis for rate-setting.
287.

Indeed, in the 8'eb III Remand, the Sudges correctly recognized many of

the flaws in the interactive benchmark and found its probative value to be comprom'ised.

8'eb III Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23118-119. Ambng'hler %in'gs, 'the'udges questioned
Dr. Pelcovits'ailure to consider ad-supported services, finding that this

"implicitly'onstituted

an a priori rejection" of the primary noninteractive webcaster business nio8el.

Id. at 23118 n.47.

I

288.

The evidence now demonstrates'unequivocally that

Dr.'Pelcovits'nteractive

service benchmark, and his analysis of that benchmark, were erroneous and

did not provide a valid basis for rate-setting.

VHI. SOUNDEXCHANGE'S THEORIES OF. TSE 'CASE ARE INVALID AND,
WHEN PROPERLY AD JVSTED) SUPPORT NAB'S PROPOSED RATES
MORE THAN SOUNDEXCHANGE'.S.
A.

PROFESSOR RUBINFELD'S INTERACTIVE SERVICES
BENCHMARK AND ANALYSIS ARE. COMP'RRHENSIVEI Y.
FLAWED.

'gain
289.

Just as it did in 8'eb II, 8'eb III, 'SDMRS I, land SEARS'I'I, SouiidHxcHange

relies on license agreements between the major record companies and interactive,

on-demand services as a primary benchmark and theory of the case'. In %eb III, the

Judges expressed concerns about several aspects of SoundExchange's analysis of the
benchmark. See 8'eb III Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23118-119 (citing, among other

concerns, SoundExchange's failure to properly account for advertising revenue and the
failure to adjust for the downward trend in interactive Irates). IniSLMRS IJ, the Judges
I
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voiced further concerns, noting that "the interactive subscription service market upon

which Dr. Ordover relied is in a constant state of flux." SDARS JI, 78 Fed. Reg. 23054.
290.

In this proceeding, evidence has, for the first time, become available that

demonstrates conclusively that the Judges were right to be concerned about

SoundExchange's continued reliance upon the interactive service benchmark. In fact, the
evidence demonstrates that the benchmark, and SoundExchange's analysis of the

benchmark, are both fatally flawed and should be rejected.
1.

291.

The Admissions of SoundKxchange and its Witnesses and
Counsel Now Confirm the Lack of Effective Competition in the
Interactive Services Market.

The interactive service licenses relied upon by Professor Rubinfeld do not

provide a valid benchmark, because they were negotiated in a market in which the major
record companies do not compete. As such, the market is not effectively competitive,
and it cannot serve as a benchmark for an effectively competitive hypothetical market,

without an adjustment that Professor Rubinfeld does not propose and the record does not
permit.
292.

The record is replete with evidence that the record labels do not compete

in licensing on-demand streaming services. This evidence includes (i) the direct

testimony of the record label executives themselves attesting to the lack of competition;
(ii) testimony from SoundExchange's own lead economic expert in this case confirming

that the major labels are "must-haves" and "complements" for on-demand services—
characteristics that eliminate competition; and (iii) a wealth of evidence presented to the
Federal Trade Commission by UMG and EMI in support of their 2012 merger that

succeeded in convincing the FTC that the major labels already did not compete when
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they licensed on-demand services, so the merger mould not harm competition. This
evidence is discussed in Professor Katz's Amended %ritten Rebuttal Testimony at

'aragraphs

15 to 41. This evidence was not available to the Judges in prior cases; it

'ellers
'93.

compels the conclusion that SoundExchange's primary benchmark should be rejected.

As discussed above, the ability of buyers to choose (~or substitute) among

sellers is the "essence of competition." See supra $ 180. Buyers cannot choose among

of complements, or between "must have" sellers. And, there can be no dispute

that the majors are must-haves and sellers of complementary products for interactive

services. Indeed, Professor Rubinfeld expressly stated to the Federal Trade Commission

that there was

[I

5/5/1 5 Tr. 1958:8-17 (Rubinfeld). It follows that the market for sound recording licenses

sold to interactive services is not effectively competitive.'rofessor Rubinfeld's late-

presented arguments to the contrary lack merit andh are inconsistent with his presentations
to the Federal Trade Commission.
ao

294.

SoundKxchange Admissions that Majors Are Must
Haves and Complements and 9o Not Compete

[I

5)l 1]20( 5 gr. )80):1l3-1j4 (Kata)
(" [T]he repertoires of the major labels are must-haves from the perspective of an
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interactive streaming service and that, as a result of being must-have, which itself means

there's not competition.").
295.

Professor Rubinfeld also confirmed that the catalogs of the three major

labels are complements. Katz AWRT $ 24, citing Rubinfeld Dep. Tr. at 49.

296.

As Professor Katz testified, a market structure with complements actually

gives rise to higher prices than would exist in a monopolized market. "In other words,

oligopolists selling complementary products set prices that are even more far removed
from competitive prices than are the prices set by a monopolist or a perfect cartel.

Therefore, the prices that emerge in such a market manifestly are not those that would
arise in an effectively competitive market." Katz AWRT $ 23; 5/11/2015 Tr. 2808:14-22
(Katz). As discussed below, UMG and EMI agreed with this economic proposition in

their presentation to submissions to the FTC. See inPa Part VIII.A.l.c;

[I

:]].
b.

297.

Record Company Witnesses Admitted that Their
Companies Do Not Compete on the Basis of Price with
Other Labels.

Record company executives testified that their companies never compete

with one another on the basis of price or to obtain more plays in licensing on-demand
services. As Dennis Kooker of Sony testified:

And over all that time, you, Sony, have never lowered your
proposed rate in response to a proposed — a proposal by another major
label, correct?
Q.

A.

No.

Q.

You'e saying you have never lowered it, or that's incorrect?
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We'e not negotiating with our

Okay. So you have never lowered your proposed rate to another
service in response to a proposal by another major label,'oiYect?
Q.

A.

I don't know proposals from the other inajor labels.

Well, do the — when you'e negotiating [with] these prospective
licensees, do they ever tell you we'e got a proposal kom another label
that's better than yours? Does that ever happen?
A.

It always happens.

Okay. And have you ever — have you ever lowered your rate in
response to such a statement by a proposed~ licensee?
Q.

~

A.

Absolutely not.

And you have also never lowered your proposed rate in order to
more
get
plays &om another service, correct?
Q.

~

A.

No.

So you'e never cut the price that you're Offering, either, te
Q.
respond to a competitor label's price or to get more plays for Sony,
correct?

A.

I have never cut — we'e never cut our price responding to a

competitor's proposal or for more plays.
4/28/15 Tr. 414:25-416:9 (Kooker).
298.

Aaron Harrison similarly confirmed that Universal riever negotiates on

price in response to competition from other labels, nor does it cut prices

i'rder to obtain

more plays than its alleged competitors:

Q....

on occasion you have given some relief to services iti negotiations
based on suggestions that they were not being profitable; is that fair,
without getting into any details?
A. That's fair.
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Q. Okay. But you have never lowered any of the rates that you are
proposing as a consequence to finding out some other major was offering
a lower rate, correct?

A. I don't recall that happening.

Q. So you'e at Page 218

of your deposition?

A. Yes.
Q. And did I ask, at that time, and did you answer, question: "Are there
any actions you can think of that Universal takes to compete with Sony
and Warner or Warner with respect to services?"

Answer: "No."
A. Yes.
Q. Now, you have had services — without getting into any specifics—
come in and say, you know, if you cut your rates
play more of your

I'l

music, right? Services have made that pitch to you?
A. I think it's mainly been in the inverse, meaning that if the rates are too
high we won't play your content as much or won't merchandise the
content as much.
Q. Okay.

A. But it's a reasonable inference from that.
Q. Okay. But that doesn't sway your decision as to what you'e going to
offer, correct, that argument?

A. Correct.
Q. And that's because you always want to get the highest rate possible,

correct?
A. Correct

4/30/15 Tr. 1096:22-1099:17 (Harrison); accord 4/30/15 Tr. 1074:4-S (Harrison)
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300.

The majors were not alone in their disd.ain for'ompetition. As Mr. Van

Arman testified: "I am opposed in principle to a sy'tem in which the decision of what
recordings are played is not based on the quality of or corisumer interest in the
recordings, but rather on the deal terms of a direct (icdnsd." Vari Atman WDT at 14. He

further testified that "[m.]y concern is that the use of play-share incentives will devolve
into a race to the bottom. in which you de-value your music just to have your songs

heard." Van Arman WDT at 14.
301.

The "play-share incentives" and "ra'ce to the bottom" described by Mr.

i

Van Arman are, in fact, nothing more than competition. 4/28/15 Tr. 606:9-608:11,

610:5-611:8 (Van Arman). Mr. Van Arman agreed that entering into a play-share
incentive agreement was a good competitive move on the part of his labels and in their
self-interest. 4/28/15 Tr. 611:5-9 (Van Arman). He also 'testified that "[b]y us being part

of an agreement with a play share incentive as a first mover, it makes it harder for bigger

'ompanies
that normally are first movers to enter into play share incentive deals with that

same digital service." 4/28/15 Tr. 610:24-611:4 (Van Arman).
302.

Mr. Van Arrnan later confirmed that his concern about the race to the

bottom "is that record labels will compete with each [other] on price to get more plays."
4/28/15 Tr. 650:3-7 (Van Arman). Mr. Van Arman, like the majors, may not like

competition, but he is not entitled to be insulated from its force.
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Mr. Van Arman also testified that market concentration within the music

industry is a primary threat to the musical creative enterprise. 4/28/15 Tr. 643:4-9 (Van
Arman); SX Ex. 469 at 3. He also testified that the three major recording companies
have used their clout to extract a disproportionate share of copyright-related revenue from

the marketplace. 4/28/15 Tr. 643:15-21 (Van Arman); SX Ex. 469 at 4.
304.

Professor Rubinfeld also confirmed that he was not aware of any evidence

that the major labels compete with each other to secure increased plays on interactive
services. 5/5/15 Tr. 1940:24-1941:6 (Rubinfeld).
C.

305.

Universal and KMI's Presentation to the Federal Trade
Commission in Support of their 2012 Merger, as
Presented by SoundKxchange's Lead Economist and
Lead Counsel, Confirms that the Record Companies Do
Not Compete in Licensing Interactive Services.

Professor Rubinfeld served as expert economist to both UMG and EM1 in

connection with their 2012 merger. 5/5/15 Tr. 1835:22-25, 1942:16-1943:1 (Rubinfeld).

306.

[

]] As Professor Rubinfeld

described it:

Katz AWRT $ 28, quoting 12/11/14 Rubinfeld Dep. Tr. at 103:6-11.
-
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307.

Professor Rubinfeld, UMG, and EMI, accomplished their goal by

demonstrating to the FTC that, with respect to Iicehsikg i&tel ac6veistrkaniing services,

there was no competition to lessen. As Professor Katz described it

]] KatzAWRT$ 15.
30S.

After reviewing the relevant evidence, professor iKatz concluded:

309.

[I

310.

Indeed, Professor Rubinfeld and'MGi were successful in their arguments.

[I

The FTC decided not to challenge the merger. Its reasoning.was set forth. in a statement

issued by the Director of the Bureau of Competition. The statement explained:

Commission staff also assessed the impact of the acquisition on the
development of interactive music streaming services.:... Commission
staff found considerable evidence that each leading interactive streaming
service must carry the music of each Major, to be competitive. Because
each Major currently controls recorded music necessary for these
streaming services, the music is more complementary than substitutable in
this context, leading to limited direct competition between Universal and
EMI. In the end, insufficient evidence existed showing that Universal and
EMI offer products that could be viewed by streaming services's direct
substitutes.
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NAB Ex. 4134 at 1-2.
311.

The submissions to the FTC included Professor Rubinfeld's economic

analysis, analysis by other economists, and arguments on behalf of UMG and EMI

supported by extensive evidence marshaled by the labels'ounsel.
312.

[I

— ]].

As Professor Katz explained, "[a] situation

in which a seller holds almost all of the bargaining power and the buyer holds little or

none clearly is not one of effective competition." Katz AWRT $ 16.
314.

The UMG/EMI submissions to the FTC, including Professor Rubinfeld's

presentation, repeatedly stressed that the labels were must-haves for on-demand
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streaming services and

[I

example:
~

According to Professor Rubinfeld,
7]

[]

NAl3 E~. 4129

at~

Slide 40

,'

Acting as counsel for UMG and EMI in the acquisition, SoundExchange's
lead counsel Glenn Pomerantz &resented evidence to the FTC showing:

~

According to Mr. Pomerantz:

]] Id. at 18.

J
~

Id.,

Mr. Pomerantz goes on to say:

]] Id. at 20.

315.

These views, conclusions, and accompanying'evidence were also:set'forth

in UMG's July 23, 2012 White Paper. PAN Ex. 5349.
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Id. at 1-2.

316.

UMG's assessment of its market power and position in dealing with on

demand services was particularly clear, and stark:

Id. at 17. The White Paper was supported by UMG's ordinary course of business

documents. PAN Ex. 5349 at 17-1S„Katz AWRT $ 21 n.33 (quoting PAN Ex. 5349 at
17-18)

317.

The submissions similarly argued (and demonstrated) that the majors

catalogs were complements for on demand services:

Professor Rubinfeld himself recognized that the ma~or label's catalogs were
complements. NAB Ex. 4129 at Slide 44
]; see
AWRT'4
also Katz
n.37

Other economic ex &erts retained by Universal and EMI

~

According to

I

-
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]

PANEx. 5349 at

]. PAN Ex. 5349 at
(internal citations omitted).

1

1

n. 7 se onI1 egplI[asi) added)

The LVvlG submissions also recognized the Cournot'complements

318.

principle—that complements actually charge more than a single monopoly seller. As
JJMG explained in its

[JgggI

PAN Ex. 5349 at 19.
319.

The same point we;, expressed in Mr. Pomerantzts June 22 letter.

~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
Ex. 5025 at 22.
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320.

Professor Rubinfeld's Late-Presented Theories of Why
the Market Is Competitive Are Wrong.

Professor Rubinfeld's belated attempts to argue that the major

labels'nteractive

service licenses stem from an effectively competitive market ring hollow. In

his written direct testimony, where he described his view of the statutory willing

buyer/willing seller standard and developed and presented his interactive service
benchmark, Professor Rubinfeld did not even mention the need for the benchmark market
to be competitive. See Rubinfeld CWDT

g 80-92 (describing the statutory standard

without any mention of competition); 5/5/15 Tr. 1931:8-16 (Rubinfeld) (" In that report, I
did not explicitly talk about the nature of the competition."); id. 1921:16-23 (Ask to find
any discussion of competition, he responded: "Give me more time and I'l keep

looking."); Katz AWRT $ 12. Professor Rubinfeld described other necessary attributes of

the market, including [the importance of removing the effect of the statutory license] but
the need for competition was wholly and notably absent. Rubinfeld CWDT $$ 80-92.
321.

Then, in his written rebuttal testimony, where he finally acknowledged the

need for the hypothetical market to be competitive, and quoted the relevant passage &om

the 8'eb III remand at length, Professor Rubinfeld inexplicably excluded the statement
emphasized by the Judges that the market needed to be "effectively competitive." See

Rubinfeld CWRT $ 112, quoting 8'eb III Remand„79 Fed. Reg. at 23114 n. 37. Asked
why he did not include the emphasized language in his testimony, Professor Rubinfeld
could only must the assertion "no particular reason, except that I was trying to write a

shorter paragraph and I didn't want to cite the entire footnote." 5/5/15 Tr. 1927:61928:13 (Rubinfeld).
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Instea.d, Professor Rubinfeld adopted a cramped view of competition that

would encompass any market in which the buyer possessed some bargaining leverage and
asserted his view that a imarket would, be competitive even where the seller would

~]].

gag

~5555555
~5555555
Inde:d, Professor Ru'binfeld. testified that, in his view, a market in which

a seller possessed monopoly power could still include what he c]onsidered competition.

5/5/15 Tr. 1912:18-1913:5 ](Rubinfeld). This view flies in th'e face 'of economic theory

1'88-'90.

and the underlying statutory demand for a competitive market price. See supra tttt

(1)

Professor Rubinfeld's Claim that Complements
Co.mp etc

323.

In the face

of his extensive presentation t6 thb FTC in r onnection with the

UMG/EMI merger, Professor Rubinfeld now tries to argue that, although they are
complements, the major labels compete in licensing interactive services. Rubinfeldi

CWRT tttt 114-117. No]tably, this new-found theory of competition is wholly

inconsistent with his representations to the FTC. First, if the major labels in fact
competed, it would have: been relevant to the merger analysis to explain why the merger

would not lessen that competitiion. The documents are devoid of any such argument by
Professor Rubinfold. Second, ]Profer.:or Rubinfetd admitted that

~5555555
~ggggg]]. supra
See

follow if the majors in fact competed.
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324.

More fundamentally, Professor Ruhinfetd had concluded that

[~

]] Without substitution, there is no competition.

See supra tt 692; see also Shapiro WRT at 13-15.

325.

explain:

Faced with this inconsistency, Professor Rubinfeld could only try to

[

]] Apparently, Professor Rubinfeld's view is that

insignificant (or not "meaningful" ) substitution did not affect his conclusion in
connection with the merger that the labels did not compete, but should be enough for the
Judges to find that they do. That position does not pass the red-face test.
326.

As Professor Katz explained,

[w]here he and I disagree is that I believe the economics — economic
principles demonstrate that when you have products that are complements,
they don't engage in, sort of, price competition that is what we seek—
generally seek in public policy. They don't engage in price competition,
as
said repeatedly, where what we would see with substitutes is one
supplier would offer a low price to try to take business away from the
other. That's the essence of competition.

I'e

5/11/15 Tr. 2817:1-14 (Katz); accord Shapiro WDT at 10 (" In markets for recorded

music, competition among record companies would take the form of price reductions
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(discounted royalty rates) in exchangie for greater market',shpre (ma|re plays by music
services)."). Indeed, in Professor Katz's opinion, Professor Rubinfeld's argument "is

really flipping competition on its head," arguing that if the record company gets a higher
price, it makes it harder for others to charge higher prices.

But that is very, very different than what we think: of as competition,
which is, I charge a low price., which then rnak:es:it hard for my rival to get
sales.... I believe that,, quite clearly, the econom:ics show that if you have
complementary products, the suppliers are not involved in price
competition of the sort that benefits consumers.
Id. 2817:15-2818:6; Shapiro WRT at 17-18 ("My conclusion that the market for licensing

recorded music to interactive service." is not workably coxnpetitive is further bol. tered by

i

additional evidence now available to me regarding the lack of price competition in

that'2)

Professor Rubinfeld's Claim th.at Competition
Among Services in the Downstream Market
Constrains IJpstream License Fees

327.

Professor Rubinfeld claims that downstream competition among on-

'he

demand services iconstrains the license fees that the record labels can charge. Rubinfeld

CWRT $$ 130-133. As Professor Katz explained, Professor Rubinfeld actually has it

backwards — "the more intense the competition downstream, the greater the incentive [of

record companies] to charge a high price upstream." 5/11/15 Tr.

2818:15-2819:23'Katz).

That is "because the hi.gh royalty would get passed through. to the ultimate

consumer... it's basically almost like there's a direct channel for the upstream

monopoly to get the,surplus or the payments from the ultimate consumer." Id. 2820:132822:13.
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Moreover, the existence of many competing services increases the record

companies'argaining power in dealing with any service, "[s]o, again it leads to higher
prices, not lower prices." Id. 2819:24-2820:12.

329.

Professor Rubinfeld himself recognized this reality in his presentation to

the FTC in connection with the UMG/EMI merger.

~j]

NAB Ea. 4129 at Slide 42; eee Kata AWRT $$ 37-41.
(3)

330.

[

Professor Rnbinfeld's Claim that Piracy
Constrains License Fees

In the face of clear evidence that the major record labels do not compete

to license interactive services, Professor Rubinfeld now assert that piracy constrains

prices in that market. Rubinfeld CWRT $$ 135-36. Professor Rubinfelde however, cites
to no analysis or evidence to support any claim that any constraints imposed by piracy

push license fees down to anything near the competitive level. He simply asserts, with no

analysis or proof, that the effect is "strong." Rubinfeld CWRT $ 135. In fact, there is no
such evidence. 5/27/15 Tr. 5996:12-5997:22 (Blackburn) (stating that he did not perform
a "quantitative exercise" to quantify the effect of piracy on the rates negotiated between

the licensed services and the labels).
331.

Notably, before Professor Rubinfeld's work on the UMG-EMI merger

came to light in discovery, Professor Rubinfeld was wholly silent about the effect of
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piracy on interactive license fees. Indeed, in his Written Direct Testimony, in an effort to
bolster his theory of "convergence," Professor Rubinfeld.specifically attributed declines
in interactive license rates to a different cause: "[i]n other words, the decline in

interactive rates can be attributed to the increasing'ompetition posed by non-'interactiv'e

services." Rubinfeld CWDT $ 140;

[I

332.

Professor Rubinfeld admitted that at the time of the UMG-EMI merger,

333.

Professors Katz and Shapiro addressed the effect of piracy on license fees.

Both testified that downstream piracy would not and does not result in an effectively

competitive licensing market. 5/8/15 Tr. 2648:10-2649: li5 (Shapiro); S/1$ /I 5 Ti'.

2822:25-2823:22 (Katz). As Professor Katz testified, even if piracy imposes some
constraint, "that doesn't render the market effectively. competitive... it may be pressure
on the monopoly price, but, nonetheless, it's a monopoly ~price.'~ 5/11/1 5 Tr. 2823:8-22
(Katz).
334.

Professor Katz further demonstrated that the merger submissions made by

UMG and EMI (and Professor Rubinfeld) provide strong evidence that piracy has not
reduced interactive license fees to near the competitive level. 5/11/15 Tr. 2823:232825:19 (Katz) (citing PAN Ex. 5025 at 22). As Professor Katz explained, the merger;

submissions made by UMG argued that the merger would lead to lower prices because it

would remove the Cournot complements pricing effect between UMG and EMI. That
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would not have been true if prices had been squeezed by piracy to near the competitive
level:

[T]he parties were saying, if we'e allowed to merge, we would find that it
would increase our profits to lower our price. So clearly, piracy had not
pushed them down to such a low price that going lower would reduce their
profit. They actually say, going lower would raise our profits. And what
that's telling you is, along with the fact that the other majors are musthave[s] as well, is [that] they were actually concerned they were pricing
above the monopoly level.
5/11/15 Tr. 2825:6-16 (citing PAN Ex. 5025 at 22). In short, the fact that the labels

believed that the merger would lead to lower prices (i.e.„ to monopoly prices instead of

Cournot complement prices) is strong evidence that piracy was not lowering prices to
near the competitive level.
335,

Professor Katz further observed that Professor Rubinfeld's presentation to

the FTC showed that UMG's variable margins were robust and were inconsistent with the
claim that piracy had squeezed UMG's margins to competitive levels — "there's room for

prices to go down." 5/11/15 Tr. 2825:17-2827:8 (Katz) (referring to NAB Ex. 4129 at
Slide 22).

336.

In short, the assertion that downstream piracy has forced the major labels

to license at effectively competitive prices despite their upstream market power is wholly

without proof and is belied by the
(4)

337.

labels'wn statements to the FTC.
The Claim that the Labels Negotiate with
Interactive Services

In an effort to save the interactive service benchmark from the proof

presented by its own witnesses that the market was not effectively competitive,
SoundExchange attempts to make much of the fact that the labels actually negotiate with
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interactive services. Professor Rubinfeld asserted that such negotiations were "consistent

with competition." Rubinfeld CWRT

g 123-26. Unfortunately, the existence of

negotiations proves nothing, as the record in this case merely confiims the basic
economic reality that even monopolists negotiate.
338.

Professor Rubinfeld testified that "there were prolonged negotiations and

that the interactive streaming services demanded and in some cases obtained preferred
terms." Rubinfeld CWRT tt 123. Similarly, the record company executives — Dennis
Kooker of Sony, Aaron Harrison of Universal, and Ron Wilcox of Warner — highlighted

the fact that they negotiate with interactive services and that those negotiations involve
give-and-take on the license terms. Kooker WET at 19-20; Harrison WRT $ 21; Wilcox

WRT /[ 32.
339.

As Professor Shapiro testified, howlet, "thisl isiustiau argumeut'that does

not work":
In input markets — business-to-business transactions between large
companies, there's almost always negotiation. There's a lot of things to
work out. What are the terms of credit. What 'if vIfe give yoii a 'spe'cial
deal for this — you know, can you sell more if we give you a deal for this.
There's just so much to talk about. And of boiirsel there'h give-'and-take.
to sav the mere fact that a comoanv encased in those negotiations
means thev don't have a monopolv. it's invalid. It's iust wrong.

'nd

5/S/I 5 Tr. 2650:22-2652:17 (Shapiro) (emphasis added).
340.

Professor Katz agreed, explaining tkat bargairiing by' monopolist was

consistent with trying to obtain private information in order to price appropriately.
5/26/15 Tr. 5716:4-20 (Katz). He pointed out that negotiations can facilitate price

discrimination used by a seller with market power to extract additional monopoly profits:
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Bargaining with your customers and having some of the give and take can
even be a form of price discrimination in a way to get additional
monopoly profits, so the mere fact that your customer asks for something
and you say, okay, I will give that to you, particularly if that is going to
help you get more money, the fact that you do that doesn't show you lack
monopoly power. It shows you are economically rational.
5/26/15 Tr. 5715:20-5716:3 (Katz).

]]; 5/28/15 Tr. 6487:21-6488:3 (Rubinfeld) ("Do firms

with monopoly power ever bargain with their customers? A. Yes. Q. Do firms with
monopoly power ever make concessions or change their bargaining position in response
to positions taken by buyers with which they are dealing? A. Yes.").

342.

[1=

As discussed above, the direct evidence of monopoly power and the lack

of effective competition presented in this case was overwhelming. See supra Part
VIII.A.1. The fact that negotiations are equally consistent with competition and with

monopoly proves nothing.
(5)

The Claim that the Labels Are Must Haves for
Non-Interactive Services As Well As Interactive
Services

343.

Two of SoundExchange's economists, Professors Rubinfeld and Talley,

expressed the view that the major labels are all must-haves for noninteractive services.

-
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[gg

]]; eee)ed

Talley WRT at 31; 5/27/15 Tr. 6068:17-21 (Talley) (",[T]o the extent that the labels,, the
majors, are must-.haves in the interactive market, I don't see .much of a reason to believe

that they'e any less must-haves in the noninteractive market,.").
344.

Professor Katz macle clear that this claim is irrelevant to considering the

validity of the interactive service licenses as a benchmark for noninteractive license
agreements that would exist in a hypothetical effectively competitive market. "[T]hat

means that when we look at any market f: or a benchmark... it's going to be important in

that market, the market the benchmark rates are actually coming from, that's the market
where we care is:it effectively competitive or not. And so once one, reaches the

conclusion that the market for licenses to interactive services is not effectively
competitive, that's the end of the story for that issue. It means there',a problem with

that benchmark, and that's true regardless of what's going on in the actual noninteractive
services licensing market." 5/11/15 Tr. 2829:3-2830:3 (Katz).
345.

In making this claim, SoundExchange's experts are once again arguing to

the Judges that they should ignore the sta1tutory starldard and adapt supra-competitive
license fees. The relevant question is not whether an interactive market that lacks

effective competition may be used as a benchmark for a noninteractive licensing market

that also lacks effective competition; it is whether an interactive market that lacks
effective competition may properly be us:ed as a benchmark for a hypothetical

noninteractive licensiing market that is effectively coapetlitive. Professor '.Rubinfeld's
reliance on this argument agairr makes clear that he is asking'the wrong question„
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346.

In other words, Professor Rubinfeld's argument is irrelevant to

consideration of the interactive service benchmark. His argument does, however,
indicate the strong possibility that direct licenses struck by statutory services, themselves,
are the result of supra-competitive record company market power. They should be

viewed in that light and adjusted downward to ascertain a competitive market license fee.
(6)

347.

Professor Rubinfeld's Claim that the Labels Do
Not Collude in Licensing Interactive Services

Professor Rubinfeld asserts that "[n]either Professor Shapiro nor Professor

Katz has offered any evidence that the labels or services in the interactive market have

engaged and/or are engaging in

'collusion'ith one another.

I see

no basis for

concluding that the major recording companies have negotiated together as a monopoly."
Rubinfeld CWRT tj 119.
348.

This is a straw man. The Services'rgument that the labels do not

compete in licensing interactive services does not depend on actual collusion. Rather, it
is based on the economic fact that complements do not compete on price. In fact,

collusion between firms selling complementary products could actually leads to lower

prices if it allowed the firms to price like a monopoly instead of like sellers of
complements. See

['I
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(7)

349.

Professor Rubinfeld's Claim that His
Interactivity Adjustment Resolves any
Competitive Concern

Professor Rubinfeld asserts that even if the rates charged by the labels to

interactive services were "supra-competitive," his interactivity adjustment "would tend'o

'emove
the effects of any non-competitive forces which are unique to that space."

Rubinfeld CWRT $ 157. He offers no explanation'or'o'w this might be so — he simply
asserts it, but acknowledges it is at most a "tend[ency]." Id.
350.

Professor Katz explained that Professor Rnbinfeld's unsupported assertion

"is incorrect, that what he is doing is making very strong assumptions about the exact
nature of how a change in the license fee would translate into downstream pricing.

I

~

Wd I

don't think he's done anything to justify that — he hasn't even explained what those.
assumptions are. I don't think there is any reason to believe that they hold." 5/11/1'5 Tr.

~

2828:5-2829:2 (Katz).
351.

Moreover, to the extent that supra-competitive license fees paid by

subscription noninteractive services are passed through in higher subscription prices for

those services, Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment would tend to preserve

'ees

those supra-competitive fees. Professor Rubinfeld'admits that his claim that his

adjustment "would tend" to remove the effect of sark-cdmpletitivel interactiv'e license

because only non-competitive forces are "unique" to the interactive space. To the

extent the supra-competitive prices charged to interactive'ervices have resulted in supra-
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competitive noninteractive license fees (e.g., through the decisions in Web II and Web III,
which relied on the interactive service benchmark), there would be no such tendency.
2.

352.

Professor Rubinfeld's Assumption that License Fees Will Be
the Same Percentage of Revenue Is Wholly Unsupported and
Lacks Economic Validi

Professor Rubinfeld's interactive service benchmark analysis hinges on

the critical assumption that "the ratio of the average retail subscription price to the per-

subscriber royalty paid by the licensee to the record label is approximately the same" for
both interactive and noninteractive services. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 169. Professor

Rubinfeld acknowledged that the "assumption is actually foundational to [his] entire
analysis." 5/6/15 Tr. 2026:8-11 (Rubinfeld).
353.

Despite its central importance, Professor Rubinfeld provides no basis for

this assumption in his Written Direct Testimony, stating only that he was "follow[ing]

past practices." See Rubinfeld CWDT $ 207 n. 124; 5/6/15 Tr. 2025:21-2026:7
(Rubinfeld); id. 2026:24-2027:4. Professor Rubinfeld further identified the "past

practices" as those of Dr. Pelcovits in Web II and 8'eb III. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 207 n.
124; 5/6/15 Tr. 2026:19-2027:4 (Rubinfeld). Nevertheless, Professor Rubinfeld admitted

that he did not agree with parts of Dr. Pelcovits'nalysis and that he would be
"somewhat critical" of what he did. 5/6/15 Tr. 2027:8-2028:3 (Rubinfeld). Indeed,
Professor Rubinfeld admitted that he was "not relying on Dr. Pelcovits at all." Id.
2027:4-23.
354.

Professor Rubinfeld similarly provided no basis for his core assumption in

his Corrected Written Rebuttal Testimony. While he presented a table that he claimed
showed interactive services paying the same percentage of revenue regardless of
-
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subscription price, Rubinfeld CWRT $ 172; SX Ex. 143, that table on its face said

nothing about the percentage of revenue paid by noninteractive services or the relative
percentage of revenue paid by the two types of services. 5/1 il/15 Tr. 2843:5-25, 2852:1225 (Katz) (the table does not deal with any possible differences between interactive 'and

noninteractive services). Moreover, with one exception (a limited classical genre service)

.

none of the lower-price subscriptions represented gn ipdepegdent data point, each was

negotiated and offered in conjunction with a broader service that also included a baseline
$ 9.99 subscription price. Id. 2844:1-2847:10 ("[G]iven that these things would be

negotiated as a bundle, I don't think it's informative about what would happen if you

really had a stand-alone service...."). Professor Katz also testified that the high
percentage of revenue charged to on-demand services iis consistent with an expression of
record company market power. Id. at 2847:11-2848:3.
355.

As Professor Katz testified, Professor Rubinfeld's central assumption is

"contrary to fundamental economic principles.'& Kiatz lAWRT Part II.C. Professor Katz
explained that in a competitive market that was less than perfectly competitive, a buyer'

valuation "could come into play to a limited degree," but if it played tao large a role, t4at

I

would be indicative that sellers have substantial market power, or even monopoly power.
Katz AWRT $ 49. Moreover, "[f]undamental economic principles — as well as common

sense'ndicate that the buyer's valuation is not abased bn its itev@nues, but the."profits it
can earn from the use of the input gross of the costs of obtaining the input." Id. $ 50;
5/11/15 Tr. 2860:3-2861:13 (Katz). Those profits require consideration of all of the costs

of a service, including non-license fee costs. Klatz lAWRT $$ 70-71'; 5/11/15 Tr. '2861:6-9

-
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356.

Professor Katz further observed that Professor Rubinfeld had, in his

deposition, admitted that [I
]] and demonstrated that the Nash Bargaining

Model,

]] required consideration

[I

of

services'rofits, not their revenues. Katz AWRT $ 70 (citing 12/11/14 Rubinfeld Dep.
Tr. at 196:1-197:11 and NAB Ex. 4129 at Slide 39); 5/11/15 Tr. 2863:6-2866:18 (Katz)

(discussing NAB Ex. 4129 at Slide 39). In other words, there is no economic justification

for Professor Rubinfeld's central assumption that the ratio of sound recording license fees
to revenues would be the same in for interactive and on-demand services.

357.

Moreover, as Professor Katz explained, AWRT $ 47, it is understandable

that Professor Rubinfeld disclaimed any reliance on the analysis by Dr. Pelcovits, despite
the fact that Dr. Pelcovits'nalysis formed the "past practices" that Professor Rubinfeld

claimed to be following. Dr. Pelcovits'nalysis was based on the assumption that the

elasticities of demand for interactive and noninteractive services were similar. Katz

AWRT $ 47. Professor Rubinfeld, however, testified that those

[I

]] Id. $ 47 n.64 (quoting 12/11/14 Rubinfeld Dep. Tr. at 164:23-165:7);

see Rubinfeld CWDT $ 110 (expressing view that services'emand elasticities would

reflect differences in technical features and business model); 5/28/15 Tr. 6490:136491:12 (Rubinfeld) (confirming that technical features would include differences

between interactive and noninteractive services, and business models referred to
differences between subscription advertising supported services).
358.

Indeed„unable to offer any basis for his central assumption, at his April 13

deposition, Professor Rubinfeld asserted that he wasn't relying on the assumption in
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response to a clear question asking for his basis. After his deposition, when he was no
longer subject to questioning, he rewrote his response as an "errata" to again assert the

assumption. 5/6/15 Tr. 202,9:20-2034:19 (Rubinfeld); NAB Ex. 4233. Ironically,

Professor Rubinfeld's original answer (that he was not relyiiig an the assumption) was at
least responsive to the question that was asked at the deposition,. His rewritten response
was wholly unresponsive. Moreo ver., he never explained~ how he was confused by the

clear question.
359.

In his final appearance before the Judges, Professor Rubinfeld attempted

to back-fill a rationale for his unsupported assumption. He espoused a theory based oni

the assumptions that the ela.sticities o:f demand for interactive and noninteractive services
were "quite similar" ancl the non-license fee costs were small. 5/28/15 Tr, 6308:7-6311:7
(Rubinfeld). On cross examination, however, he admitted that he had not calculated any

elasticity of demand or performed any quantitative analys is to determine any elasticity of
demand, and that he

haCh

not performed any analysis to quantify the variable costs of any

of the inputs to interactive or noninteractive services.

~Id.

~

at 6488:4-6492:6. He further

admitted that in his written Direct Testimony he said that he expected'differences in

'ersus

price elasticities of demand to reflect dif Ferences in technical features, such as on-demand
noninteractive, and business models, such ais ad-supporteid v'ersus subscription. Id.

at 6490:4-6491:12 (discussjing Rubinfeld CWDT $ 110). Thus, his late espousecl theory

contradicted his earlier written testimony.
360.

As Professor Katz testified, Professor Rubinfeld's central assumption is

"contrary to fundamental economic principles.'" Katz AWRT Part II.C. As Professor
Katz demonstrated, if there is «ny validity to Profeksoi Riibihfeli'd's attempt to relate
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interactive and noninteractive license fees, it must be based on the services'rofits,

taking into account revenues as well as costs: "any economically rational basis for that

adjustment is going to have to take into account cost." 5/1 1/15 Tr. 2862:4-7 (Katz). This
issue is discussed in greater detail below, in Part VIII.A.5.

3.

361.

Professor Rubinfeld's Failure Properly to Account for
Advertising Supported Services in His Interactivity
Adiustment

The evidence revealed a fundamental difference between on-demand and

statutory streaming services that Professor Rubinfeld failed properly to account for in his

benchmark analysis. Professor Rubinfeld admitted that

[I

]]. Katz AWRT

$ 53 (citing 12/11/14 Rubinfeld Dep. Tr. at 167:14-19). Indeed, the subscription business

model is largely unsuccessful for noninteractive services. Id. (citing Rubinfeld CWDT
$$ 70, 73); Kooker WDT at 14 (" Pandora's subscription revenues do not yield market

rate returns to artists and content owners."); Fischel 8'c Lichtman AWDT $ 114 ("Non-

interactive services are usually provided to consumers with no subscription fee, but with

display and audio advertisements bundled together with the music. For instance, Pandora,

which is by far the largest non-interactive webcasting service, has reported that less than
five percent of its active users, and less than two percent of its registered users,

subscribe."). Conversely, on-demand services depend to a much higher degree on the

subscription model. See, e.g., Katz AWRT $ 53

k n. 69 (91% of the revenue of the

interactive services analyzed by Professor Rubinfeld appeared to be subscription); id.
n.71 (comparing ad-supported listeners on Pandora and Spotify); Fischel
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AWDT $ 114 ("[A]pproximately 25 percent of its reported active users are

subscribers's'ompared
with... five percent of Pandora's active users.").

362.

Despite this overwhelming dominance of the ad-supported business model

for noninteractive services and the fundamental difference between noninteractive and

~

on-demand services in their respective reliance on the subscription model, Professor

Rubinfeld's benchmark analysis contained in his Written Direct Testimony relied on
subscription prices for his interactivity adjustment'and ignored the hd-supported'business.
See Rubinfeld CWDT $ 169 (basing analysis on assumption that ratio of subscription

nrices to royalties will be the same for both types of services'); id. $'170 ("[M]y analysis
does not explicitly account for '&ee'd-supported services."); id. $ 207 & Ex. 5 (SX Ex.

45) (comparing subscription prices for adjustment); aclcokd katz AWAIT $ 53 (quoting

Rubinfeld CWDT $ 170 saying that his "analysis does not explicitly account for 'free'dsupported services.").
363.

As Professor Katz explained, "Dr. Rubinfeld's omission of the dominant

business model for non-interactive services is troubling because there are important
differences between advertising-supported and subscription business models in terms oif

'aving

their implications for a service's derived demand for licensed music. In addition to

very different levels of revenues per play, the advertising-supported and

subscription models attract different consumers. Slpedifidall), c6nsiuners who choose to

pay for subscription services are an unrepresentative minority of all consumers who

stream music. Subscribers to noninteractive services apparently are less price sensitive:

than the majority of consumers. Non-interactive, ad-supported appears to be a highvolume, low-margin business, appealing to consumers with a loweri willingness to pay for
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access to music." Katz AWRT $ 55; accord IHM Ex. 3118 at

364.

11 [

In Web III, the Judges criticized Dr. Pelcovits'imilar failure to address

the dominant ad-supported noninteractive business model in his analysis of the

interactive service benchmark. 79 Fed. Reg. at 23118 (" The Judges conclude that the
interactive benchmark model as developed by Dr. Pelcovits is compromised, and its

usefulness reduced„by its failure to take into account the advertising revenue received in

both the interactive benchmark market and the statutory noninteractive market.").
365.

Professor Rubinfeld did purport to address ad-supported services in his

Rebuttal Testimony, but he did so in an economically invalid way that camouflaged the

important differences between on-demand and noninteractive services. Rubinfeld CWRT
$$ 164-169. Rather than analyzing the overall revenue per play earned by interactive and

noninteractive services, Professor Rubinfeld sought to compare only the revenues of the
ad-supported tiers of interactive and noninteractive services, concluding that they were
about the same. Ergo, according to Professor Rubinfeld, the 1:1 ratio of ad-supported

revenues, confirmed the reasonableness of his 2:1 ratio of subscription revenues. Id.
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366.

Professor Katz presented a hypothetical example that demonstrated the

fallacy in Professor Rubinfeld's reasoning. He demonstrated how two different service's,

primarily subscriiption and one primarily ad-supported, could have very diifferent

overall average revenues per p!lay (a factor of more than 5:1), but the ratio between the

subscription revenues on the two services and the ratio between'the'dvertising-supported
revenues on the two services could both!be I:1.'pecifically, Professo!r Katz showed the
following:

RCMi )%% Mx46
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Number of

Revenue

Number of

Plays

Per Play

Plays

A

90 million

$ 0.0100

10 million

$ 0.6010

B

10 million

$ 0.0100

90 million

$ 0.lt)01i0»

'

Revenue
Per'Play

'

$ 0.0091
$ 0.0019

5/11/15 Tr. 2854:10-2857:6 (Katz) (discussing above demonstrative).
367.

As Professor Katz explained, "[i]n teriiiis of it) effects on a service's

demand for a music license,, it makes no difference whether the service derives its
revenues from advertising or from subscriptiions. The!relevant measure of revenues for

these services thus should include both subscription and advertising revenues." Katz

AWRT $ 57. "Because the relevant measure of revenues includes both advertising and
subscription revenues, Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment should have used
the ratio of total revenues per play for intera!ctive and non-interactive services rather than

'ay."

the ratio of their subscription prices or the ratio of consumer's

e&

timated willingness to

Id. $ 58. In other words, as Professor Katz explained, ~'what Dr. Rubinfeld's

-
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argument leaves out is you have to take into account the mix" of subscription and nonsubscription revenue per performance, in order to develop a proper adjustment based on

per-performance revenue. 5/1 1/15 Tr. 2856:17-24, 2859:2-2860:1 (Katz).
368.

Professor Katz computed the interactivity adjustment based on the correct

mix of ad-supported and subscription per-play revenues that Professor Rubinfeld elected

not to compute. Katz AWRT $f[ SS-59. Professor Katz used Professor Rubinfeld's
interactive service data, as well as the noninteractive products offered by the interactive
services and Pandora, the largest noninteractive service, to compute a revised

interactivity adjustment, approximately twice Professor Rubinfeld's.

Table 2: Comparison of Rubinfeld's Interactivity Adjustment to an
Interactivity Adjustment based on Revenue per Play
Unweighted
Average
Monthly Price

"Iutcractivity
Adjustment"
(interactive /
Non-interactivc)

Dr. Rublnfeld's interactivity adjustment using unweighted average monthly subscription prices

Interactive services
Non-interactive services

$ 9.86
$ 4.84- $5.27

Service Revenue
(inch advertising
and s ubs criution)

Revenue

Plays

ncr Play

2.04 - 1.87
"IntcractiVity
Adjustment"
(Interactive /
Non-interactivc)

Interactlvity adjustment using revenue perplay
Interactive services
Non-interactive services

$ 403/58,313

36,389,23~97

$783,809,583

280302,898,569

$0.01108
$0.00280

3.96

Notes: Service revenue and label plays for Non-interactive services and for non-Pandora Interactive services are fiomthe
data collected by Dr. Rubinfeld fiom various royalty reports for June 2013 - May 2014. (See, 'All Data'ab in 14
11 05 Rubinfeld Drafts ofExhibits and Appendices in Native Format SNDEX0051 684 RESTRICTED xlsx .)

The classification of products as interactive ornon-interactive follows Dr. Rubinfeld's classification in his
reported data.
Rubinfeld interactivity adjustment using unweighted average monthly prices is given in Rubinfeld DDT, Bc5.
Pandora data are fiom Pandora Annual Report for the year ended 12/31/2014, and Shapiro II%IT, Appendix D.
Pandora data for 2013 and 2014 are used to estimate data for the same time peiod as Dr. Rubinfeld's data, June 2013
- May 2014.

Katz A WRT $ 5S, Table 2.
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369.

As Professor Katz testified, "'[a]n interactivity adjustment more properly

rate'qual

based on both advertising and subscriiption revenues would set the benchmark royalty

to 25.2 percent of the interactive royalty rate. Hence, this correction alone reduces

the recommended noninteractive per-play royalty by half, to $ 0.00Ii 347 per play. Gf

course, even this partially corrected rate calculation yield~s a ~benchmark that is too high

because it makes no correction for record company market power and the other factors"

identified by Professor Katz. Katz A WRT 'I 59. The following Table reflects this result:

Table 3: Correcting Dr. Rubinfeld's Interactivity Adjustment Using
All Revenues
Average Minimum Per-Play Rate

Adjustment based ion
Subsc~ri tion Prices
Dr. Rubinfeld's Average Minimum Per-lPlay Royalty Rate

Interactivity Adjustment E'actor

Ad'usted Avera e Miinimum Per-Pl~aR~oaltt Rate

A.djustment based on
Alii Revenues

'0.005337

$ 0.005:337

2„00

3.96

$ 0.002668

$ 0.001:347

Katz AWRT $ 59, Table 3.
370.

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of his interactivity adjustment is invalid for

another reason. His adjustments based on subscription revenue. and his analysis of adl
supported ARPU (" average revenue per user") failed to account for the likelihood that the

number of performance. per user diff'ers between interactive and noninteractive services.
Indeed, in Web III, Dr. E'elcovits acknowledged the need to account for the greater

number of plays by subscribers of'noninteractive serviices than by subscribers of
interactive services.

EE'eb

III Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23116. The Judges found that thle

lack of data to make such an adjustment "diminished" the probative value of his analysis.
Id. at 23118. Professor Rubinf'eld dicl not even attempt to make this adjustment, and his

failure to account for any differences in the numbe'r of plays makes it impossible to
-
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determine a per-play rate based on his revenue comparisons. Professor Katz's analysis

properly accounts for revenues on a per-performance basis and, therefore, addresses this
deficiency.
4.

371.

Even on its Own Terms, Professor Rubinfeld Did Not Properly
Imnlement His Subscrintion-Based Interactivitv Adiustment

Professor Rubinfeld's attempt to develop an interactivity adjustment based

on a comparison of interactive and noninteractive subscription prices was flawed even on
its own terms. Professor Rubinfeld intended to compare the subscription prices of on

demand services with the subscription prices of statutory services. 5/6/15 Tr. 2036:16-

2041:22 (Rubinfeld). Indeed, no other comparison would have been meaningful to assess

the relative differences between the subscription prices of his benchmark market and the

target market of services operating under the statutory license. See, e.g., Rubinfeld
CWDT $ 167 ("Before the interactive agreements can be used as appropriate

benchmarks, adjustments must be made to reflect differences between the rights in the
agreements and the statutory license.") Yet, as Professor Rubinfeld admitted, a number

of the services that he counted as statutory for purposes of his comparison, in fact offered
significant extra-statutory functionality. 5/16/15 Tr. 2042:4-2047:15 (Rubinfeld)
(Rhapsody unRadio„offering on-demand plays, caching for off-line playback, and

unlimited skips); IHM Ex. 3476 (Rhapsody/UMG Term sheet for unRadio); 5/6/15 Tr.
2047:25-2049:22 (Rubinfeld) (Slacker Radio Plus, offering unlimited skips and caching

for off-line playback); id. at 2050:18-22 (MixRadio Plus, offering caching for off-line
playback and unlimited skips).
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372.

Professor Rubinfeld admitted that the subscription prices for these services

would include payment for the extra-statutory functionality. 5/6/15 Tr. 2047:16-24
(Rubinfeld) (Rhapsody unRadio); id. 2049:23-2050:1'7 (Slacker Radio Plus); but cf.

McFadden WDT $ 9 (valuing unlimited skips at $ ).41

peter

month and caching for off-line

playback at $ 1.18 per month). Professor Rubinfelg admitted that "&f [hej were to view
[the subscription pricesj as a primary source of developing a numerical benchmark, [hej

would want to adjust. the subscription price to account for the functionality that went
beyond the statutory license." 5/6/15 Tr. 2047:20-24 (Rubinfeldh).

~In

making that

admission, Professor Rubinfeld ignored the fact that his subscription price ratio was,
indeed, a "primary source of developing" his primary interactive service benchmark..
5.

373.

Improper and Biased VVeightiing by Professor Rubinfeld in
Deve~lo i~in his Average Per Performance .Rate

To compute his average minimum per performance royalty paid by

interactive services, Professor Rubinfeld used biased weighting that systematically and

significantly inflated his benchmark license fee.
374.

Professor Rubinfeld's revenue weighting approach put more weight on the

services that earn more revenue. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 203;

~5555555
~5555555
~5555555Mj~
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Professor Katz demonstrated, using both hypothetical examples and actual

375.

data, the significant upward bias caused by Professor Rubinfeld's weighting scheme.

Katz AWRT $$ 42-44, 162; 5/1 1/15 Tr. 2830:16-2834:4, 2837:24-2840:4 (Katz). The

hypothetical showed a simplified example of how revenue weighting would overstate the
actual per-performance fees earned by the record companies, causing per-performance

fees of $ 0.0030 to be presented as $ 0.0036:

,
I

I

Qxo&boo

Qpgg&g

goop(

)Ã Wp 'v~si&ea

+o

@o
t

iW

~4)5
I~'Qo

I

A

1

$ 0.0080

$ 8,000

$ 0.0040

$ 4,000

$ 0.0020

$ 2,000

$ 0.0020

$ 2,000

million
8

1

million
Average royalty per play:
$ 6.000 / 2 million = $ 0.0030

Average royalty per play as calculated by Dr. Rubinfeld's methodology:
(8,000 / 10,000) x $ 0.0040+ (2,000 / 10,000) x $ 0.0020 = $ 0.0036
5/11/15 Tr. 2831:2-2834:4 (Katz) (discussing above demonstrative).
376.

Professor Katz also showed, using actual data„how Professor Rubinfeld's

biased weighting scheme would falsely imply that the record labels earned more than
$ 112.2 million more than they actually did from on-demand services during the period

examined by Professor Rubinfeld, an overstatement of more than 42%. Katz AWRT
$ 162 (Professor Rubinfeld's weighted effective per-play rate implying license fees of
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$ 375.9 million, compared to actual license fees. of 8263.7i milliort) 5/1'1/1 5 Tr. 2837:24-

2S40:4 (Katz).
377.

Professor Katz then used Professor Rubinfeld.'s data, weighted properly on

a performance weighted basis, to show how Professor Rubinfeld's choice of revenue

weighting actually overstated his "average minimum per play rate" by 14% due to that.
factor alone:

Table 1: Correcting Dr. Rubinfelld'sIW&igkti~ml Scheme
Average Minimum Per-Play Rate
Using Dr.
Rubinfeld's
Weights

'0.005337

Average Minimum Per-Play Royalty Rate
Notes:

'sing

Corrected,
Play Weights
$0.004697

Dr. Rubinfeld's weighted average minimum per-play royalty rate is given in Rubinfeld M)T,
Exhibit l 6a.
Corrected, play-weighted average calculated'using DIr. RiIibinIfeld'Is delta fdr hS Categdiy A
services. The play-weighted average uses only on-demand products that have a minimum

per-play rate.

Katz AWRT $ 44 (Table 1); 5/11/15 Tr. 2S40:6-20 (Katz).

'ate,"
378.

A similar analysis of Professor Rubinfeld'k "average effective per play

showed that Professor Rubinfeld's biased approach to weighting inflated that

number by 42.6%. See Katz A WRT f[ 163.
6.

379.

Professor Rubinfeld's Failure To Account for Services'onLicense Fee Costs

Another major flaw in Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of the interactive

service agreements was his failure to consider the non-'license fee costs of the services
This is a corollary of Professor Rubinfeld's invalid~ assum~ption, discussed above, that

license fees would be the same percentage of a service's revenues, regardless of the level
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of those revenues. See supra Part VII.A.3; 5/11/15 Tr. 2S60:4-2873:14 (Katz) (Professor
Rubinfeld was "not really looking at what would be a key driver of the demand for
licenses.").
3SO.

Professor Katz demonstrated the flaws in Professor Rubinfeld's approach.

As Professor Katz testified, consider an interactive service with revenues per

performance of $ 0.0052, and a noninteractive service with revenues per play of $ 0.0026.
Assume further that the non-license fee costs per performance for each service was the
same = $ 0.0020. This would leave a margin before license fees of $ 0.0032 for the

interactive service and $ 0.0006 for the noninteractive service. If license fees were set at
31% of revenue the fee for the interactive service would be ($ 0.0016), leaving a profit

margin of $ 0.0016, Taxing the noninteractive service's revenue at that same rate would
cost it $ 0.000S (half of the amount charged to the interactive service), which would leave

the noninteractive service with a loss of $ 0.0002. The noninteractive service would not
long remain in business. 5/11/1 5 Tr. 2867:15-2870:6 (Katz); Katz AWRT $ 73

(providing a similar example).
381.

The effect would be even more pronounced with a license fee equal to

50% of revenue. In that case, the interactive service in the foregoing example would pay

a fee of $ 0.0026, leaving a profit margin of $ 0.0006 ($ 0.0052-$0.0020-$ 0.0026). By
contrast, the noninteractive service would be required to pay a fee of $ 0.0013, leaving it

with a loss of $ 0.0007 ($ 0.0026-$ 0.0020-$ 0.0013). That is not a recipe for a healthy

webcasting industry. It is also not reflective of what a willing buyer would pay a willing
seller in an effectively competitive market.
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3S2.

Professor Rubinfeld admitted that [I

)] patt.'+WQT

]]

7] (c'iting

12/11/14 Rnbinfeld Dep. Tr. at 196:1-197:11]. Indeed, the Nash Bargaining Madel,

[g

]], specifically ccnstde)s a

buyer's profits, not its revenues. Katz AWRT $ 70; 5/11/15 Tr. 2865:3-2S66:1S (Katz)
(discussing NAB Ex. 4129, Slide 39).
3S3.

As Professor Katz testified, consideration of non-license fee costs would

have a dramatic effect on Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment. 5/11/15 Tr.
accosts Rebuttal Testimony, Professor
2867:15-20 (Katz). In Table 6 of his Amended Written

Katz demonstrated, using actual per-performance revenue data for interactive and
noninteractive services, how if the non-license fee

l]]eriperforrnance of interactive

and noninteractive services were assumed to equal Pandora's non-license fee costs per

i

performance, Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment iwouldijump from his
constructed 2.0 (or 3.96, accounting for real advertising and:subscription revenues per

performance) to 7.9. Katz AWRT

g 74-76 &, Tables 6 and 7; 5/11/15 Tr. 2870:7-2873:5
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Table 7: Correcting Dr. Rubinfeld's Interactivity Adjustment Using
Estimated Profits
Average Alinimum Per-Plm Rate

Adjustment based on
Subscription Prices
Dr. Rubinfeld's Average Minimum Per-Play Royalty Rate

Interactivity Adjustment Factor
Adjusted Average Minimum Per-Play Royalty Rate

384.

[

385.

[

$ 0.006337

Adjustment based on
Proftts
$ 0.006337

7.9
$ 0.002663
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~5555555
Ilii
386.

Professor Katz's intuition was correct. Even if one assumes, for example,

that interactive non-license fee costs are twice Pandora', his point still holds. The
corrected adjustment would be 6.57, still far more than either 2.0 or 3.9. The following

table starts with the revenue and cost per play data from Professor Katz's Table 6 and
doubles the interactive service" s non-license fee costs per play:

'ev.
Per

Play

Non-License

Profiit per

Interacts ltyi

cost per play

play

Adjustment

'nteractive
Service

Sl

IggiH ~iRRlii

Non-Interactive
Service

387.

s~lgliii

$

i:lgglH

si~lii sigglii

The bottom line is that Professor Katz's analysis'[

~5555555
~5555555~iil

6

(

-
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7.

388.

Professor Rubinfeld's Failure Properly To Account for
Differences in Promotion and Substitution

It is beyond dispute that an effectively competitive price will reflect the

seller's opportunity cost. Katz AWRT $ 77; Shapiro WDT at 5-7; Shapiro WRT at 2627. "When licensing to a particular streaming service, a record company can face

opportunity costs both in terms of forgone recording sales and foregone revenues from
licensing to other streaming services. Conversely, when a streaming service has

promotional benefits, those can be viewed as either a form of payment in kind or a
negative opportunity cost." Katz AWRT $ 77; Shapiro WDT at 5-7 (" For performances

that substitute for other sales by the record company, the economic cost includes the lost
price/cost margins on those other sales, and hence is positive. By precisely the same
logic, for performances that promote other sales by the record company, the extra

price/cost margins on those other sales are an economic benefit, causing the economic
cost to be negative."); 5/8/15 Tr. 2637:20-2639:7 (Shapiro) (stating that Judges

"absolutely want to consider net promotion and substitution, the effect on other revenue
streams"); Fischel & Lichtman WRT $ 22 (" For example, to the extent that noninteractive services have a larger net promotion effect on music sales than do interactive
services, this would translate into lower market royalty rates for non-interactive services,

relative to interactive services.").
389.

"Economic principles clearly indicate that the differences between

services in terms of substitution and promotion would be reflected in their license fees

under conditions of effective competition." Id. $ 78; Shapiro WDT at 6-7; Shapiro WRT
at 26-27 (" The impact that a music service has on other revenue streams of the record

company will affect the prices that would be negotiated in the hypothetical statutory
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market. The more promotional of other revenue streams the music service is, on net, the

lower the rate that the m.usic service will pay, all else equal."').
390.

The principle is so clearly established that'the Copyright Act specifically

obligates the Judges to account for differences in the promotion and substitution effects

of licensed services (i.e., opportunity costs) in applying the williing buyer/willing seller
standard:
391.

"In determining such rates and terms, the Copyright Royalty Judges shall

base their decision on economic, competitive, and programming information presented, by,

the parties, including — (i) whether use of the service may substitute for or may promote
the sales of phonorec;ords or otherwise m.ay interfere with or enhance the sound recording

'opyright
owner's other streams of revenue from its sound recordings...." 17 U.S.C. )

114(f)(2)(B).
392.

Th.e requirement to consider promotion and substitution is express. The

focus on "other streams of revenue" makes clear that this~provision is directed towards

the opportunity cost of 1:icensing a particular service. See inPa Part XI.B.7.
393.

Professor Rubinfeld admitted that the Judges would need to take account

of any differences in promotion or substitution between his benchmark interactive
services and statutory services. 5/6/1.5 Tr. 2151:18-23 (Rubinfeld) (" If there were a

different effect between interactive and noninteractive, then you would. have to consider

how to adjust it — adjust for that."). But despite these clear principles, and his own
acknowledgement, Professor Rubinfeld admitted that he did not undertake any empirical
analysis to quantify whether there were differences in the promotional or substitutional
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effect of interactive versus noninteractive services on other record company revenue
streams. 5/6/15 Tr. 2035:3-20, 2152:7-9 (Rubinfeld); Katz AWRT $ 100. Rather, he

claimed to be "agnostic" about, and admitted he had not studied, the relative substitution

impact of the two types of services. 5/6/15 Tr. 2035:21-2036:10 (Rubinfeld); accord id.

2153:10-12 ("From my point of view, it is an open question.").
394.

In fact, as common sense would indicate, the record reflects significant

differences between noninteractive and interactive services in their effect on downloads
and other sales of sound recordings.
o

[

]. Id.

A Sony "Strate~" presentation re sorts that,

o

A Bain 8c Com &any document, produced for Universal, states that the

395.

As discussed above, supra Part III.C, the differences in promotion and

substitution between simulcasting and on-demand services are particularly acute.
396.

In his rebuttal testimony, SoundExchange's expert David Blackburn

posited a distinction between what he termed "expansionary" promotion (activity
generating sales that would not have otherwise occurred) and so-called "diversionary"
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promotion (activity shifting sales from one competitive product;to another. See
Blackburn WRT tjg 6-7. He then asserted that onlf "dxphnsionhry" prbmbtion %as

'ertinent
to the question before the Judges. Id. $ 7~; accord 5/26/15 Tr. 5895:3-12

(Blackburn) ("there is no such thing as diversionary promotion when we are looking ati a
license for the whole industry, right, because at that point, it'.s the whole industry. The

i

only type of promotion that can exist is expansionary.. Anything that makes one guy

better off while making somebody else worse off is just shifting the — giving me a
slightly bigger slice of pie and giving you a slightly smaller slice").
397.

On cross-examination, Dr. Blackburn admitted that the concept he

articulated does not appear in any published economics literature or textbook. 5/26/15
Tr. 5926:20-5927:4 (Blackburn). More fundamentally, however, and as Dr. Blackburn

'ith

also admitted, the limitation to so called expansionary promotion would apply only in a

market with a monopoly seller; in a market with competition, sellers would be concerned
both expansionary and diversionary promotion:

.

Q. And if that market has a single monopollist kelller, the 'seller ko61d card

would only care about what you have labeled expansionary promotion
and would not care about diversionary promotion, correct?
—

A. I mean I think that's right...

'nstead

Q. And if that same market, instead of havilng 4 silnglb rdonhpolist'seller, is

a competitive market with multiple. sellers, you would expect those
sellers to care about both expansionary promotion and diversionary
promotion, correct?
A. Well, right. I mean firms conduct diversfonary~promotional tactics all
the time, right? I mean Coke spends lots of, money going around
convincing people to buy Coke instead of Pepsi.

Q. And assume with me that there is a music service that is neither
promotional nor substitutional to recording: industry x'evenues as a whole,
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but air play on that music service affects the split of industry-wide
revenues earned by each record label.
Are you with me?
A. I think so.
Q. In that situation, as an economist„you would expect that record labels
would compete to increase their share of air play on that service, right?

A. Right.
5/26/15 Tr. 5927:12-5928:25 (Blackburn).

398.

Professor Katz further explained the flaws in Dr. Blackburn's contentions.

As he noted„Dr. Blackburn's view is premised on consideration of a monopoly seller, not
a seller in an effectively competitive market. 5/26/1 5 Tr. 5665:9-5666:4 (Katz) ("I think
he is asking the [J]udges to put effective competition aside in this section. He is asking

them to adopt a monopoly standard which is not my understanding of what the standard
is").
399.

In short, Professor Rubinfeld's failure to account for differences between

his benchmark on-demand services and noninteractive services further undermines the

validity of his benchmark analysis. This failure is particularly acute with respect to
simulcasting.
8.

400.

Professor Rubinfeld's Failure Properly To Account for
Differences in the Relative Importance of Sound Recordings on
Simulcasting

It is important to ensure that the licensed fee charged relates

unambiguously to the value of the sound recording performance rights that are licensed.
SDARS II, 78 Fed. Reg. 23054 (citing SDARS I, 73 Fed. Reg. at 4087); Katz AWRT
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$ 60 ("the relevant measure of revenue for determining a per-play license fee is the

revenue per play attributable to the licensed content.").
401.

There are important differences 'in the role that licensed sound recordings

play in the success of the on-demand services relied upon by Professor Rubinfeld's
benchmark analysis compared to the role that they. play in the success of statutory

'oninteractive

services. Katz AWRT $ 61. The role of programming other than licensed

sound recordings is particular significant for simulcasting. See supra Part III.A.
402.

In light of these differences, it is necessary to make an adjustment to'ny

interactive service benchmark in order to account for the fact that licensed music content

plays a lesser role in generating value for simulcasters than for on-demand music
services. Katz AWRT f[g 62-63.
403.

Professor Rubinfeld acknowledges that, at least for his percentage of

revenue fee proposal, that fee should only be charged. against revenue attributable to the

music programming. 5/6/15 Tr. 2056:16-2057:7 (Rubinfeld).

404.

[1

As Professor Katz points out, however, the need for an adjustment arises

even when the royalty is levied on a per-perforinance basis for two reasons. First, to the

extent the number of plays does not vary in strict proportion with the relative value
contributed by the licensed sound recordings, the price per play will need to be adjusted
to account for the differences in value. Second, if the per'lay royalty is based, in part,
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on a measure of revenue per play (e.g., through a revenue-based interactivity adjustment

such as that used by Professor Rubinfeld), then the estimated revenue per play and

resulting royalty will be too high when all of the revenue is attributed to the licensed
content. Katz AWRT $ 62 k, n.83.

405.

Thus, as Professor Katz concludes, correcting Professor Rubinfeld's

failure "to account for differences in the relative contributions of music to non-interactive
and on-demand services could lead to a large downward adjustment in his recommended

per-play royalty rate. His failure to take this factor into account further reduces the

reliability of his recommended statutory royalties." Katz AWRT $ 69.
9.

406.

Underestimating the Number of Plays that Would Not Be
Compensable Under Professor Rubinfeld's Benchmark
Interactivitv Agreements

The interactive service license agreements that Professor Rubinfeld relies

upon as his benchmark typically do not require the service to pay a royalty for

performances under a certain length (e.g., skips). For example,

I

~]] of the

agreements between the major labels and the two largest interactive services, Spotify and

Rhapsody,

[I

]] Katz

AWRT $ 101 k, n.157. By contrast, SoundExchange proposes that the statutory license
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should charge for all plays, no matter how short. See SoundExchange Proposed Rates
Terms, Attach. A at 2-3.
407.

[I

40S.

[I

]]; Katz AWRT ]] 102. BItseIt otI dtese'estImtjtes aad

assumption, Professor Rubinfeld concluded that his interactive benchmark rate should be

'09.

divided by a factor of 1.1. Rubinfeld CWDT $$ 21'6-1'7.
In fact, however,

[I

]]. Katz AWRT $$ I 03-0$

10.

410.

k ITa]Ite ]t.

Professor McFadden's Survey Does Not Corroborate the
Interactivitv Adiustment.

Professor Rubinfeld claimed that his subscriptiori-price based interactivity

adjustment was corroborated by a conjoint study performed by Professor Daniel
McFadden. Rubinfeld CWDT $$ 209-10. As was evident at the hearing, and as

described below, Professor McFadden's survey suFerbd from numerous flaws. These
flaws render his willingness to pay results unusable. Hauiser iWRT $$ 9-13, 152-53;
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5/22/15 Tr. 5591:8-13 (Hauser); Peterson WRT $$ SO-110. Moreover, Professor

Rubinfeld used the results of the survey in a way that did not and could not support his

interactivity adjustment.
a.
411.

Professor McFadden's Survey Methodology Was
Fatally Flawed

Professor McFadden purported to test the willingness to pay of consumers

for specific features through a conjoint survey. He submitted the results of his survey as

part of his Written Direct Testimony. SX Ex. 15.
412.

iHeartMedia and NAB engaged Professor John R. Hauser, Sc.D., a

recognized authority on the design, implementation and evaluation of conjoint surveys.
See Hauser WRT $$ 1-4. Professor Hauser was asked to review and comment on

Professor McFadden's Written Direct Testimony and to assess the scientific validity of
Professor McFadden's survey methodology and design, and to evaluate whether or not
the survey provided reliable results. Id. $ 6; 5/22/15 Tr. 5560:16-19 (Hauser).
413.

Based on his initial review of Professor McFadden's survey and written

materials, which indicated the potential for confusion, Professor Hauser conducted his
own independent qualitative study to test the whether Professor McFadden's conjoint

survey was understandable by survey respondents. Hauser WRT

g 60-6S; 5/22/15 Tr.

5561:1-5562:7 (Hauser). In his study, Professor Hauser tested fifty-three respondents to

determine whether they understood the feature definitions and incentive alignment of

Professor McFadden's survey. Hauser WRT $ 60. Professor Hauser duplicated
Professor McFadden's methodology, using the same screening criteria and the same
survey design and questions. Hauser WRT $ 60; 5/22/15 Tr. 5561:10-17 (Hauser). As

PiUB:LIC VERSION

part of the qualitative study, interviewers (blind to the purpose of the study) asked the
participants (also blind to the purpose) questions regarding their comprehension of

Professor McFadden's survey questions. Hauser WRT $ 60; 5/22/15 Tr. 5561:18-556217

'RT

(Hauser). Professor Hauser video-taped the responses of his participants, and had coders
(also blind to the purpose of the study) evaluate an'd categorize the responses. H'auser
$ 66; 5/22/15 Tr. 5561:18-5562:7 (Hauser).

414.

Based upon his professional experience, review of the available testimony,

documentation and data, and the results of his own. qualitative study, Professor Hauser

formulated several opinions regarding Professor McFadden's finding. Hauser WR1.

$$ 60-68. Most importantly, he concluded that Professor McFadden's "survey data are

not reliable." Hauser WRT $ 9; Hauser Tr. 5591:8-13. Because Professor Hauser's
respondents had "varied and meaningfully distinct interpretatioris of Professor

McFadden's feature levels," one cannot map Professor McFadden's results to actual
services in the manner used by Professor Rubinfeld. Hauser WRT $ 13(c'). "The overall

confusion rate found in [Profe. sor Hauser's] study of Professor McFadden's survey

instrument demonstrates that the data cannot be used in a scientific or reliable manner
and that interpretations based on the data cannot bA relied upon in this matter." Hauser

WRT $ 13; 5/22/15 Tr. 5591:8-13 (Hauser).
415.

The first major flaw was Professor McFadden's selection and descriptioh

of his conjoint features. As was revealed at the hearing, Professor McFadden did not
select these features himself, but rather staff from the Brattle Group, a survey firm, did

the research and macle the selections. 4/29/il5 Tr. 909':5-910':10 (McFadden). Professor

McFadden admitted to having little to no experience in the webcasting industry and no
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direct knowledge of the relevant webcasting features. 4/29/15 Tr. 910:11-911:8

(McFadden); id. at 913:7-15 (" Well, I'm not an expert myself in what these features are,
and my understanding was that what we did was we went and looked at the features that

seemed to be commonly listed in comparisons of streaming services and on websites.
There may be additional specifications which are included, but

I'e not gone—myself, I

have no direct personal information on that"). Indeed, Professor McFadden repeatedly

disclaimed his ability to knowledgably select features for testing. See, e.g., 4/29/15 Tr.
938:9-14 (McFadden) ("Q: And„ in fact, social networking, the various abilities on

different services, is something that differentiates services, correct? A: I'm not an expert.
It" s

possible, but I simply don't know."); id. at 933:14-18 ("Q: Do you know whether on-

demand services provide a social networking feature as one of their attributes? A:

I

would say, no, I'm not — I'm not aware of what those attributes are."). Professor

McFadden also admitted that members of the Brattle Group's staff are not experts in the
field of webcasting. 4/29/15 Tr. 934:23-935:7 (McFadden).
416.

Professor McFadden's survey failed to test for certain very important

webcasting features, including "high quality audio streaming" and "social networking"
(sharing music with friends). These features are cited prominently in some of the very
materials that were identified as having been "relied upon" by Professor McFadden in

developing his report. In truth, Professor McFadden had not even seen the materials he

allegedly "relied upon" in developing his list of features and was not familiar with the

relative importance of these important features he did not include in his survey. 4/29/15
Tr. 923:13-932:13 (establishing the importance of high quality sound as a feature); id. at

933:6-940:1 (establishing the importance of social media capabilities as a feature for
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services and Professor McFadden's lack of knowledge of same). Professor McFadden

clearly was absent from the decision making process regarding feature inclusion, and by

his own admission, neither he nor his staff are experts in webcasting features, Despite
intending to include in his survey those features that the consuniers of music are likely Ito
value, features cited as important by the very docutnentation'rofessor McFadden relied
upon were absent from his survey.
417.

Compounding the problem, the features Piofessor McFadden did test were

presented to his survey respondents in a confusing manner. Professor Hauser testified

that Professor McFadden's survey relied upon "complicated feature descriptions that

90-1'36.'n

were long, overlapping, and jargon—heavy." Hauser WRT $ 10; see also id. $$

malang this determination, Professor Hauser used the results of his qualitative survey,

finding that his respondents only fully understood two of the seven features contained im

Professor McFadden's conjoint selections and that~ "the vast majority" of respondents
were "confused by one or more of Professor McFa'dden's'eature desci'iptions." 'Hatiser

WRT $ 13 (for example, 60 percent of Professor causer's study respondents were unable
to accurately characterize the meaning of a "playlist generated by aI tastemaker."); id. at

Exhibit 12.
418.

Professor McFadden's survey was also. poorly implemented with respect

to the feature descriptions. After an initial pre-testi, Professor McFadden made substantial
changes to certain feature descriptions and titles. 5/22/15 Tr. 5568:9-5570:20 (Hauser)'&

Hauser WRT

g 46-52.

There is no evidence in the record that these substantially revised

definitions were pretested again; however, Professor Hauser testified that this should be

standard procedure upon making significant changes to feature definitions. Hauser WRT
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$$ 35, 46-48; 5/22/15 Tr. 5567:5-5568:7 (Hauser) ("it is absolutely standard procedure to

continue pretesting until you are satisfied with the survey.... The goal is to keep

pretesting until you get to the point where you are very confident that the consumers

understand your survey."); Hauser WDT tt 32 ("Pretests are useful in accurately
designing surveys in both academia and litigation cases, particularly when the survey

instrument is complex, as in the case of Professor McFadden's study. Pretests can be

particularly important when the survey relies on industry specific terms or jargon which
may not be understood by target respondents.").
419.

Professor McFadden changed the feature definition titles in his definitions

section, but left the original feature titles (from the pilot survey) in the conjoint selection

tables. 5/22/15 Tr. 5568:9-5569:5 (testifying that Professor McFadden made "substantial

changes" to the description of "Features available for streaming to a computer" but left

the feature title "On-demand track selection" in the conjoint exercise); Hauser WRT $ 39;

compare SX Ex. 15, at App. B-viii (definitions page reflecting the feature title "features
available for streaming to a computer") with id. at App. B-ix (choice tasks reflecting the
same feature as "on-demand track selection" ); 5/22/15 Tr. 5569:20-22 (Hauser") ("Q: So
does that mean the change was made in one place in his survey but not in another? A:

That's absolutely correct?"). This sloppiness in implementation could have easily
confused a respondent who could not readily correlate a conjoint feature title with its

appropriate definition. Hauser WRT $ 39 (noting that "[t]his name is so different from

the name in the definitions that it may be very difficult for respondents to relate the two

concepts."). Indeed, Professor McFadden changed all of the names of the features from
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his pilot survey, except for advertising, without changing the names in the accompanying

'20.

choice tasks, and without further pre-testing the changes. Hauser WRT $$ 35, 50, 52.

Without a consistent understanding of the meaning of the survey features,

the willingness to pay results will not be meaningf]zl. I5/32/ll5

Tir. Si586:11-5587~15

(Hauser) (testifying that "[i]f different people understand. the features in different ways,

the [Professor McFadden] is really comparing apples and oranges" when he is trying ta

report an average willingness to pay).
421.

Professor McFadden's incentive alignment was also flawed. Professor

~

McFadden's own report noted that "[i]n conjoint surveys, it is important to align the

respondent's incentives with incentives they would face in the actual market to ensure

~

they accurately reveal their preferences." SX Ex. 15 at 14. But Professor Hauser's
qualitative study revealed that an "unacceptable thtee-quarters of these qualitative study

participants found Professor McFadden's incentive alignment language confusing."

Hauser WRT $ 12. "The confusing incentive-alignment language means that Professor
McFadden cannot interpret respondents'eactions to the survey to be consistent with
choices respondents would make with respect to relal Nuslic devices." Hauser WRT $ 13.
422.

A simple read of Professor McFadden's incentive alignment demonstrates

how easily a lay respondent could be confused:
We offer you an incentive to participate in this survey. Here's how it
works. You will be shown 15 sets of choices of streaming music plans and
you will be asked to choose your preferred plan within each set. One of
the choices in each set will be a free plan.
'.

We will use a computer algorithm to understand your preferences for
streaming music services. We will give yon a gift that has a dollar value of,
$ 30 in total. Based on your streaming music preferences in this survey, we

-
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will select a music streaming service among the ones currently available
and give that to you, deducting its actual cost from the $ 30. Then we will
give you the remaining amount as a VISA gift card.

For example, suppose that your preferred service costs $ 10 a month. Then,
we will give you this service plus the remaining amount of $ 20 ($ 30
minus $ 10) as a VISA gift card. If this service is actually worth more to
you than $ 10 a month, then you are better off with the service and the $ 20
VISA gift card than you would be with a $ 30 gift card. Of course, if the
service is actually worth less to you than $ 10 a month, then you are worse
off with the service and a $ 20 gift card than with a $ 30 gift card. Everyone
will get at least $ 15 in VISA gift cards.
To guarantee that you get a streaming service that is worth more to you
than its cost, try to weigh service features and costs carefully and
accurately so that the choices you indicate tell us whether various features
of streaming service plans are truly worth their cost.
SX Ex. 15 at App. B-vii; Hauser WRT $ 18. Professor McFadden characterized this

incentive alignment language as "simplified" from his pilot study, despite the fact that it
is much longer than the pre-test language. SX Ex. 15 $ 16; Hauser WRT $ 49 (the

original pre-test language was a random selection of "one of two gifts: (1) a $ 30 VISA
gift card or (2) a $ 30 gift card to one of several possible popular music streaming

services."). But Professor McFadden's final language "contains essentially terms of art
and it is fairly complex." 5/22/15 Tr. 5572:11-19 (Hauser). Similar to the changes to his

feature definitions, there is no evidence in the record that Professor McFadden pre-tested
his revised incentive alignment language to ensure that respondents would understand

this new version. Hauser WRT $ 49. Professor Hauser determined that "74 percent of

the respondents had some problem with the incentive alignment... it was a difficult

concept for them to read in the survey." 5/22/15 Tr. 5572:20-5573:9 (Hauser); see also

Hauser WRT $ 82, Exhibit 2. The confusion generated by the incentive alignment

-
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language in Professor McFadden's survey indepen'dently renders Professor McFadden's

conjoint analysis results unreliable. Hauser WRT '$ 82.

from'he
423.

Professor McFadden's pretesting process was also insufficient. First,

pool of 53 pilot survey participants, Professor IVIcFadden's team received feedback

from only 9 participants. SX Ex. 15

$

'1; 5/22/15 Tr. 5566:13-21 (Hauser).

Professor

Hauser characterizecl Professor McFadden's consideration of only 9 of the 53 pilot survey

participants'eedback as a "limited pretest," as Professor MeFadden had no information
on comments that could have been made by over 80 percent of his pilot survey

respondents. Hauser WDT $ 34. Because of the

s&gni ficant and.

material changes made

by Professor McFadden to his survey questions after the pilot test, the revised survey
instrument should have been carefully pre-tested, but there is no evidence that this
occurred. Hauser $ 52 ("Professor McFadden made stabs'tantial 'changes to his feature

definitions and incentive al:ignment process ancl language, all of which are crucial aspects

of his survey. In cases with complex:instructions and language, with such extensive
changes following a pretest, it is best practice to re-test the survey to assess whether the

new language is understandable to respondents., I have

seamen

no evidence that Professor

McFadden has done such retesting.")„Although Professor McFadden characterized the
changes to his pilot survey as "'minor.," they clearly were not, and his failure to pretest
such changes is highly problematic. 5/22/15 Tr. 5570:2-8 (Hauser) (" In your opinion,

were the changes that we see in these slides minor as Professor McFadden suggested? A:
No. If this were my,survey, I certainly would pretest this'evel of change. If there is one

or two words change, maybe not, but this is a substantial,change. I would retest this.").

PUBLIC VERSION
424.

Further reflecting the fact that his survey was confusing, Professor

McFadden experienced a very high drop-out for survey participants. Hauser WRT

g 11,

56-59; Hauser Tr. 5570:24-5571:14. From Professor McFadden's data, Professor Hauser

calculated that 59 percent of people who completed Part A of Professor McFadden's
survey also completed Part B, which means that 41 percent of respondents did not

complete Part B of the survey. For teens, the dropout rate was 6S percent. Hauser WRT
$ SS. In Professor Hauser's experience, "these rates are unusually high for an online

conjoint analysis survey." Id. Indeed, Professor McFadden characterized his drop-out
rate of teenage respondents "alarming." 4/29/15 Tr. S98:6-10 (McFadden) (" In fact, the

high attrition rate among teens is alarming to me as well as Professor Hauser"); see also
id. at 899:16-900:6 (characterizing the adult drop-out rate of one-third as being "at the

upper end — towards the upper end of attrition rates

not out of range. It's not the worst
b.
425.

I'e seen for surveys like this, but it'

I'e ever seen.").

Professor McFadden's Survey Results Were
Improperly Used by Professor Rubinfeld.

Steven R. Peterson, Ph.D., was engaged by NAB and Pandora to analyze

certain aspects of the testimony of Professor McFadden and Professor Rubinfeld's use of

Professor McFadden's survey. Peterson WRT

g 1, 4. This included evaluating whether

Professor McFadden's results corroborated Professor Rubinfeld's calculation of the

"interactivity adjustment." Id. $ 4.
426.

Dr. Peterson determined that Professor McFadden's results did not

corroborate Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment. 5/14/15 Tr. 3887:7-25
(Peterson); Peterson WRT $$ 80-110.

-
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427.

Notably, Professor McFadden did not coordinate his findings with

Professor Rubinfeld, nor did Professor McFadden bndorse Professor R!ubinfeld's analysis
or Professor Rubinfeld's use of Professor McFadden's firidings.'ee, u.g.„4/29/15 Tr.

877:10-15 (McFadden) (confirming that Professor MdFa~ildeii did not have any

involvement with Professor Rubinfeld's use of Prdfeskor MdFaddeh's resislts); SX Ex. 15
6 (Professor

McFadden noting in his report that "I understand that the results of my

conjoint survey may be relied upon by Dr. Daniel L. Rubinfeld."').
428.

Professor Rubinfeld's "intera.ctivity adjustment" was developed through a

ratio of prices—that is, a ratio of the average subscription price for an on-demand service
to the average subscripti.on price for a statutory service. 5/14/15 Tr. 3887:7-25 (Peterson);

Peterson WRT $ 94. Professor Rubinfeld found this ratio to be "2." WRT $ 94.

Professor Rubinfeld attempted to corroborate his ratio of prices by comparing it to a. ratio

of the average willingness to pay for the features of an interactive service versus the
average willingness to pay for the features of a statutory service, the data for which

Professor Rubinfeld obtained from Professor McFadden's survey results.
429.

Dr. Peterson found that Professor Rubinfeld's approach is wrong for two

reasons. First, it iis improper to attempt to draw a comparison between'ubscription prices
in the market (Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment) and average willingness to

pay for certain features of music services (Professor McFadden's number.)..5/14/13 Ti..
3887:7-25 (Peterson); see also Peterson WRT $$ 96, 98-103. "[T]here is no relationship

between the average willingne. s to pay for the features included in a service and the

market price of that service,." Peterson WRT $ 103. As Dr. Peterson explained:
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[t]he average willingness to pay for an interactive service (derived from
Dr. McFadden's survey) is $ 8.57 according to Dr. Rubinfeld. This is lower
than the average price of an interactive service, which he calculates to be
$ 9.86 per month. An individual with the average willingness to pay for an
interactive subscription service that Dr. Rubinfeld calculates would not
buy the service at the average price. In fact, no one would buy the vast
majority of interactive subscription services, most of which have a
subscription price of $ 9.99 per month or higher.
Id. $ 102; see id. $ 96. (" In fact, Dr. McFadden's estimates of willingness to pay need not

have any relationship to market prices, which means that they cannot be used in a

calculation designed to preserve the relationship between retail subscription prices and
license fees as Dr. Rubinfeld assumes should be done.'"). It is "pure happenstance" that

the two numbers produce roughly the same results; "[o]ne calculation cannot support the

other." Peterson WRT $ 14; 5/14/15 Tr. 3887:23-25, 3889:14-3890:21 (Peterson).
430.

Second, Professor Rubinfeld's two calculations were based on different

sets of features. Peterson WRT $ 97. For his adjustment based on willingness to pay,

Professor Rubinfeld included all of the features of interactive and noninteractive services.
Id. But many of these features are available for free in the marketplace. See id. $ 104.

Consumers will make choices in the marketplace based on whether the features included
in the subscription service that he or she cannot get for free are worth the subscription

fee. Id. The estimates of the average willingness to pay that Professor Rubinfeld

calculated based on the survey and used to "corroborate" his interactivity adjustment

"include the value of features that consumers will not be willing to pay for in the

marketplace." Peterson WRT $ 105. Therefore, the "features that Professor Rubinfeld
used to estimate the ratio of the average willingness to pay for an interactive subscription
service and a statutory non-interactive service are not the same features that consumers
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evaluate when decidjing to buy a subscription service or to use a free-to-the-user service."
Id.; see also $$ 106-109 (graphically illustrating this issue).
431.

There are other reasons to doubt'the validity of Professor Rubinfeld's use

'r,

of Professor McFadden's data. Professor McFadden presented only the average

willingness to pay for each feature addressed in his survey, but the data were available for
Dr. Peterson—and, of course, Professor Rubinfeld—to analyze each survey respondent's

willingness to pay for all of the tested features. Peterson WRT '( 82. As performed by
Peterson, the results of that analysis undermine the reliability of Professor

McFadden's data as a whole, including any "average" willingness to pay numbers. For
example, 35.3% of respondents had a "negative" (less than zero dollars) average

willingness to pay for a premium on-demand subscription service over a free adsupported service. Peterson WRT at .36, Figure 9; 5/14/1,5 Tr. 3884:13-3886:2

(Peterson). Also, the overall average willingness to pay of Professor McFadden's

respondents was $ 2.53 for that same on-demand subscription service, which is

substantially below the typical marketplace cost of a premium service of $ 10. Peterson

'32.

WRT $$ 89-92; 5/14/15 Tr. 3883:17-3884:12 (Peterson).

Furthermore, the data reflect that Prlofehsoi McFaddkn's respondents

showed that in some instances, respondents were willing to pay less for a more benefici.al
feature. For example, Dr. Peterson examined the willingness to pay data for a 20 million

song library versus a

1

milliion song library, and found that 23%'f future users had a

negative willingness to pay for the increased song library„while the mean willingness to

pay was $ 1.55. Id. $'f[ 84, Figure 7. This extreme variation in willingness to pay reveals

that the average willingness to pay for that feature provides "no indication of
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divergent preferences." Peterson WRT $ 84; see also id. $ 87 (" Where estimates of the
individual willingness to pay are both positive and negative and when the distributions of

willingness to pay are bimodal (sometimes with peaks on either side of zero), the average
willingness to pay does a particularly poor job of describing the range and even the
direction of preferences"); id. $$ 88-93.
B.

PROPERLY VIEWED, PROFESSOR RUBINFELD'S
INTERACTIVE BENCHMARK SUPPORTS THE NAB'S
PROPOSED RATES.

433.

Professor Katz demonstrated that it was possible to correct some fo the

analytical flaws in Professor Rubinfeld's interactive service benchmark. Such a corrected

benchmark "can serve as a ceiling on a reasonable statutory rate." Katz A WRT $ 108.
434.

As discussed above, a number of Professor Rubinfeld's errors readily lend

themselves to being quantified — specifically, his use of improper revenue weighting, his
failure properly to account for advertising supported services, and his under-correction
for non-compensable performances. In addition, although it requires assumptions

regarding the non-license fee costs of interactive services, the effect of Professor

Rubinfeld's failure to consider non-license fee costs can also be quantified.
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These corrections can be applied singly or together. Taking them all

together results in a partially corrected per-performance fee of $ 0.0005, assuming that the
non-license fee costs of interactive and noninteractive services are the same.

Partial Corrections
Rubinfeld
Weighted Average
Per-Play Min

Weighted

ethodolo:
$ 0.005337

Corrected
Weighted

ethodology
$ 0.004697

Interacti vi ty
Adjustment

Revenue
Component
Cost Component
Cam pensable-Play
Adjustment

AII

Subscription
Revenues: 2.0

Revenues:
3.96

$ 0.001186

No Adjustment

$ 0.002668

Data-Based:
7.90

$ 0.000592

Assumed: 1.1

$ 0.002426

Data-Based:
1.2.

$ 0.000495

ROUNDED
AMOUNT BEFORE
ADDITIONAL
CORRECTIONS

$ 0.0024

$ 0.0005

See Katz AWRT $$ 44 & Table 1, 58 & Table 2, 59 & Table 3, 74 & Table 6, 76 & Table
7, 104 & Table 8, 109 & Table 9; 5/11/15 Tr. 2875:24-2877:11 (Katz) (Discussing

demonstrative slide 20, combining partial corrections to Professor Rubinfeld's
benchmark analysis).
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436.

It is possible to perform the same adjustments using the more conservative

assumption that the non-license fee costs of interactive services are double those of

noninteractive services (which seems unlikely given the need for noninteractive services
to curate the music that is performed). This results in a partially corrected per-

performance fee of $ 0.0006.

Partial Corrections
~

~

~ ~ ~

Weighted Average
Per-Play Min

~

~

~

S0.005337

Weighted

~

Weighted

I I

~

So.oo4e97

lnteracti vi ty
Adjustment
Revenue
Component
Cost Component

Compensable-Play
Adjustment

All

Subscription
Revenues: 2.0

Revenues:
3.96

No Adjustment

S0.002668

Data-Based:
6.57

So 000715

Assumed: 1.1

S0.002426

Data-Based:
1.2.

So.ooosge

ROUNDED
AMOUNT BEFORE
ADDITIONAL
CORRECTIONS

437.

S0.001186

S0.0024

So.oooe

It should be emphasized that these numbers only partially correct for the

many flaws of Professor Rubinfeld's analysis. They do not include any correction for:
~

The lack of effective competition in the benchmark market (which Professor
Katz projects could double the rates above what they should be, Katz A WRT
tt 110);

-
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~

Differences in promotion and substitution (opportunity costs) between
interactive and noninteractive services, most notably simulcasting; or

~

Differences in the relative contribution of music to interactive services and
simulcasting.

Each of these likely has a significant additional effect, meaning that the partially

corrected rates are likely above the outer boundary of a range of reasonable rates for

simulcasting.
438.

Professor Katz opined that one way to partially adjust for the lack of

effective competition would be to use the partially corrected minimum per-performance
fee set forth above without imposing a percentage of revenue fee. As explained by

Professor Katz, "[u]se of the per-play minimum can be taken as a market power
adjustment: the per-play minimum amounts have been revealed through market behavior
as royalty rates at which the record companies are willing to sell licenses. There is no

reason to believe that these rates are below effectively competitive levels," while there
are many reasons to believe that the percentage of revenue fees are far above the

effectively competitive level. Katz A WRT tt 160.
439.

Professor Katz concluded that the adjusted per-play minimum "is a useful

upper bound on the zone of reasonableness (it is an upper bound because this figure has
not been adjusted downward to reflect factors such as greater net promotional value of

non-interactive services in comparison with on-demand services)." Katz A WRT tt 160.
C.

PROFESSOR RUBINFELD'S APPLE BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
WAS FATALLY FLAWED.

440.

In his Corrected Written Rebuttal Testimony, Professor Rubinfeld

includes an "appendix" in which he purports to analyze agreements between Apple and
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Warner and Sony relating to Apple's iTunes Radio product. Professor Rubinfeld claims
that these agreements "confirm" his interactive service benchmark, and he offers them
benchmarks. Rubinfeld CWRT App. 2, SX Ex. 128.

441.

In fact, Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of the Apple agreements is deeply

flawed. The agreements do not confirm Professor Rubinfeld's interactive service

benchmark or serve as a useful alternative benchmark for numerous reasons:
Professor Rubinfeld engages in an ex post analysis of the agreements, which
ignores the expectations of the parties when they made the deal, and results in
his computation of a [I
l

Professor Rubinfeld fails to account for the shadow of the statutory license,
which demonstrably raised the license fees Apple agreed to pay;
Professor Rubinfeld fails to account for the unique value available to Apple
from its iTunes Radio service;
~

Professor Rubinfeld fails to account for the fact that the iTunes Radio
agreements

Professor Rubinfeld included the full amount of [I

]; and
~

Professor Rubinfeld included an

442.

Based on his review of Professor Rubinfeld's work, Professor Katz

concluded "Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis is deeply flawed.... A correct analysis reveals that,

far from confirming the reasonableness of his interactive-service benchmark, the iTunes
Radio licensing agreements demonstrate that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive-services
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benchmark is unreasonably high by a very significant amount." Katz AWRT

g 182-83;

accord Shapiro SWRT at 1-2 ("Professor Rubinfeld's'use of'the~ Apple agreements is
fundamentally flawed for a number of reasons."); I" ischel & Lichtman SWRT $ 4.
1.

443.

Professor Rubinfeld's Ex Post Analysis Results iu a Facially
Absurd Effective Per-Pav Rate.

I

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of thee Alpplle-Stony and Apple-Warmer,

agreements as benchmarks impeaches itself. Professoi Rubinfeld acknowledged that the

statutory license could "very easily" have been available to Apple, with certain chaiiges
to its service. Katz AWRT $ 224, citing 4/15/15 Rubinfeld Dep. Tr. 713:4-17.

Nevertheless, as Professor Katz described:

,'o

"[b]y Dr. Rubinfeld's calculation, the adjusted effective
which A»le agreed for its iTunes Radio service—.

&er-

slay rates to

.:3r. Ru &in:.el'. attempts

resolve this tension bv saving that

Katz AWRT $ 224 (footnotes omitted); accord Shapiro SWRT at 7-8. In other words, no
sane licensee would have agreed in advance to the rates Professor Rubinfeld attributes to

the Apple agreements as per-play rates.
444.

Professor Shapiro expressed the coritradictlionl clearly arid bluntlyi

I can find nothing in the Rubinfeld Rebuttal Testimony indicating that he
is even aware of the stunning contradiction Ibetween the rates he calculates
and the undisputed fact that the statutory rates Isevtre ds al ceiling on the
rates that any statutory service would pay.... In my opinion, this

contradiction alone implies that the benchmark rates calculated by
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Professor Rubinfeld based on the Apple agreements with Warner and with
Sony are unreliable and should be dismissed out of hand.
Shapiro SWRT at 7-8.

445.

Similarly, Professors Fischel and Lichtman explained, according to

Rubinfeld, Apple is

[

~]] Pisohel k Liahtman SWRT
446,
from his

P 5.

The extraordinarily high rates computed by Professor Rubinfeld result

[

]] SX Ex. 128

at 018 ([
]]); SX Ex. 128 at 021

]]); 5/11/15 Tr. 2916:10-

2919:3 (Katz) (Professor Rubinfeld's use of [

447.

All of the parties'conomic experts (except for Professor Rubinfeld) agree

that the appropriate basis for ascertaining what a willing buyer and willing seller agreed
to is to look at the expectations of the parties "at the time they reached the agreement."

Katz A WRT $$ 220, 222, 226; Fischel A Lichtman WRT $ 103 ("[F]rom an economic

—
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standpoint, what is relevant in determining the rates 'that. would have been negotiated m

the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller's the parties'xpectations
at the time of the agreement, not the ex post outcomes of thei agreement."); Fischel
Lichtman SWRT

80]r,

g 40-42; Shapiro SWRT at 2, 8)11] A3 P]Iofelssojr Klutz'explains, the

expectations of the parties "will thus be a critical part of determining whether the party is

or is not 'willing.'" Katz AWRT $ 222; 5/11/15 Tr'. 2918':16-'25'(Katz)'[I

448.

The evidence demonstrates that Apple and all three of the major record

companies had very different expectations from the ones Professor Rubinfeld implicitly

imputes to them. The effect of this divergence is that, when he amortizes the

[I

]] using actual realized performances, Professor Rubirifeld calculates much

higher effective per-play royalty rates than the parties'anticipated. Katz AWRT $ 227;
Shapiro SWRT at 9; Fischel k Lichtman SWRT $ 41. His result is not what a willing

buyer would agree to pay a willing seller.
449.

Professor Katz's testimony demonstrates the magnitude of this error. Katz

AWRT $$ 225-26. Based on actual results, Professor Rubinfeld estimated the effective
per-play allocations

[I

]] Rata AWRT']]It2];

Shapiro SWRT at 10-11. By contrast,

[I
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]] KatzAWRT][226. [

]] Katz A WRT $ 226.

450.

Professor Rubinfeld further biased his estimate upward by using data on

actual plays for the first 14 months following the launch of iTunes Radio. By allocating

the

]] equally across all months and using actual plays only for the

[

earlier part of what was expected to be a period of growth, Professor Rubinfeld biases the

number total plays over which he

thus, biases his calculated effective per-play rates upward. For example,

~]]

[~

]] downward and,

[

See Katz AWRT $ 226. Because he focused primarily on the first year,

Professor Rubinfeld attributed fewer average plays than would a more complete

examination of the entire period. Katz AWRT $ 228-29.
2.

451.

Professor Rubinfeld Fails To Account for the Shadow of the
Statuto License

The evidence shows that the statutory license and the potential

precedential effect of the iTunes Radio agreements strongly biased the result upward. As

Professor Katz opined: "[c]onsistent with economic logic,

[

the royalty rates negotiated between Apple and the major record companies were
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influenced by both: (a) the current CRB statutory webcasting rates and Pure Play rates,i
and fb)

]~gggggggg

Katz AWRT tt 189.
452.

Apple could not reasonably take adtvaptagp of thy pyre play WSA

agreement, which include a revenue prong that taxes at the rate of 25 lo "all revenue of
any kind earned by the Commercial Webcaster or its Affiliates [entities under common

ownership or control] from all its operatiions," including operations unrelated to

webcasting. 74 Fed. Reg. 347'96, 34797, 34799 (July 17, 2009). [t

~5555555
~5555555
~]]), it would br, crippling to Apple, wbdch by the terms of she agreement would bc
required to pay SoundExchange 25% of its enterprise-wide revenue (meaning revenues
from iPhones, iPads, iPodss iMacs, lVlacBooks, iTunes downloads, etc.).
453.

As a result, any agreement that resulted in rates less than the CRB-set

statutory rates woulcl have been preferable to Apple. And, as discussed above, the
statutory license rates would have pulled up the privately negotiated rates. Accord Katz

AWRT tt 191; Shapiro SWRT at 6-7.
454.

At the same time, the evidence indilcatks that the'pure play rates also

exercised some influence on the resulting Apple rdtesl,

[

~5555555
~ggggggg~]I Sje )Iat)
I]; hcctrrd Shapiro SWRT
~5555555
A]VRjT]]]] 190-191,

3-4.
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455.

The rates reflected in the iTunes Radio agreements also were biased

456.

[

457.

[

)) IHM Ex. 3435 at 5.

458.

In summary, the rates negotiated between Apple and the majors were

biased upward by the existing CRB webcasting rates

[

]). These influences significantly reduce the reliability
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of the rates negotiated between Apple and the majors as benchniarks for setting statutory
rates. Katz AWRT $$ 192, 196; accord Shapiro

SR'lt 6~7; Fisdhel & Lichtrnan.

SWRT f[$ 20-23; 5/6/15 Tr. 2220:17-21 (Rubinfeld)

3.

459.

[I

Professor Rubinfeld's Failure To Account for the Unique
Value to Aoole from iTunes Radio

At the time the license agreemerits were negotiated, iTunes Radio was

intended to play a valuable role in the overall Appl'e ecosystem. As a result of these
additional considerations, Apple could be expected to:find a license more valuable than

would other Internet radio service providers and, thus, to be willing to pay higher license
fees than other service providers. Katz AWRT $ 184; accord Shapiro SWRT at 5

("Apple's own business interests in the iTunes Radio are unique's 'a result of the far
greater revenues that Apple earns from related products and services associated with
iTunes, ... and very likely increased Apple's willingness to pay,for, the rights to stream

recorded music on the iTunes Radio service.").
460.

[I

461.

Moreover,

[I

-
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]] IHM Ex. 3435 at

462.

Apple's unique position increased its willingness to pay and likely resulted

in license fees that were higher than those that would prevail between most webcasters

and most record companies.
4.

463.

Professor Rubinfeld's Failure To Account for

Contemporaneously with negotiating licensing agreements with the major

record companies for iTunes Radio,

[

]] Katz AWRT $ 187; Shapiro

SWRT at 4-5; Fischel k, Lichtman SWRT $$ 29-30.
464.

For example, [
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465.

~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
l155555555
~5555555
~5555555
in
~I]] And,
~5555555
~55555I]]
as disous.,ed

466.

467.

]]g

)75I47), b)low,

I

ll55555555

~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~I55555555
~5555555
~5555555
~$$$$$$$
~ggggggi]]

I] gd. $ 065:25-25.

SX ErI. 1)8 )r 1I3, )1-)3 (Professor

Rubinfeld's discussion of iTunes radio and his analysis of App/e-Sony rates); see 5/6/15
Tr. 2064:2-20 (Rubinfeld]

[]Igggg
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the validity of his analysis. See Katz AWRT $ 188; accord Shapiro SWRT at 4-5;
Fischel

k Lichtman SWRT $$ 29, 39.
5.

468.

Professor Rnbinfeld's Improper Treatment of the

The close relationship among the Apple services and

[~

[~

should have been attributed by Professor Rubinfeld to iTunes Radio at all.
469.

of the

In the case of the Sony-Apple agreement, Professor Rubinfeld's allocation

[

Katz AWRT $ 199; accord Shapiro SWRT at 4.
470.

[
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471.

472.

~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~8855555~~i
[555555555
~5555555
~5555555

[555555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
]] Id.

473.

~]]

[455555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~$$$$$$$
Katz.AWRT'[[?06.

[[gag
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5/6/15 Tr. 2063:19-2064:1, 2064:23-2065:21 (Rubinfeld).

474.

[

]] Katz AWRT $ 207.

475.

[

476.

As Professor Katz testified:

[

]] As discussed further in Part VIII.D,

below,

[
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477.

It is also noteworthy that, to the extent that [I

]] above effectively competitive rates. See Katz AWRT $ 213. Professor

Rubinfeld repeatedly asserted that the major label catalogs were "must-haves" for

noninteractive webcasters. See, e.g., Rubinfeld CWRT

g 141-142.''s Piofessor Katz

testified:
[w]hen the overall catalog is must have, it is impossible for the radio
service successfully to engage in sufficient substitution to
]]. Therefore, if Apple consicjered [I
]] catalogs to be must haves in order to la]mch its high&quality
service, which was part of its differentiation strategy S,s a new entrant~ then
] could charge a auijra-)cfire/itive [i
more-competitive
while
a
setting
pert-play minimum rate.
]]
)(

i

Katz AWRT $ 213. Professor Katz explained that "[a] price structure containing both a
lump-sum payment and usage-sensitive payments is known in the economics literature 8s

I

a two-part tariff. A two-part tariff can allow a fimi with kaxket poorer'o hxtiact' greater

proportion of its customers'enefits." Katz AWRT n, 274, citing Robert S. Pindyck and
Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Microeconomics, Eighth Edition, Boston: Pearson (2013) at 399 and,
11.4.

478.

']

$

This effect may offer an explanation of why

[i

]]: T) tkJe egtejtt pat [t doer'and

[Q

ah/id no] b) ineiur[ed,in the calculation

of benchmarks if the statutory standard is one of effective competitive as that: term is
- 210.-
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understood by economists. Katz AWRT $ 214. In other words, the payments received
]] for iTunes Radio more likely reflects the forces

by[

of effective

competition.
6.

479.

Professor Rubinfeld's Flawed Adjustment for NonCom ensable Pla s

Professor Rubinfeld failed properly to account for differences between the

Apple agreements and the existing statutory license in terms of compensable plays. As a
result,

[

~j]t his methodology resulted

in an inappropriately high per-performance rate. Sss

Katz AWRT $'II 219, 230-233; Shapiro SWRT at 11-12; Fischel

k Lichtman SWRT $$

43-48.

480.

Professor Rubinfeld's analysis of the effective per-performance fees paid

by Apple only included performances

[

]]. 5/6/15 Tr. 2068:1-24

(Rubinfeld).
481

However, under Apple's agreements with Sony and Warner,

[~

]], while under current rules, services pay for such

performances under the statutory license. 5/6/15 Tr. 2070:6-16 (Rubinfeld); SX Ex. 128

~

at 27 (Apple-Warner definition of "Performance" ); id. at 51 (Apple-Sony definition of

"Performance" ). Moreover, under Apple's iTunes Radio agreements,
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]]. 'SM ErI,
,

128 at 24, 26, 27 (provisions

of Apple-Warner agryerqent); i4. gt 48, 50, 51, 53

,'provisions
of Apple-Sony agreement).

482.

[I

'sed
483.

As discussed in Part VIII.C.1, above, Professor Rubinfeld should have

the total number of plays expected by the parties over the life of the agreement. He

did not. Instead, he used an ex post count of actual plays for part of the license term.

This error dramatically overstated the effective per-performance rat under the

agreements. Fischel k, Lichtman SWRT ltd 43-44.
484.

But even if one accepts the use of ex post actual performances, Professor

Rubinfeld used the wrong number to account for differences'between

I

]] tfo I]odre Professor Ker]r,

"this [was] a serious error." Katz AWRT $ 232; accord Shapiro SWRT at 12.
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485.

]] 5/6/15 Tr. 2076:2-2081:24.

(Rubinfeld); see Shapiro SWRT at 12 (describing Professor Rubinfeld's decision to not
use actual data in his possession as "inexplicabl[e]").

'"

[~—

Shapiro SWRT at 11-12; accord Katz

]]). The following

table shows the data used Professor Katz to calculate his adjustment:
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486.

As Professor Katz testified, even this one correction dramatically reduces

the calculated effective royalty rate. Katz AWRT $ 233; ~accord Shapiro SWRT at 12.
D.

PROPERLY VIE WED, TEIK ITIJNKS RADIO LICENSE FEES
ACTlUALLY SUPPORT PER-PLAY LICENSE FEK RATES

al555551~
487.

As discussed above, numerous flaws in Professor Rubinfeld's discussion

of the iTunes Radio license agreements result in a dramatic overstatem.ent of the actual

~

effective per-play rates represented by those licenses. Pr0petly viewed, the licenses do

not corroborate SoundEechange's fee proposal; instead, they support liicense fee rates for

- 2,14-
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statutory custom webcasting services

]], and fees for simulcasting below

[

that.

488.

Because of the issues associated with

[

Apple's agreements with independent labels and Universal provide better measures of the
effective per-play rates to which the record companies and Apple agreed for its iTunes
Radio service. Katz AWRT tt 215.
489.

First, Professor Rubinfeld calculated that Apple's iTunes Radio

agreements with independents resulted in effective per-performance royalties for

compensable performances

[

Katz AWRT tt 216 (citing SX Ex. 128 at 18, 21).
490.

[

]] Id. at 215-218.
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491.

It is important to remember that the

[I

]] computed by

Professor Rubinfeld is for compensable plays under the iTunes Radio license, and that

]]. As Professor Rubinfeld agreed, it is necessary to adjust the rate for

compensable plays to account for the
492.

]] of free plays.

[I

The record does not contain complete information concerning the

patties'xpectations

for the number of non-compensable pllays that would be made on iT'uncs

radio. As discussed above, using the ratio of the actual number of plays to the

compensable plays, results in an adjustment factor of [Q]]. Supra ][485. Because

Professor Rubinfeld's

[I

]] rate is a rate based on the actual performance of the

service, it would be reasonable to divide it by [[g]], which would result in an effective

per-performance rate for statutory plays of [I

]]J Notably) thi's

is an'effective

per-performance rate, taking into account all prongs of the iTIunes Radio royalty formula.
493.

[I

+is letI PtIcfessor Shapiro to estimate
Apple's ex ante per-performance rate for all plays, i[I
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]]. Cf. id. at 5068:3-5069:20 (calculating slightly

different effective per-play rate due to rounding of the adjustment factor).
494.

Under either approach, the rate for simulcasting would need to be further

adjusted downward significantly to account for the many differences between iTunes

Radio's custom radio service and simulcasting.
K.

PROFESSOR RUBINFKLD'S "III.K." SERVICES 90 NOT
CORROBORATE HIS FKK PROPOSAL.

495.

Professor Rubinfeld presents summary discussions of royalty rates in

license agreements reached by four music streaming services that he asserts are "for non-

interactive and/or ad-supported services:" a free service by Beats that provided access to

the feature known as "The Sentence;" Nokia's MixRadio„Rhapsody's UnRadio; and

Spotify's Free service. Rubinfeld CWRT

$$

III.E.1, III.E.2(2), III.E.2(3), and III.E.2(4).

Professor Rubinfeld concludes that these agreements "corroborate the rates proposed by
SoundExchange" and "further confirm [his] proposed interactivity adjustments."
Rubinfeld CWRT tt 178. Notably, Professor Rubinfeld testified that he was not

presenting these licensing agreements as benchmarks. 5/6/15 Tr. 2083:6-21 (Rubinfeld).
Therefore, despite the fact that each of these "III.E" services had significant extrastatutory functionality, Professor Rubinfeld did not make any adjustments in the rates he
cited for the services. 5/6/15 Tr. 2084:3-2086:6 (Rubinfeld); see generally Katz AWRT tt
235 (Professor Rubinfeld did not make any adjustments to account for factors such as the
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treatment of skips or short-duration plays, the fact that some of the allegedly
corroborative services included on-demand functionaliity,i or ithei extent'o which these

four services ofFer interactive or other non-statutory functionality, such as on-demand

plays or caching for offline listening).
496.

The four "III.E" agreements do not'suppoit Professor Riibiiifeld's

proposed rates or his interactivity adjustment. In addition to the services'xtra-statutory
functionality, for which Professor Rubinfeld did not adjust, liis analysis of the agreements

~

suffers from numerous other flaws, including failuie to account for the fact that these

services were licensed as part of much larger on-demand services, and his failure

to'ccount
for the upward pull caused by the labels'oncerns about potential CRB

precedent. Katz AWRT $ 236.
1.

497.

Beats "The Sentence"

The first service upon which Professor'Rubinfeld relies'is the limited &ee

service offered for a time by Beats, a service he refers to by the name of one feature,

"The Sentence." Rubinfeld CWRT $$ 179-189; 5/6/15

TL.

2092:22-25 (Rubiiifeld)

(confirming that he was talking about the service identified as the Limited Free Service in

Appendix

1

498.

of his Written Direct Testimony, SX Ex. 127).
Beats is primarily a paid, subscription, on-demand streaming service.

Since its launch in January 2014, Beats Music has offered a paid-subscription music

streaming service that allows users to have on-demand access to any song in the Beats
catalog, download music for ofHine listening, and have access to Beats-generated

playlists, among other features. Katz AWRT $ 237 (citing Beati Music, "What is Beati

Music," available at https://support.beatsmusic.coni/hc/en-us/articles /200459130-What-
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Is-Beats-Music-, site visited April 9, 2015). The service has a playlist-creation feature
known as "The Sentence." Id.
499.

Beats also offers a free trial of its paid-subscription service. For users who

complete a free trial but do not sign up for a subscription, Beats offers a free service with

limited features (the "Beats Limited Service"). As Pandora's Simon Fleming-Wood

explained, "After the trial period expires, and the on-demand features are no longer
available, it appears that users are able to continue using The Sentence portion of the
Beats service in some fashion (it is not entirely clear for how long); the goal, however,

appears mainly to be to try to convert users to paid subscribers of the full Beats service,

not to run a standalone streaming service."). Fleming-Wood CWRT $ 14. The Beats
Limited Service initially included the ability to use The Sentence and listen to the

playlists that it generated. Katz AWRT $ 237. Thus, what SoundExchange characterizes
as a standalone free service ("The Sentence" ) actually starts off with a fully on-demand

trial for two weeks.
500.

As Professor Katz demonstrated, the royalty rates for the Beats Limited

Service are unreliable as indicators of rates that would be negotiated in an effectively

competitive market. Moreover, to the extent that one actually analyzes the Beats royalty
rates, they demonstrate that Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment is much too
small. Katz AWRT $ 239.
a.

501.

The Beats Limited Free Service Provided ExtraStatutory Functionality.

There are significant differences between the Beats limited free service

and the rights provided under the statutory license.

-
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502.

Professor Rubinfeld testified that the Beats Limited Service

[I

g;

syn)

Tr. 1900:25-1901:2 (Rubinfeld). He conceded that "it's quite possible" that Beats is

allowed to make performances in ways that would not be compliant with the statutory

license," 5/6/15 Tr. 2095:21-2096:1 (Rubinfeld). However, he failed to make any
accommodation in his analysis for any differences between what Beats is able to do and

what the statutory license would allow. 5/6/15 Tr. 2096:9-2096:15 (Rubinfeld).
b.

503.

The Beats Limited Free Service Was a Tiny Part of a
Larger Service and Appears To Have Been
Discontinued, so its Nominal Rates Are Not Meaningful.

As explained by Professor Katz, the royalty rate for the Beats Limited

Service in the U.S. is [i
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]]. The entire
Beats service was reported to have only 111,000 users as of March, 2014. See Fleming-

Wood CWRT $ 15. Moreover, as shown below, the royalty payments made by Beats to

the three major record companies from January to November 2014

Table 12: Beats Content Fees and Label Plays for

[I

[I-

Katz AWRT $ 240, Table 12; see 5/6/15 Tr. 2092:6-2093:17 (Rubinfeld) (discussing
small number of plays on the Limited Free Service, as evidenced in SX Ex. 127,

Appendix 1). This indicates that very few Beats users used the Beats Limited Service.
504.

In addition, the Beats Limited Service no longer appears to be offered as a

music streaming service. The Beats website now describes this free option as follows: "If

your Free Trial Period expires and you have not subscribed to a paid subscription to the
Service, you will still be able to access some of the Service (very limited features), but

you will no longer be able to play full-length versions of songs, etc." Katz AWRT /[ 241;
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accord 5/6/15 Tr. 2093:18-2094:14 (Rubinfeld) (confirming that hii Appendix 1: shows
that payments and reports for the Limited Free Service to Sony stopped after October
2014); id. at 2094:20-2094:22 ("it's quite possible 'that they no longer offer the free

service"); id. at 2095:15-2095:19 (agreeing that yob'rb nd lo]Iige'r able to cbntinub to use

The Sentence to play full-length tracks of songs after the end of that trial").
505.

The small size of the service and its apparent demise render it unsuitable

as a benchmark for royalty rates in an effectively competitive market. As Professor Kaltz

I

'ith

explained, these trivial payments "may have been of secondary concern to the parties in

the context of their larger relationship, and the termination of the service is consistent

the possibility that Beats Music agreed to a licensing arrangement that turned out not

be financially viable." Katz AWRT tt 241.
506.

It is also unreasonable to rely on license fees for the Beats Limited

Service, given that the purpose of the service was to "encourage people to subscribe to

the [full Beats] service." See SX Ex. 29 at 46; accord 5/13/15 Tr. 3648".20-'3619:14

.

(Littlejohn) (prompts to subscribe); see also SX Demonstratives D12-1, D12-2s D12-3

(users are repeatedly presented with prompts to subscribe during and after the Bee-trial).

The agreement included

[l

]] The existence of thtIse

g]

lI

further

renders Professor Rubinfeld's analysis unreliable: the royalty rates cannot be properly

'nterpreted

in isolation, but only in the context of the (much) larger agreement. Professor

Rubinfeld did not properly take this fact into account.. Katz AWRT. $ 242.

Instead, Professor Rubinfeld looked~ only at thee rates~ that apply

when']

507.

Kstz A]AIR)
- 222
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243 (citing Rubinfeld CWRT tt 183). [

]] Katz AWRT tt 243.

508.

Thus, Professor Katz concluded that even the lower rates may be too high.

As Professor Rubinfeld states, the

[

jj. Ratz AWRT'j 244.
509.

Professor Katz illustrated his point with a hypothetical example, showing

how record companies and Beats could agree to a higher than stand-alone royalty on the
free service and a lower than stand-alone royalty on the subscription service in order to

increase Beats'ncentive to convert users to the subscription service. Katz AWRT tt 245.
In sum, the Beats Limited Free Service royalty rates are "unreliable as indicators of rates

that would be negotiated in an effectively competitive market." Katz AWRT tt 239.
2.

510.

Nokia MixRadio

Nokia offers a free streaming service (MixRadio) and a paid-subscription

service (Nokia MixRadio Plus) that is available only to purchasers of Nokia mobile
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devices. Rubinfeld CWRT $ 199. Professor Rubinfeld claims that the royalties paid by

the free service corroborates his proposed rates

[I

]] gu)in]'eld CWRT i]] 2l]0-]I1.

511.

-

The purpose of the MixRadio service, however, is very clear to sell

Nokia phones. As described by Mr. Harrison of Universal, "In 2012„Universal entered
into a direct agreement with Nokia for a customized webcasting service that would be

bundled with Nokia devices. The idea was for Nokia to have a brand-specific music
streaming service to help differentiate its phones. Thel se&ricb latmdhed with h &I:e-to-the-

consumer streaming service available to each user 'owning a Nokia device." Harrison

CWDT $ 51.
512.

At the outset, Professor Rubinfeld admitted that: "The Nokia agreements

are... unique in certain respects. [I
I]."'Rubinfeld C+T
$ 25. As described by Mr. Harrison, MixRadio is "unique and very different from a

statutory license for a number of reasons, including that the fees Nokia pays Universal
are

[I

]]I,

and [UniveiIsal]

authorize[s] Nokia provide limited caching of sound recordings." Harrison CWDT $ 52.
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513.

As Professor Katz demonstrated, however„ the royalty rates for the

MixRadio Service are unreliable as indicators of rates that would be negotiated in an

effectively competitive market for license with the same rights as a statutory license.
514.

[

]] Katz AW'RT $ 248 (citing SNDEX0240233-

42 at SNDEX0240242). In other words, MixRadio was an outlier and therefore

unreliable even as a basis for corroborating a benchmark. In addition, Microsoft acquired
Nokia" s interest in MixRadio and press reports indicate that in July 2014 Microsoft put

MixRadio in "maintenance mode" and subsequently sold the service. Katz AWRT $ 248.
a.
515.

Extra-Statutory Functionality

Professor Rubinfeld's evaluation of Nokia MixRadio ignored the fact that

the service offered extra-statutory functionality. Professor Rubinfeld originally

contended that the Nokia free service is "comparable" to statutory services, Rubinfeld

CWRT $ 201, but he conceded that the service "permits users to play cached radio
stations via Nokia devices while offline." Rubinfeld CWRT $ 199. Professor Rubinfeld

admitted that the caching feature of the service "[

]]" 5/6/15 Tr.

2087:22-2088:14 (Rubinfeld); see Katz AWRT $ 250 (Caching is not allowed under the
statutory license). The labels refer to MixRadio as [

]]. IHM Ex.

3498. SoundExchange itself has admitted that MixRadio provides "some extra-statutory

functionality." SoundExchange's Opposition to Licensee Services" Renewed Motion to
Strike Section III.E of the Written Rebuttal Testimony of Daniel Rubinfeld at 11, 12.
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Professor Rubinfeld also ignored the fact that certain of the Nokia

516.

MixRadio agreements

[I

]]. Fischel, 6s gicIrroIso S]3IRg $

Rubinfeld did not account for these

'rOfeSsor,.

[I

Professor Rubinfeld instead opined.that

517.

'13.

[I

]] $ /6/)5 Ifr. 2069:3

13-

(Rubinfeld). That question was answered by Professor Rubinfeld himself. He cited a

study conducted by SoundExchange in his Written Direct Testimony in which Professor

McFadden found that caching for offline listening is vlaluhblh tol end users. McFhdden

WDT Table 5, tItt 58, 62. See Rubinfeld CWDT tI 171'. This upWard effect of caching on
license fees

[I
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518.

In his benchmark analysis, Professor Rubinfeld advocated adjusting the

interactive royalty rates to account for the different value consumers placed upon an
interactive service compared to a noninteractive service. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 207.

Professor Rubinfeld made no adjustment to the royalty rate for Nokia MixRadio to
account for the fact that the service offers valuable extra statutory functionality.
Consequently, Professor Rubinfeld provides no principled way to establish whether the

per-play rate paid by Nokia for MixRadio supports or undermines his proposed statutory
rate. Katz A WRT $ 251.

b.
519.

Unique Value to Nokia and Negotiation as Part of
Larger Deal

Despite acknowledging that the Nokia agreements are "unique in certain

respects," Rubinfeld CWDT $ 25, Professor Rubinfeld essentially turned a blind eye to
the most distinguishing factor of the Nokia MixRadio agreements — the service was
bundled with the sale of Nokia devices and provided a minimum guarantee tied to the
sale of those devices. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 192; accord Rubinfeld CWRT $f[ 199, 201.

Thus, Nokia MixRadio contributed to Nokia's profits through mechanisms that made a

license uniquely valuable for Nokia.
520.

Professor Katz testified that, because the Nokia MixRadio app was pre-

installed on Nokia devices, "the streaming service increased the value of these devices
and Nokia would have been expected to earn higher profits from the sale of those

devices. Because Nokia would have obtained additional benefits in the form of increased

hardware sales, this factor could be expected to have increased the negotiated royalty rate
in comparison to what would be negotiated by a record company and a standalone
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streaming service." Katz AWRT $ 249. Indeed,. it appears that [I

]].

521.

KatzAWRT»])San. 34$ .

Another significant difference ignor'ed by Professor Rubinfeld is that thd

Nokia rate is just one rate for one country, taken from a contract that [I

Katz AWRT $ 252 n. 345 (citing [I
]]). As Professor Katz opined, "[I
]].'» Katz

AWRT $ 252. Professor Rubinfeld provides no analysis indicating how to account for
this factor. Moreover, he does not report any inforination'n'the number of plays or the

magnitude of the royalties paid by Nokia fox this service in comparison [I
]].

522.

KSIz/WitT/2)2.[

Despite the fact that the Nokia MixRadio service cannot properly be

viewed in isolation, Professor Rubinfeld's opinion is internally inconsistent in that he

]]. Katz AWRT»] 247. Accord, Fischel

'tt,

Lichtmim Supp. WRT»] 5

]]")t S]Iap]ro Supp.

(i'[I

~T

at 19 ("If he is correct that the Nokia MixRadio service is'a 'near-DMCA compliant

service,'t would make no sense for Nokia [i
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3.

523.

Rha sod UnRadio

Professor Rubinfeld also asserts that Rhapsody's "unRadio" service also

provides evidence confirming the reasonableness of his benchmark. Rubinfeld CWRT
tttt 196-98.

524.

But as Professor Katz explained, Rhapsody's radio service is a

subscription service that has valuable features that statutory services cannot offer, and so

Rhapsody's royalty rates do not provide meaningful corroboration of Professor

Rubinfeld's proposed benchmark royalty rates for statutory services. Moreover, the
royalties for Rhapsody unRadio are small components of much larger agreements

involving interactive services. Katz AWRT tt 254. unRadio is also a subscription service

that is only offered for free for a limited time.
a.
525.

Extra-Statutory Functionality

Professor Rubinfeld fails to take into account the fact that unRadio offers

many extra-statutory features, including unlimited skips, caching for offline playback,

on-demand playback of 25 "favorite" songs, and previews of upcoming songs to be
played. See Littlejohn WRT tttt 16-22; Fleming-Wood CWRT tttt 4-7; Fischel

4

Lichtman SWRT tttt 8-9) ([
]]); Katz AWRT gtt 255-56; Shapiro SWRT at 18,

n.67; 5/6/15 Tr. 2042:9-2044:1 (Rubinfeld) (" It does have some functionality, which

would go beyond what would be appropriate for statutory service."). Rhapsody's
contracts with the major record companies describe the Rhapsody Radio Service as [g
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]], at least some of which ate IIleatly )xga-patt'ttoiy. ]fat'z AWRT

$ 256. Faced with this evidence, SoundExchange now concedes that the UnRadio service

"offers some limited on demand functionality." SoundExchange's Opposition to

Licensee Services'enewed Motion to Strike Section III.E of the Written Rebuttal

Testimony of Daniel Rubinfeld at 10-11.
526.

Indeed, although Professor Rubinfe~ld claims that the functionality of the

Rhapsody unRadio service "is very simi]ar to customizable serv'ices like Pandora",
Rubinfeld CWRT $ 196, Rhapsody itself highlights th'e signi'ficant differences between
unRadio and Pandora:

How does unRadio compare to

Pandora?
'nRadio

Features

Pandora ONE

EB
Or

's

ttxei)

mi
Ot3

Oc

Katz AWRT $ 255. Professor Katz concluded that 'the'rights 'granted by the Rhapsody
licenses are more vajuable than those of the statutory webcasting license. Katz AWRT~ $
257.
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527.

At least one of the Rhapsody licenses also

]j. Katz AWRT II 258.
b.

528.

Negotiated as Part of Larger Deal

Additionally, Rhapsody unRadio

[

]]. Using the royalty data reported by Professor Rubinfeld, Rubinfeld CWRT

[~

Appendix 1, Professor Katz testified that the total royalty payments for Rhapsody's radio
service (listed under the column heading "Collaborative Products" ) were

Table 14: Rhapsody Royalty Payments to

Katz AWRT $ 259, Table 14.
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529.

Professor Shapiro agrees that the agreement, taken in isolation, is not

reliable. Shapiro Supp. WRT at 1S (" Furthermore, the number of unRadio performances

]] since unRadio laumdheI] in JuIre )01It.

$s suoh'

minor item in

Rhapsody's much larger licensing agreement, the royalty rates paid for the unRadio
service do not offer reliable information for corroborating any benchmark.")
530.

Professor Katz also noted that the effective per-play rates paid by

Rhapsody for its unRadio service to

[I

~]]. As Professor Katz explained, these

[I

]]. Moreover, the wide divergence between the

[I

]]. Thus, Professor

Katz concluded that the actual effective rates likely reflect contractual interactions (likely
among that different products offered by Rhapsody) that make it impossible to

understand what the true rates are without condUcting ian ]snallysis of th'e amendments and

the underlying contracts—something Professor Rubinfeld did not do in his testimony.
Katz AWRT $ 260.
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4.

531.

~Soti

Free

Professor Rubinfeld also claims that the Spotify "Shuffle" service

provides corroborative evidence of his proposed benchmark rate. Spotify's "Free Tier"
offering includes both the ad-supported version of its fully on-demand service available
on desktop, laptop, and tablet computers, and a more limited mobile functionality called

"Shuffle," the part of the offering on which Professor Rubinfeld focuses. Rubinfeld
CWRT tttt 191-92.
a.
532.

Extra-Statutory Functionality

As with the other III.E services, Professor Rubinfeld fails to account for

the extra-statutory functionality of the Shuffle service. For example,

[

]]. Katz AWRT tt 262; accord 5/6/15 Tr.

2086:7-2087:7 (Rubinfeld). See Rubinfeld CWDT tt 50 n.22 (explaining that the Shuffle
service "provides elements of interactivity.") Professor Rubinfeld conceded on cross-

examination that a statutory licensee can offer none of the above features, 5/6/15 Tr.
2086:7-12 (Rubinfeld) (agreeing that at least some of what Spotify was paying for was
for functionality that exceeded the rights available under the statutory license).
533.

In addition to allowing the features of the service offering described

above, Spotify's agreements with

[
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]]. ittaP

AWRT 0 263.

Spotify Shuffle Rates As Part of a Larger Deal

b.
534.

As with the other agreements for the III.E Services, the rates and other

terms for all of the Spotify products ([I

]] makes it diffienlf to innIqt)et

$e jneaning of aay

individual royalty rate.

Table 16: Spotify Royalty Payments to

[I

Katz AWRT $ 264, Table 16.
535.

Indeed, as Professor Katz explained, the fact that the per-play rates listed

in the agreements are

[I

As he further explained,

[I
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]]. Thus,

Professor Katz concluded that per-play rates do not provide a reliable basis on which to
corroborate Professor Rubinfeld's proposed benchmark rates. Katz AWRT tt 265.
536.

The rate structure of the Spotify agreements also appear to have had a

[~

]] that undermines its usefulness as corroboration Professor

Rubinfetd's proposed benchmark rates — that of affecting the statutory rates.

]]. Katz AWRT tt 266.

537.

Professor Rubinfeld partially addresses the issue of interdependent royalty

rates, but he offers an incomplete analysis that lacks factual foundation. Professor

Rubinfeld states that the Spotify free service is

[

Rubinfeld CWRT 'ft 194. He asserts that "[o]ne can reasonably assume that the rate of

[~]]

is lower than it would be

if the Spotify free service did not [

]]."'ubinfeld CWRT tt
explained,

195. Howevers as Professor Katz

[

]]. For this

reason, the

[~]]

per-play fee may be higher than it would be if Spotify had
]]. Katz

AWRT tt 267. As a result, Professor Rubinfeld does not appear to have focused on
meaningful per-play rates.
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538.

Significantly, Professor Katz showed that the'effectiive per performance

rate paid by Spotify

[I

lad]eating

play rate reported by Professor Rubinfeld. This is trub etten before

'for'II

]], all of which would tend to cause the Spotify rate to exceed the rate that

might be set for a statutory service in an effectively competitive market. Katz AWRT

g

269-70.
539.

As Professor Katz explained, the reason that the effective rates are so

j], condirTnatqry
evidence for his proposed benchmark. Katz AWRT tt'268-70. Thus, rather than

corroborating Professor Rubinfeld as proposed benchmark, th'e S'potify 'rates contiadkct his

proposed benchmark. Katz AWRT $ 269.
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Table 17: Spotify Effective per-Play Royalty Rates for
['

Katz AWRT $ 269, Table 17.
540.

Furthermore, Professor Katz explained that although the contractual per-

play royalty rates for Spotify's Free Tier on the one hand and Spotify's subscription
services on the other [I—

further evidence that Professor Rubinfeld's reliance on data for subscription services

undermines the reliability of his analysis. Katz AWRT $ 270.

F.

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE SUPPORTING AN INCREASE IN
RATES OVER THK TERM.

541.

There is no support for SoundExchange's proposal to increase rates year

over year during the license term.
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542.

[I

543.

[I

544.

[I

'eason
545.

Moreover, Professor Rubinfeld admitted that there is no "theoretical

why we would expect prices just to go up." 5/5/1 5 Tr. 1761:5-16 (Rubinfeld).
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547.

Moreover, Professor Rubinfeld admitted that his proposed year-over-year

increase was not due to past convergence, but to his "anticipation that the technology will
create even more convergence going forward." 5/5/15 Tr. 1829:13-18 (Rubinfeld). He

admitted that his opinion was "not based on hard data," and that "I can't prove to you for
sure where we'e going to be because we are talking about the future." Id. 1829:19-

1830:15.

548.

[I

549.

[I

550.

As Professor Shapiro noted, Professor Rubinfeld's explanation of the

progression of the rates in the interactive benchmark was "jarring" and Professor
Rubinfeld did not provide "what would be an adequate explanation." 5/8/1 5 Tr. 2736:182737:7.
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IX.

THE JUDGES SHOULD NOT ADOPT A "GREATER OF" FKE
STRUCTURE OR A PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE FEE FOR
SIMULCASTING.
551.

SoundExchange has proposed a "greater-of'oyalty based structure, with

services paying the great-of the applicable per-performance rate or the applicable

percentage of revenue. SoundExchange Proposed Riales andi Teims $ 380.3(a). The
evidence demonstrates that SoundExchange's proposed reveiiue'-based fee would serve as

a tax that would deter investment and would be distortioriary, contrary'to section'14, and
unworkable.
A.

SOUNDEXCHANGK'S PROPOSED PKRCENTA.GE OF
ROYALTY IS DISTORTIONARY AND WILL
DISCOURAGE INNOVATION AND I%VESTMENT.

552.

A percentage of revenue-based fee would inefficiently suppress innovation

'EVENUE-BASED

and the incentives for services to improve their service quality. A percentage royalty

"amounts to discrimination among buyers based on their abi)ity tto generate benefits~ (as

measured by revenues) from the use of licenses." Katz AWRT $ 120. Such
discrimination will "inefficiently suppress innovation land inkes6ne&t iiicentives." ld.
553.

As noted by Professor Katz, ther'e is substantial eeoriom'ic authority fbr the

principle that, "when an input seller charges higher prices to those buyers that generIate

~

i

greater value from the input (due to having either lower costs or the ability to generate
greater benefits from a given amount of the input), ithis pattern of input pricing dampens

the buyers'ncentives to invest in lowering their costs or improving their goods and
services." Katz AWRT $ 121 (including authoritie's cited in fn. 174).
554.

"The higher prices charged to buyers better able to generate value fram the;

input serves as a tax on innovation and investment, and a.tax. on. an activity discoura~gesi
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it." Katz AWRT tt 122 (noting that the magnitude of this effect is dependent on the size

of the percentage royalty rate); 5/11/15 Tr. at 2886:21-2888:3 (Katz) (" JUDGE
STRICKLER: In that sense, a percentage-of-revenue prong has the economic effect of a
tax? THE WITNESS: Exactly.").
B.

SOUNDKXCHANGE'S PROPOSED PERCENTAGE OF
REVENUE-BASED ROYALTY IS CONTRARY TO THE
STATUTORY REQUIREMENT THAT LICENSE FEES REFLECT
THK RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THK TRANSMITTING
ENTITY AND COPYRIGHT OWNER.

555.

The Web IV Commencement Notice asks: Would a royalty rate

webcasters'se

calculated as a percentage of webcasters'evenue be "disproportionate" to

of sound recordings? Professor Katz concluded that the answer is "yes," with respect

to simulcasters. Katz AWRT tt 116; 8'eb IV Commencement, 79 FR 412„414.

556.

The evidence reflects that simulcasters make substantial non-music

contributions to their programmatic offerings (e.g., on-air personalities, sports, talk, local

information, news, traffic, etc.). See Part III.A, supra. If, as SoundExchange has

proposed, revenues are the basis of music performance royalty fees, licensees that create

greater value for their service using inputs other than sound recordings would pay more
for the use of the sound recordings (all else equal). Katz A WRT tttt 117-18 (finding that
"[a] percentage-of-revenue royalty is particularly inappropriate for web simulcasting

given the contribution of other programming elements" ).
557.

As explained by Professor Katz, under a percentage-of-revenue royalty,

the greater the service's own contribution to its product through non-music programming,
the more the service pays relative to the contribution of sound recordings. Katz AWRT
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'S

$ 117. This result "runs counter to the statutory objective,

of having the license fees

reflect relative contributions to value." ld.
C.

SOUNDKXCHANGK'S PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE PROPOSAL
GROSSI.Y iOVERINCLUSIVK AND NOT ADMINISTRABLK
FOR SIMULCASTERS.

558.

In adclition to the conceptual problems discussed above., SoundExchange's

percentage of revenue proposal is grossly over-inclusive and would create a practical and
administrative nightmare for simulcasters due to the nature of their business.
559.

SoundExchange's percentage of revenue proposal calls for "55% of

Attributable Revenue from actiivit!ies:in the United States" to be paid by commercial

webcasters, including radio station simulcasters, for all "digital audio transmissions„
including simultaneous digital audio transmission of over-the-air broadcasts."
SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms

g

380.3(a)(1); Weil WRT at 2. To derive',

"Attributable Revenue," services must start with their "Gross Revenue," which is

essentially all revenue "paid, payable,, credited, or creditable to Licensee, received or

receivable... or recognized by Licensee... from all sources in connection with the
provision of a Service". SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms

$

380.3(d)(1)(ii);

Weil WRT 2-3; 5/14/15 Tr. 3928:10-18 (Weil).
560.

Under SoundExchange's proposed procedures, simulcasters must then

derive "Adjusted Revenue" by subtracting specific'd categories 6f revenue'nd expenses,
such as certain taxes and sales of sound recording products. SoundExchange Proposed

Rates and Terms

$

380.3(d)(1)(iii); Weil WRT at 3; 5/14/15 Tr. 3928:10-18 (Weil).

SoundExchange then allows services to reduce the Attributable.Revenue by "Nonattributable Revenue,," which comes in two categories (i) revenue derived from
)
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"products or services that do not involve the Service" where such products or services are

"Bundled" with the Service, and (ii) revenue derived from "sales of advertising,
sponsorships, promotions, product placements, referrals, and the like that is attributable
to terrestrial radio broadcasts." Weil WRT at 3; 5/14/15 Tr. 3929:7-12 (Weil).
561.

SoundExchange's proposal necessarily requires simulcasters to allocate

between their various lines of business. SoundExchange proposes to base the required
allocation upon a "Fair Method of Allocation," defined as "a reasonable method,

employed in good faith and in accordance with U.S. GAAP, to allocate revenues: (A) to

the products or services that are Bundled with the Service but that do not involve the
Service; or (B) to terrestrial radio broadcasts." SoundExchange Proposed Rates and

Terms

g

380.3(d)(vii); Weil WRT at 3; 5/14/15 Tr. 3930:13-16. (Weil).
1.

SoundExchange's Definition of Revenue Is Grossly
Overinclusive.
a.

562.

Any Percentage of Revenue Metric Must Account for
Differences in the Use and Importance of Music, But
SoundExchange's Rate Proposal Does Not.

Although not addressed in SoundExchange's rate proposal, Professor

Rubinfeld admitted that his proposed percentage of revenue fee should only be applied to

the revenue attributable to music programming. Indeed, Professor Rubinfeld testified at
the hearing:
Q:

Let me talk for a minute about your recommended percentage

of revenue play. Let me ask you to assume hypothetically that a
simulcaster performs music for about half of its programming and has talk
programming for the other half. It's not your opinion, is it, that the
simulcaster should pay 55 percent of its total simulcast revenue under the
revenue part of your fee formula?
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'e
A:

That is not my opinion. I would oresume that the uercentaae

of revenue would be apolied to onlv the music portion of the

pro mamminu.

5/6/15 Tr. 2056:16-2057:2 (Rubinfeld) (emphasis added), see a/so 5/4/15 Tr. 1520:2-8

~

'how,

(Lys) (another SoundExchange expert testifying that '~if there's no music played on '[a]

then it stands to reason that the revenue allocated to that — of that show should not

allocated to attributable revenue."). Yet Professor Rubinfeld offered no testimony or

proposal as to how one should determine the applicable revenue against which to charge
his proposed fee. Id. 2057:3-7.
563.

Nevertheless, SoundExchange's percentage of revenue proposal contains

no adjustment for the fact that that not all of the programming on music-formatted

'tations,

and their simulcasts, is music. Weil WRT at 6; 5/14/15 Tr. 3930:17-3931:5

(Weil). Indeed, simulcast and terrestrial music-fortnatted stations feature a wide variety

of non-music content that consumers value. See supra Part III.D. Yet, the definition of
Attributable Revenue, as proposed by SoundExchange weuM include revenue derived
from sports, news, talk and comedy programming as well as revenue derived from

programming that includes both music and non-music elements; there is no exclusion for
such revenue. SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms
564.

$

380.3(a).

Professor Weil testified that "it would be logical to account for the fact

.

that non-music programming may draw listeners and result in advertising revenue and,

'herefore,
revenue attributable to the percentage of revenue analysis should exclude

revenue attributable to non-music programming." Weil WRT at 8. Professor Weil

illustrated this issue at the hearing by discussing the case of a radio morning program the
audience of which listened mostly because of the morning show host, as opposed to the
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music played (5/14/15 Tr. 3930:17-3932:23 (Weil); see also Weil WRT at 9), as well as
the case of one sound recording played during a three hour simulcast of a baseball game.
5/14/15 Tr. 3932:24-3934:6 (Weil). Both cases would require some form of adjustment

to account for the substantial non-music programming that is driving the revenue, and

SoundExchange's proposal is silent on the issue. 5/14/15 Tr. 3930:17-3934:6 (Weil).
This defect makes SoundExchange" s proposal for Attributable Revenue unusable on its
face.

565.

Similarly, Professor Katz, although he opposes a percentage-of-revenue

fee, demonstrated how the importance of non-music programming affected the

percentage-of-revenue rates set in SDARS II, and how those rates are above the upper
bound of a range of reasonable rates for simulcasting. Katz WDT Part VIII.B.
566.

Jon D. Pedersen, iHeartMedia's Chief Financial Officer testified that

SoundExchange's approach "ignores the non-music components of iHeartMedia" s
simulcast service by treating all simulcast revenues as subject to its revenue share."
Pedersen WRT $ 15. Mr. Pedersen noted that this is a "significant oversight" because

]] He further testified that iHeartMedia's

[~

]]. Pedersen WRT $$ 15,

23.

567.

Ron Wilcox of Warner was the only major label witness for

SoundExchange whose written testimony directly addressed definitions of revenue and
related issues in support of SoundExchange's rate proposal.
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568.

[I

]] There is no evidItneIt in thtI re)orIt

of any desi ]senveen

a major label and a simulcaster that includes a percentage of'revenue metric with respect
to simulcasting.

569.

[I

[I

]]

gnf th) rafa ]Iro]Iosdt ie'aves

fundamental issues subject to question, at least as pertains to simulcasters, and Mr.

Wilcox was unable to clarify them when asked, even given his involvement in preparing

the proposal. For example:
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b.

570.

SoundKxchange.'s Definition of Revenue Is Overly
Inclusive in Other Ways, with Fundamentally Unfair',
Results.

SoundExchange's definition of "reven]]icos iis alsol overly broad's other

ways. Pedersen WRT $ 20 ([I

SoundExchange's definition is

]]) '(prbviding te'stimony that
[I

]I) Por exIsn)jle, Idtere is ne dednetioln
for advertising agency expenses,

[I

]] Peders)n

QR)]]22I Herring AWRT]] 560])

(providing that this deduction is standard in Pandoia's experience and is provided for iii

the revenue definitions of other statutory licensees); see dilso Herririg AWRT $ 56

'nder the current per-play metric it would not.
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(identifying other failures to exclude categories of revenue recognized in the industry and
by the regulations governing other statutory licensees).
571.

Mr. Herring, Pandora's Chief Financial Officer, observed that appropriate

exclusions from the definition of revenue grew from the Judges'ecognition in the
Satellite I proceeding that "[i]n order to properly implement a revenue-based metric, a

definition of revenue that properly relates the fee to the value of the rights being provided
is required." Herring AWRT $ 58 (citing to Determination

of Rates and Terms for

Preexisting Subscription Services and Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services, Docket No.
2006-1 CRB DSTRA ("Satellite I'), Fed. Reg. Vol. 73, No. 16 p. 4087 (Jan. 24, 2008)).

When SoundExchange attempted to eliminate those exclusions in the Satellite II

proceeding, the Judges rejected that attempt, explaining that they were "driven by the

admonition in SDARS-I to include only those revenues related to the value of the sound

recording performance rights at issue in this proceeding." Id.
572.

SoundExchange's percentage of revenue proposal is one-sided and

fundamentally unfair to licensees in other ways. For example, the proposal requires

payment of 55% of revenue "paid, payable, credited, or creditable to License, [or]
received or receivable by Licensee." SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms at 5

(definition of "Gross Revenue" ).

[

]]; Weil WRT at 9. Professor Weil

testified that he "cannot think what logic would compel a broadcaster to pay cash
royalties as a fraction of cash it might never receive in the future. One pays royalties with
cash, not with accounts receivable." Weil WRT at 10. Indeed, the revenue definitions
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governing satellite radio and preexisting services exclude "bad debt expense'" ($ 382.11

at (3(v)) and "bad debts actually written off during the reporting period" ($ 382.2 at (2)),
as does the definition that applies to New SubscripItioa Serviices'(3 l C.F.R. $ '383.2 at

(g)(viii) (requiring inclusion only of bad debts "recovered")). Herring AWRT $ 56(d).
2.

SoundExchange's Percentage of Revenue Proposal Is Not
Reasonablv Administrable for Simulcasters.
a.

573.

The Indeterminacy and Ambiguity of SoundExchange's
Percentage of Revenue Regulations Is Not
Administrable and Will Lead to Disputes.

The application of one definition of revenue to the eiitire marketplace of

webcasters, which includes hundreds of simulcasters, is inherently problematic. Mr.

Pedersen, the Chief Financial Officer of iHeartMedia, testified that in his "experience in

the music industry, there is no one-size-fits-all definition of revenue that could apply
sensibly to all webcasters. Rather, consistent with the direct-licensing agreements that

iHeartMedia has reached with various record labels, revenue definitions must be tailored
to both the webcaster and the record label involved." Pedersen WRT $ 6; see also Katz

AWRT $ 123-24 (providing testimony that although @1m(nigterlng iroyalties calculated as

a percentage of the licensee's revenues apparently 'is tenable'for'some statutory services
(e.g., services that do nothing other than engage in webcasting and for which the content
is virtually entirely music), there would be serious practical obstacles for simulcasting).

574.

SoundExchange's own accounting expert,lProfessorl Lys provided

instructive guidance on the importance of "tailored" agreements with clear terms:
[T]he individual nature of the agreements (along with their short-term
horizon) allow for a tailor-made definition bf iIeveInuh that ik particularly
to the streaming service and its business model. This
individuality minimizes the chances of a dispute, hs the twoi sides would

'elevant
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have likely been negotiating and discussing business terms, and are
therefore more familiar to each other.
Lys CWDT $ 61. Professor Lys also testified at the hearing:
Q: Professor, you would agree that from an accounting perspective, it is
always preferable to base contracts on a financial definition that is clear

cut to administer and easy to audit, correct?
A: Holding everything else constant, yes.
Q: And you would agree that for revenue, such a definition requires clear
rules as to what is and is not included in the revenue measure, as well as

the availability of reliable financial records to implement the revenue
measures, correct?
A: Correct.

5/29/15 6726:3-15 (Lys).

575.

Even Mr. Wilcox confirms that issues relating to the definition of revenue

and related inclusions, exclusions„and allocations are situation-and-service-specific. For

example, Wilcox states:

I

EL

Whether this deduction is permitted and the terms of anv
such deduction depend on the specific circumstances of the
ameement being negotiated as well as the service's
business model. If a directly licensed streaming service has
income streams attributable to a combination of WMG's
music and some other product or service, [

Wilcox WDT at 13-14. This asserted focus on "specific circumstances" and "business

models" and "[I

]]] is

the antithesis of the industry-wide rate-setting that is the task of the Judges.
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576.

Despite this recognition on both. sides for the need for "tailored"

definitions of revenue that take into account the specific "streaniing service and its

i

business model," SoundExchange seeks to impose'an 'industry-wide set of accounting

procedures that ignore the vast differences in the affected services. SoundExchange's

'evenue",
'roposed

percentage-of-revenue regulations requie e@chlsimulcaster to interpret a host of

ambiguous terms, including, but not limited to: (i) what constitutes "Non-Attributable
(ii) whether products and services are "Bundled" with one another, (ii)

whether the "Bundled" products or services "do ndt involve the'Septic'e," '(iv) what

i

portion of the "Bundled" services that do "involve ithe Service" should'e'allocated to
"Attributable Revenue," (v) what portion of the simulcasters "sales of advertising,

~

sponsorships, promotions, product placements, referrals, and the like" should be

"attributable to terrestrial radio," and (vi) what is a~ "Fiur Method of Allocation," or a.

"reasonable method" of allocation. See SoundExchange's Proposed Rates and Terms
$

380.3(d).
577.

Professor Weil instructs that "there is no uniquely correct way to allocate

revenues among business activities.... Nor are there principles of economic or

accounting logic that point toward a particular choice among coinpeting methods for
allocating revenues." Weil WRT at 4; 5/14/20'l 5 Tr. 3923:11-2924:23,3927:18-393'1:1'5
(Weil). In the end, any choices regarding allocation will be arbitrary. Weil WRT at 5.

There is no way to "get from a regulation that requires us to 'be fair'o a unique or

'referred
allocation method." Weil WRT at 4.

57S.

As Professor Lys testified, one can 6xplect ~partied to iinterpret the

'pplicable

accounting rules to their advantage..5/29/15 6725:22-6726:1 (Lys) ("Q:
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Where accounting discretion is allowed under GAAP or otherwise, you would expect

market participants to interpret the rules to their advantage, correct? A; Yes[.]").
579.

An indeterminate definition of revenue will not work for the services, in

terms of establishing and allocating revenue, or for SoundExchange, in terms of auditing

the same. As SoundExchange's accounting expert testified: "[W]here a revenue

definition is open to multiple interpretations or where the definition permits the party to
exclude revenue that cannot be accounted for through general ledger accounts maintained
in the ordinary course of business, the definition is virtually certain to be deficient from

an accounting and auditing perspective." 5/29/15 Tr. 6726:16-6728:1 (Lys).
580.

Ambiguous rules and the resulting self-serving interpretations of all

parties will invariably lead to disputes. Weil WDT at 4 (" If the Copyright Royalty
Judges require calculation of royalties based in whole or in part on percentages of

revenues in situations where not all revenues of the business are subject to the fee (for
example, as here, because they are not all tied to the limited activity that is subject to a

royalty obligation), they will surely cause inevitable disputes (and potentially litigation)
over allocation methods and resulting royalties."); 5/29/1 5 6725:17-21 (Lys) (discretion

offered by GAAP "opens the door to intentional as well as inadvertent accounting

manipulation"); Lys CWDT $ 61 (the "individual nature" of negotiated agreements with
"tailor-made definition[s] of revenue... minimizes the chances of a dispute").
b.
581.

Specific Problems with Bundled Sales of Advertising

The major source of revenue for broadcasters is advertising. Weil WRT at

3. Advertising revenue can come from many sources for broadcasters. For the stream in

particular, that can include "pre-roll" advertisements (those advertisement that precede
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the playing of the stream once selected by the listener), and ads inserted into the stream.
Weil WRT at 3; Dimick WDT $ 23; Downs WDT $ 12. Additionally, advertisers sell

advertising for the over-the-air broadcasts (that are often simulcast over the stream),

website advertising, and other ecommerce revenue (e.g., gmail Wd text campaigtis to
listeners on behalf of advertisers, social media campaigns). Weil WRT at 3; SX Ex, 1579

at 54-62. Advertising sales are typically sold in "bundles" — 'that is~ together, for on'e
price. Weil WRT at 6; 5/26/15 Tr. 5877:2-5S78:S; Pedersen WRT $ 10 ("'[I

582.

The issue of bundled sales demonstrates the iiideterniinacy of

'ales
'oundExchange's

proposal. According to SoundExchange's rate proposal, "Bundled"

should divided between "Attributable Revenue" and "Non-Attributable" based on a

"Fair Method of Allocation," which in turn is defined as a "reasonable" method

"employed in good faith and in accordance with U.S. GAAP." See SoundExchange

Proposed Rates and Terms at 6. The presence of such bundles makes the determination

of the advertising revenues of web simulcasting difficult,.and any proposed allocation is
likely to be contentious. Katz AWRT $ 125. No further guidance is provided.
5S3.

There is no present obligation for broadcasters to all'ocate their revenue

among their over-the-air operations, their streaming operations, and any other of their

business activities. Weil WRT at 4; Pedersen $

5S4.

11 (I

Furthermore, the difficulties that cati adiseIin SodndExcharige's

generalized approach are "compounded by the fact that each iwebcaster has its own
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accounting practices, which would render the application of a one-size-fits-all revenue
definition yet more difficult." Pedersen WRT tt 7; see also Weil WRT at 8 (" Given that
there are hundreds of broadcasters that simulcast their over-the-air broadcasts, and their

particular business models and level of accounting sophistication vary, the interpretations

of how to allocate revenue will vary.").
585.

To illustrate the problem, suppose that a broadcaster can make several

offerings to a prospective advertiser: over-the-air radio, streaming radio, a web site, and

sponsorship of music concerts. The broadcaster sells to an advertiser for a single price the
rights to place ads in all four outlets (e.g., advertising spots on the over-the-air, pre-roll

advertising for the stream, banner advertising on the website, and sponsorship of the
concert). Weil WRT at 6. Allocation amongst these various operations might be done in
several different ways, with no way being uniquely correct. Id. Amongst other

defensible allocation methods, a simulcaster might employ the Best Estimate of Selling
Price for each line of business (if available), or count the applicable number of

individuals to each activity (listeners to over-the-air, listeners to the simulcast, number of
visitors that click on the banner ad, etc.), but that requires a vast amount of data, not all of

which is necessarily available to all simulcasters. Id. Or one could possibly associate the
value of each activity to the listener or viewer, or attempt to allocate based on time spent

with each activity. Id. Each of these approaches has its own complications. Id. The
record does not establish that any of them is administrable by simulcasters.
586.

Allocating between terrestrial radio and over-the-air radio revenue streams

raises similar concerns. Weil WRT at 7; see also Pedersen $$ 10-11. "For example, if

advertising is sold for the over-the-air broadcast and the stream, allocation of the revenue
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between the two might be required under SoundExchange's proposal. But, if the
advertiser did not specifically contemplate receiving the benefit of the streaming
audience, or the advertiser assigned a zero value td that a4dibncb, then'llbcatioit of any

amount of the over-the-air advertising revenue to the streaming ~business line has no
economic basis." Weil WRT at 7-8. Broadcasters testified that they have experienced

'n

circumstances in which advertisers assigned little to no value to the stream. See supra

Part 1V.A.

587.

Other problems arise for simulcasters attenipling'to allocate between

multiple stations and/or multiple formats. The advertiser "might place certain parameters
the advertising (such as demographics and time), but might be agnostic on other

variables." Weil WRT at 8. Some of the advertisements'appear ori music formatted

stations, and some do not. The simulcaster might then need to make a further allocation

between the music formatted stations and a non-music formatted station. Id.
588.

Although SoundExchange's proposed keg&lations invoke Generally

'.

Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) to assist with these allocations, GAAP is of
little use in these circumstances. There is no GAAP definition of "Pair Method of

Allocation." Pedersen WRT $ 9. Professor Weil testified that "Generally Accepted

Accounting Principles (GAAP) do not require a c~p~y to lallpca&e revenue, in pll

instances, nor do they provide a unique way, or even a preferred way, to do it." Weil

WRT at 4; see also Pedersen $ 10 ("[i

]]. Even in those circumstances in which GAAP provides for allocation, such
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allocation is dependent upon having relevant data to support such an allocation, and may

ultimately simply be based on management discretion. 5/14/15 Tr. 3958:17-3960:9
(Weil).

589.

There is also no evidence of an industry accepted standard for allocation

of revenue under the above circumstances. Weil WRT at 8. The potential for using
Nielsen ratings to assist with such allocations was raised at the hearing; however, Nielsen
ratings have only recently been implemented for gauging simulcasting audiences.

Dimick WDT

II

18 ("streaming audience

measurement remains in its infancy").

Moreover, Nielsen audience measurement data is not a panacea, as even Nielsen

Broadcast ratings do not exist for every market and these data must be purchased by the

broadcaster at great expense. 5/26/15 Tr. 5825:9-5826:9 (Dimick).
590.

Ron Wilcox of Warner, who is not an accountant, suggests in his written

testimony that a fair method "[
j] But this general

principle is not determinative, as Wilcox's own testimony confirms. 5/7/15 Tr. 2517:132818:22 (Wilcox) (suggesting use of

591.

[~]]

There is nothing about comparing

proposal, even if for Mr. Wilcox it is

as [

[~]]

in SoundExchange's rate

[

Moreover, there is no evidence from any broadcaster (or any other knowledgeable
source) that such

[~]]
[~]]

are available so pervasively (including with respect to

simulcast) that they might be able to serve as a basis for allocation. And, while Mr.
Wilcox focused on

in his responses on cross-examination, apparently in an
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attempt to avoid the proposition that there is no singlet'ay to allocate, his written

testimony actually suggests two additional metrics that one

[I

]] Wilcox WDT at 14. Presumably, because these are only exainples, there

could be others that might be applied.
592.

"Because there are many

'reasonable'ays to allocate revenue—but no

uniquely right way—there would be unending disputes about the reasonableness of the

broadcaster approaches to this allocation problem.~'eil'RT~at 7.
D.

SOUNDEXCHANGE'S PROPOSED "CREA'ZER OF" FORMULA.
RESULTS IN AN INEQUITABLE ALLOCAT~ION OF RISKS IN
FAVOR OF THK RECORD COMPANIES.

593.

The issue of risks created by the chosen royalty structure was raised by the

Web IV Commencement Notice, which asks "[i]s there an "intrinsic" value to a

performance of a sound recording that is omitted if a percentage of revenue royalty rate
were to be adopted?" Web IV Commencement, 79 Fdd. keg. 412, 414. The Web IV

Commencement Notice also sought "evidence, testimony and argument on whether this

risk [of licensor harm due to licensees potentially maximizing share rather than profit]
could be mitigated by combining a percentage-of-revenue based royalty rate with a
significant minimum fee." Id.; see also Katz AWRT $ 146.
594.

i

SoundExchange proposes to install a greater of structure with a substantial

per performance rate, coupled with a very high percentage of revenue rate pronged But, as
Professor Katz explained, a "greater of'oyalty structure misallocates risk "by creating a
structure in which the streaming service bears almost a.ll of the r'isk 'and the recor'd

company is largely insulated &om downside risk while sharing iri upside benefits foi

which it has little responsibility." Katz AWRT $ 140.
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595.

Professor Rubinfeld attempts to justify SoundExchange's "greater

of'tructure

by raising concerns that, where there is solely a percentage of revenue prong, a

webcaster might earn very low revenues and record companies would have no choice but
to enter statutory licenses with very low royalty rates. Rubinfeld CWDT $$ 9S-105.

However, even if such cases were to arise, they would not justify a two-prong structure,
rather, they would be a reason not to adopt a revenue prong. Katz AWRT $ 145.

Professor Katz testified that it is preferable to avoid the problems of the revenue prong
entirely by maintaining a statutory royalty structure that includes only a per-play prong,
which isolates the record company from risk—it gets paid whenever its intellectual

property is used and bears no risk associated with the webcaster's rate of monetization.
Katz AWRT $ 147 (also noting that this same logic applies to establishing a per-play

floor in conjunction with a percentage of revenue fee).
596.

Professor Rubinfeld also asserts, without foundation, that record

companies should "share in the potentially substantial returns that may be generated by
services that offer incremental value to listeners." Rubinfeld CWDT $$ 95-96. But there
is "no economic justification for rewarding record companies for the incremental value

created by webcasters given that, by definition, the incremental value is that created by

the webcaster above and beyond that created directly by the music itself." Katz A WRT
$ 148. A webcaster's revenues per play will "reflect its success or failure in competing

with other webcasters and terrestrial radio." Id. $ 149. That success or failure will not be
driven by the music available to the webcaster; the same music is available to all

webcasters and broadcasters. See supra Part III.A.6. Simulcasters must differentiate

themselves based on programmatic elements other than music, which is the "least
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unique" thing they have to offer..5/26/15 Tr. 5810:17-20 (Dimick); see supra Part
III.A.6. The risk, which. is borne by the webcaster,', all'tems from the webcaster's ability
to execute its chosen business model. Katz AWRT~ $

597.

1~49.~

Furthermore, webcasters have plenty o:f incentive to remain successful, or

they will go out of business. Even if the webcaster's inediocre or poor performance were
to affect the record company, any such effects on the kecdrd accompany

('hich has a wide

variety of outlets for its recordiings) would be small compared to the negative effects
faced by the webcaster for such performance. Katz A WRT )[ 149.
598.

In any event, "[tjrue risk sharing would share the risks associated with

'nder

variability in propits, not revenues." Katz AWRT $ 150.

~As~

Professor Ka'tz explained,

a grater of structure tied to revenue, a webcaster that undertook costly investment

that turned out to succeed in raising its revenues, but not by as much as the cost of the
investment, would simultaneously see

its,

profits fall and its royalty payment rise. Katz

AWRT 5 150.
599.

SoundExchange's greater of approach, which involves a very high per-

performance rate, coupled with a very high percentage of revenue fee ('ased on revenue
and not profits), is a classic "heads I win,, tails you lose" for simulcasters. Indeed, "if it is

improper or unfair for rights holders to lose out on the risk of upside increases in

revenue," why is it "proper and faiir for webcasters to bear the full risk of downside
declines in revenue"'.? Fischel

ik,

Lichtman WRT $ 108.
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E.

THERE IS NO "REVEALED PREFERENCE" FOR A GREATER
OF STRUCTURE FOR SIMCULASTING.

600.

Professor Rubinfeld also attempts to justify SoundExchange's

recommended two-prong royalty structure by pointing out that private parties have, in
several instances, entered into licensing contracts that contain multiple prongs. He
asserts that these contracts imply that parties have a "revealed preference" for this

structure and that it therefore serves the joint interests of licensors and licensees. See

Rubinfeld CWDT $ 97. There are several weaknesses in Professor Rubinfeld's position.
601.

As discussed by Professor Katz, the "greater of" formulation may largely

be an artifact of the lack of competition among the record companies in Professor

Rubinfeld's benchmark market. As shown above, the structure insulates the record
companies from any downside risk but provides a significant upside benefit and,

therefore, it constitutes a form of price discrimination. Katz AWRT $ 142.
602.

There is also a very significant difference between a two-party contract

and a statutory license regime. "Over the life of a two-to-four-year contract, a streaming

service and record company typically will know which prong will be the binding one.

However, when the same structure is applied to many different streaming services,

different prongs may apply to different firms at different times, potentially creating

uncertainty and distorting the allocation of risk." Katz AWRT $ 144.
603.

This effect has been manifest in every direct deal for statutory webcasting

that includes a percentage of revenue prong as part of a "greater of" fee structure.
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604.

Last, the direct license agreements ih evidctncA ar'e n~)t supportive of the

greater of approach to simulcasters. E'or instance, many of the priv ately negotiated
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contracts do not contain both per-play and percentage-of-revenue prongs— 19 of 45

major-label contracts examined by Professor Rubinfeld have no per-play royalty prong.
Katz AWRT $ 143; see also Fischel

&,

Lichtman WRT $ 107. Moreover, aside from the

agreement between iHeartMedia and Warner Music Group, none of agreements

examined by Professor Rubinfeld are with simulcasters, and the [I-

]]; 5/4/1 5 Tr. 1474:23-1475:20 (Lys) (testifying that of the
62 agreements Professor Lys reviewed, which were the same as Professor Rubinfeld's

agreements, 61 were with interactive services and the last one was between iHeartMedia
and Warner).
605

[L~
]] Fischel &

Lichtman AWDT $ 85; see also id. $ 90

([~~
]]). Based on the

numerous agreements they reviewed, Professors Fisohel and Liohtman determined

[

]] Id. $ S5 (emphasis added).

Professors Fischel and Lichtman reviewed 28 agreements entered into by iHeartMedia in recent
years, and Pandora's agreement with the group of independent labels represented by Merlin. Fischel &
Lichtman AWDT $ 17; IHM Exs. 3340, 3342, 3343, 3345, 3347, 3349, 3351-3370; SX Exs. 0033, 0034.
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606.

Indeed, the market evidence stands m [il

]] Fischel ck Lichtman AWDT $ 88 Professors'Fis'chel and L'ichtman found

that under the iHeartMedia/Warner deal,

~]] Id

[I

(cit.ing to Warner Agreement at

label deals they reviewed, the

i4].. Furthermore, under the 27 independent

[I

]]

X.

Id (cit(ng.to, for ex(un]tie,,'[i

THK JUDGES SHOULD ADOPT NAB'S PROPOSED TERMS AND
REJECT SOUNDEXCHANGE'S CONT'RARY TERMS.
607.

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R.

$ 351.4(b)(3)&

NAB's revised proposed rates and

terms are included herewith as Appendix A ("NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19,

2015)"). The NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015) are substantially sigil&
to those proposed by NAB as part of its Written D)rect Sflatekneijit; tlhe limited substantive

'AB
'015)

changes are discussed below. A redline of the NAB Proposed Rates and Terms

(Junkie 1'9a

against the existing regulations is provided at the end of Appendix A.
608.

Consistent with NAB's proposal for a rate specifically for simulcaste'rs,

proposes to maintain separate regulations. for comniercial broadcasters (per existing

37 C.F.R. Part 380, Subpart B), and likewise opposes SoundExchange's proposal to

strike Subpart B from the regulations.

A.

NAB'S PROPOSED NKW DEFINITION OF "BROADCAST
RKTRANSMISSION" SHOULD BE ADOPTED.

609.

NAB has proposed a revision to.the definition of "Broadcast

Retransmissions" as follows:
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Broadcast Retransmissions means transmissions made by or on behalf of a
Broadcaster over the Internet, wireless data networks, or other similar
transmission facilities that are primarily retransmissions of terrestrial overthe-air broadcast programming transmitted by the Broadcaster through its
AM or FM radio station, including transmissions containing (1) substitute
advertisements; (2) other programming substituted for programming for
which requisite licenses or clearances to transmit over the Internet,
wireless data networks, or such other transmission facilities have not been
obtained; and (3) substituted programming that does not contain
Performances licensed under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114. Broadcast
Retransmissions do not include transmissions in which the sound
recordings that are performed are customized to a user.
See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

610.

$

380.11.

As discussed extensively above, a simulcast (i.e., "Broadcast

Retransmission") is intended to be essentially the same programming as the over-the-air

transmission of a terrestrial broadcaster. See supra Part III.A. This includes sound
recordings, as well as the vast amount of non-music programming that is simulcast,

including news, traffic, weather, talk shows, on-air personalities, contests, sports
programs, emergency and public service announcements, etc. See id. The definition has
been revised from the version submitted with NAB's Written Direct Statement to more

closely tie the simulcast to the over-the-air broadcast and to make clear that simulcasts
are not customized.

611.

Simulcasters do not customize their music programming for specific

listeners but rather create a package of content that they then deliver to all of their

listeners. See supra Part III.A. NAB's proposed definition for "Broadcast

Retransmissions" properly excludes from its ambit such customized channels. See NAB
Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

$

380.11 ("Broadcast Retransmissions do not
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include transmissions in which the sound recordings that are performed are customized to

I

a user.").
612.

Some flexibility is needed, however, for simuilcasters regarding the

'dvertisements

that they transmit. Certain broadcasters sell advertising spots specific to

their stream. See supra Part IV.A. Even those broadcasters that'adhere to 'the stringent
Nielsen TLR guidelines„which limit their ability to insert advertisements into their
stream, some flexibility is needed for advertiser de!maids~ foJ exbhahgihg

but'dvertising

—for example, the exchange of a national advertiheirient in'for' local
advertisement. See supra id. NAB's proposed definition propeily permits this. See

NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

$

380.11 (permitting Broadcast

Retransmissions to include "substitute advertisementst'). ~Indeed, SoundExchange has

acknowledged in the past that "simulcasts are not Slays ~108% Ldehtidal tb [&ver-the-air]
broadcasts, due to ad substitution and occasional program substitution." See SX Ex. 1574

broadcasters'as
613.

Some flexibility also is needed for programming ~for which a

rights to broadcast but not to simulcast. In such cases broadcasters should be

permitted to substitute alternative programming without forfeiting their status as a
simulcaster transmitting "Broadcast Retransmissions." NAB's proposed definition

properly permits this. See NAB Proposed Rates arid Tierms (Auie 19, 2015) ) 38'0.11
(permitting Broadcast Retransmissions to include "programming substituted for

programming for which requisite licenses or clearances to transmit over the Internet',
wireless data networks, or such other transmission faciliti'es have not been obtairied").

i
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614.

Finally, the definition of Broadcast Retransmissions should not be so

restrictive as to prohibit broadcasters from substituting programming that does not fall
within the scope of the statutory licenses at issue at all, such as permitting insertion of
directly licensed sound recordings. NAB's proposed definition properly permits this.
See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015) $ 380.11 (permitting Broadcast

Retransmissions to include "substituted programming that does not contain Performances
licensed under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114"). Allowing such substitution will promote

competition and there is no reason to penalize broadcasters for adjusting their

programming to enhance their competitive position in the marketplace in ways that do

not implicate the statutory rights at issue (except by reducing their royalty obligations).
B.

THE JUDGES SHOULD CONTINUE TO REQUIRE THAT
AUDITORS BE LICENSED CPAS.

615.

The current audit provisions in the regulations allow SoundExchange to

audit a Service after filing a Notice of Intent to Audit with the Copyright Royalty Judges.
37 C.F.R.

$

380.15(c). The provisions require that audits performed by SoundExchange

be performed by an independent and Qualified Auditor, which is defined as "a Certified

Public Accountant." 37 C.F.R.

$

380.11. The requirement that audits be conducted by

Certified Public Accountants has been in the regulations for the last ten years. See Web
II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24109 (" [T]he Copyright Royalty Judges are requiring that the auditor

be certified and independent of both SoundExchange and the Service being audited."). It
should remain there.
616.

SoundExchange proposes to modify the definition of "Qualified Auditor"

in the regulations„ to "a person, who by virtue

of education or experience, is appropriately
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qualified to perform an audit to verify royalty payniertts Nlated to performances of sound

recordings." SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms,

$

i

380.2. For several reasons,

this proposal should be rejected.
617.

First, the Judges rejected a prior request from SoundExchange to remove

the CPA requirement for good reason. They held:
Likewise, we find that requiring the auditor to be certified further raises
confidence levels in the audit. CPAs have experience in the field of
accounting, are familiar with the accepted standards and practices for
auditing, and are governed by standards of conduct. If technical skills are
required to process the data of a Service, the auditor can request
assistance. In sum, the Copyright Royalty Judges are requiring that the
auditor be certified and independent of both SoundExchange and the
Service being audited.

8'eb II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24109; see also Herring AWRT tt 70. While SoundExchange
sought in 8'eb II to permit in-house personnel to conduct "technical audits," the Judges
found that "[w]hile technical audits by in-house personnel might be cheaper for the
Collective, we conclude that it is more important, in the interest of establishing a high
level of credibility in the results of the audit, that the auditor be independent of both

parties." Id. (quoting Final Rule and Order in Digital Performance Rights in Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, Docket No. 200S-1 CRB DTRA, 72 Fed. Reg.

~

24109 (May 1, 2007)). No evidence has been presented in this proceeding that would

suggest a different outcome.
618.

Second, SoundExchange's proposal provides no objective standard for the

parties, or any third party, to rely upon in evaluatirig a proposed auditor's qualifications.
Weil WRT at 11; see also Herring AWRT $ 69 (questioning'the'larity of the "education

or experience" language included in SoundExchange's definition of Qualified Auditor).
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Qualifying an auditor based upon "appropriate" education or experience invites future
disputes. Weil WRT at 11.

619.

Third, SoundExchange's proposal improperly would enable audits to be

conducted by non-CPAs and even persons who are not independent and objective, such
as SoundExchange's own in-house personnel. See SoundExchange Proposed Rates and

Terms, f 3S0.2; see also Weil WRT at 11. Having a CPA perform an audit provides a

number of benefits that would be lost if this requirement were removed. "CPAs are
governed by the principles, rules, and requirements promulgated by their applicable state

accountancy boards and the professional organizations with which they affiliate,
including state CPA organizations and the national trade association, American Institute

of Certified Public Accounts (AICPA)." Weil WRT at 11. These rules carry with them
an obligation to the public at large, requiring CPA's to "act in a way that will serve the

public interest, honor the public trust, and demonstrate a commitment to

professionalism." Weil WRT at 12. Such a duty is particularly relevant in the context of
a regulation governing a public benefit such as webcasting. Id.
620.

Applicable rules also require CPAs to act with integrity, objectivity, due

care, competence and diligence. Id.; 5/14/1 5 Tr. 3934:15-3935:15 (Weil); see also

Herring AWRT $ 71. "These professional standards will help ensure a level of integrity
and objectivity that may be lost under SoundExchange's proposed definition of

'Qualified Auditor.'" Weil WRT at 13. It would be a "step backwards" to remove the
requirement for the benefits the CPA requirement. 5/14/15 Tr. 3937:23-3938:14 (Weil).
621.

The testimony of Ron Wilcox of Warner, who is not an accountant, is

unpersuasive. Mr. Wilcox claims that it is more important to have industry experience
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than a CPA certification. Wilcox WDT at 15. But Professor Weil opined that while not
all CPAs may be qualified to perform a webcasting audit) thyrse

~,"drIing

thg audits, in

addition to having requisite industry knowledge, should be CPAs." Weil WR'.T at 13;
5/14/15 Tr. 3934:15-3935:3 (Weil).

IVlr

Herring, Pandora's CFO and himself a CPA,

testified that it is common across many industries for CPAs, when auditing an industry
with which they might not have particular familiarity, to "bring in technical experts to
help them make sure the audit is correct, but the overall audit is'stil1 governed by their

expertise as auditors and through their code of conduct and their tra.ining as CPAs."
5/13/15 Tr. 3403:23-2404:11 (Herring). Industry c',ompet'ence will be

ense'&red

by the

CPA requirement, because a CPA would only accept an engagement that he or she was

competent to undertaike. Weil WRT at 13.
622.

While there are no agreements between simulcasters and the major record

labels that include a tsercentage of revenue nnodei,

~gg/]] tet]aire that audits
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~5555555
~

]]

]

Ngggggg

]Ie c)ncIuctI:d ]sy

/Pals. Sea e.g., ]]N

Therefore, any sugge."tion that market agreements dictate a specific resolution on

this point is wrong.
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623.

The need for a CPA requirement is heightened if there is to be a

percentage of revenue royalty model (which, as NAB demonstrates elsewhere, there
should not be). Professor Weil testified that he "cannot imagine a circumstance in which
[he] would recommend that a non-CPA be engaged in complex allocations

of revenue,

where there are no uniquely right answers and one party or the other can provide logic to

support several different methods." Weil WRT at 13.
C.

THK JUDGES SHOULD NOT SHORTEN THK REPORTING AND
PAYMENT PERIOD.

624.

SoundExchange proposes to reduce the time for payment of royalties due

from 45 days to 30 days. SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms

$

380.4(c). Despite

shortening the reporting period by a full third, SoundExchange maintains its position that
the 1.5% per-month late fee should apply. SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms
$

380.4(c), (e).
625.

SoundExchange's proposal is inconsistent with many other sets of

statutory rates and terms that include a 45-day — rather than a 30-day — payment period.
Mr. Bender admitted that the 45-day payment period "applies to the categories" of

statutory licensees, "including webcasters":
And it's true, isn't it, that many other types of licensees are
currently subject to a 45-day payment deadline, correct? Well, for
example, preexisting subscription services?
Q.

A.

Yes, it applies to all the categories.

Q.

All other categories?

A.

All other categories, including webcasters.

And that 45-day period for other types of licensees other than
Q.
webcasters will be in place for several more years, correct?
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A.

Yes.

See 5/8/15 Tr. 2582:15-2583:1 (Bender), see also 37 C.F.R.

g

382.4(b) (setting 45-day

payment period for pre-exi. ting subscription services through 2017'); id.
(setting 45-day payment period for SDARS through 2017); i4.

g

382.13(c)

384.4(c) (setting 45-day

'ebcasters
'ayment
g

period for business establishiment services thirough 201'8). In this very
~

proceeding, SoundExchange proposed rates and terms

for.

noncommercial educational

that include a 45-day period for reporting streaming usage that exceeds the

specified ATH minirnurn fee threshold. NRBNMLC Ex. 7034 attach. at 4.
626.

Moreover, as the Judges

aire

aware and as Mr. Herring has testified,

SoundExchange already has raised this issue in the context of the pending rulemaking

proceeding regarding notice and recordkeeping requirements, where SoundExchange also
sought to accelerate the analogous deadline for submitting reports of use from 45 to 30
days. Herring AWRT $ 65,. T]he NA]B and many either li~'.enlsee.l vi'gor'ously opposed that

proposal in the context of that proceeding, recount]ing the burdens and difficulties thiat
broadcasters experience in meeting thie current deadline of 45 days as well as their
concerns with shortening th.e reporting period to 30 days. See Joint Comments of the

National Association of Broadcasters and the Radio Music License Committee Regarding

the Copyright Royalty Judges'otice of Recordkeeping Rulemaking, Docket No. 14CRB-0005 (RM), 61-63 (June 30, 2014) (providing c6mr]iients and 'attaching over a dozen

Broadcaster Declarations);,see also Herring AWRT $ 65 ("Pandora and a number of
other statutory licensees have opposed that recommendatiion and filed detailed comments

explaining their opposition.").
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627.

iHeartMedia witness Jon Pederson testified in this proceeding that

]]. There is no evidence that

accelerating the time period for reporting will improve the quality of reporting, or,
indeed, improve SoundExchange's ability to make payments faster. Herring AWRT $ 66

628.

As Mr. Herring has testified:

There is no reason to rule on that topic here as well when it has been fully
litigated elsewhere — or to give SoundExchange a second avenue for
pursuing its desired result. Moreover, if the Judges reject
SoundExchange's proposal in that separate proceeding to shrink the
timing for submitting reports of use (thus maintaining the current 45-day
window)„ it would make little sense to rule here that statements of account
and payments should be submitted in a shorter 30-day window. As should
be obvious, the statements of account and payment calculations are
premised on the performances contained in the reports of use; if the
reports are still being completed and vetted when the payment comes due
(under the shorter 30-day window), it raises the possibility that the
statements of account and payments could suffer from inaccuracies ormore likely — licensees would essentially be forced to complete their
reports of use in 30 days to avoid such inaccuracies even though the
deadline would be 45 days.
Herring A WRT $ 65.
629.

The payment timing provision should reflect the large number and varying

levels of operational resources of radio broadcasters. As compared to many of the

participants in this proceeding, there are hundreds of broadcasters that are substantially
smaller, with substantially fewer resources to devote to administrative tasks. See Weil

WRT at 8.. Substantially shortening the payment and reporting periods would

unreasonably burden those broadcasters.
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If an unprecedented percentage-of-revenue royalty is adopted, shortening

the time period to report is even more troublesome. Weil WRT at 9 ("to the extent that
the regulations adopt a percentage-of-revenue fee structure, computations will require
more, not less, time, to deal with the accounting issues I have discussed."); Pederson

WRT $ 24.
D.

THE JUDGES SHOULD ADOPT NAB'S PROPOSED ATH
DEFINITION.

631.

NAB has proposed to clarify the definition of "Aggregate Tuning Hours"

("ATH") as follows to make clear that ATH that do not include "Performances" subject
to the statutory license do not affect a licensee's fee or reporting obligations:

Aggregate Tuning Hours means the total hours of programming
transmitted by or on behalf of the Broadc&terldukng thh relevant
all listeners within the United States of Broadcast Retransmissions from
a single terrestrial AM or FM radio station . In computing Aggregate
Tuning Hours, a Broadcaster may exclude any discrete programming
segments and any half hours of programming that do not include any
Performance. By way of example, if a service transmitted one hour of
programming containing Performances to 10 simultaneous listeners, the
service's Aggregate Tuning Hours would equal 10. If one half hour of that
hour did not include any Performance, the service's Aggregate Tuning
Hours would equal 5. As an additional example, if one listener listened to
a service for 10 hours and all 10 hours contained Performances, the
service's Aggregate Tuning Hours would equal 10.

period'o

See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015) $ 380.11.

632.

The SoundExchange-NPR agreement supports a 'definition for ATH that

excludes listener hours that do not include sound recordings. That agreement specifies an
i

annual ATH allotment, but only "Music ATH" that include sound recording

performances of musical works count toward the allotment..NRBNMLC Ex. 7024 at 7,
9. The Webcaster Settlement Agreement term sheet between NAB and SoundExchange

reflects that SoundExchange did not consider talk programming to trigger ATH
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thresholds. See SX Ex. 1574 $ 6(b) (by estimating ATH at 12 sound recording

performances per hour, this supports the idea that the term sheet was referring to ATH for
licensed sound recordings only).
633.

As broadcasters Mr. Emert and Mr. Henes testified, it does not make sense

for record companies to benefit from programming that does not include any of their
content. Emert WDT $ 46; Henes WDT $ 31. As Mr. Emert observed, "NewLife FM

transmits many hours of talk programming, and [he] do[es] not think that it is reasonable

for this programming to count toward meeting these [ATH] thresholds when NewLife
FM receives no value &om its statutory license payment for program segments that do

not include sound recordings." Emert WDT $ 46. Similarly, Mr. Henes testified at trial

that the proposal "would separate the tuning hours to music as opposed to — like our
station, half of our programs is programs, teaching and talk programs. Why would we

want to pay a music fee for those programs?" 5/21/15 Tr. 5273:5-5273:9 (Henes).

E.

THE JUDGES SHOULD ADOPT A SINGLE LATE FKE FOR A
LATE PAYMENT OR STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT, AND THEY
SHOULD SET THAT LATE FEK AT THE RATE ESTABLISHED
BY 26 U.S.C. 5 6621

634.

SoundExchange proposes that licensees "shall pay a late fee of 1.5% per

month, or the highest lawful rate, whichever is lower, for any payment and/or statement

of account received by the Collective after the due date." SoundExchange Proposed
Rates and Terms

$

380.4(e). NAB proposes to make clear that in the event the

Licensee's payment and statement of account are late, only a single late fee will be
assessed. See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

$

380.13(e). ("A

Broadcaster shall pay a late fee for each instance in which any payment or any statement
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of account is not receive:d by the Collective in compliance with applicable regulations by
the due date... A single late fee shall be due in the event both a payment and statement

of account are received by the Collective after the due'ate."'). Pandora proposes the
same language regarding a "single: late fee." See Pandora Proposed. Rates and Terms
$

380.3(e).
635.

A key purpose of a late fee is to compensate a, person for the lost time

value of money or property that is not remitted when it should have been. See, e.g., In re

Continental Ill. Sec. Litig., 962 F.2d 566., 571 (7th Cir. 1992) (" The cost of delay in
receiving money to which one is entitled is the loss of the time value o:f money, and
interest is the standard form of compensation for that loss" ). So long as SoundExchange
has received the a.ctual roya.lty payment, it will be able to accrue interest on that payment

until it processes and distributes that money. It is even more unreasonable'o argue for

the assessment of two separate late fees. A single late fee is more than sufficiient to

motivate licensees to make timely payments and accounting; duplicative late fees (which
could add up to 3..0% per month, or 36% per year) are unnecessary, and would be

unreasonable and usurious. See also Herring WDT $ 37.
636.

SoundExchange makes clear that its real purpose is to impose an

additional 18% penalty to punish services as an "incentive" for timely filing. See Bender

WRT at 3 (" If a separate fee were not assessed for tuntlmply statements of account,
services would have no inventive to submit their accounting stat'ements in a timely

manner."). Mr. Bender's positiion assumes that licensees would simply shirk their

responsibilities under the statutory license without this added penalty, and there is no
evidence in the record supporting his position.
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The Judges have previously rejected an additional late fee for late reports

637.

of use. In the remanded decision in Web III, the Judges rejected SoundExchange's
request for an additional late fee, stating that "[t]he Judges are not persuaded that a late
fee for reports of use is necessary" and that "SoundExchange failed to meet its burden

with regard to this proposal." 8'eb III, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23126.

With respect to the late fee rate, NAB and iHeartMedia propose to lower

638.

the current 1.5% (or 18% per annum late fee rate). The current annual rate is

significantly above other statutory rates,'s well as the prime rate, currently 3.25% per

year." A more reasonable rate would be, as NAB and iHeartMedia have proposed, tied
to 26 U.S.C.

$

6621„which establishes an annual interest rate equal to the federal short-

term rate, plus three percentage points, or plus five percentage points where the late

payment exceeds $ 100,000. Such a rate is more tied to the then current interest rate
environment than the unchanging 18% rate.

F.

ALLOWING BROADCASTERS TO RECOVER OVERPAYMENTS
IS AN EOUITABLE APPROACH.

639.

NAB joins iHeartMedia in requesting that the regulations allow for

Broadcasters to recover overpayments.
Overpayments. If the Broadcaster determines, within three (3) calendar
years of paying to the Collective a monthly amount due, that the
Broadcaster overpaid the royalty payments due under $ 380.12, the
Broadcaster may reduce the royalty payments due on its next monthly

'or

example, rates established by 18 U.S.C. $ 3612 (f)(2) and 28 U.S.C. $ 1961, both currently at 0.28%
per annum. See http://www.uscourts.gov/services-forms/fees/post-judgement-interest-rate (last visited
June 18, 2015); http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h15/ (last visited June 18, 2015).; see also
http://www.txnd.uscourts.gov/post-judgment-rates (last visited June 18, 2015).

" http:/Iwww.bankrate.corn/rates/interest-rates/wall-street-prime-rate.aspx (last visited June 18, 2015).
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payment(s) by the amount of the overpayment', until the full an'&ount of the
overpayment has been recouped. The Broadcaster shall include in its
statement of account for each month in which it is deducting amounts to
recover an overpayment such information as i. necessary to calculate the
amount of the overpayment.
See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

640.

) 380.13(j).

NAB also joins Pandora in requesting a clarification to the Statement o:f

Account signature block, that provides:
This attestation shall not prevent a Broadcaster from making good faith
revisions or adjustments to its Statements of Account that it later
determines to be necessary to accurately reflect its liabilities due under
this Subpart.
See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

641.

g

380.13(f)(8').

SoundExchange resists such changes. See Bender V/RT at 5. It is,

inequitable, however, to charge late fees against licensee underpayments while, at the
same time, relieving SoundExchange of any requirement to refund royalties to a licensee

resulting from overpayments. 6/2/15 Tr. 7143:10-19 (Bender). SoundExchange

'ble

proposes to retain these payments even if the licensee notified SoundExchange of the

overpayment error the very next month. Id. at 7143:20-23. SoundExchange, however, is
to adjust accounts to rectify reporting and other errors that occurred in prior

distributions, so that if SoundExchange makes a mistake and distributes too much money
to a particular copyright owner in a month, it will Correct'that by reducing payments to

that copyright owner in the future.

Id,.

at 7142:24-7144:9 (Bender)l If'SoundExchange

insists on late fees applicable to underpayments, it should, at a minimum, be required to

return overpayments or to credit them to a licensee's future royalty~obligations.
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642.

SoundExchange also should continue to be required to accept corrections

to a licensee's previously submitted statement of account. See Bender WRT at 5. As Mr.

Herring testified:

SoundExchange has recently taken the position with Pandora that we
cannot revise or adjust a previously submitted statement of account
because the first version submitted was certified as accurate under the
existing signature requirement in the regulations. Although we make every
attempt to ensure that our statements of account are true and accurate, that
should not prevent us from revising and resubmitting those statements if,
in good faith, we discover that we have miscalculated our statutory
liabilities in some way. The object should be getting it right and making
sure SoundExchange's members are paid properly.
Herring WDT $ 37.
G.

LACK OF VALUE AND TECHNICAL ISSUES SUPPORT A FEE
EXCLUSION FOR SHORT PERFORMANCES

643.

NAB has proposed two new exclusions to the definition of Performance

under the regulations:
(4) A performance of a sound recording that is 15 seconds or less
in duration; or
(5) A second connection to the same sound recording from
someone from the same IP address.

See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

644.

$

380.11 (Definitions).

With respect to the minimum duration requirement, Mr. Newberry of

Commonwealth Broadcasting testified that:
it doesn't make sense to charge a fee for a song the listener demonstrates
by his or her actions that he or she doesn't want to hear. If the listener
quickly shuts off the stream, the song has no value to either the listener or
to the radio station. When a listener quickly stops the stream, it is clear
that the listener was not interested in hearing the song.
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Newberry WDT $ 34. Likewise, when a listener tunes in to a simulcast to hear the final
10 seconds

of a song, that listener has received'no benefit fram that petfoimance.

Because of this, NAB proposes that performances of 15 seconds or less be exempted
&om the definition of "performance." Mr. Benderl, CFO

of

SoutidExchan'ge,'cknowledged

'n]
that SoundExchange's opposition to this term is that services shouldn'

allow listeners to skip songs which would cut down on the servi'ce's financial obligations

i

for sole performances — but conceded that listeners "cannot skip songs on a simulcast [of
over the air broadcast." 6/2/15 Tr. 7145:1-17 (Bender).
645.

Moreover, Professor Katz observed that many of Professor Rubinfeld's

i

benchmark interactive services agreements include "duration minima," which "make both
economic and common sense":

if a full play of a recording is valued at a given price, then the play of a
small fraction of the recording is likely notiwdrth ithei same price, all else

equal. Consider simulcasting. A consumer tuning in and hearing the last
few seconds of a song may derive little enj6~ent &6m that plhy, 'and
hearing those few seconds may contribute little to his or~her willingness to
listen to the simulcast and be exposed to advertising. Indeed, one can
identify situations in which a fractional play aetually ihas a negative value
for the listener and—consequently—the seivice. For example,'if a user
on a service, hears a recording that he or.she doesn't like,. and turns
off the service, then all else equal that play'will have'a negative value for
the service.

'urns

Katz AWRT $ 105. Professor Katz concluded that: "a better approach than adjusting fer
differences between the treatment of short-duration performances in interactive-services
licenses and statutory licenses would be to harmonize the terms by exempting short-

duration performances from having to pay statutory royalties." Id. $ 107.
646.

NAB also proposes that "second connections to the same sound recording

irom someone from the same IP address," be excluded from the definition of
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"performance." Jean-Francois Gadoury, Chief Technology Officer of Triton Digital,
identified two potential technical issues that may arise when listeners connect to a
simulcast, which could result in the overcounting of performances. Gadoury WDT $$ 412. He first described the scenario

of a "discovery connection by a media application," in

which the listener's media application will "initiate a connection to a given stream and
only seek to receive the header information returned by the streaming server software to

which it is connecting. Upon receiving this information the media application might then

proceed in connecting a second time to the streaming server." Id. $ 5. In such an
instance, two connections may be registered, but there is only one listener connected. Id.

—
$ 6. In a second scenario, there may be network connection disruptions meaning that
unfavorable network conditions may cause a disconnection of the listener's media
application from the stream. Id. $$ 7-9. A reconnection by that listener or his or her

media application will result in two connections, again with only one listener. Id. $ 10.
647.

SoundExchange has provided no evidence to dispute the above technical

issues that can result in the over-counting of connections. Bender WRT at 12-13

(discussing the technical issues identified by Mr. Gadoury, but providing no evidence to
the contrary); 6/2/15 Tr. 7146:9-12 (Bender) ("Q: Your testimony does not assert that the

technical issues cited by Mr. Gadhoury are implausible, correct? A: No."). Moreover,
Mr. Bender agreed in his Written Rebuttal Testimony that "any reconnection made by the

same listener's device due to a technical glitch would not be a second performance under

the current regulations." Bender WRT at 13. Therefore, to assist in the accuracy of
counting performances and to clarify the issue for the simulcasting industry, NAB's

proposal for the elimination of a "second connection to the same sound recording from
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someone &om the same IP address" from the definition of "performance" should be
adopted.

H.

THE DISRUPTIVE NATURE OF AUDITS COMPELS A LIMIT OF
SIX MONTHS FOR ALL SOUNDEXC~~'E AUDITS.

648.

NAB proposes that SoundExchange be obligated to complete an audit

'o

within six months from the date the notification of intent to audit is served on the
Broadcaster. See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms'(one '19,'2015) '$380. 1'5.

'oundExchange

concedes that an entity being audited is disruptive — time spent

managing the audit is time spent away from the nodal dtitiels of ad erripldyek. S/4/15 Tr.

'519:2-5
(Lys). Six months is more than a reasoniblel tintie tb

chalet'e ari aiidit'so hs not

prolong the licensee's distractions and costs. SoundExchange has presented no

evidence to the contrary.

I.

A NOTICE AND CURE PROVISION IS REASONABLE AND A
COMMON COMMERCIAL TERM.

649.

NAB has proposed to add a "Notice and Cure" provisions to the

regulations:

For any material breach of these regulations by a Broadcaster that the
Collective intends to assert in any way agaiinst ithei Brbadhcaster,~ the
Collective shall first provide notice of such material breach to the
Broadcaster by certified mail, and the Broadcasted shall have 30 days from
the receipt of such notice of material breach to~ cure such~ material

breach.'ee
Revised NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (dune 19, 2015)
650.

$

380.11.

SoundExchange opposes such a provision. Bender WRT $ 8.

SoundExchange's seems to suggest that it wants the option to informally contact a

licensee of a breach (id.); however, NAB's language does not foreclose that option. In

any event, notice and cure provisions, aside &om being cemrimriplaice contractual terms,
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appear in agreements entered into evidence in this matter.

[

J.

NAB'S REVISED MINIMUM FKK PROVISION SHOULD BK
ADOPTED AS IT CONFORMS THE PROVISION TO
SIMULCASTERS.

651.

NAB has proposed to the following minimum fee provision:

Minimum fee. Each Broadcaster will pay an annual„nonrefundable
minimum fee of $ 500 for each of its terrestrial AM and FM radio stations
for which Eligible Transmissions are made by or on behalf of such
Broadcaster for each calendar year or part of a calendar year during 20162020 during which the Broadcaster is a licensee pursuant to licenses under
17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114„provided that a Broadcaster shall not be
required to pay more than $ 50,000 in minimum fees in the aggregate (for
100 or more such radio stations). For the purpose of this subpart, each
individual stream (e.g., primary radio station, HD multicast radio side
channels, different stations owned by a single licensee) will be treated
separately and be subject to a separate minimum, except that identical
streams for simulcast stations will be treated as a single stream if the
streams are available at a single Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and
performances from all such stations are aggregated for purposes of
determining the number of payable performances hereunder. Upon
payment of the minimum fee, the Broadcaster will receive a credit in the
amount of the minimum fee against any additional royalties payable for
the same calendar year for the same channel or station
See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)

652.

$

380.12(c).

SoundExchange appears only to argue that this provision would be

unreasonable because it would mack the minimum fee due only "for each of a
broadcaster" s AM/FM radio stations, rather than for each of its individual channels."

Bender WRT at 16. NAB does not understand SoundExchange's concern, however, as
this provision addresses simulcasting only, so each radio station is a channel subject to

the minimum fee.
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K.

BROADCASTERS NEED SOME REPORTING.AND PAYMENT
FLEXIBILITY FOR THIRD PARTY PROGRAMMING

653.

NAB has proposed a provision to allow Broadcasters to estimate

I

Performances contained in third party programming that they use in their simulcasts:

Programming Provided by Third Parties. Iii tiie caseiof programniing
provided by third parties to a Broadcaster, the,BrOadcaster shaU make
commercially reasonable, good-faith efforts to cause such third parties to
provide information regarding the number of Performances in such
programming. If, however, some or all of that information is not provided
to the Broadcaster, the Broadcaster may, either (i) make a good faith
estimate of the total number of Performances in such. programming,
multiplied by the number of Aggregate Tuning Hours of transmissions of
such programming if the Broadcaster has a'reasoriabl'e basis for such
estimate, or (ii) estimate the number of Performances in such
programming by multiplying the total number of Aggregate Tuning Hours
of transmissions of such programming by 1'erfoi'mance per hour in the
case of radio station programming reasonably classified as news, business,
talk or sports and 12 Performances per hour in'he case of transmissions or
retransmissions of all other radio station programming.
See NAB Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)
654.

$

380.12(d).

Mr. Newberry described the problems that broadcasters have reporting

~

song-specific performances on syndicated and network programming. Newberry WDT
$ 29 (describing how "significant amounts of syndicated and network programming

broadcast by radio stations was delivered to stations in ways that would not allow stations
to count the number of listeners to each song included in those programs). As a result,

during the WSA negotiations, NAB sought and was giveii the ability for broadcasters to

pay on the basis of Aggregate Tuning Hours (assuming a certaiii number of songs played
each hour instead of counting actual performances. on.a recording-by-recording basis).

Id.; see SX Ex. 1574 $ 6(b) (WSA Term Sheet in which SoundExchange expressly

recognizes the "operational challenges" associated with "per performance" reporting akd

-
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allows broadcasters to "estimate the performances during" third party programming hours
to be reported on an ATH basis).

655.

The problems with reporting the number of performances in connection

with third party programming was further described in NAB's comments submitted in the
Notice and Recordkeeping rulemaking, many broadcasters transmit third party

programming. See Joint Comments of the National Association of Broadcasters and the
Radio Music License Committee Regarding the Copyright Royalty Judges'otice of

Recordkeeping Rulemaking„Docket No. 14-CRB-0005 (RM), 46 (June 30, 2014).

"Broadcasters have particularly acute problems reporting on third-party programming
(i.e., 'syndicated programming'), as they receive little, if any, information from the

programming providers regarding the recordings included in that programming (either the
identifying information for the recordings or when they are played)." Id. One negative

result from this is that some broadcasters choose not to stream valuable and unique

programming because of the problems determining performances. Id. at 47.
SoundExchange presented no evidence of harm to it from this proposal. A reasonable
solution with respect to Performances contained in third party programming is to allow
simulcasters to make the good faith estimates proposed by NAB.
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PROPOSED CONCLUSIONS OF LA%

'IGHT

XI.

A.

THE HISTORY OF THK SOUND RECORDING PRRFQIMANCK
AND CONGRESS'S CONSIS'fENT FINDINGS
IS ENTITLED TO DIFFERENT TREATMENT
THAN OTHER SERVICES CONFIRMS THAT RATE SETTING.
UNDER SECTION 114 MUST TAKE INTO ACCOUNT RADIO'S
SPECIAL STATUS AND THE PQBLLIC INTEREST I'f SERVES.,

656.

Rates for the statutory licenses at issue should take into account the

THAT'ROADCASTING

context out of which these licenses arose and the underlying constitutional and
congressional purpose for which copyright law exists. As discussed below, simulcasting
was not the reason that Congress granted the sound recording performance right. Rather,

the right was created to respond to the perceived threat to the recording industry from on-

I

demand streaming (SoundExchange's preferred benchmark in this case) and, to a lessei
extent, from offerings of multiple channels of commercial-free music. S. Rep. No. 104128, 12 13 (1995), reprinted in 1995 U.S.C.C.A.N. 356 (hereinafter "1995 Senate

'eport"

'enate
'nd
). In contrast, Congress recognized that radio'programs'(I) are available without

subscription; (2) do not rely upon interactive delivery; (3) provide a mix of entertainment

non-entertainment programming and other public'nterest activities to local

communities to fulfill FCC licensing conditions; (4) promote, rather than replace, record
sales; and (5) do not constitute "multichannel offerings of various music formats." 1995

Report, at 15. Each of the enumerated feattirek is ~chk'adteri'stid of

the'rogramming

of radio broadcasters regardless of whether the transmission is

disseminated over the air or streamed via the Internet.
657.

Moreover, Congress acted with the recognition that the ultimate purpose

of copyright law

is "to stimulate artistic creativity for the. general public good," not to

grant an unbounded property right to copyright'wners in their works. Fogerty v.
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Fantasy, Inc., 510 U.S. 517, 527 (1994). Thus, one of its goals in designing the statutory
license was to ensure that the new sound recording performance right did not "hamper[]

the arrival of new technologies" and "stimulate[d] the development and application of
new Internet distribution methods." See 1995 Senate Report at 15; S. Rep. No. 105-190
at 2, 8 (1998).
1.

658.

The Valuation of the Rights at Issue Should Be Determined
with an Eye Toward the Public, Not Private, Purpose of
Convrieht Law.

A copyright is a limited right that Congress has chosen to grant in

specifically enumerated circumstances. The Patent and Copyright Clause in the United
States Constitution outlines the limited circumstances in which Congress may award such

protection and "is both a grant of power and a limitation." Graham

v.

JoAn Deere Co. „

383 U.S. 1, 5 (1966). The clause permits Congress "To promote the Progress of Science

and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive

Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries." U.S. Const. Art. I,
659.

$ 8, cl. 8.

Thus "the limited grant [of the Copyright power] is a means by which an

important public purpose may be achieved." Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,
464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984). That purpose is to provide an incentive "to stimulate artistic

creativity for the general public good" and to foster access to creative works. Twentieth

Century Music Corp.

v.

liken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975); Fogerty, 510 U.S. at 527

("[C]opyright law ultimately serves the purpose of enriching the general public through
access to creative works."); Bonito Boats, Inc.

v.

Thunder Craft Boats, Inc., 489 U.S. 141

at 146 (1989) (holding that Copyright Clause "reflects a balance between the need to
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encourage innovation and the avoidance of monopolies which stifle competition without

concomitant advance in the 'Progress of Science and~useful~ Arts"").
660.

Accomplishing that goal requires a "delicate balance" between achieving

the desired incentive for authors and furthering the'ublic's interest in the free flow ~of

and information and the benefits that obtain from permitting the public to use and

build upon creative works. See, e.g., Stewart v, Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 230 (1990)

(referring to "the delicate balance Congress has labored to achieve"); Sony, 464 U.S. at
429 (stating that Congress's task of delineating. copyright law "involves a difficult

's

balance between the interests of authors and inventors in the control and exploitation of

their writings and discoveries on the one hand, and society's competing interest in the
free flow of ideas, information, and commerce on the other hand.").
661.

Consistent with this public purpose of copyright law, Congress has

carefully delineated the rights of copyright owners of various works of authorship as well

the numerous limitations and exemptions to those rights. See 17 U.S.C.

(enumerating exclusive rights); id.

ff

$

106

107-121 (identifying numerous limitations and

exceptions to those rights).
662.

Two such limited exclusive rights ate at issue in this proceeding — the

public performance right and the reproduction right. The right of public performande

empowers the copyright owner — subject to any appliciable limitations,.exemptions, or

compulsory licenses — to grant or deny another permission to perform a work in a public
forum or medium. 17 U.S.C. $ g 106(4), (6). The right of reproduction empowers the

copyright owner — again subject to any applicable limitations, exemptions, or compulsory
licenses — to grant or deny another permission to make copies of the work. Id.
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There Is Not — and Never Has Been — a General Sound
Recording Public Performance Right; the Section 114
Statutory License at Issues Is an Exception to that
Overarchin Rule.
663.

At no point in our nation's history have sound recordings been subject to a

full public performance right. Rather, public performances of sound recordings made in

virtually all settings — including in bowling alleys, restaurants, retail stores, community
parades, elevators, banks, and, importantly, terrestrial radio — may be made without first

having to obtain the permission of the sound recording copyright owner. See 17 U.S.C.
$

106.

664.

The sound recording public performance right covering certain digital

audio transmissions, which is involved in this proceeding, constitutes the sole exception
to this general rule. Compare 17 U.S.C. ) 106(4) (granting general public performance

right with respect to multiple types of copyrighted works, but excluding sound

recordings) with id.

$$

106(6), 114 (granting limited public performance only for certain

"digital audio transmission[s]"). The webcasting public performance statutory license at
issue in this proceeding covers a limited class of sound recording public performances

made via certain such digital audio transmissions — i.e. those that conform to the
„

numerous and detailed restrictions and eligibility requirements laid out in section
114(d)(2)(C). The ephemeral reproduction statutory license applies to certain ephemeral

reproductions that are made to facilitate certain webcasting performances and that
comply with the enumerated eligibility requirements specified in 17 U.S.C.
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'nd

3.

Congress Has Resisted Granting a Broad Sound Recording
Performance Right in Order to Protect the Long-Standing,
Mutually Beneficial Relationship Between Radio Broadcasters
the Record Industrv.
~

665.

The task of valuing the limited digital sound recording performance and

ephemeral rights at issue in this case should be undertaken in light of the history,

evolution, and limited nature of the sound recording public performance right. While

composers of musical compositions have long hell rights of republic performance'nd

reproduction in their musical works, Congress repeatedly refused to grant any copyright

protection at all to sound recordings prior to 1971, and it refused to recognize any right of

'inally

public performance in sound recordings until

1995~.

When a~public~ performance right

was granted, Congress made the right narrow in scope and tailored to address

specific concerns expressed by the record companies. In other words, the accretion of

sound recording copyright protection has been gradual and limited. Much of the reason

for that gradual evolution has been Congress's recognition of (i) the unique relationship
between radio broadcasters and the record industry, and (ii) the extraordinary

promotional value to the record companies of radio air play.
666.

Since the advent of radio in the 1920s, radio broadcasters and the

recording industry have enjoyed a mutually beneficial relationship: record companies
provide free music and the right to perform that music without compensation, and radio
stations give the record companies free promotion in the form of public performances of

sound recordings. There is recognition of benefit to both sides, and no right to seek direct
compensation. Record companies do not have a right to charge for performances; radio

broadcasters do not have a right to be paid for the promotional benefit they confer.

Nevertheless, experience has shown that in the marketplace, the greater value is being
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conferred by the broadcasters on the record companies. As shown above, the record

companies spend

]] each year to convince broadcasters to

[

play their music. See supra $ 103.
667.

Congress has repeatedly recognized that public performances, particularly

by radio broadcasters, promote sales of sound recordings and that granting a performance

right would disrupt the mutually beneficial relationship between record companies and
radio broadcasters, who provided these valuable public performances in their broadcasts.
See Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Admin. of Justice, House Comm. on

the Judiciary, Performance Rights in Sound Recordings, at 54-55 (Comm. Print 1978)

(hereinafter "1978 Register" s Report" ). Thus, Congress, has been careful to ensure that
extensions of copyright protection in favor of the recording industry did not "upset[] the

longstanding business and contractual relationships among record producers and
performers, music composers and publishers and broadcasters that have served all of
these industries well for decades." 1995 Senate Report, at 13-17.
668.

In 1971, Congress first afforded limited copyright protection to sound

recordings in the form of protection against unauthorized reproductions of such works.

At the same time, however, it expressly decided not to grant any public performance right
in sound recordings. See H.R. Rep. No. 92-487, at 3 (1971); S. Rep. No. 92-72, at 3

(1971).
669.

During the comprehensive revision of the Copyright Act in 1976,

Congress again considered, and rejected, a sound recording performance right. See 1975
Senate Report, at 87-88; H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 106, reprinted in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N.
5659 (1976) (hereinafter "1976 House Report'"). The rationale for the rejection of a
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sound recording performance right was described by the (prevailing) minority views on

the Senate Judiciary Committee, as follows:

'ould

Broadcasters and jukebox operators render a service to both performers
and recording companies by playing new recordings;i under ~S. 1'361, they
now be required to pay statutory fees to those who benefit from this
arrangement. For years, record companies have gratuitously provided
records to stations in hope of securing exposure by repeated play over the
air. The financial success of recording companies and artists who contract
with these companies is directlv related to the volume of record sales..
which. in turn. depends in meat measure upon. the promotion efforts af
broadcasters.
S. Rep. No. 93-983, at 225-26 (1974) (minority views

.

of Messrs. Eastland, Ervin,

Burdick, Hruska, Thurmond, and Gurney) (emphasis Added)I

Congress Refused to Grant any Public Performance Right in
Sound Recordings until 1995; Even Then, it Recognized the
Need to Protect Radio Broadcasters'elationship with the
Record Industry and Granted the Right Only With Respect to
Interactive and Subscrintion Services.
670.

Not until 1995 — nearly a quarter century later — did Congress create a

narrow performance right in sound recordings encompassing a limited category of digital
transmissions in the Digital Performance Rights in Sound Recordings Act ("DPRA").

i

See Pub. L. No. 104-39 (1995). As discussed below, the limited right was granted in

response to particularized concerns unrelated to the broadcast industry or to

noninteractive, nonsubscription webcasting services atid explicitly rejected requests'bye

both the Copyright Office and the recording industry for a broad public performance
right.
671.

When Congress first created a limited public performance right for soun'd

recordings in the "DPRA, the accompanying Senate Report made clear that the right

"should do nothing to change or jeopardize the mutually beneficial ,'economic'relationship
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between the recording and traditional broadcasting industries." 1995 Senate Report, at
15; H.R. Rep. No. 104-274, at 12 (1995) ("1995 House Report" ). As the Senate Judiciary

Committee observed:

The Committee, in reviewing the record before it and the goals of this
legislation, recognizes that the sale of many sound recordings and the
careers of many performers have benefited considerably from airplay and
other promotional activities provided by both noncommercial and
advertiser-supported, free over-the-air broadcasting. The Committee also
recognizes that the radio industry has grown and prospered with the
availability and use of prerecorded music.
1995 Senate Report, at 15; 1995 House Report, at 12. The Senate Report thus confirmed

that "[i]t is the Committee's intent to provide copyright holders of sound recordings with
the ability to control the distribution of their product by digital transmissions, without

hampering the arrival of new technologies, and without imposing new and unreasonable
burdens on radio and television broadcasters. which often promote. and aopear to pose no

threat to. the distribution of sound recordings." The Senate Report, at 15 (emphasis
added).
672.

Consistent with this longstanding commitment, the DPRA expressly

exempted &om sound recording performance right liability nonsubscription,

noninteractive transmissions, including '"broadcastinu and related transmissions." 1995
Senate Report, at 17 (emphasis added); Pub. L. No. 104-39,

$ 3.

Thus, under DPRA,

radio broadcasters did not have to pay royalties to sound recording copyright holders for

their broadcasts or for any other nonsubscription digital transmissions.
673.

In explaining its refusal to impose new burdens on radio broadcasters,

Congress identified numerous features of radio programming that place such

programming beyond the concerns that animated the creation of the limited public
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'ithout

performance right in sound recordings. Specifically, radio programs (1) are available
subscription; (2) do not rely upon interactive delivery; (3) provide a mix of

entertainment and non-entertainment programming and other public interest activities to
local communities to fulfill FCC licensing conditions; (4) promote, rather than replace,

record sales; and (5) do not constitute "multichann'el offerings o'f vario'us music formats."

~

1995 Senate Report, at 15. Each of the enumerated features is characteristic of the

programming of radio broadcasters regardless of whether the transrnissiori is
disseminated over the air or streamed via the Internet.
674.

Adoption of a narrowly framed performance right in sound recordings

only occurred when the evolution of digital transmission technologies raised concerns

that interactive and subscription digital transmissions could evolve in a way that might

~

directly displace record sales. Congress specifrcally had in mind so-ca11ed ce1estial

jukeboxes, pay-per-play, and subscription music business models whereby consumers

~

either could (a) request, and receive for a fee, particular sound recordings delivered by
one or another digital delivery mechanism, or (b) subscribe to multiple channels of
commercial-&ee digital audio offerings — e.g., throtigli their table television operator.
1995 Senate Report, at 14-15; 1995 House Report,'at 12-13.

'uch services could provide

a consumer with the opportunity to hear specific recordings ef the consumer's choice on
demand, or with sufficient specificity to provide a substittite ifor ~recbrd'wnership. 1995

Senate Report, at 13-15 (describing celestial jukeboxes, pay-per-play, and subscription

'usiness
models); 1995 House Report, at 12-13 (same).

675.

At the same time, both the DPRA and the 1998 Digital Millennium

Copyright Act ("DMCA") were explicitly designed to stimulate the development and

-
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application of the new Internet distribution methods and thereby facilitate the rapid and

convenient delivery of sound recordings to consumers. S. Rep. No. 105-190, at 2,

S

(1998).

676.

In response to this concern, Congress granted sound recording copyright

owners the right to be compensated solely for two types of public performances: those

occurring via interactive digital transmissions, as well as those occurring via subscription
digital transmissions. Pub. L. No. 104-39, $ 3 (1995). The DPRA defined an "interactive

service" as "one that enables a member of the public to receive, on request, a

transmission of a particular sound recording chosen by or on behalf of the recipient. The
ability of individuals to request that particular sound recordings be performed for

reception by the public at large does not make a service interactive." Pub. L. No. 104-39,

f 3 (codified as amended at 17 U.S.C.

$

114(j)(7)); see also 1995 Senate Report, at 33-

34; 1995 House Report, at 25-26.

677.

To account for the spectrum of risks posed by different business models to

the displacement of record sales, Congress enacted a three-tiered system of protection for

administering the new right. On the top level were interactive services that create risks of
cutting significantly into record companies'raditional sources of revenue. As the Senate

Judiciary Committee observed, such services were "most likely to have a significant
impact on traditional record sales." 1995 Senate Report, at 16. For these services,
Congress provided the record companies with a substantial potential substitute source of

income by granting them new, exclusive rights in the public performance of their sound

recordings by such services. On the bottom level were services, such as radio
broadcasters, that were perceived to pose no significant threat to the recording industry.
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Congress expressly exempted such services from the sound recording performance right.
On the middle level were subscription services, which were deemed to pose, at most, a

limited risk to the record industry's traditional revenues. For these services, Congress
gave the record companies a limited right subject to a statutory license, Pub. L. No. 10439,

$ 3

(1995); 1995 Senate, Report at 16.
678.

The three-part division of services drawn by Congress is particularly

instructive for this case. Congress sharply distinguished the treatment of (I) interactive
services — SoundExchange's preferred benchmark — from (2) noninteractive subscription
services — from (3) broadcasting. Congress was clear that the farmer were deemed the

most likely to substitute for other record company revenue streams. Noninteractive
subscription services caused the next level of concern. Broadcasting and related

transmissions caused the least concern.
679.

And, as diiscussed below, when Congress expanded the performance right

to include non-subscription noninteractive services, it retained the three-part division

among (1) interactive services, (2) noninteractive services, and ('3) broadcasting.

'nly
680.

The 1995 Senate Report further made clear that the DPRA, in adopting

a very limited public performance rjight, was Axpleskly keje'cting the views of both

the recording industry and the Copyright Office that a broader right was warranted:

Notwithstanding the views of the Copyright Office . . that it is
appropriate to create a comprehensive performance right for sound
recordings, the Committee ha. sought to address the concerns of record
producers and performers regarding the effects that new digital technology
and distribution systems might have on their core business without
upsetting the longstandiing business and contractual relationships among
record producers and performers, music cokphseris ahd publishers and
broadcasters that have served all of these industries well for decades.
J
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Accordinalv. the Committee has chosen to create a carefullv crafted and
narrow performance right. applicable onlv to certain digital transmissions
of sound recordings.
1995 Senate Report, at 13 (emphasis added); id. at 3-4, 7; 1995 House Report, at 2-5, 12.

5.

6S1.

The 199$ DMCA Continued to Reflect Congress'ntent to
Protect Radio Broadcasters'elationship with the Record
Industrv.

In 199S, Congress enacted the DMCA, eliminating some of the DPRA's

exemptions and expanding the types of transmissions that would be subject to the

performance right and eligible for a statutory license, including nonsubscription

webcasting and simulcasting. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C.

$

114(d)(2) (199S); H.R. Rep. No.

105-796, at 80 (1998) (Conf. Rep.) (" The amendment to subsection (d)(2) extends the

availability of a statutory license for subscription transmissions to cover certain eligible

nonsubscription transmissions."). The relevant DMCA amendments were inspired by
and directed to "a remarkable proliferation of music services offering digital

transmissions of sound recordings to the public," primarily via the Internet. See Staff of
H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 105th Cong., at 50 (Comm. Print 1998). "In particular," the

House Manager reported, "services commonly known as 'webcasters'ave begun

offering the public multiple highly-themed genre channels of sound recordings on a

nonsubscription basis." Id. As used in the legislative history, the term "webcaster"
referred to "services" originating on the Internet and offering "a diverse range of

programming," often "customized" to an individual user's preferences, id.
6S2.

The resulting digital sound recording performance right retains the three-

part structure adopted in the DPRA based on the perceived risk to the recording industry

of substitution for sales of sound recordings. Thus, section 114 continues to distinguish
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among (i) exempt transmissions (terrestr.ial radio, ihclndihg digital broadcast radio), (ii)

transmissions that are subject to a statutory license (noninteractive digital

transmission.'hat

meet certain conditions), and (iii) transrnissions that require the permission of each

sound recording copyright owner whose recordings are performed as part of the

transmission (interactive transrnissions). See Pub. L. No. 105-304,
683.

$

405(a) (1998).

There is very little explanation of the DM( A 'amendments in the

legislative history. The most enlightening statement appears in the Conference Report,

which states:
Section 11.4(d)(1)(A) is amended to delete two exemptions that were either
the cause of confusion as to the appliication of the DPRA to certain
nonsubscription services (especially webcagtegs) 0r v4i~h overlapped with
other exemptions (such as the exemption in subsection (A)(iiii) for
nonsubscription broadcast transmissions). iThg deletion pf these two
exemptions i. not intended to affect the exemption for nonsubscription
broadcast transmissi.ons.
H.R. Rep. No. 10.5-796, at 80 (1998) (Conf. Report). Thus, nothing in the DMCA was

intended to affect, and nothing can reasonably be construed as affecting, the DPRA's

objectives of (i) protecting the broadcasting industry a~nd its abil~ity to deliver public-

interest-oriented programming to the general public without burdening the industry with
an additional copyright fee, and (i') preserving the tnutually beneficial relationship that

'he-air

existed between record companies and broadcasters. And~nothing in the fact that over-

broadcasts are also being streamed over the Internet diminishes these long-

recognized benefits.
684.

In sum, the legislative history of the DPRA and DMCA demonstrates a

legislative intent to preserve the mutually beneficial relationship between the

broadcasting and recordiing industries that springs from the enormous promotional value
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to the record companies and artists that radio airplay generates. This historical

background should frame the Judges'etermination of the royalty rates applicable to
Radio Broadcasters in this proceeding.

B.

THK APPLICABLK LEGAL STANDARD: THK RATES AND
TERMS THAT MOST WILLING BUYERS WOULD PAY MOST
WILLING SELLERS IN AN HYPOTHETICAL EFFECTIVELY
COMPETITIVE MAIGQKTPLACK

685.

The Copyright Royalty Judges are required to:

establish rates and terms that most clearly represent the rates and terms
that would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing
buyer and a willing seller. In determining such rates and terms, the
Copyright Royalty Judges shall base [their] decision on economic,
competitive and programming information presented by the parties,
hncludhng—

(i) whether use of the service may substitute for or may promote
the sales of phonorecords or otherwise may interfere with or may
enhance the sound recording copyright owner's other streams of
revenue &om its sound recordings; and

(ii) the relative roles of the copyright owner and the transmitting
entity in the copyrighted work and the service made available to
the public with respect to relative creative contribution,
technological contribution, capital investment, cost, and risk.

In establishing such rates and terms, the Copyright Royalty Judges may
consider the rates and terms for comparable types of digital audio
transmission services and comparable circumstances under voluntary
license agreements described in subparagraph (A).
17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B).

686.

The meaning of the "willing buyer/willing seller" standard is not in

serious dispute. The parties'ead economic experts all agree that the standard requires

the rates to reflect those of a hypothetical competitive market in which no statutory
license exists. See PFF Part VI.A.
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687.

The requirement of effective competition has been established by the

Librarian of Congress and is confirmed by the Copyright. Royalty Judges,.legislative
history, basic economics, rate-setting principles, and even SoundExchange's

economic'xpert
Professor Rubinfeld. See PFF f[ 177.
1.

The Librarian of Congress and the Copyright Royalty Judges
Have Made Clear that the Applicable Legal Standard Requires
a Hvnothetical Effectivelv Comnetitive Market.

and'erms
688.

Congress has directed the Copyright Royalty Judges to "establish rates

that most clearly represent the rates and terms that would have been negotiated in

the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller.'" 17 U.S.C.

$

114(f)(2)(B)

(emphasis added). In the first rate-setting proceeding after the willing-buyer-willing-

seller standard was created, the Librarian of Congress made clear that this statutory

'ed.

reference should be construed as "'the rates to which, absent special circumstances, most

willing buyers and willing sellers would agree'n a competitive marketplace." See 67

Reg. 45239, 45244-45 (July 8, 2002) (emphasis Added) ~(interiial citation omitted).
689.

The statute expressly requires the Judges to fellow the Librarian of

'ongress's
interpretation. See 17 U.S.C.

690.

g 803(a)(~1).

~

In light of the statutory command to follow the Librarian's prior

interpretations, the Copyright Royalty Judges consistently and repeatedly have applied

this competition requirement in past rate-setting proceedings. For example, in the first

rate-setting proceeding after Congress replaced prior Copyright Arbitration Royalty

Notably, in his references to the applicable statutory standard in his written direct
testimony, Professor Rubinfeld never quoted or discussed this retluirbmeht. See 5/5/2015 Tr', 1919:41922:14 (Rubinfeld). Indeed, Professor Rubinfeld chose to elide over the requirement of effective
competition when quoting &om the 8'eb III Remand decision. Id at 1924:23-1928:13.
.
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Panels with the Copyright Royalty Judges, the Judges affirmed the effective competition

requirement. Web II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24091 (observing that "[a]n effectively competitive

market is one in which super-competitive prices or below-market prices cannot be
extracted by sellers or buyers....).
691.

In the most recent webcasting proceeding, the Judges once again

emphasized the effective competition requirement.
[A]s the Librarian of Congress held in 8'eb I, the "willing seller/willing
buyer" standard calls for rates that would have been set in a "competitive
marketplace." 67 FRat45244-45 (emphasis added). See also Web II, 67
FR at 24091-93 (explaining that Web I required an "effectively
competitive market" rather than a "perfectly competitive market."
(emphasis added)).
Web

IIIRemand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23114 n.37 (emphasis in original). As a result of this

consistent history, the effective competition requirement cannot be seriously disputed.
2.

692.

Basic Economic Principles Confirm that the Rate-Setting
Standard Requires a Hypothetical Effectively Competitive
Market lace.

Basic economic principles likewise make clear that fees set in this

proceeding must be those that would be established in an effectively competitive market.
See genevally Katz WDT $$ 5„17, 18-34; see also Shapiro WDT at 3, 10-16 (using term

"workably competitive market"). The key attribute of a competitive market is that prices
are constrained by multiple sellers offering substitute goods. As Professor Katz describes
it, "buyer choice is the essence

of competition because it's the possibility of substituting

the products of one seller for another that drives sellers to want to compete." See 5/26/15
Tr. 5649:4-8 (Katz); accord 5/11/15 Tr. 2802:14-2803:8 (Katz); Katz WDT $$ 32-34.
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693.

Even SoundExchange's economic witness in SDARS II, Dr. Ordover&

recognized that rates must be set in a hypothetically competitive market. The Copyright

Royalty Judges observed that:
Dr. Ordover chose interactive subscription services because of his belief
that they represent voluntary transactions iii a competitive marketplace
free of regulatory overhang. He also opined that such transactions provide
sufficient information based on multiple buyer/seller interactions, are not
distorted bv the exercise of undue market dower gn e',ith0r the buyer's or
seller's side....

'igital

See Determination of Rates and Terms for Preexisting Subscription Services and Satellite

Audio Radio Services, 78 Fed. Reg. 23054 at 23062 (Apr. 17, 2013) ("SDARS

II") (emphasis added).
694.

The centralized licensing permitted by sectioii 1l4 is inconsistent with

competitive market pricing. As Professor Katz explains

Economic analysis indicates that the price set in a market with 'a siiigl'e
seller and a few large buyers will tend to give rise to prices tnuch closer to
the pure monopoly prices than to a competitive price'even if the parties are
equally skilled and sophisticated bargainers.

'ith

Katz WDT $$ 38, 39; accord Shapiro WDT at 14 ("When SoundExchange is negotiating

'ore
'2
a music user on behalf of a group of record companies, those negotiations by:

definition do not include any element of price competition among those record

companies."). Previous decisions have confirmed that urider the statutory standard,

"neither sellers nor buyers can be said to be 'wjllirig'artners to an'greement if they @re

coerced to agree to a price through the exercise of overwhelming market power." 8'eb'II,
Fed. Reg. at, 24091.'

As described in PFF Part VI.A, negotiations done in a market where goods are complements are even
inconsistent with competitive market pricing.
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695.

To prevent this exercise of market power — i.e., the ability to elevate the

market price above the competitive level — Congress empowered the Copyright Royalty
Judges to set statutory license rates if the parties are unable to reach agreement, which

will ensure that the resulting rates and terms are kept to the competitive level. As

Professor Katz testified:
[F]rom the perspective of economics, it would make no sense for Congress
to have enacted a statutory rate-determination process if Congress
intended that monopolistic license fees could meet the statutory standard.
If Congress had intended monopoly rates to prevail, then it could simply
have created the statutory license and given SoundExchange antitrust
immunity unilaterally to set rates on behalf of the industry. Congress did
not do so.
696.

Katz WDT $ 16; Shapiro WDT at

11

("a market that is monopolized or

controlled by a cartel is not workably competitive. If such markets were considered

workably competitive, the concept of workable competition would lose all meaning.").
The creation of a rate-determination process and its willing-buyer/willing seller standard
can best be reconciled with economic principles and common sense by interpreting

willing buyers as those who have meaningful choices among competing sellers, rather

than facing a single, all-or-nothing offer from a monopolist. Katz WDT $ 17.
697.

As discussed in NAB's Proposed Findings of Fact, Part VI.A., supra„a

competitive market standard serves the public interest and is consistent with economic
policy. In Professor Katz's words, "[m]any U.S. public policies, including antitrust and

regulatory policies, seek to protect competition because of the benefits it delivers to
consumers. These benefits typically arrive in the form of lower, cost-based prices, greater

innovation and variety„and/or improved product and service quality." See supra PFF
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$ 183. In this regard, the requirement of effective competition is consistent with

Copyright's goal of benefiting public, not private interests.
698.

Further, as shown in NAB's Proposed Findings df Fhct,' moiiopolized

market is not effectively competitive, and suppliers of complementary products do not

'ompete
with each other. Indeed, an oligopoly of suppliers of complementary products

~

might charge higher prices than would a monopoly supplier.
699.

Competition pushes prices towards the.competing suppliers'arginal

costs, including any opportunity costs or benefits, and in effectively competitive markets,

prices will be near marginal cost. Thus, the public benefits from a competitive market in

the form of lower, cost-based prices, greater innovation and variety, and/or improved

product and service quality. Id. Thus, competition typically leads to a distribution of
benefits that favors buyers; it does not simply split. the gains from trade equally between

buyers and sellers. Id.
3.

700.

Congress's Amendment of Section 114 in Response to The
DOS's Concern that the Statute Would Lead to SupraCompetitive Pricing Further Confirms Congress's Adoption 'of
Comuetitive Marketnlace Rate-Setting Standard.

Congress's favorable response to the United States Bepartment of

Justice's concern that section 114 not result in sup&-cbmgetitivh pricing further 'coiifirms
that Congress intended the willing buyer/willing seller standard to be applied in a
competitive marketplace. Congress amended the antitrust immunity provision,
section 114(e), in response to DOJ's concern that the prio'r proposed provision "could he

read to provide statutory authority to record compalnieh td fohn 6 likening cartel. In light

of the concentration of the record industry in which 6 major companies account for 80 to
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85 percent

of the U.S. market, this could, in the words of the Justice Department 'cause

great mischief by allowing the formation of a cartel immune from antitrust scrutiny."

Statement of Senator Patrick Leahy, Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act

of 1995, S. 227,

141 Cong. Rec. S-11961 (1995)

and Letter from Acting Assistant

Attorney General Kent Markus to Hon. Patrick Leahy, June 20, 1995, reprinted in Cong.
Rec. S11961 col. 3 - S11962 col.

701.

1

(1995).

Significantly, DOJ acceded to the continued exemption in the case of the

statutory licenses here at issue on the basis that the review of rates and terms by a CARP

would operate as a check on the supra-competitive rates that otherwise might be attained
by the centralized licensing authority. See 141 Cong. Rec. S. 11,962-63 (daily ed. Aug.
8, 1995) (Letter from Assistant Attorney General Andrew Fois to Hon. Patrick Leahy,

July 21, 1995) (noting that "any impasse on license fees„ terms and conditions can be

resolved by the rate panel, if necessary.").

In an Analogous Context, the ASCAP and BMI Rate Courts
Have Interpreted "Reasonable" Rates To Signify Rates that
Would Prevail in a Hypothetical Effectively Competitive
Market lace.
702.

The analogous law of musical work performance rights rate-setting further

confirms that the statutory willing buyer/willing seller standard refers to rates that would
have been negotiated in a competitive marketplace.
703.

The legislative history to the DMCA makes clear that Congress intended

the "willing buyer/willing seller" standard to approximate competitive fair market value
and not to lead to supra-competitive prices. The "willing buyer/willing seller" standard
was introduced into section 114 by the DMCA in 1998. See DMCA ) 405. The DMCA
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Conference Report, which is the only committee report concerning the DMCA

amendments to section 114, states that "consistent with existing'law, a copyright

arbitration proceeding should be impaneled to determine reasonable rates and terms."
H.R. Rep. No. 105-796, at 86 (1998) (Conf. Rep.) (emphasis added).
704.

In the analogous musical works performance rights context, the ASCAP~

'ould

and BMI rate courts have interpreted the phrase "reasonable rates and terms" as those that

prevail in a competitive market. By antitrust consent decree,~ the two major

musical works performing rights organizations ("PROs"), ASCAP and BMI, must license
musical works at "reasonable" rates; should volunthryinegotihtions fail', the rate courts

perform a function similar to the Copyright Royalty Judges in setting "reasonable" rates
and terms. '"
705.

The ASCAP rate court has made clear that "the appropriate analysis

ordinarily seeks to define a rate or range of rates that approximates the rates that would

be set in a competitive market." ASAP v. Showtike/Fhd Maid CAanriel, Inc., 912 F.2d
563, 576 (2d Cir. 1990) (reprinting Magistrate Judge Dolinger's S.D.N.Y. opinion)

(emphasis added). The Showtime rate court observed that "the principal concern in

seeking to determine a reasonable royalty is the policy of encouraging competition in the

'easonableness
41-'395

Under the terms of the ASCAP Consent Decree, an ASCAP licensee can apply to the U.S. district court
that supervises the Decree for a determination of a reasonable rate. See United Srates v. ASCAP, No.
(WCC), 2001 WL 1589999, at ~6 (Art. IX (A-B)) (S.D.N.Y. June 11, 2001) (providing that if ASCAP
and a licensee are unable to agree upon a license fee, "ASCAP may apply to the Court for the
determination of a reasonable fee" and that "the burden of proof shal1 be on ASCAP to establish the
of the fee it seeks"). This review mechanism is commonly referred to as the "ASCAP Rate
Court." A "BMI Rate Court" was created in 1994, although even before that time BMI operated under the
terms of a Consent Decree with the Justice Department. See United States v. Broadcast Music, Inc., 1966
Trade Cas. (CCH) $ 71,941 (S.D.N.Y 1966), decree modi6ed, 1996-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) $ 71,378, at
76,891 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 18, 1994) (providing that if BMI and a licensee are unable to agree upon a license
fee, BMI "may forthwith apply to this Court for the deterinination of a reasonable fee" and that BMI shal'I
bear the burden of establishing the reasonableness of the fee).
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relevant industry and avoiding inflated pricing resulting from artificial market control."
Id. at 577 (reprinting Dolinger opinion). In an observation equally true for the pending

rate-setting proceeding, the court found that:
The opportunity of users of music rights to resort to the rate court
whenever they apprehend that ASCAP's market power may subject them
to unreasonably high fees would have little meaning if that court were
obliged to set a "reasonable" fee solely or even primarily on the basis of
the fees ASCAP had successfully obtained &om other users.
Id. at 570; accord In re Application ofMobiTV, Inc., 712 F.Supp.2d 206, 233 (S.D.N.Y.

2010), aff'd sub nom. ASCAP v. MobiTV, 6S1 F.3d 76 (2d Cir. 2012). The U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed the rate court's decision, finding that

"Magistrate Dolinger performed the rate-setting task conscientiously, thoroughly, and
fairly." Showtime, 912 F.2d at 571.
706.
principles:

In a decision three years later, the ASCAP rate court affirmed these basic

As observed in prior decisions, the 1941 Consent Decree and its 1950
successor were designed to limit the perceived ability of ASCAP to utilize
its control of most of the music licensing market to extract supracompetitive prices from its customers. Necessarilv. then. in carrvine out
its obli@ation to set a "reasonable" rate within the meaning of Article
IX(A) of the Decree. the rate court must concern itself principallv with
"definl in@i a rate or ranee of rates that approximates the rates that would
be set in a competitive market."
United States v. ASCAP (Application ofBugalo Broad. Co.), 1993-1 Trade Cas. (CCH)
$ 70,153, at 69,655 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) (emphasis added) (quoting Showtime, 912 F.2d at

576) (internal citations omitted), aff'd in part, vacated in part on other grounds, 157

F.R.D. 173 (S.D.N.Y. 1994); accord id. at 69,656 (characterizing the market that rate

courts "seek to create" in setting reasonable fees for ASCAP licenses as a "theoretical

'competitive'arket"); United States v. ASCAP (Application of Capital Cities/ABC,
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Inc.), 157 F.R.D. 173, 181 (S.D.N.Y. 1994) (citing with approval Magistrate Judge

Dolinger's observation that role of rate court is to set rates that approximate competitive
market rates).
~

Just last year, the ASCAP rate court again emphasized the importance of
setting rates that reflect those that would be set in a competitive market.
Pandova v. ASCAP., 6 F.Supp.3d 317, 353-54 (S.D.N.Y 2014), aff'd, 785 F.3d
73 (2d Cir. 2015). Specifically, it observed:

~

"ASCAP., as a monopolist, exercises market-distortirig power in negotiations
for the use of its music." Id. at 353 (quoting ASCAP v. MobiTV, 681 F.3d at
82).

~

"[8]ecause musiic performance rights are largely aggregated in the PROs
[performance rights organizations] which operate under consent decrees,
'there is no competiitive market in music rights."'d, (quoting Showtime, 912

,'.2d
at 577).

"hypothetical" matter." Id. (citing

~

"Consequently, fair market value is
Showtime 912 F,2d at 569)

~

"In such circumstances, 'the appropriate ai!iaido!sis ordinarily'eeks to define a
rate or range of rates that approximates the rates that would be set in a
competitive inarket.'" Id. at 354 (citing Showtime, 912 F.2d at 576).

707.

a.

The ASCAP and BMI rate courts likewise have characterized their task as

setting "fair market value" — e.g., "'the price that a willing buyer and a willing seller

would agree to in an arm's len~gh transaction." Showtime, 912 F.2d at 569; accord
ASCAP v. MobiTV, 681 F.3d at 82.; United States

v. BALI

(Ap'plication

bfMusic Choice),

426 F.3d 91, 95 (2d Cir. 2005) (" The rate court is responsible for establishing the fair

market value of the music rights, in other words, the price that a willing buyer and a

willing seller would agree to in an arm's length transaction." (internal citations and
quotations omitted)).
708.

The interchangeable use by the rate'courts'of the concepts "reasonable,"

"fair market value," "competitive market," and "willing buyer/willing seller" confirms
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that the concept of willing buyer/willing seller rates applicable here means competitive
market rate — just as the Librarian held in the initial webcasting CARP proceeding and

the Copyright Royalty Judges have confirmed in multiple rate-setting proceedings
thereafter. See supra Part XI.B.1.
709.

Consistent with this competitive marketplace requirement, the rate court

has warned that prior agreements proffered as benchmarks must have been negotiated in

a sufficiently competitive environment in order for them to serve as useful benchmarks.
See In re Application of MobiTV., 712 F.Supp.2d at, 233 (observing that in considering

proposed benchmark agreements, rate court must ascertain that "'the assertedly
analogous market under examination reflects an adequate degree of competition to justify

reliance on agreements that it has spawned"" (quoting United States v. BMI (In re

Application ofMusic Choice), 426 F.3d 91, 96 (2d Cir.2005)); accord Showtirne, 912
F.2d at 577. It has not hesitated to reject prior negotiated agreements proffered as

benchmarks where they reflect the exercise of significant market power by the collective

negotiating the agreement. See, e.g., Pandora v. ASCAP, 6 F. Supp. 3d at 357 (rejecting
two proffered benchmarks because "Sony and UMPG each exercised their considerable

market power to extract supra-competitive prices"); Showtime, 912 F.2d at 578-79, 582,
586 (rejecting agreements proffered by ASCAP as benchmarks due to ASCAP's

significantly greater bargaining leverage and because "although they resulted from socalled 'arms length'egotiations, they do not necessarily reflect rates that have a

discernible relationship to what a competitive — or even a partially competitive — market
would produce").
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5.

710.

SoundExchauge's Theory that Countervailing Market Powei
Satisfies the Requirement for an Effectively Competitive
Market Fails.

SoundExchange contends that its proposed benchmark license'g}.eemerits

were reached in a market that is sufficiently competitive. SoundExchange's benchmark
agreements and fees emanate Rom a very different market than one described by the

'ne iii which:

Librarian of Congress, the Judges, and the rate courts —
~

the statutory license and SoundExchange does not exist)

~

the three major record companies control exclusive repertoires that are
complements, rather than substitutes, for one another (PFF Part VIII.A.1);

~

these repertoires are undisputedly "must-haves" fbr the license'e services in
that market (PFF Part VIII.A.1);

~

the major labels are permitted to exercise their existing market dominance,
derived from the consolidation of hundreds of thousands of sound recording
copyrights into three major companies that control roughly 85'lo of the sound
recording copyrights in the market. See supra PFF $$ 1V2, '174.

711.

l

Such a market clearly is not competitive. Nevertheless, SoundExchange

argues that the mandate for effective competition is satisfied because some buyers in the

marketplace have an undefined amount of bargaining leverage to capture an undefiried

amount of the available surplus. However, markets with a single seller and a few large
buyers will tend to give rise to prices much closer to the pure monopoly price than to a

competitive price even if the parties are equally skillful aiid sophisticated bargainers. See
PFF Part VI.A. Moreover, when a licensor with market power faces two or more

potential licensees, the resulting price will be even higher„and thus, further away from

the competitive level. Id.
712.

If the Copyright Royalty Judges weie simply to replicate the rates that the

record companies could negotiate with the webcasters on their own, that would eviscerate
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the protections sought by the Justice Department and implemented by Congress to

prevent the exercise of market power.
713.

Moreover, the market on which SoundExchange relies — the licenses to

interactive services — is precisely the market that Congress recognized should be treated

differently than the market for statutory services.
6.

714.

The Copyright Act Requires the Judges To Set Different Rates
for Different Types of Services; Simulcasters Are One Such
Different Tvpe of Service.

The section 114 statutory license at issue in this proceeding specifically

mandates that the rates and terms set by the Copyright Royalty Judges "shall distinguish
among the different types of eligible nonsubscription transmission services then in
operation, and shall include a minimum fee for each such type of service." 17 U.S.C.
$

114(f)(2)(B) (emphasis added). This is not a permissive request, but an affirmative

obligation. The statute does not require the Judges to determine whether or not there are

different types of services; clearly, in Congress's view, there are. Rather, the Judges

must examine each of the different types of services and prescribe a royalty rate that
accounts for the unique characteristics of those services and the effect on a competitive

market rate for such services.
715.

The legislative history of section 114, discussed in Part XI.A, above,

indicates that simulcasters are one such type of service that should be distinguished in

setting rates. Congress repeatedly recognized that broadcasters were different, and that

broadcast performances benefitted record companies and artists. Among other things,
Congress expressed concerns about threats to the recording industry posed by

subscription and interactive services, but not by broadcasting and related transmissions.
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Congress emphasized that "'the sale of many sound recordings and the careers of many

performers have benefitted considerably from airplay and other promotional activities

provided by both noncommercial and advertiser-supporte'd fitee,'over-the-air

broadcasting." See supra $ 67.l. And, in explaIining the reason iit dIid not extend a
performance right to broadcasters, Congress identified numerous features of radio

programming that placed such programming beyond the concerns that animated the
creation of the public performance. See supra f[ 673. Those features are equally true o:F
simulcasting. Id.
7.

716.

The.Additional Statutory Factors Do Not Change the ( ore
Standard, But Do Make Clear that Promotion and Substitution
of Other Revenue Streams — i;e., Opportunity Costs — Must Se
Considered.

The statute mandates that "the Copyright R.oyalty Ju'dges shall base [their]

decision on economic, competitive and programming information presented by the
parties, ~inclndin
(i) whether use of the service may substitute for or may promote the sales
of phonorecords or otherwise may interfere with or may enhance the
sound recording copyright owner's other streams of revenue from its

sound recordings; and
(ii) the relative roles of the copyri,ght ovlnet and the tian&mittin'g entity in
the copyrighted work and the,service made available to the public with
respect to relative creative contribution,~tec~hnological contribution', capital
investment, cost, and risk."
17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B) (ernphasiis added). The statute also provides that the Judges

"may consider the rates and terms for comparable types of digital audio transmission
services and comparable circumstances under voluntary license agreements described in

subparagraph (A)." Id.
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717.

The legislative history of the sound recording performance right makes

clear that Congress has long considered the promotional benefit that is conferred on the
record companies and artists by airplay — particularly airplay by radio broadcasters — to
be an essential element of the value received by record companies and artists from

performances of sound recordings. See supra Part XI.A.3. Conversely, Congress also
was concerned about the effect of certain services — most notably interactive serviceson record sales. See 1995 Senate Report, at 16 (observing that interactive services are

"most likely to have a significant impact on traditional record sales" ).
718.

In keeping with this history, Congress made clear that the Copyright

Royalty Judges must consider these promotional benefits and possible substitution risks
in assessing what a willing buyer would pay a willing seller in a competitive market.

This is not discretionary; it is mandatory. 17 U.S.C.

$

114(f)(2)(B) (providing that

Judges "shall base [their] decision on," inter alia, "whether use of the service may

substitute for or may promote the sales of phonorecords" (emphasis added)).

a.
719.

The Economic Rationale for the Factor

This focus on promotional benefit to the record companies and artists

makes economic sense. As Professor Katz testified:
Some forms of music performance generate promotional benefits that, on
balance, stimulate the sale of recordings, to the benefit of record
companies. For example, terrestrial radio broadcasts have long been
recognized as an important source of promotion for sound recordings,
leading to higher record company sales of music to consumers. The
existence of promotional benefits has implications for the bargain that
would be reached between a willing buyer and willing seller of music
performance rights: the royalties agreed to by a willing buyer and willing
seller would reflect the promotional benefits generated by the buyer.
Specifically, because the promotional benefits are equivalent to a fee paid
by the buyer to the seller (i.e., a form of payment in kind), economic
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theory predicts that, all else equal, a buyer that generates greater
promotional benefits will pay a lower royalty fee.
Katz WDT

II

81; Shapiro WD'1 at 6 ("a service that promotes other profitable sales by the

record company will pay a lower price in a workably competitive market (based on the

lower economic cost to the record company of performances by this service)"). A willing
seller would take these benefits into account in a competitive market.
720.

The legislative history to the DPRA recognizes that interactive services

are more likely to be substitutional than noninteractive services.

"Of all the new forms of digital tran. mission service., interactive . ervices
are most likely to have a sIignificant impact on traditional record sales, and
therefore pose th,e greatest threat to the livelihoods of those whose income
depends upon revenues derived from traditional record sales," H.R. Rep,
No. 104-2.74, at 14 (1995).

Thus, Congress was parIicularly concerned by the potential substitution effects of

interactive services, and for that reason, treated them differently'han noninteractive
services.
721.

Because the promotional benefits of licensing to a service are a negative

opportunity cost (or benefit) to the record companies, a net promotional benefit means

that the record companies as willing sellers would be willing to pay a lower rate.
b,.

The. Promotion/Substitution Factor Does Not Guarantee

The Record ( ompanies a Particular Level of Revenues
But Rather Merely Directs The Judges To Consider
Record Labels'pportunity Costs and Benefits from
Licensing Their Works to Particular Types of Services.
722.

While the promotional/substitutional effect of a particular service is a

statutorily mandated rate-setting consideration, it is part and parcel of the overall willing-
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buyer-willing-seller/competitive market standard rather than a separate policy
consideration in its own right. As the CARP found in 8'eb I:
[T]he willing buyer/willing seller standard is the ~onl standard to be
applied. The two factors enumerated in the statute do not constitute
additional standards or policy considerations. Nor are these factors to be
used after determining the willing buyer/willing seller rate as bases to
adjust that determination upward or downward. The statutory factors are
merely factors to be considered, along with any other relevant factors, in
determinine rates under the willing buyer/willing seller standard.
CARP Report at 21. The Librarian of Congress affirmed this determination, agreeing

that the factor "does not constitute an additional standard or policy consideration to be
used after rates are set to adjust a base rate upwards or downwards." 8'eb I, 67 Fed. Reg.
at 45244 (emphasis added). The Copyright Royalty Judges in subsequent webcasting

rate-setting proceedings similarly followed this holding. See 8'eb II, 72 Fed. Reg. at
24087 (observing that the two factors "do not constitute additional standards, nor should

they be used to adjust the rates determined by the willing seller/willing buyer standard"
(emphasis added)); 8'eb III Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23119 n.50 (finding that the two

factors "are subsumed in its willing buyer/willing seller analyses").
723.

Importantly, the factor does not embody a policy consideration of

protecting record company revenues. Just as the Judges have concluded that the statute
does not guarantee a particular rate of return to individual webcasters, 8'eb III Remand,
79 Fed. Reg. at 23107„ the statute similarly does not guarantee the record

companies'xisting

revenues. That is more the province of the separate rate-setting standard under

17 U.S.C. $ 801(b)(1)(B)„which directs the Judges to set rates that,

inter alia, "afford the

copyright owner a fair return for his or her creative work and the copyright user a fair
income under existing economic conditions." 17 U.S.C.
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buyer-willing-seller standard, by contrast, simply considers the rates to which most

willing buyers and willing sellers would agree in an effectively competitive market.
724.

Rather th.an serving as a one-sided record label revenue guarantee, the

promotion and substitution factor is best understood as a directive to take account of the
record companies'pportunity costs and benefi.ts caused by use of the statutory service
when applying the willing buyer/will;ing seller standard. Where a type of service — such
as radio simulcasting — "promote[s] the sales of phonorecords or otherwise ... may

enhance the sound recording copyright owner's other streams of revenue from its sound

recordings," it should be re warded through lower r'ates. See '1 7 U.S.C.'

114(f)(2)(8)(i).

Conversely, if a type of service "substitute[s] for ... the sales of phonorecords or

otherwise may interfere with ... the sound recording copyright owner's other streams of

revenue from its sound recordings, it should be subject to higher rates. Id,
725.

The focus on opportunity costs is clear from the use'of the word '"other" in

the factor's identification of revenue streams: "whether use of the service may substitute
for or may promote the sales of phonorecords or otherwise may interfere with or may

enhance the sound recording copyright owner's other,streams of revenue from its sound

recordings." Id. (emphasis added). ha other words, the revenue stream that is the focus

of the factor is not the revenue stream from statutory webcasting; it is the effect of the
service on "other streams of re venue."
726.

Moreover, the relevant opportunity costs identified by the factor are the

opportunity costs from "use of the [licensed] service." Id. The dual focus of the

promotion/substitution factor in a non-exhaustive list of relevant factors confirms that the
factor only requires a consideration of the ~oportun~it
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companies experience when licensing the statutory services at issue. As such, the factor
is not an invitation to protect the record

companies'xisting revenue levels or to cover

their fixed costs.
C.

THE NAB'S RATE PROPOSAL

727.

The Section 114 statutory license at issue in this proceeding mandates that

the rates and terms set by the Judges "shall distinguish among the different types of
eligible nonsubscription transmission services then in operation, and shall include a

minimum fee for each such type of service." 17 U.S.C.
728.

$

114(f)(2)(B).

Radio simulcasting is unique and has characteristics that make appropriate

the determination of a rate that is different and lower than the rate applicable to

customized webcasters. See PFF Part III.
729.

Radio broadcasters'ore business is their over-the-air broadcast within

their local footprint, and they can reach their audience through this activity without
having to pay sound recording royalties. See PFF III.A. This ability renders simulcasting
less essential to their business as compared with a pureplay webcaster and lowers the

amount that a willing simulcast buyer would pay for the sound recording performance
license at issue here.
730.

In a competitive market, the value of the sound recording performance

right is less for simulcasters than for Internet-only webcasting due to the comparatively
smaller role of sound recordings in the programming for simulcasting. See PFF Part III.
731.

Compared to custom webcasting, the programming for simulcasting uses

far fewer sound recordings and contains far more non-music content, such as personality
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centered shows and other hosted programs, news, weathei, sporting events, and deejay
talk. See PFF Part III.A. Thus, a willing simulcast buyer would pay less for the digital
sound recording performance right than custom music services.
732.

The Judges are required by 17 U.S.C. ) 11'4(f)(2)(B)(i) to consider the

promotional or substitutional effect of a service when 'setting royalty rates'.
733.

Over-the-air radio has enormous promotional value to the record

companies and is one of the most significant drivirig forces in the sale of sound

recordings. See PFF Part III.C. Over-the-air radio is important to the success of the

recording industry and its artists. See id.
734.

Record companies expend

[l

induce radio stations to play their recordings and engage in muntless activities to

promote their sound recordings to terrestrial radio for the purpose of boosting sales.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that radio airplay confers']
]] in value.

If the net promotional value of radio airplay did not exceed the
]] that the record

co~mI]ea

the record companies would not incur these costs. See PFF
735.

ex]IeoI] irrotrIotiag to radio,

g 102-06.

The promotional benefit of public performances in influencing increased

sales of sound recordings constitutes additional value (onitop ofiany royalty paymerits)

flowing to sound recording copyright owners and performing artists that mould be

considered as compensation by willing buyers and twirling selllers ir| a competitive
market. See PFF $$ 199, 203, 214.
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736.

On a listener-for-listener basis, simulcasting provides the same

promotional value as terrestrial radio. See PFF Part III.C.
737.

Simulcasting does not pose any greater risk of displacing sales or licenses

of sound recordings than the minimal risk posed by over-the-air radio, and
SoundExchange's witnesses failed to provide any meaningful evidence, beyond pure
speculation, that simulcasting is substitutional. See PFF Part III.C.
738.

In light of the foregoing, the opportunity costs to the record companies of

licensing simulcasting is near zero or negative. See PFF Part VI.C.I.
739.

NAB's proposed fee of $ 0.0005 per performance is consistent with the fee

that would be agreed for simulcasting in an effectively competitive market without a
statutory license and is adopted.
740.

NAB's proposed fee for Small Streaming Stations (with average

concurrent listeners under 100, which is equal to 876,000 Aggregate Tuning Hours per
year) is a fee that would be agreed in an effectively competitive market. The evidence
shows that broadcasters cannot meaningfully earn revenues from such a small audience,
it is in the public interest, and that there is benefit and no harm to record companies and

artists from allowing simulcasting to reach such audiences.
741.

A simulcaster as a willing buyer in a competitive market would not agree

to pay a willing seller a share of its revenue in exchange for a license to perform sound

recordings because such a fee does not properly account for the value contributed to the
service by the simulcaster. See PFF Part IX.
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742.

A radio broadcaster as a willing. buyer would not agree to pay a willing

seller a share of its revenue in exchange for a license to perform sound recordings

because such a fee metric does not take into account the difFerent amount of music users

by difFerent services or the difFerent amounts of music used by different types of stations,
including talk-intensive or mixed-format stations. See PFF Part IX.
743.

A percentage of revenue fee is unworkable as applied to siinulcasters due

to the intractable problems and controversies that mould arise in connection with the

allocation of bundled revenue among different stations, platf'orms and programs.
744.

A percent of revenue fee metric is inappropriate to apply to simulcasters.

See PFF Part IX.

745.

A radio broadcaster as a willing'buyer would'not agree to pay a willing

seller under a "greater of'etric because such a metric improperly places al1 risk on the
buyer, as the seller will be paid even if the buyer sustains losses. See PFF Part IX.D, H.
746.

A radio broadcaster as a willing buyer would'not agree to pay a willing

seller under a "greater of'etric because such a metric would, upon the buyer's makirig

the business more successful, allow the seller to recover a higher amount for providing

nothing more than it would have provided otherwise. See PFF Part IX.D, E.
747.

NAB's proposed rates best reflect those that willing buyers would pay

willing sellers in an effectively competitive market. See PFP. Part VI.
D.

REJECTION OF SOUNDEXCHANGE'S PROPOSED FEES AND
FEE MODELS

748.

SoundExchange has presented no case upwith respect to simulcasting, but

has merely "bootstrapped" its arguments relative to custom webcasters to simulcasting'
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749.

SoundExchange's chief economist, Professor Rubinfeld, primarily based

his fee model on benchmark agreements entered into by interactive streaming music

services. His interactive benchmark analysis provides no evidence of the "rates and

terms that most clearly represent the rates and terms that would have been negotiated in

the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller" for the sound recording

public performance royalty. 17 U.S.C.

$

114(f)(2); See PFF Part VIII.A. His

benchmark analysis is pervasively flawed and unreliable because he:
improperly relies on a proposed benchmark market that exhibits a marked
lack of effective competition, where the repertoires of each of the three major
record labels are complementary "must haves'" in order for an interactive
music service to operate successfully;

improperly assumes that the commercial statutory webcasting market has
converged with the interactive services market when it has not, particularly
with respect to simulcasting;

invalidly assumes that license fees will constitute the same percentage of
revenue for both interactive music services and noninteractive statutory
services;
does not properly account for advertising-supported services in performing his
interactivity adjustment to derive his proposed rate for noninteractive services;

relies on improper and biased weighting in developing his average perperformance rate in a way that systematically and significantly inflated his
proposed license fee;

fails to account for services'on-license fee costs;
does not properly account for differences in the promotional and substitutional
effects of interactive music services on one hand and noninteractive statutory
services on the other;
does not properly account for the significantly less important role that sound
recordings play on simulcast services as compared with interactive music
services;

underestimates the number of noncompensable plays in calculating his
interactivity adjustment; and
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~

improperly relies on a survey by Professor McFadden's survey that does not
corroborate Professor Rubinfeld's interhctivity adjustment..

See PFF Part VIII.A.

If only some of these flaws are corrected, Professor Rubinfeld's

analysis corroborates NAB's fee proposal. See PFF Part VIII.A.

Professor Rubinfeld's other proposed benchmark analyses based on

750.

'greements

with Apple, Beats, Nokia MixRadio, Rhapsody Unkadio, and: Spotify Free

similarly provide no evidence of the "rates and terms that most clearly represent the

res

I

and terms that would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing buyer
and a willing seller" for the sound recording public performance royalty. 17 'U.S.C.
$

114(f)(2); see PFF VIII.C, E. Rather, properly analyzed, the App'le benchmark and
]] support NAB's fee proposal. See PFF

effective rates paid by ti

Part VIII.D; $ 219..

E.

TERMS

751.

The NAB's proposed terms best reflect those that would be reached

between willing simulcast buyers and willing selleis iti an effectively competitive market.
See PFF Part X. SoundExchange's proposed conflicting terms do not. See PFF Part X.

These include:
~

Adopting NAB's definition of "Broadcast.Retransmission". to define
simulcasting;

~

Continuing the requirement that audits be conducted by licensed certified
public accountants and requiring them to be completed within 6 months,'

Maintaining the 45-day reporting arid p'ayinerit perioid;

'

Making clear that the relevant definition of AtlHi excludes non-music
programming
~

Maintaining a single late fee for paymeintsiand settmg aireaisonable rate;
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Allowing broadcasters to recover overpayments;
Excluding performances of 15 seconds or less from the definition of
performances subject to fee; and

Adopting a provision for notice and cure.
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NAB's Proposed Rates and Terms (June 19, 2015)
37 C.F.R. 5 Part 380 Subnart B (Rates and Terms Aunlicable to Broadcasters)
$380.10

General.

(a) Scope. This subpart establishes rates and terms of royalty payments for the public
performance of sound recordings in certain digital transmissions made by or on behalf of
Broadcasters as set forth herein in accordance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C. 114, and the
making of Ephemeral Recordings by or on behalf of Broadcasters as set forth herein in
accordance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C. 112(e), during the period January 1, 2016, through
December 31, 2020.

(b) Legal compliance. Broadcasters relying upon the statutory licenses set forth in 17
U.S.C. 112(e) and 114 shall comply with the requirements of those sections, the rates and terms
of this subpart, and any other applicable regulations not inconsistent with the rates and terms set
forth herein.
(c) Relationship to voluntary agreements. Notwithstanding the royalty rates and terms
established in this subpart, the rates and terms of any license agreements entered into by
Copyright Owners and digital audio services shall apply in lieu of the rates and terms of this
subpart to transmission within the scope of such agreements.
$ 380.11 Definitions.

For purposes of this subpart, the following definitions shall apply:

Aggregate Tuning Hours means the total hours of programming transmitted by or on
behalf of the Broadcaster during the relevant period to all listeners within the United States of
Broadcast Retransmissions from a single terrestrial AM or FM radio station . In computing
Aggregate Tuning Hours, a Broadcaster may exclude may exclude any discrete programming
segments and any half hours of programming that do not include any Performance. By way of
example, if a service transmitted one hour of programming containing Performances to 10
simultaneous listeners, the service's Aggregate Tuning Hours would equal 10. If one half hour of
that hour did not include any Performance, the service's Aggregate Tuning Hours would equal 5.
As an additional example, if one listener listened to a service for 10 hours and all 10 hours
contained Performances, the service's Aggregate Tuning Hours would equal 10.

'he

National Association of Broadcasters are participating in the Judges'eparate rulemaking on notice and
recordkeeping (including reports of use). Docket No. 14-CRB-0005 (RM). NAB understands that to be the
proceeding in which the Judges are considering notice and recordkeeping issues. Accordingly, NAB does not
address such issues in this proceeding or in these proposed rates and terms. NAB's position on notice and
recordkeeping issues and its proposed regulations are set forth in the Joint Comments of the National Association of
Broadcasters and the Radio Music License Committee Regarding the Copyright Royalty Judges'otice and
Recordkeeping Rulemaking, June 30, 2014, and those parties'oint Reply Comments in that same rulemaking, filed
on September 5, 2014.

Broadcaster means an entity that:
(1) Has, either directly or through an affiliated entity that controls, is controlled by, or is
under common control with Broaclcaster, a business owning and operating one or more terrestrial
AM or FM radio stations that are licensed as such by the Federal Conununications Commission;

(2) Has obtained a compulsory license under 17 U'.S.C. 112(e) and 114 and the
implementing regulations therefor to make Eligible Transmissions of sound recordings pursuant
to the statutory licenses under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114, and related ephemeral recordings;
(3) Complies with all applicable provisions of Sections 112(e) and 114 and
and

applicable'egulations;

(4) Is not a noncommercial webcaster as defined in 17 U.S.C. 114(f)(5)(E)(i).

Broadcast Retransmissions means transmissions made by or'n behalf of a Broadcaster
over the Internet, wireless data networks,, or other simiilar transmission facilities that are
primarily retransmissions of terrestrial over-the-air broadcast programming transmitted by the
Broadcaster through its AM or FM radio station, including transmissions containing (1)
substitute advertisements; (2) other programming substituted for programming for which
requisite licenses or clearances to transmit over the Internet, wireless data networks, or such
other transmission facilities have not been obtained; and ('3) substituted programming that does
not contain Performances licensed under 17 U.S.C, 1li2(ei) and 1~14.~ Broadcast Retransmissions
do not include transmissions in which. the sound recordings that are performed are customized to
a user.
Collective is the collection and distribution organization that is designated by the
Copyright Royalty Judges.

Copyright Owners are sound recording copyright owrierc who are entitled to royalty
payments made under this subpart pursuant to the statutory licenses under 17 U.S.C,. 112(e) and
114(f).
Eligible Transmission shall mean a Broadcast Retransmission that is subject to licensirig
under 17 U.S.C. $ 114(d)(2) and the payment of royalties under 37 C.F.R. Part 380.
Ephemeral Recording is a phonorecord created for the purpose of facilitating an Eligible
Transmission of a public performance of a sound recording under a statutory license in
accordance with 17 U.S.C. 114(f), and subject to the limitations specified in 17 U.S.C. 112(e),

Performance is each instance in which any portion of a sound recording is publicly
performed to a listener by means of a digital audio transmission but excluding the followin~g:

~

(1) A performance of a sound recording that does not~require a license under the United
States Copyright Act, 17'.S.C. $ ~j 101, et.. eq. (e.g., a sound recording fixed before February
15, 1972);

(2) A performance of a sound recording for which the Broadcaster has previously
obtained a license from the Copyright Owner of such sound recording;
(3) An incidental performance that both:
(i) Makes no more than incidental use of sound recordings including, but not limited to,
brief musical transitions in and out of commercials or program segments, brief performances

during news, talk and sports programming, brief background performances during disk jockey
announcements, brief performances during commercials of sixty seconds or less in duration, or
brief performances during sporting or other public events, and
(ii) Other than ambient music that is background at a public event, does not contain an
entire sound recording and does not feature a particular sound recording of more than thirty
seconds (as in the case of a sound recording used as a theme song);
(4) A performance of a sound recording that is 15 seconds or less in duration; or
(5) A second connection to the same sound recording from someone from the same IP

address.

Performers means the independent administrators identified in 17 U.S.C. 114(g)(2)(B)
and (C) and the parties identified in 17 U.S.C. 114(g)(2)(D).
Qualified Auditor is a Certified Public Accountant licensed in the jurisdiction where it
seeks to conduct a verification.
Small Streaming Station is a terrestrial AM or FM radio station with respect to which
Broadcast Retransmissions by or on behalf of the Broadcaster meet the following eligibility
criteria:
(1) During the prior year Eligible Transmissions by or on behalf of the Broadcaster
totaled less than 876,000 Aggregate Tuning Hours; and
(2) During the applicable year Broadcaster reasonably expects Eligible Transmissions of
Broadcast Retransmissions to total less than 876,000 Aggregate Tuning Hours.
$ 380.12 Royalty fees for the public performance of sound recordings and for
ephemeral recordings.

(a) Royalty rates. (1) For each of its Small Streaming Stations, Broadcasters shall pay
only the minimum fee (as provided in $ 380.12(c)); provided that, one time during the period
2016-2020, a Broadcaster's station that qualified under the Small Streaming Station definition as
of January 31 of one year unexpectedly made Eligible Transmissions in excess of 876,000
Aggregate Tuning Hours during that year, may choose to be treated as a Small Station during the
following year notwithstanding paragraph (1) of the definition of "Small Station" if it
implements measures reasonably calculated to ensure that it will not make Eligible
Transmissions exceeding 876,000 Aggregate Tuning Hours during that following year.

(2) In all other cases, royalties for Eligible Transmissions made pursuant to 17 U.SJC.
114, and the making of related ephemeral recordings pursuant to 17 U.S.C. 112(e), shall, except
as provided in $ 380.13(g)(3), be payable at the rate of $ 0 0005 per Performance for the period
January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2020.
i

(b) Ephemeral royalty. The royalty payable under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) for any reproduction

of a phonorecord made by a Broadcaster during this license period and used solely by the

Broadcaster to facilitate transmissions made pursuant to 1~7 U.S.C. 114~ as'nd whed provided in
this section is deemed to be included within, and constitute 5% of, such royalty payments.
(c) Minimum fee. Each Broadcaster will pay an annual, nonrefundable minimum fee of
$ 500 for each of its terrestrial AM and FM radio stations for which Eligible Transmissionsl ard

made by or on behalf of such Broadcaster for each calendar year or part of a calendar year during
2016-2020 during which the Broadcaster is a licensee pursuant to licenses under 17 U.S.C.
112(e) and 114, provided that a Broadcaster shall not be required to pay more than $ 50,000 in~
minimum fees in the aggregate (for 100 or more such radio stations). For the purpose of this
subpart, each individual stream (e.g., primary radio station, HD multicast radio side channels,
different stations owned by a single licensee) will be treated separately and be subject to a
separate minimum, except that identical streams for simul~cast stations will be treated as a single
stream if the streams are available at a single Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and
performances from all such stations are aggregated for purposes of determining the number of
payable performances hereunder. Upon payment of the minimum fee, the Broadcaster will
receive a credit in the amount of the minimum fee against'ny additional royalties payable for the
same calendar year for the same channel or station.
(d) Programming Provided by Third Parties. In the case of programming provided by
third parties to a Broadcaster, the Broadcaster shall make commercially reasonable, goad-faith
efforts to cause such third parties to provide information regarding the number of Performances
in such programming. If, however, some or all of that information is not provided to the
Broadcaster, the Broadcaster may either (i) make a.good faith estimate of the total number of
Performances in such programming, multiplied by the lnmlnbgr of Aggregate 'funing'Hours of
transmissions of such programming if the Broadcasterlhag a geagon@ble basis for suoh estimate,
or (ii) estimate the number of Performances in such programltninig by multiplying the total
of Aggregate Tuning Hours of transmissions of such. programming by 1 Performance per
hour in the case of radio station programming reasonably classified as news, business, talk or
sports and 12 Performances per hour in the case of transmissions or retransmissions of all other
radio station programming.

'umber

$380.13

Terms for making payment of royalty fees and statements of account.

(a) Payment to the Collective. A Broadcaster shall make the royalty payments due under
380.12
to the Collective.
$

(b) Designation of the Collective. (1) Until such time as a new designation is made,I
SoundExchange, Inc., is designated as the Collective to receive statements of account and royalty
payments from Broadcasters due under $ 380.12 and to distribute such royalty payments to eaah
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Copyright Owner and Performer, or their designated agents, entitled to receive royalties under 17
U.S.C. 112(e) and 114(g).
(2) If SoundExchange, Inc. should dissolve or cease to be governed by a board consisting
of equal numbers of representatives of Copyright Owners and Performers, then it shall be
replaced by a successor Collective upon the fulfillment of the requirements set forth in paragraph
(b)(2)(i) of this section.
(i) By a majority vote of the nine Copyright Owner representatives and the nine
Performer representatives on the SoundExchange board as of the last day preceding the condition
precedent in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, such representatives shall file a petition with the

Copyright Royalty Board designating a successor to collect and distribute royalty payments to
Copyright Owners and Performers entitled to receive royalties under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) or 114(g)
that have themselves authorized such Collective.
(ii) The Copyright Royalty Judges shall publish in the Federal Register within 30 days of

receipt of a petition filed under paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section an order designating the
Collective named in such petition.
(c) Monthly payments. Broadcasters must make monthly payments where required by
380.12,
and provide statements of account, for each month on the 45th day following the month
$
in which the Eligible Transmissions subject to the payments and statements of account were
made. All monthly payments shall be rounded to the nearest cent.

(d) Minimum payments. A Broadcaster shall make any minimum payment due under
380.12(b)
by January 31 of the applicable calendar year, except that payment by a Broadcaster
$
that was not making Eligible Transmissions or Ephemeral Recordings pursuant to the licenses in
17 U.S.C. 114 and/or 17 U.S.C. 112(e) as of said date but begins doing so thereafter shall be due
by the 45th day after the end of the month in which the Broadcaster commences to do so.
(e) Late fees. A Broadcaster shall pay a late fee for each instance in which any payment
or any statement of account is not received by the Collective in compliance with applicable
regulations by the due date. The amount of the late fee shall be the underpayment rate identified
in 26 U.S.C. $ 6621 applied to the amount of the late payment or the payment associated with a
late statement of account. The late fee shall accrue from the due date of the payment or statement

of account until the payment and statement of account are received by the Collective, provided
that, in the case of a timely provided but noncompliant statement of account, the Collective has
notified the Broadcaster within 90 days regarding any noncompliance that is reasonably evident
to the Collective. A single late fee shall be due in the event both a payment and statement of
account are received by the Collective after the due date. SoundExchange may compromise or
elect to forego the late fee in the case of minor or inadvertent failures of a Broadcaster to make a
timely payment or submit a timely statement.
(f) Statements of account. Any payment due under )380.12 shall be accompanied by a
corresponding statement of account. A statement of account shall contain the following
information:

(1) Such information as is necessary to calculate the accompanying royalty payment;

(2) The name, address, business title., telephone number, facsimile number (if any),
electronic mail address (if any) and other contact information of the, person to be contacted for
information or questions concerning the content of the statement of account;
(3) The signature of:
(i) The owner of the Broadcaster or a duly authorized agent of the owner, if the
Broadcaster is not a partnership or corporation;

'iii)
if the Broadcaster is a partnershipor

(ii) A partner or delegee,

An officer o:F the corporation,, if the Broadcaster is a corporation.

(4) The printed or typewritten name of the person signing the statement of account;
(5) The date of signature;

(6) If the Broadcaster is, a partnership or corporation, the title oi official position held in
the partnership or corporation by the person signing the statement of account;
(7) A certification

o,F the

capacity of the person signing; and

(8) A statement to the following effect:

I, the undersigned owner or agent of the Broadcaster, or bffi'cer'or partner, have'ex6mitied
this statement of account and hereby state that it fairly presents, in all material respects, the
liabilities of Broadcaster pursuant to 17 tJ.S.C. 112(e) and 114.

This attestation shall not prevent a Broadcaster from making good faith revisions or
adjustments to its Statements of Account that it later determines'to be necessary to accurately
reflect its liabilities due under this Subpart.
(g) Distribution of royalties. (ll.) The Collective shall promptly distribute royalties
received from Broadcasters to Copyright Owners and Performers, or their designated agents, that
are entitled to such royalties. The Collective shall only be respor»sible f'r making distributions to
those Copyright Owners, Performers, or their designated agents who provide the Collective with
such information as is necessary to identify and pay the correct recipient. The Collective shall
distribute royalties on a basIis that values all performances by a Broadcaster equally based upon
information provided under the report of use requirements for Broadcasters contained in $ 370.4
of this chapter and this subpart., except that in the case of electing Sinall Broadcasters, the
Collective shall distribute royalties based on proxy usage 'data in accordance with a methodology
adopted by the Collective's .Board of Directors. The Collective shall use its best efforts to
identify and locate copyright owners and featured artists in o~der to distribute royaltiies payable
to them under section 112(e) or 114(d)(2) of title 1'7, United States Code, or both. Such efforts
shall include searches in Copyright 0:ffice public records and published directories of sound
recording copyright owners,
~

(2) If the Collective is unable to locate a Copyright Owner or Performer entitled to a
distribution of royalties under paragraph (h)(1) of this section within 5 years from the date the
Collective first distributes any other royalties for the same reporting period, then such
distribution may be first applied to the costs directly attributable to the administration of that
distribution. The foregoing shall apply notwithstanding the common law or statutes of any State.

of a Broadcaster and of the Collective
relating to payments of and distributions of royalties shall be kept for a period of not less than the
(i) Retention of records. Books and records

prior 3 calendar years.
(j) Overpayments. If the Broadcaster determines, within three (3) calendar years of
to
paying the Collective a monthly amount due, that the Broadcaster overpaid the royalty
payments due under $ 380.12, the Broadcaster may reduce the royalty payments due on its next
monthly payment(s) by the amount of the overpayment, until the full amount of the overpayment
has been recouped. The Broadcaster shall include in its statement of account for each month in
which it is deducting amounts to recover an overpayment such information as is necessary to
calculate the amount of the overpayment.
$380.14

Confidential Information.

(a) Definition. For purposes of this subpart, "Confidential Information" shall include the
statements of account and any information contained therein, including the amount of royalty
payments and the number of Performances, and any information pertaining to the statements of
account reasonably designated as confidential by the Broadcaster submitting the statement.

(b) Exclusion. Confidential Information shall not include documents or information that
at the time of delivery to the Collective are public knowledge. The party claiming the benefit of
this provision shall have the burden of proving that the disclosed information was public

knowledge.
(c) Use of Confidential Information. In no event shall the Collective use any Confidential
Information for any purpose other than royalty collection and distribution and activities related
directly thereto.
(d) Disclosure of Confidential Information. Access to Confidential Information shall be
limited to:
(1) Those employees, agents, attorneys, consultants and independent contractors of the
Collective, subject to an appropriate written confidentiality agreement or an ethical obligation to
maintain the Confidential Information of the Collective, who are engaged in the collection and
distribution of royalty payments hereunder and activities related directly thereto, for the purpose
of performing such duties during the ordinary course of their work and who require access to the
Confidential Information;
(2) An independent and Qualified Auditor, subject to an appropriate written
confidentiality agreement, who is authorized to act on behalf of the Collective with respect to
verification of a Broadcaster's statement of account pursuant to $ 380.15 or on behalf of a

Copyright Owner or Performer with respect to the verificatio'n of ro'yalty distr'ibutions pursuarit
to $ 380.16;
(3) Copyright Owners and Performers, including thIeiL dcIsighatbd agents, wh'ose works
have been used under the statutory licenses set forth in 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114(fI by the
Broadcaster whose Confidential Information is being supplied, subject~to an appropriate written
confidentiality agreement, and including those employeesl, agents, attorneys, conhultantis and
independent contractors of such Copyright Owners and Performers and their designated agents,
subject to an appropriate written confidentiality agreemerit, for the purpose of performing their
duties during the ordinary course of their work and who require access to the Confidential
Information; and

'ther

(4) In connection with future proceedings under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114(f) before the
Copyright Royalty Judges, and under an appropriate protective order, attorneys, consultants aiid
authorized agents of the parties to the proceedings or the courts.

(e) Safeguarding of Confidential Information. The Collective and any person identified in
paragraph (d) of this section shall implement procedures to safeguard against unauthorized
access to or dissemination of any Confidential Information using a reasonable standard of care,
but not less than the same degree of security used to protect Confidential Information or
similarly sensitive information belonging to the Co'llective or person.
$380.15

Verification of royalty payments.

(a) General. This section prescribes procedures by which the Collective may verify the
royalty payments made by a Broadcaster.

(b) Frequency of verification. The Collective may conduct a single audit of a
Broadcaster, upon reasonable notice and during reasoriable business hours, during any given
calendar year, for any or all of the prior 3 calendar years, but no calendar year shall be subject to
audit more than once.

(c) Notice of intent to audit. The Collective must file with the Copyright Royalty Board a
notice of intent to audit a particular Broadcaster, which sHall,i withiri 30 days of the filing otf the
notice, publish in the Federal Register a notice announcing such filing. The notification, of intent',
to audit shall be served at the same time on the Broadcaster to be audited. Any such audit shall
be conducted by an independent and Qualified Auditor identified in the notice, who may not be
retained on a contingency fee basis and who shall be obligated te verify ariy underpayment or
overpayment of royalties. The designation of the Qualified Auditor shall be binding
Any such audit shall be completed within 6 months of the date of the notification of
intent to audit is served on the Broadcaster.

on'll'arties.

(d) Acquisition and retention of report. The Broadcaster shall use commercially
reasonable efforts to obtain or to provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by
third parties for the purpose of the audit. The Collective shall retain the report of the verification:
for a period of not less than 3 years.
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(e) Acceptable verification procedure. An audit of Broadcaster's books and records,
including underlying paperwork, which was performed in the ordinary course of business

according to generally accepted auditing standards by an independent and Qualified Auditor,
shall serve as an acceptable verification procedure for all parties with respect to the information
that is within the scope of the audit.
(f) Consultation. Before rendering a written report to the Collective, except where the
auditor has a reasonable basis to suspect fraud and disclosure would, in the reasonable opinion of
the auditor, prejudice the investigation of such suspected fraud, the auditor shall review the
tentative written findings of the audit with the appropriate agent or employee of the Broadcaster
being audited in order to remedy any factual errors and clarify any issues relating to the audit;
Provided that an appropriate agent or employee of the Broadcaster reasonably cooperates with
the auditor to remedy promptly any factual error or clarify any issues raised by the audit.

(g) Costs of the verification procedure. The Collective shall pay the cost of the
verification procedure, unless it is finally determined that there was an underpayment of 10% or
more, in which case the Broadcaster shall, in addition to paying the amount of any
underpayment„bear the reasonable costs of the verification procedure.
$380.16

Verification of royalty distributions.

(a) General. This section prescribes procedures by which any Copyright Owner or
Performer may verify the royalty distributions made by the Collective; provided, however, that
nothing contained in this section shall apply to situations where a Copyright Owner or Performer
and the Collective have agreed as to proper verification methods.

(b) Frequency of verification. A Copyright Owner or Performer may conduct a single
audit of the Collective upon reasonable notice and during reasonable business hours, during any
given calendar year, for any or all of the prior 3 calendar years, but no calendar year shall be
subject to audit more than once.
(c) Notice of intent to audit. A Copyright Owner or Performer must file with the
Copyright Royalty Board a notice of intent to audit the Collective, which shall, within 30 days of
the filing of the notice, publish in the Federal Register a notice announcing such filing. The
notification of intent to audit shall be served at the same time on the Collective. Any audit shall
be conducted by an independent and Qualified Auditor identified in the notice who may not be
retained on a contingency fee basis and who shall be obligated to verify any underpayment or
overpayment of royalties. The designation of the Qualified Auditor shall be binding on all
Copyright Owners and Performers. Any such audit shall be completed within 6 months of the
date of the notification of intent to audit is served on the Broadcaster.

(d) Acquisition and retention of report. The Collective shall use commercially reasonable
efforts to obtain or to provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by third
parties for the purpose of the audit. The Copyright Owner or Performer requesting the
verification procedure shall retain the report of the verification for a period of not less than 3
years.

-9-

(e) Acceptable verification procedure. An audit of Brhoadcaster's books and records,
including underlying paperwork, which was performed in the ordinary course of business
according to generally accepted auditing standards by 'an indh'.pendent and Qualified Auditor,
shall serve as an acceptable verification procedure for all parties with respect to the:information
that is within the scope of the audit.

'ny

(f) Consultation. Before rendering any interim or final written report to a Copyright
Owner or Performer, except where the Qualified Auditor has a reasonable basis to suspect fraud
and disclosure would, in the reasonable opinion of the Qualified Auhditor, prejudice the
investigation of such suspected fraud, the Qualified Auditor shall review the tentative written
findings of the audit with the appropriate agent or employee of the Collective in order to reme'dy
factual errors and clarify any issues relating to the audit; Provided that the appropriate agent
or employee of the Collective reasonably cooperates with the, Qualified Auditor to remedy
promptly any factual errors or clarify any issues raised, by'he

au'dit.'g)

Costs of the verification procedure. he Copyright Owner or Performer requesting the
verification procedure shall pay the cost of the procedure, unless it i.s finally determined that
there was an underpayment of 10 ~hh or more, in whjich case the Collective shall, in addition to
paying the amount of any underpayment, bear reasona'ble fees paid to the Qualified Auditor by
the Collective for the verification procedure.
jl.

P80.17 Unclaimehd funds.

If the Collective is unable to identify or locate a Copyright Owner or Performer who is
entitled to receive a royalty distribution under this subpart, the Collective shaJll retain the
required payment in a segregated trust account for a period o:f 5 years from the date of
distribution. No claim to such distribution shall be valid after the expiration of the 5-year period.
After expiration of this period, and except as, may be subject to the common law or statutes of
any State, the Collective may apply the unclaimed funds solely t'o offset any costs deductible
under 17 U.S.C. 114(g)(3)(A). Nothing in this subsection is intended to preempt the laws of any
State. The Collective shall render its best efforts to identify andI locate copyright owners and
featured artists in order to distribute royalties payable to them under section 112(e) or 114('d)(2)
of title 17, United States Code, or both. Such efforts shall include searches in Copyright OIffice
public records and puhblished directories of sound recording copyright owners.
$ 380.18

Notice and Cure

For any material breach of these reguhlations by a Broadcaster that the Collective intends
to assert in any way against the Brhoadcaster, the Collective shall first provide notice of such
material breach to the Broadcaster by certified mail, and the Broadcaster shall have 30 dayk fromm
the receipt of such notice of material breach to cure such material breach.

-

10-

NAB's Pronosed Rates and Terms (June 19. 2015)
37 C.F.R. 5
$ 380.10

Part 380 Subnart B (Rates and Terms Anolicable to Broadcasters)

General.

(a) Scope. This subpart establishes rates and terms of royalty payments for the public
performance of sound recordings in certain digital transmissions made by or on behalf of
Broadcasters as set forth herein in accordance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C. 114, and the
making of Ephemeral Recordings by or on behalf of Broadcasters as set forth herein in
accordance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C. 112(e), during the period January 1, 2@42016,
through December 31, 20442020.

(b) Legal compliance. Broadcasters relying upon the statutory licenses set forth in 17
U.S.C. 112(e) and 114 shall comply with the requirements of those sections, the rates and terms
of this subpart, and any other applicable regulations not inconsistent with the rates and terms set
forth herein.
(c) Relationship to voluntary agreements. Notwithstanding the royalty rates and terms
established in this subpart, the rates and terms of any license agreements entered into by
Copyright Owners and digital audio services shall apply in lieu of the rates and terms of this
subpart to transmission within the scope of such agreements.
$380.11

Definitions.

For purposes of this subpart, the following definitions shall apply:

Aggregate Tuning Hours means the total hours of programming thstransmitted bv or on
behalf of the Broadcaster h==:;=;.=;..'.::=" during the relevant period to all listeners within the
I
l + +.
+ — —,tl
United States 4 — — -, L
vv v a oy
r -- - — - r -o—
';""-'—, ~': —:h!= Tr=;.=; == =;.= of Broadcast Retransmissions from a sin@le terrestrial
AM or FM radio station . In computinp AL~eregate Tuning Hours. a Broadcaster mav exclude
mav exclude anv discrete Orot.rammint. segments and anv half hours of @rot ramming that do not
include anv Performance. Bv wav of examole. if a service transmitted one hour of oroprammine
containinp Performances to 10 simultaneous listeners. the service's At.eret ate Tunine Hours
would eaual 10. If one half hour of that hour did not include anv Performance. the service's
Appreciate Tuning Hours would equal 5. As an additional example. if one listener listened to a
service for 10 hours and all I 0 hours contained Performances. the service's Aet.ret ate Tunint.
Hours would eaual 10.

'+L

'he

~

~

National Association of Broadcasters are oarticioatina in the Judaes'eoarate rulemakina on notice and
recordkeeoinp (includina reoorts of usek Docket No. 14-CRB-0005 (RM). NAB understands that to be the
oroceedina in which the Judaes are considerina notice and recordkeeoina issues. Accordinalv. NAB does not
address such issues in this oroceedina or in these orooosed rates and terms. NAB's oosition on notice and
recordkeeoina issues and its orooosed regulations are set forth in the Joint Comments of the National Association of
Broadcasters and the Radio Music License Committee Reaardina the Coovriaht Rovaltv Judaes'otice and
Recordkeeoina Rulemakina. June 30. 2014. and those oarties'oint Reolv Comments in that same rulemakina. filed
on Seotember 5. 2014.

Broadcaster means an entity that:

(I) Has-e-subs4aeM either directl or throu h an affiliated entit that controls is
controlled b . or is under common control with Broadcaster a business owning and operating
one or more terrestrial AM or FM radio stations that are licensed as such by the Federal
Communications Commission;
(2) Has obtained a compulsory license under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114 and the
implementing regulations therefor to make Eligible Transmissions of sound recordings ursuant
to the statutor licenses under 17 U.S.C. 112 e and 114 and related ephemeral recordings;
(3) Complies with all applicable provisions of Sections 112(e) and 114 and applicable
regulations; and
(4) Is not a noncommercial webcaster as defined in 17 U.S.C. 114(f)(5)(E)(i).

Broadcast Retransmissions
means transmissions made by
or on behalf of a Broadcaster over the Internet-Mt-aR; wireless data networks or other similar
transmission facilities that are rimaril retransmissions of terrestrial over-the-air broadcast
programming transmitted by the Broadcaster through its AM or FM radio station, including eriestransmissions containin ~ I substitute advertisementsei~2 other programming
eeeasieRaIIy-substituted for programming for which requisite licenses or clearances to transmit
over the Internet wireless data networks or such other transmission facilities have not been
obtained.
~and 3
substituted programming that does not
. contain Performances licensed under 17 U.S.C.
112 e and 114. Broadcast Retransmissions do not include transmissions in which the sound
recordin ~s that are erformed are customized to a user.
Collective is the collection and distribution organization that is designated by the
Copyright Royalty Judges.

Copyright Owners are sound recording copyright owners who are entitled to royalty
payments made under this subpart pursuant to the statutory licenses under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and
114(f).

Eligible Transmission shall mean
Retransmission that is sub'ect to 1icensin under
ro alties under 37 C.F.R. Part 380.

a Broadcast
17

U.S.C.

114 d 2 and the a ment

of

Ephemeral Recording is a phonorecord created for the purpose of facilitating an Eligible
Transmission of a public performance of a sound recording under a statutory license in
accordance with 17 U.S.C. 114(f), and subject to the limitations specified in 17 U.S.C. 112(e).

Performance is each instance in which any portion of a sound recording is publicly
performed to a listener by means of a digital audio transmission ',=.~., '..".= "=! '.; .,
+2'
""'.="..=.",'ut excluding the following:
(1) A performance of a sound recording that does not require a license under the United
States Coovripht Act. 17 U.S.C. 55 101. et. sea. (e.g. a sound recording '.".."'. '." ".."'.
c=p; .~L..'.c" fixed before Februarv 15. 1972);
(2) A performance of a sound recording for which the Broadcaster has previously
obtained a license from the Copyright Owner of such sound recording; ard

(3) An incidental performance that both:
(i) Makes no more than incidental use of sound recordings including, but not limited to,
brief musical transitions in and out of commercials or program segments, brief performances
during news, talk and sports programming, brief background performances during disk jockey
announcements, brief performances during commercials of sixty seconds or less in duration, or
brief performances during sporting or other public events, and

(ii) Other than ambient music that is background at a public event, does not contain an
entire sound recording and does not feature a particular sound recording of more than thirty
seconds (as in the case of a sound recording used as a theme song)-.;
(4) A performance of a sound recording that is 15 seconds or less in duration: or
(5) A second connection to the same sound recording from someone from the same IP
address.

Performers means the independent administrators identified in 17 U.S.C. 114(g)(2)(B)
and (C) and the parties identified in 17 U.S.C. 114(g)(2)(D).

Qualified Auditor is a Certified Public Accountant licensed in the iurisdiction where it
seeks to conduct a verification.
Small Streamine Station is a terrestrial AM or FM radio station with resnect to which
Broadcast Retransmissions bv or on behalf of the Broadcaster meet the followine elii ibilitv
criteria:
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(2) During the applicable year itBroadcaster reasonably expects '."
Transmissions t=t=! i;.-of Broadcast Retransmissions to total less than 2
Tuning Hours.

„...

$ 380.12 Royalty fees

" Eligible
876.000 Aggregate

.—.."!

for the public performance of sound recordings and for ephemeral

recordings.
(a) Royalty rates. (1) For each of its Small Streamine Stations. Broadcasters shall oav
onlv the minimum fee (as provided in 5380.12(cN; provided that, one time during the period
2"!! 2"! ', = 2Dr"""c"=:cr2016-2020. a Broadcaster s station that quali fied "" "
;=="===:=; under the ~=;=-=!;.-Small Streamine Station definition as of January 31 of one year='=='.=" K.—.."" D""""" — ' -'"' ~"" '"-' —;, =."." unexpectedly made Eligible Transmissions en"""--'- — -'-" — = in excess of 2. „77876.000 Aggregate Tuning Hours during
that year, may choose to be treated as a Small Dr"""c""terStation during the following year
notwithstanding paragraph (I) of the definition of "Small D;"="c==:crStation" if it implements
measures reasonably calculated to ensure that it will not make Eligible Transmissions exceeding
27 777876.000 Aggregate Tuning Hours during that following year..".= '.= =!;- — -'- — -'-" —"
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(2) In all other cases. royalties for Eligible Transmissions made pursuant to 17 U.S.C.
114, and the making of related ephemeral recordings pursuant to 17 U.S.C. 112(e), shall, except
-" — "-:at the rate of
as provided in $ 380.13(g)(3), be payable ..
..... L
$ 0.0005 oer Performance for the period Januarv I. 2016 throuLh December 31. 2020.
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(b) Ephemeral royalty. The royalty payable under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) for any reproduction

of a phonorecord made by a Broadcaster during this license period and used solely by the
Broadcaster to facilitate transmissions ~"" "'"" "p";" "";""'-"made oursuant to 17 U.S.C.
—

114

as and when provided in this section is deemed to be included within. and constitute 5% of. such
'- —"
—"
l L . +l
royalty payments — " '- -"""'"- -"-"
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(c) Minimum fee. Each Broadcaster will pay an annual, nonrefundable minimum fee
of its:;l'.ll"-1 -L — --1- '--1" l'-

of

$ 5PP for each

" ""

'-"'"'" "''""""" '" — """ -"'"" "" -""" """-'-"'

"terrestrial AM and FM radio
stations for which Eligible Transmissionsr are made bv or on behalf of such Broadcaster for each
calendar year or part of a calendar year during
20! 52020 during which the
Broadcaster is a licensee pursuant to licenses under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114, provided that a

~2016

Broadcaster shall not be required to pay more than $ 50,000 in minimum fees in the aggregate
(for 100 or more ch".".;.=!= =;such radio stations). For the purpose of this subpart, each individual
stream (e.g., primarv radio station. HD multicast radio side channels, different stations owned by
a single licensee) will be treated separately and be subject to a separate minimum, except that
identical streams for simulcast stations will be treated as a single stream if the streams are
available at a single Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and performances from all such stations
are aggregated for purposes of determining the number of payable performances hereunder.
Upon payment of the minimum fee, the Broadcaster will receive a credit in the amount of the
minimum fee against any additional royalties payable for the same calendar year for the same
41AR
" 1~
.
I
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c ll D 3 ~
AA.+.
channel orstation
V /
VA/
~

I

~

(d) Provramminv. Provided bv Third Parties. In the case of proerammina provided bv
third parties to a Broadcaster. the Broadcaster shall make commerciallv reasonable. eood-faith
efforts to cause such third parties to provide information reeardinu the number of Performances
in such provrammine. If. however. some or all of that information is not provided to the
Broadcaster. the Broadcaster mav either (i) make a eood faith estimate of the total number of
Performances in such proerammine. multiplied bv the number of A@i res~ate Tuning Hours of
transmissions of such proaramminp if the Broadcaster has a reasonable basis for such estimate.
or (ii) estimate the number of Performances in such proprammine bv multiplvinu the total
number of Ai.cremate Tuning Hours of transmissions of such proerammine bv Performance per
hour in the case of radio station propramminp reasonablv classified as news. business. talk or
sports and 12 Performances per hour in the case of transmissions or retransmissions of all other
radio station prourammine.
1

$380.13

$

Terms for making payment of royalty fees and statements of account.

(a) Payment to the Collective. A Broadcaster shall make the royalty payments due under
380.12 to the Collective.

(b) Designation of the Collective.
(1) Until such time as a new designation is made, SoundExchange, Inc., is designated as
the Collective to receive statements of account and royalty payments from Broadcasters due
under $ 380.12 and to distribute such royalty payments to each Copyright Owner and Performer,
or their designated agents, entitled to receive royalties under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114(g).
(2) If SoundExchange, Inc. should dissolve or cease to be governed by a board consisting
of equal numbers of representatives of Copyright Owners and Performers, then it shall be
replaced by a successor Collective upon the fulfillment of the requirements set forth in paragraph
(b)(2)(i) of this section.

(i) By a majority vote of the nine Copyright Owner representatives and the nine
Performer representatives on the SoundExchange board as of the last day preceding the condition
precedent in ~paragraph (b)(2) of this section, such representatives shall file a petition with
the Copyright Royalty Board designating a successor to collect and distribute royalty payments

to Copyright Owners and Performers entitled to receive royalties under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) or
114(g) that have themselves authorized such Collective.
(ii) The Copyright Royalty Judges shall publish in the Federal Register within 30 days of
receipt of a petition filed under paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section an order designating the
Collective named in such petition.

(c) Monthly payments ";.";=~=;.';.~. Broadcasters must make monthly payments where
required by $ 380.12, and provide statements of account =;.";="".." "f "=, for each month on
the 45th day following the month in which the Eligible Transmissions subject to the payments-,
and statements of account, """ "-p" " "~" — were made. All monthly payments shall be rounded
to the nearest cent.

f

(d) Minimum payments. A Broadcaster shall make any minimum payment due under
380.12(b) by January 31 of the applicable calendar year, except that payment by a Broadcaster
that was not making Eligible Transmissions or Ephemeral Recordings pursuant to the licenses in
17 U.S.C. 114 and/or 17 U.S.C. 112(e) as of said date but begins doing so thereafter shall be due
by the 45th day after the end of the month in which the Broadcaster commences to do so.
(e) Late fees. A Broadcaster shall pay a late fee for each instance in which any payment-,
or any statement of account "." ".".";="".. "f -= is not received by the Collective in compliance
with applicable regulations by the due date. The amount of the late fee shall be ! .".'= =f =the
underoavment rate identified in 26 U.S.C. 5 6621 aonlied to the amount of the late payment-, or
! .".'= =. the payment associated with a late statement of account =-.;=„-=.. =.
'::=.. The late fee shall accrue from the due date of the
r .. until " r..ii..
1: .'.the payment-, and
payment- or statement of account =
"."
".
".=p"..
statement of account
== i"are received by the Collective, provided that, in the case
of a timely provided but noncompliant statement of account =::=„-=.. =. ==, the Collective has
notified the Broadcaster within 90 days regarding any noncompliance that is reasonably evident
to the Collective. A sini.le late fee shall be due in the event both a pavment and statement of
account are received bv the Collective after the due date. SoundExchanee mav comoromise or
elect to forego the late fee in the case of minor or inadvertent failures of a Broadcaster to make a
timelv oavment or submit a timelv statement.

(f) Statements of account. Any payment due under g 380.12 shall be accompanied by a
corresponding statement of account. A statement of account shall contain the following
information:

(1) Such information as is necessary to calculate the accompanying royalty payment;
(2) The name, address, business title, telephone number, facsimile number (if any),
electronic mail address (if any) and other contact information of the person to be contacted for
information or questions concerning the content of the statement of account;
(3) The h".".";;ri

.c.".

signature of:

(i) The owner of the Broadcaster or a duly authorized agent of the owner, if the
Broadcaster is not a partnership or corporation;

if the Broadcaster is a partnership; or

(ii) A partner or delegee,

(iii) An officer of the corporation, if the Broadcaster is a corporation.
(4) The printed or typewritten name of the person signing the statement of account;
(5) The date of signature;
(6) If the Broadcaster is a partnership or corporation, the title or official position held in
the partnership or corporation by the person signing the statement of account;
(7) A certification of the capacity of the person signing; and

(8) A statement to the following effect:

or officer or partner, have examined
of the Broadcaster,
'

I, the undersigned owner or agent

this statement of account and hereby state that it
-~ — — """-""'- ""- "'! e=;.ccfairlv oresents. in all material respects. the liabilities of Broadcaster
oursuant to 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114.
This attestation shall not nrevent a Broadcaster from making eood faith revisions or
adiustments to its Statements of Account that it later determines to be necessarv to accuratelv
reflect its liabilities due under this Suboart.
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Distribution of ro alties. (1) The Collective shall promptly distribute royalties
received from Broadcasters to Copyright Owners and Performers, or their designated agents, that
are entitled to such royalties. The Collective shall only be responsible for making distributions to

those Copyright Owners, Performers, or their designated agents who provide the Collective with
such information as is necessary to identify and pay the correct recipient. The Collective shall
distribute royalties on a basis that values all performances by a Broadcaster equally based upon
information provided under the report of use requirements for Broadcasters contained in $ 370.4
of this chapter and this subpart, except that in the case of electing Small Broadcasters, the
Collective shall distribute royalties based on proxy usage data in accordance with a methodology
adopted by the Collective's Board of Directors. The Collective shall use its best efforts to
identif and locate co ri ~ht owners and featured artists in order to distribute ro alties a able
to them under section 112 e or 114 d 2 of title 17 United States Code or both. Such efforts
shall include searches in Co ri ht Office ublic records and ublished directories of sound
recordin co ri ht owners.
(2) If the Collective is unable to locate a Copyright Owner or Performer entitled to a
distribution of royalties under paragraph (gh)(1) of this section within $ 5 years from the date A,the Collective first distributes an other ro alties for the same
re ortin eriod then such distribution may be first applied to the costs directly attributable to
the administration of that distribution. The foregoing shall apply notwithstanding the common
law or statutes of any State.

(ji) Retention of records. Books and records of a Broadcaster and of the Collective
relating to payments of and distributions of royalties shall be kept for a period of not less than the
prior 3 calendar years.

Over a ments. Ifthe Broadcaster determines within three 3 calendar ears of
a in to the Collective a monthl amountdue that the Broadcasterover aid the rovalt
a ments due on its next
a ments due under 380.12 the Broadcaster ma reduce the ro alt
full
amount
ofthe over a ment
monthl a ment s b the amount of the over a ment until the
has been recou ed. The Broadcaster shall include in its statement of account for each month in
which it is deductin amounts to recover an over a ment such information as is necessar to
calculate the amount of the over a ment.
$ 380.14

Confidential Information.

(a) Definition. For purposes of this subpart, "Confidential Information" shall include the
statements of account and any information contained therein, including the amount of royalty
payments and the number of Performances, and any information pertaining to the statements of
account reasonably designated as confidential by the Broadcaster submitting the statement.

(b) Exclusion. Confidential Information shall not include documents or information that
at the time of delivery to the Collective are public knowledge. The party claiming the benefit of
this provision shall have the burden of proving that the disclosed information was public
knowledge.
(c) Use of Confidential Information. In no event shall the Collective use any Confidential
Information for any purpose other than royalty collection and distribution and activities related
directly thereto.

(d) Disclosure of Confidential Information. Access to Confidential Information shall be
limited to:

(I) Those employees, agents, attorneys, consultants and independent contractors of the
Collective, subject to an appropriate written confidentiality agreement or an ethical obli ation to
maintain the Confidential information of the Collective, who are engaged in the collection and
distribution of royalty payments hereunder and activities related ~directi thereto, for the purpose
of performing such duties during the ordinary course of their work and who require access to the
Confidential Information;
(2) An independent and Qualified Auditor, subject to an appropriate written
confidentiality agreement, who is authorized to act on behalf of the Collective with respect to
verification of a Broadcaster's statement of account pursuant to $ 380.15 or on behalf of a
Copyright Owner or Performer with respect to the verification of royalty distributions pursuant
to $ 380.16;
(3) Copyright Owners and Performers, including their designated agents, whose works
have been used under the statutory licenses set forth in 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114(f) by the
Broadcaster whose Confidential Information is being supplied, subject to an appropriate written
confidentiality agreement, and including those employees, agents, attorneys, consultants and
independent contractors of such Copyright Owners and Performers and their designated agents,
subject to an appropriate written confidentiality agreement, for the purpose of performing their
duties during the ordinary course of their work and who require access to the Confidential
Information; and

(4) In connection with future proceedings under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114(f) before the
Copyright Royalty Judges, and under an appropriate protective order, attorneys, consultants and
other authorized agents of the parties to the proceedings or the courts.
(e) Safeguarding of Confidential Information. The Collective and any person identified in
paragraph (d) of this section shall implement procedures to safeguard against unauthorized
access to or dissemination of any Confidential Information using a reasonable standard of care,
but not less than the same degree of security used to protect Confidential Information or
similarly sensitive information belonging to the Collective or person.
$ 380.15 Verification

of royalty payments.

(a) General. This section prescribes procedures by which the Collective may verify the
royalty payments made by a Broadcaster.

(b) Frequency of verification. The Collective may conduct a single audit of a
Broadcaster, upon reasonable notice and during reasonable business hours, during any given
calendar year, for any or all of the prior 3 calendar years, but no calendar year shall be subject to
audit more than once.
(c) Notice of intent to audit. The Collective must file with the Copyright Royalty Board a
notice of intent to audit a particular Broadcaster, which shall, within 30 days of the filing of the
notice, publish in the Federal Register a notice announcing such filing. The notification of intent

to audit shall be served at the same time on the Broadcaster to be audited. Any such audit shall
be conducted by an independent and Qualified Auditor identified in the notice, mdwho mav not
be retained on a continpencv fee basis and who shall be oblii~ated to verifv anv underoavment or
overpavment of rovalties. The desi@nation of the Qualified Auditor shall be binding on all
parties. Anv such audit shall be comoleted within 6 months of the date of the notification of
intent to audit is served on the Broadcaster.
(d) Acquisition and retention of report. The Broadcaster shall use commercially
reasonable efforts to obtain or to provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by
third parties for the purpose of the audit. The Collective shall retain the report of the verification
for a period of not less than 3 years.
(e) Acceptable verification procedure. An audit of Broadcaster's books and records,
including underlying paperwork, which was performed in the ordinary course of business
according to generally accepted auditing standards by an independent and Qualified Auditor,
shall serve as an acceptable verification procedure for all parties with respect to the information
that is within the scope of the audit.
(f) Consultation. Before rendering a written report to the Collective, except where the
auditor has a reasonable basis to suspect fraud and disclosure would, in the reasonable opinion of
the auditor, prejudice the investigation of such suspected fraud, the auditor shall review the
tentative written findings of the audit with the appropriate agent or employee of the Broadcaster
being audited in order to remedy any factual errors and clarify any issues relating to the audit;
Provided that an appropriate agent or employee of the Broadcaster reasonably cooperates with
the auditor to remedy promptly any factual error or clarify any issues raised by the audit.

(g) Costs of the verification procedure. The Collective shall pay the cost of the
verification procedure, unless it is finally determined that there was an underpayment of 10% or
more, in which case the Broadcaster shall, in addition to paying the amount of any
underpayment, bear the reasonable costs of the verification procedure.
$380.16 Verification

of royalty distributions.

(a) General. This section prescribes procedures by which any Copyright Owner or
Performer may verify the royalty distributions made by the Collective; provided, however, that
nothing contained in this section shall apply to situations where a Copyright Owner or Performer
and the Collective have agreed as to proper verification methods.

(b) Frequency of verification. A Copyright Owner or Performer may conduct a single
audit of the Collective upon reasonable notice and during reasonable business hours, during any
given calendar year, for any or all of the prior 3 calendar years, but no calendar year shall be
subject to audit more than once.
(c) Notice of intent to audit. A Copyright Owner or Performer must file with the
Copyright Royalty Board a notice of intent to audit the Collective, which shall, within 30 days of
the filing of the notice, publish in the Federal Register a notice announcing such filing. The
notification of intent to audit shall be served at the same time on the Collective. Any audit shall

"Q""""
be retained on a contin enc fee basis and who shall be obli ated to verif an under a ment or
over a ment of ro alties. The desi nation of the uglified Auditor shall be binding on all
Copyright Owners and Performers. An such audit shall be com leted within 6 months of the
date of the notification of intent to audit is served on the Broadcaster.

(d) Acquisition and retention of report. The Collective shall use commercially reasonable
efforts to obtain or to provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by third
parties for the purpose of the audit. The Copyright Owner or Performer requesting the
verification procedure shall retain the report of the verification for a period of not less than 3
years.
(e) Acceptable verification procedure. An audit of Broadcaster's books and records,
including underlying paperwork, which was performed in the ordinary course of business
according to generally accepted auditing standards by an independent and Qualified Auditor,
shall serve as an acceptable verification procedure for all parties with respect to the information
that is within the scope of the audit.
(f) Consultation. Before rendering aan interim or final written report to a Copyright
Owner or Performer, except where the Qualified Auditor has a reasonable basis to suspect fraud
and disclosure would, in the reasonable opinion of the Qualified Auditor, prejudice the
investigation of such suspected fraud, the Qualitied Auditor shall review the tentative written
findings of the audit with the appropriate agent or employee of the Collective in order to remedy
any factual errors and clarify any issues relating to the audit; Provided that the appropriate agent
or employee of the Collective reasonably cooperates with the Qualified Auditor to remedy
promptly any factual errors or clarify any issues raised by the audit.

(g) Costs of the verification procedure. The Copyright Owner or Performer requesting the
verification procedure shall pay the cost of the procedure, unless it is finally determined that
there was an underpayment of 10% or more, in which case the Collective shall, in addition to
paying the amount of any underpayment, bear the-reasonable ~s-effees aid to the uglified
Auditor b the Collective for the verification procedure.
$ 380.17

Unclaimed funds.

If the Collective is unable to identify or locate a Copyright Owner or Performer who is
entitled to receive a royalty distribution under this subpart, the Collective shall retain the
required payment in a segregated trust account for a period of &5 years from the date of
distribution. No claim to such distribution shall be valid after the expiration of the $ 5-year
period. After expiration of this period,
and
exce t as ma be sub'ect to the common law or statutes of any State-., the Collective ma a I
the unclaimed funds spiel to offset an costs deductible under 17 U.S.C. 114
3 A . Nothin
in this subsection is intended to reem t the laws of an State. The Collective shall render its
best efforts to identif and locate co ri ht owners and featured artists in order to distribute
ro alties a able to them under section 112 e or 114 d 2 of title 17 United States Code or

s

both. Such efforts shall include searches in Coovrii.ht Office oublic records and nublished
directories of sound recording coovrieht owners.

5380.18

Notice and Cure

For anv material breach of these regulations bv a Broadcaster that the Collective intends
to assert in anv wav against the Broadcaster. the Collective shall first Drovide notice of such
material breach to the Broadcaster bv certified mail. and the Broadcaster shall have 30 davs from
the receiot of such notice of material breach to cure such material breach.
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Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange
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488

Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

489

Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

490

Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

491

Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

492

Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

493

Apple iTunes Radio Data designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

501

Beats Limited Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

502

Characterizations of and quotes &om testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/5/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld}

503

Beats Limited Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

503, Table 12

Beats Limited Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

506

Beats Limited Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

507

Beats Limited Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

508

Beats Limited Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

510

Nokia MixRadio Plus royalty rate information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

512

Nokia MixRadio Plus agreement information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

514

Nolcia MixRadio Plus royalty rate information designated as.

RESTRICTED by SoundExchange
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515

Quote from testimony contained in the RESTRICTED 5/5/15
Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld); Information regarding MixRadio
designated as RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

516

Nokia MixRadio Plus agreement information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

517

Record label agreement information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange and quote from testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/6/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)

520

Nokia MixRadio Plus agreement information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

521

Nokia MixRadio Plus agreement information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

522

Quotes from Professors Katz, Shapiro, and Fischel and Lichtman,
characterizing RESTRICTED opinions of Professor Rubinfeld
regarding Nokia MixRadio

525

Rhapsody Radio Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

527

Rhapsody Radio Service information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

528

Rhapsody Radio Service royalty payment information designated
as RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

528, Table 14

Rhapsody Radio Service royalty payment information designated
as RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

529

Rhapsody Radio Service royalty payment information designated
as RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

530

Rhapsody Radio Service royalty payment information designated
as RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

532

Spotify Free information designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

533

Spotify Free information designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

534

Spotify Free information designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange
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534, Table 16

Spotify Free information designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

535

Spotify Free royalty rate information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

536

Spotify Free information designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange

537

Spotify Free agreement and fee payment information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

53S

Spotify Free agreement and fee payment information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

539

Spotify Free agreement and fee payment information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

539, Table 17

Spotify Free agreement and fee payment information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

540

Spotify Free agreement and fee payment information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in
5/6/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)

the'ESTRICTED

543

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in ithei
RESTRICTED 5/5/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)
Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in thei
RESTRICTED 5/6/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)

546

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in
5/5/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)

548

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/6/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)

549

Characterizations of and quotes &om testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/6/15 Hearing Transcript (Rubinfeld)

566

iHeart Media listener data designated as RESTRICTED by iHeart
Media

567

Characterizations of testimony contained in the RESTRICTED
5/7/1 5 Hearing Transcript (Wilcox)

the'ESTRICTED
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i

568

Characterizations of testimony contained in the RESTRICTED
5/7/15 Hearing Transcript (Wilcox); Record label service
agreement information designated as RESTRICTED by
SoundExchange and iHeartMedia

569

Characterizations of, and quotes from, testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/7/15 Hearing Transcript (Wilcox)

570

Characterizations of testimony from Mr. Pedersen's WRT,
designated as RESTRICTED by iHeartMedia

572

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/7/15 Hearing Transcript (Wilcox)

575

Record label revenue allocation information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange
Quotes from Mr. Pedersen's WRT„designated as RESTRICTED
by iHeartMedia

Characterizations of testimony from restricted portions of Mr.
Pedersen's WRT, designated as RESTRICTED by iHeartMedia
Characterizations of testimony from restricted portions of Mr.
Pedersen's WRT, designated as RESTRICTED by iHeartMedia
590

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/7/15 Hearing Transcript (Wilcox)
Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED 5/7/15 Hearing Transcript (Wilcox)

603

Royalty structure agreement information regarding numerous
marketplace deals, designated as RESTRICTED by various
parties.

604

iHeartMedia / Warner agreement information designated as
RESTRICTED by iHeartMedia and SoundExchange

605

Record label agreement information designated as RESTRICTED
by iHeartMedia and SoundExchange

606

Record label agreement information designated as RESTRICTED
by iHeartMedia and SoundExchange

622

Record label agreement information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange
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627

Characterizations of and quotes from testimony contained in the
RESTRICTED Written Testimony of Mr. Pederson designated as
RESTRICTED by iHeartMedia

650

Agreement information designated as RESTRICTED by various
parties

666

Record label financial information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

734

Record label financial information designated as RESTRICTED
by SoundExchange

750

Webcaster royalty rate structure information designated as
RESTRICTED by SoundExchange
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